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We're not trying to give the most. We're trying to lose
the least. That was John Bowers' philosophy 40 years
ago, and it lives on in our new 600 Series. Speakers that
neither add to, nor take away from, the original sound. That
requires world- class science - and extremely experienced
ears. Because once we've selected exactly the right
components, we begin the long, careful process of tuning.
Listening and refining, over and over. Until the frequencies
combine to conjure asound so true, so alive, you want to
reach out and touch it. Dr John Dibb, Senior Development
Engineer and Fellow of the Society of Sound, on the new
600 Series.
Visit the Society of Sound at www.bowers-wilkins.com

B&W Bowers&Wilkins
Listen and you'll see
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his issue sees the final
part of our tribute to 25
years of CD, aperiod
that has seen many
digital technologies, Philips'
DCC and CDi
among them,
rise and fall in quick succession.
Nevertheless, the humble
Compact Disc has hardly
remained unscathed by the
explosion of digital technologies
witnessed in the last decade.
Sales of CD software peaked
between 1999-2000 but,
judged by diversity of hardware,
its 'golden period' occured in
the very early 1990s.

DVD changed all that. The
large manufacturers turned
their huge R&D budgets and
creative talent into developing
hardware to support the new
medium. Many tackled DVDAand SACD with the same
fervour. Meanwhile, CD became
afeature-set of these DVD and
'universal' players almost by
default. For these big beasts
of the consumer electronics
industry, the purist CD player was
simply too limited in appeal.
Disc transport technology
was driven by the DVD and
PC markets, as were the new

'With silicon now accommodating, if
not optimised for DVD sample rates,
the age of CD-specific ICs was over'
At this time, many Far Eastern
manufacturers were launching
five or more models ayear while
separate CD transport/DAC
combinations proliferated in the
'audiophile' market. Bitstream
had also arrived, anew D/A
conversion technique that
spawned amuch wider range of
DAC ICs. With so much choice of
old and new silicon, the sound
of CD hardware was never so

THE EXPERT PANEL
HiFi News has the reputation for
delivering the most in-depth reviews
in the audio business. Why? Because
we employ the most experienced and
expert writers in the field.
RICHARD STEVENSON
is HFN's multichannel
specialist and token hi-fi
hippy having edited an
AV trade magazine for
seven years
KEITH HOWARD h
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generation of D/A converters.
With silicon now optimised for
DVD sample rates, the age of
CD-specific IC chips was over.
Yet the wholesale absence
of these big players has allowed
many new specialist CD

BARRY FOX — techno
journdlist supreme. BF
trained in electronics
with the RAF and
worked for many years
as apatent agent

producers to fill the gap. While
some would argue that CD has
never sounded so good, none
should ever doubt its resilience.

varied or interesting.
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Not only coes HiFi News have exclusive
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audio and video test equipment, but
it's the only magazine whose editor has
designed world-class test solutions from
the award-winning Jitter Analyser to the
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multichannel QC Suite. This is why we are
the No.1 in Frome Entertainment Testing
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and why you'll discover facts and figures
about your favourite hi-fi and AV gear

that simply do not appear anywhere else.
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THE HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
In addition to our awards badges, the

sound/picture, features and build quality
of every product are condensed into
at-a-glance ratings on our colour- coded

ECO

75%

pie charts, uniquely, our green segment
provides a measure of product power
consumption. See pl 8 for full details.
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Thorens TD 350
Swiss turntable brand Thorens has a
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80W per block. KK pairs them up
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Five high- quality DVD players are
put through their paces by Richard
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Discmaster 8.0, Denon DVD-2930,
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technology lies at the heart of this
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Subwoofer specialist REL's £ 600 Ti
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gives us the lowdown why
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This month Christopher Breunig trials
alow-cost set-up comprising Myryad
Z112 CD player, Z142 amplifier and
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KRELL S- 1000/S-1500 PROCESSOR/AMPLIFIER
Krell provides AV and surround- sound capability ' rom two
surprisingly wieldy boxes with is latest p-ocessorfpreamp
and multichannel power amp combo. Tne S-1000 processor
will decode all standard Dolby Digital/ DTS compressed audio
formats from legacy DVD players, wl-¡ le' the 5-1500 is available
with five, six or seven power amplifier channels, with an
option to upgrade up to seven channes at a later date.
www.krellonline.com

DALI HELICON 400 LOUDSPEAKERS
Home to the muses of music and dance was
Mount Helicon in Greece, after which Dali named its
five- speaker range that sits below its top Euphonia
series. The Helicon 400 is a21/
2way des gn, with
Dali's hybrid domeiribbor treble units providho
HF extension to a claimed 27kHz. Below, two 6.5in
bass- mid drivers of wood/paper composite provide
bass extension to 32Hz. Cherry or walnut high- gloss
veneers complete the package.

01.01,

www.dali.dk
•
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New products and upcoming events...

CHORD HDIViî
REVISED CABLE TO MEET 1.3 SPEC
The Chord Company has redesigned
its HDMI Sliver Plus cable, making
it compliant with the latest HDMI
1.3 specification. A heavier gauge

a

of conductors is used throughout,
with silver-plating to improve highfrequency signal transmission. To
reduce signal loss, the cable uses a
foamed polyethylene dielectric, and
Ube

-21111.

shielding comprises dual aluminium/

C.,

Mylar foil, with ascreen of foil/braid.
Chord has tested its new cable
with arange of equipment and
suggests that improvements with
the new cable include more vibrant
colours, improved contrast and
sharper images. Awide range of

GOLDMUND
REFERENCE

cable lengths are available, starting
at £ 84.95 for 1.5m, up to £ 695 for
40m. For runs greater than 15m,
an in- line amp is included with the
cable, designed to be powered from
an appliance's 5V HDMI output.
Chord advises that while most

LIMITED RUN OF $ 250,000 MK II STATEMENT TURNTABLE NEARS COMPLETION

appliances can supply the required
100mA of current, this should

Legendary Swiss high-end company Goldmund is close to completing its statement
turntable. The Reference Il will be limited to just 25 units. It's amassive design, with a

be tested first if acable is to be

support stand that weighs 250kg alone. It employs afive- layer platter constructed from

The Chord Company, 01980
625700 www.chord.co.uk

metacrylate and brass, with lead inserts, totalling 20kg. Drive is provided by acog-free

permanently installed.

motor, shielded and damped with 15kg of brass. Touch controls are integrated into the
tabletop to switch between 33, 45 and 78rpm. Three tonearms can be installed at once,
and Goldmund will also offer its own T8 arm, itself weighing 7kg. This arm will include
hyperbolic tracking correction and motor-driven VTA adjustment with 0.1mm precision.
The Reference II will carry on- board Phono PH8 amplification, the first stage mounted in the
headshell. The signal is digitised by Goldmund's ' 140dB A/o' circuit. An analogue output is
available, after conversion back by the Goldmund Alize D/A circuit, or adigital output allows
'Swiss Chrono zero-jitter' 24/96 connection. Each Reference II turntable will be installed and
fully calibrated by the Goldmund Team. Price is given as US $ 250,000.
Symmetry Systems, 01727 865488 vvww.goldmund.com
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NEW KEF RANGE GAINS HIGH GLOSS, LOSES EXTERNAL SUPERTWEETER
KEF Audio has revised its

available: two small

loudspeakers, most notably

two-way standmount
speakers, two three-way

by removing the top-

cabinet. Standing tallest
of the range at 1020mm,
the three-way XQ40 uses
a 165mm Uni Q and two

330mm high, using a

165mm bass drivers. All

aluminium- dome HF unit

130mm Uni Q driver, with
overall sensitivity given as

models are now finished
in real wood veneer with a
high- gloss lacquer. Prices

86dB. Next up is the XQ20

to extend its response to

with a 165mm driver,

are, respectively from

an advertised 55kHz, — 3dB.

and claimed sensitvity of

Overlaying the tweeter is

88dB, standing 385mm
tall. The XQ30 floorstander

the XQ10, £ 700, £ 1000,
£1500 and £ 2000. The

provide protection from
accidental damage.

DECEMBER 2007

independently loaded by
aseparate chamber in the

floorstanders, and acentre
channel speaker. The XQ10
is the smallest in the range,

a 'tangerine-waveguide' to
improve HF dispersion and

www.hifinews.co.uk

similarly-sized bass driver,

mounted supertweeter.
To maintain the extended
wideband response, KEF
has modified its 19mm
that lies at the centre of
the Uni Q mid/top driver,

8

Five speakers are

midrange XQ range of

centre channel, the XQ50c,

stands 860mm high,
and below its 130mm

is available for £ 750.
KEF Audio, 01622 672261

Uni Q mid/top unit is a

www.kef.com
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UPRATED VERSION OF PD- D6 PLAYER MATCHES A-A9 AMP
Adding to Pioneer's new stereo product

jitter by reclocking data from ahigh-

matching A-A9 amplifier at £ 699. Look

range is aCD player/two-channel SACD

accuracy master clock. It also employs

player to match its larger A-A9 integrated
amplifier. The Poneer PD- D9 is an uprated

Pioneer's long-standing Legato Link digital
filter and Hi Bit conversion technology.

out for an exclusive and in-depth test in
next month's HiFi News.

version of the cheaper PD D6, now using
atwin R-core transformer instead of an

The Hi Bit processor requantises CD's
16- bit signal to 24- bit while upsampling

El type, and with an extra sample- rate
converter, the latter promising to reduce

increases the native 44.IkHz sample

Pioneer GB, 01753 789789

rate to 192kHz. Price is the same as the

www.pioneer.co.uk

Additionally, the range will be joined
by amatching DAB radio tuner, the F- F6,
to sell for £ 350.

NAD PFZ
PHONO STAGE

REPLUG TO SAVE SOCKETS
'KEEP JACK ALIVE' IS PRODUCTS MISSION

TITANIUM FINISH ADDED

A new invention promises to prevent the accidental damage caused by inadvertently

NAD has updated its budget PP1
phono stage, designed as acost-

pulling headphones from aportable music player or laptop computer. Replug is a
patent- pending attachment that connects between adevice's headphone jack and
the ' phone's jack plug. It comprises two parts: a3.5mm metal plug and adetachable

effective way to allow aturntable
to be connected to an amplifier

rubber body. When too much strain is applied to the cable, the flexibie rubber readily

with only line- level only inputs.

parts company with the flush mount plug. Price is given as S17.95. www.replug.com

Now available in atitanium finish
as well as the original black, it can
be used with moving- coil as well
as moving- magnet cartridges,
providing 60dB and 35dB of gain
respectively. The new version uses
ahigher voltage external power
supply, 24V instead of 15V, in abid
to improve overload margins and
musical dynamics.
Additionally, it uses arevised
internal circuit layout with

SHARPRDHP20 BLU RAY
be enjoyed without delay. No information

improved components, including
close tolerance metal film resistors
and film capacitors. RIM response

the BD-HP10, priced at £ 399, capable of

is supplied about length of time required

accuracy is quoted as ± 0.3dB. The

upconverting standard DVD to 1080p. lt
will play DVD video, DVD±R(W) and CD-R(W)

to load aBlu-ray disc. Component ( Y, Pb, Pr)

NAD PP2 measures just 135 x35 x

video and HDMI outputs are included, as well

70mm, and costs £ 50.

media, and boasts that the reading process

as 5.1- channel analogue audio connections.

starts within seconds, so that content can

Sharp UK, 0800 262 958 www.sharp.co.uk

Armour Home Electronics,
01279 501111

FIRST HI-DEF PLAYER FROM SHARP
Sharp has announced it first BD player,

www.nadelectronics.com
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New products and upcoming events...

LHIVIBKIDGE

AUDIO AZUR 34OR

ENTRY-LEVEL 5.1 AV RECEIVER SWELLS AZUR RANGE

eCambridge Audio
IIIREC

c5

o

r)

o

A new entry-level AV receiver has
been added to Cambridge Audio's
extensive range of audio electronics.
It's unashamedly afive-channel - rather
than six- or seven-channel - product,
allowing the designers to concentrate
on optimising performance for alarge

Iti

ocee®sseect
proportion of potential users. Specified at
50W per channel, all channels driven, or

three composite, two S-video and two
component video inputs, two HDMI ins are

2x80W for two- channel use, it includes
six line- level analogue inputs, plus a

included, and one HDMI output. An AM/FM
RDS tuner includes 30 presets. Available in

5.1 direct in. Five digital audio inputs

silver or black, price is £ 270.

allow four Toslink and one coaxial digital

Cambridge Audio, 0845 090 2288

sources to be connected. As well as

www.cambridge-audio.com

THREE- CHIP 1080P PROJECTOR
Italian projector brand SIM2 has updated its C3X model to highdefinition 1080p. Externally, the C3X 1080 comes in the same highgloss sculpted box. Inside, the projector uses three 0.95in 1080p
DC4 DIP chips from TI. Full- depth 10- bit video processing with HD
scaling and deinterlacing capabilities is said to maintain 1080p/24fps
purity, and to improve the perceived quality of lesser formats.
Available in achoice of gunmetal, black, red or gold finishes, the C3X
1080 is priced at £ 19,000. SIM2, 01825 750850 www.sim2.com

mMUSIC FIRST AUDIO REFERENCE

GRYPHON AUDIO ADDS ' SMALLER' MODEL

NEW REFERENCE MODEL ADDS REMOTE VOLUME CONTROL

Gryphon Audio of Denmark has announced its fourth

A new ' cost- no-object' reference preamp is available from Music First
Audio at £ 7895. The Reference takes alarger 432mm-wide case, sited

loudspeaker, the Atlantis, designed for use in smaller
rooms than is possible with its towering Poseidon,

on LFD feet. Inside are Mk IV versions of the TX102 transformer, which

Trident and Cantata. The Atlantis uses two 8in bass

reaches to - 60dB attenuation. Like the original Passive Magnetic, it has

units, two 5in mid drivers with triple- magnets, and a

four unbalanced and two XLR balanced inputs, now with dual RCA and

ceramic HF unit with proprietary wave guide. Its

XLR outputs. Volume is

hand- adjusted 4th-order crossover incorporates battery-

remote controllable

biasing, said to give gains in image coherence and

via astepper motor.
Music First Audio,
01424 858260

timbral colour. Replaceable side panels allow many
finishes for this 85kg speaker, standing 1.18m tall. The
price in the UK is £ 14,995.
Audio Salon, 0141 3339700 www.gryphon-audio.com

www.mfaudio.co.uk
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NEW TURNTABLE ESCAPES BOULE
Slipping in at aprice point below that of its popular
Debut is Pro-Ject's new Genie turntable. It's a
skeletal design with an outboard AC motor which
belt- drives an MDF platter around its circumference.
Speed change is made by moving the belt on a
stepped pulley. Unusually, the deck is fitted with an
S-shaped tonearm, an 8.6in aluminium model with
silver-plated internal wiring. The Genie is priced at
£125, including an Ortofon 0M3e moving- magnet
cartridge. Henley Designs, 01235 511166
www.project-audio.com

HI-FI CONFIDENTIAL
JANINE

ELLIOT

BRINGS

YOU

THE

LATEST

HI- Fl

GOSSIP

We've had CRT, plasma and LCD.
We've been waiting yonks for SED
and meanwhile Sony unveils OLED
(organic light- emitting diode) in the
form of a 1,000,000:1 contrast 11in
TV marketed as XEL-1 with a960 x
540 pixel resolution.
Nothing amazing, Ihear you say,
but what impresses is the fact that
the sets are only 3mm thick and use
new organic electro luminescence
technology. Sony is expecting OLED
to supersede LCD, especially with
its green credentials. Think I'll wait
until the £ 1700 price has shrunk

ABOVE: Philips' Aurea frame
lighting technology

and the screen size and resolution

BELOW: Samsung/138,0 mobile
phone collaboration, the Serenata

has rocketed before I'm convinced.
Basically OLEDs don't need to be
backlit, which means they require

MARANTZ CD6002
CD MATCH FOR PM6002 AMPLIFIER

less power and can be made thinner.
Meanwhile, and even more
anorexic is the Shinoda plasma TV
recently unveiled but yet to be
released which is amere 1mm thick.

the same spot inside your head
when you reach over to pick up
your beer, then you should try the
latest cans from Beyer.

The bendy TV contains thousands of

The distinctive looking
'spatially aware' Headzone Home
5.1 ear speakers have two poles

glass plasma tubes that contain RGB

on the top looking rather like

Price-to-weight ratio is to the fore with Marantz's latest
affordable CD player, the CD6002. Weighing in at
£270 and 5kg, it's said to implement audio circuitry
from the brand's costlier SA- 15S1, including Marantz's
trademark HDAM, here used as signal buffers and

`13&0 claims the phone's speaker
delivers hi-fi quality sound'

low-pass filters. Component count includes high-grade
electrolytic film capacitors and Schottky diodes. To
further sound quality, the LCD display and optical/

fluorescent material. Ideal for those

the rotors on ahelicopter. These

lacking space to put the telly, or

sense your head movement and

coaxial digital outputs can be switched off when
required. Its disc mechanism is capable of playing

who have curved walls.

so ensure that the sound ' centres'

Finally on the subject of TV,
Philips seems to have gone OTT
with its LEDs on its latest Ambilight
42in TV, called the 'Aurea', which

at the same angle in relation to
your room. They adjust the time

CD-R(W), and the player can decode MP3 and WMA
files. The all- metal chassis, with aluminium front panel,
is available in black or silver finish options.
Marantz UK, 01753 680868 www.marantz.com

not only shines lights behind the
set but also has 126 LEDs inside the
from the front.

You can even decide the size
and acoustic qualities of the
room. Rather aclever idea, but

UNHOLY ALLIANCE

at £ 1700 I'm not so sure they're
heading for success.

framework to beam colours at you

1111, 1,111.1

o

at which sounds arrive at each
ear depending on your virtual
distance from each ' speaker'.

What do you get when you combine
acompany that knows little about
audio with one that knows little
about mobile phones? The answer,
HI-FI DATES FOR YOUR DIARY...
11 DEC 07

AES UK, 'AChristmas Special with Barry Fox',

details as 13 Nov www.aes.orgisectionsluk
7-10 JAN 08 International CES 2008, Las Vegas, USA
22-24 FEB

www.cesweb.org
Sound & Vision 2008, Marriott City Centre
Hotel, Bristol www.bristolshow.co.uk

10-13 APRIL HDi Show 2008, International Exhibition Center
Moscow, Russia www.hifishow.ru
3-8 APRIL

Festival Son Image - 2008 Edition, Sheraton
Centre, Montreal www.fsiexpo.com

TWICE THE SPLICE
Finally, some trivia: for
the same cost of a

the Serenata, aSamsung and Bang &

4m Nordost Odin

Olufsen amalgamation combining a
mobile phone-cum-MP3 player using

speaker cable
at £ 25,000

the former's mobile technology
and the latter's beautiful design
philosophy. The strange looking

you could buy
enough QED

device includes atriband GSM radio
and a240 x240 pixel touchscreen

79- strand to
go around

display. B&O claims that the phone's

the world.
Interesting

loudspeaker delivers hi-fi quality
sound. Should be interesting...

thought,
that.

If you are fed up with the sound
in your headphones coming from

DECEMBER 2007
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First sight of new products & technology

TOP AUDIO, MILAN
Report by Ken Kessler

M

ilan in September — my favourite show of the season, especially in light of what's happened to London.

While TOP Audio was bursting with new LCD and plasma screens, arectangular frame is hardly
photogenic since they almost all look alike. So forgive me if Imerely tell you that standards are now so
uniformly high from the known players that you have to almost deliberately seek out aturkey. iPod docks

abounded, too, as did new valve amps, and acouple of rooms had three-channel demos for music-only playback,
harking back to the earliest days of stereo. Me? I
was knocked out by the baby Sonus faber Auditor Elipsas and Magnat's
high-value-for-money RV1 integrated valve amp. And I
can heartily recommend the 2004 Tignanello!

hi-finews

SHOW REPORT
LEFT: Pierre Bolduc's demonstrations packed them in
every hour: the editor of Audiophile Sound favours
open- reel tape sources for his presentations!

hi-finews

eeO

SHOW REPORT

RIGHT: So cute Iwanted to steal apair and smuggle
them home in my hand luggage, the gorgeous Sonus
faber Auditor Elipsa. It looks like ascale model of the
full-scale Elipsa, but it's afull- range two-way system in a
vented enclosure with 25mm ring radiator and 150mm
mid/bass cone driver in achassis measuring only
335x224x341mm (wdh). Can be used as either main
speakers or wall- mounts for surround channels.

hi-finews

MM,

SHOW REPORT

LEFT: Milan offered the first European viewing of the
long- rumoured McIntosh MT10 turntable. Platter is
acrylic, and the electronics are styled to keep faith with
the company's black- glass-fronted amps and tuners,
including ameter on the front that shows its precise
rotational speed!

12
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LEFT: EAT added more hand- made, individually-tested
valves to its selection: the ECC803S Selected, ECC803S
Diamond, ECC88 Selected and ECC88 Diamond, the first
pair compatible with the ECC83/12AX7, and the second
pair being upgrades for the ECC88/6D18.

te0 0

SWAN REPOWI

RIGHT: Audia's Flight Phono is atwo-chassis MM/MC
phono amp with both RCA and XLR outputs and - ultrauseful in light of current analogue trends - afront panel
mono button and selector for the IEC amendment to the
standard RIM equalisation curve.

hi-fineve

r-

RIGHT: No info at hand,
but this new floorstander
from Simetel/Nightingale
is arefreshing break from
Sonus faber clones (www.

eee
ABOVE: Adorable Luxuraudio's miniColibry
speaker from the people who make
HiDiamord cables: only 150mm tall (!),
but said to deliver up to 103dB at 1m and
capable of a 102Hz-24kHz response. One for

hi-finews

iPod dock users in small rooms.

000

e

SHOW REPORT

RIGHT: Blue Note considers its Bellayista Signature to be
its ' best unsprung turntable' - details include atwo- layer
¡plinth, 22mm thick polyvinyl platter and tulip-shaped
aluminium pulley.
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NEWS
First sight of new products & technology
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ABOVE: A wild- looking Rise CD player from Sigma Audio

ABOVE: Retro look radios were everywhere. The

fed the wonderfully- named Mainstream control unit,

handsome Bernstein ! TRIO is all-valve and AM/FM, with a

suspended Enid- Lumley style as were the speakers and
amps; no details yet as these are prototypes.

built-in iPod dock.

hkfinews
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-ZEPORT

ABOVE: That front panel is made from genuine Murano
glass, arefreshing touch to Unison Research's P70
integrated amp; this is apre- production sneak peek.

Ñ 00

St-Kith+ REPORT

ABOVE: Krell introduced the Modulare speaker concept,

Power is 70W/ch from kT88s, and the bias circuit is said to

a £ 30,000 per pair system weighing in at 3001b.

be all-new, to ensure optimum performance at all times.

Its separate woofer and satellite units are made of
machined billet aluminium: the woofer enclosure
contains three 8in aluminium-cone woofers, while upper
frequencies are covered by a 1in ScanSpeak ring- radiator
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tweeter and a6.5in aluminium- cone midrange drive -.

hi-finews

00 SHOW REPORT
LEFT: M.Acoustics' Ec'ipse
li
ê

i

e4.

2.3 evo is so oddly

.

angular that it's tough
to photograph. Tweeter

0 0

SHP'

ABOVE: Who saw this coring from the German speaker

M.Acoustics model;

maker? The RV- 12x35W integrated valve amp has a

sensitivity is 90.5dB and

solid metal enclosure made of milled aluminium, an

response is stated as

all-tube input section with phono stage and input signal

281-tz-24kHz

switching via relays. ECC83 tubes in the pre section
and ECC82 and selected EL34s in the output section,
ceramic tube sockets, remote control and more. At
C1850 plus tax, what abargain!
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Nl KEF®

Exquisite
It's the only word for asound that's so seductively natural, fluent and lucid.
The ' how?' is easy to explain. With KEF's latest Uni Q ' point source' driver arrays, comprehensively redesigned
with a new segmented " tangerine - waveguide for even cleaner HF response, off-axis dispersion is literally
unrivalled. The new XQ Series also adopts technology normally reserved for the Reference Series, such as the
independently loaded ultra- low distortion LF drivers that provide an open, articulate bass, and across- over that
delivers inaudible transitions with discrete bass/midrange and HF circuits to eliminate coupling effects.
The range now features new slimmer models and an outstanding three-way centre channel. And achoice of new
high gloss finishes in Piano Black or hand- matched Khaya Mahogany or Birds- Eye Maple veneers.
So beautifully accomplished, the new XQ Series is truly exquisite.

www.kef.com
GP Acoustics ( UK) Ltd.. Eccleston Road, Tov11, Maidstone, Kern, ME IS 6QP U.K.
T:* 44 ( 0) 1622 672261

F:* 44 (0) 1622 750653
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NEWS
Delving into the technology of tomorrow

SWIPE TO PLAY

To prevent consumers making multiple copies of discs, companies are looking at changing

the way CDs are read by players. But not all players will read these new discs, says Barry Fox

E

xpiry of the Sony/Philips patents on CD has left
all companies ( including Philips and Sony) free to

tinker with the standard system. Recently filed
patents show just how far they want to go, even

though the tinkering may make some discs incompatible
with some players.
Warner Bros admits in new patent filing that
BELOW:
Patents for
Warner Bros'
anti-theft
system - the
disc must
be exposed
to radiation
before it can
be played
-and the
'pointer'
system
lodged by
Macrovision

enterprising shoplifters are now defeating conventional
anti-theft packaging by slicing open the boxes and
shaking discs free. So Warner plans adisc with two
lead-in areas instead of one. The first lead-in contains
data that stops aplayer reading the second,
conventional lead-in. The disc surface above the first
lead-in area is coated with achemical that is normally
transparent but turns opaque when irradiated with a
source of finely tuned light or radio frequency.
So the disc can only be played if the checkout teller
has flashed it to disable the first lead-in.
Meanwhile Sony has aplan to bury Radio Frequency
Identity chips in the body of apressed disc. The chip
works like anon- contact travel card, such as London's
Oyster card, which is waved over aticket barrier.

'A percentage of customer returns is
now regarded as an inevitable side
effect of copy-protection'

rem,. cr....ere

The Sony CD will ' talk' to aCD player, which has an RF
aerial inside the disc tray. The chip can store
copy- protection codes, aplaylist or running score
for agame. Another aerial, on the outside of the
player, ' talks' to anon-contact card. If the card
contains decryption key codes, the disc will only
play if the codes on the disc match the codes on
the card. So unauthorised copy discs, without a
chip and matching codes, will not play.

.3W

incorrect and/or inaccurate or otherwise interfered
with.., if there appears to be an inaccuracy in the
data, an audio player will generally continue to play...'
Turn the words ' generally continue to play' round
and you get fair warning that some players will not
continue to play. Owners may then think their player
has gone faulty, or needs alens clean; if they take the

Macrovision has for several years driven the idea

and ' continue to play'.
TINKERED, NOT TAILORED

The disc is made with afirst, audio, session and a
second, data, session. The audio session is hidden
from adata reader or copier by including control
data in the data session which incorrectly

www.hifinews.co.uk

change of format is not apparent to auser,' claims
Macrovision. ' Control data recorded in the second
and subsequent sessions which relates to the first
session has been removed, corrupted, rendered

of multi-sessioning aCD to obstruct copying
while - hopefully - not obstructing normal audio
play by an audio player. Multi-sessioning began

Macrovision was once anxious to show off its
disc- player compatibility checking facility, where
banks of players tested whether copy- protected discs
played. But over recent yea -sMacrovision has lost
interest in talking to the press. Perhaps the company
does not want to publicise the fact that there are
just too many different types of CD, DVD, PC and

identifies the audio files as data files. The lead-

now blue laser drives in the world for compatibility
checking to be reliable. Pernaps, also, apercentage of
customer returns is now regarded as an unfortunate,
but inevitable side effect of copy- protection.

out from each session has pointers back to the
body of that session.

Which is fine unless you are the one with one of
the players that do not play.

+•••••••••••••••••••••••••11.....,
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'Where the multiple session disc has arestricted
number of sessions, for example two only, the

HIDING THE MUSIC

dates back to British and Israeli filings from 2001.

_•-

lead-in pointers; and the pointers wrongly describe
audio content as data.

disc back to the shop where they bought it, or have
to pay to mail it back to an online store, there is a
good chance the store player will behave differently

life as away to add data to apartly-written
write-once disc, and dates back to Philips patents
filed in 1991.
The idea of using this for copy protection

-

Macrovision's latest idea is to omit these backwarddirecting pointers, and use only Table of Content and
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1. Stradivari Homage

5. Cremona Auditor Elipsa [ NEW]
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6. Cremona M [ NEW]
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7. Cremona Auditor M [NEW]
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magazine in the world. Each month we
audio equipment - two-channel audio
from turntables, integrated, pre- and
power amplifiers, FM or DAB radio and
CD players, through to multichannel
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UNDER THE BONNET
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Ever wondered what makes an amplifier.
CD/DVD/Universal player or AV processor
tick? This is where HiFi News lifts the lid
on each and every review product to give
you the inside track on its key building
blocks. The olue ' speech bubble' captions
are generated by our engineers, rather than
copied from brochures or PR fluff, so you are
guaranteed atruly independent overview of
the product's inner workings.
As a rule, many of the highlighted
components or circuit details will be linked
to specific amas of performance in the Lab
Report. No longer an anonymous ' black
box'. visualising key areas of strength or
weakness within a product permits a far
greater appreciation of its build quality and
material value.

out

conducted and written by our Consultant
In* rruan Pt0

Technical Editor, Keith Howard. All
electronics are measured using the
six-channel QC Suite testing station
developed by HiFi News' Editor,
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Paul Miller, and now an industry standard.
Not only does this exhaustive testing give
HiFi News apowerful edge, but we are
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HiFi News is also in the unique position

players, AV receivers and processors plus
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SOUND QUALITY..

the myriad varieties of loudspeakers,
subwoofers and headphones.
of offering similarly in-depth testing of
home cinema products including DVD

010. "00.

'As 'On the Run' fades
seamlessly into Tune' the
docks explode Into life'

Want to skip directly to our detailed
description of sound or picture quality?
Then look for these icons:
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WHY OUR REVIEWS ARE THE INDUSTRY'S BENCHMARK..

offer aclear evaluation of all types of
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also the only magazine to offer its full test
report data online. Log onto
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www.hifinews.co.uk and follow the links
to obtain free downloads.
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They say that apicture is worth athousand words, so it's certainly worth
spending a little time getting to grips with the graphical content of our
Lab Reports. To enable comparisons between issues, one of the graphs
on each Lab Report will be repeated for products of similar type. For
example, our reviews of co/ovo/universal players, outboard DACs and
AV processors will always include a graph illustrating how distortion
increases with decreasing digital signal level at both 1kHz ( black trace
or infill) and 20kHz (blue infill). Reviews of amplifiers will always have
a graph showing distortion versus frequency at, typically. 101N/8ohm.
The second graph in each Lab Report is used to illustrate some other
technical feature that's typically unique to the product under test. You
might see a graph showing abnormally high jitter from a co player, for
example, or how the dynamic power output of an amplifier varies with
different loudspeaker loads.
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Ibis specific 3D or waterfall plot' accompanies most of our loudspeaker reviews.
The graph illustrates the 'cumulative spectral decay' of a loudspeaker, showing
the output of its drivers and cabinet in response to a brief transient or impulse
signal. The first line in the plot ( 1) shows the frequency response of the speaker
plotted from 200Hz-20kHz. Once the impulse stops, almost every speaker carries
on producing some output from, for example, poorly-damped drivers to cabinet
resonances and reflections within the box. These residual honks, rattles and
buzzes, however subtle, are depicted by the cascade ( 2) that follows the initial
impulse response. Our plots show these 'noises' emerging from the speaker (3)
up to 5msec (five thousandths of a second) from the initial transient and are a
direct indication of how clean or coloured the design is likely to sound.

.0

,ro»
Frequency in He »
(1)
(
3)

3D GRAPHS
Occasionally it's impossible to illustrate a specific technical 'feature' on aflat, two-dimensional graph
and athird axis is required. Viewing the full output of aCD/DVD player to show the effect of its digital
filter is just one such occasion. This example plot shows afull 20Hz-20kHz sweep (1) plotted against
output signal level (the vertical or Y axis) and output frequency (the X axis from 0-100kHz). Here we
can see the effect of agentle filter in the slow ultrasonic roll-off ( 2) alongside rippled stopband images
(3) and harmonic distortions (4). In this case, the 'digital' distortions ( 3) are caused by reflections of
the audio data off multiples of the sample rate (something that only happens with LPCM) while the
conventional 2nd, 3rd, 4th... harmonic distortions (4) are just as likely to originate from the analogue
stages as the choice of internal DAC.
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THE HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Our expert reviewers sum up all that's
important about aproduct in our Verdict
section, with key indicators of quality
illustrated on our colour-coded pie chart.
Viewed clockwise from the top, the
sound ( or picture) quality, the breadth
of features and facilities, the quality of
its construction are all allocated a slice
of the pie. Plus, and here's an important
extra consideration in our era of Global
Warming, power consumption is indicated
by afinal green segment.
Each of these Sound, Features, Build
and Economy slices are rated in percent;
the larger the segment, the better
the sound, the greater the number of
features, the higher the standard of its
construction and the more economic it is
to run. Naturally, there's some variation in
these ingredients as ' passive' devices like
speakers, cartridges and passive preamps
do not draw anything from the mains.
Similarly, we do not allocate speakers or
MM/MC cartridges arating for features.
Neither is there any over-arching
figure for 'value' as this perception is
largely dictated by the priorities and
wallet of the beholder. Instead, products
are divided into three colour-coded price
bands - the pie-charts are coloured
purple for products up to £ 1000, blue
between £ 1001-£3000 and red for the
rarified high-end at £ 3000+.

TESTED THIS MONTH...
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c
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42 Group test: Universal DVD players £ 600-E900
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SOUND or PICTURE QUALITY

•Wale ed.
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PIE CHART COLOUR KEY

EQUIPMENT
UPTO £ 1000

EQUIPMENT
OVER £ 1000

EQUIPMENT
OVER £3000

For the diehard music and movie enthusiast.
this piece of the cake is all about its flavour.
The key ingredients are discussed with all
the passion you'd expect from our team of
world-class reviewers and their enthusiasm
is reflected in the score for the equipment's
sound or, indeed, picture quality.
As ever, this rating represents a balance
of subjective qualities, so while not all
80-percenters, for example, will sound
identical, they will offer a better overall
performance than those ranked below.
Within each of our three price bands, 50%
represents an acceptable sound quality,
60% is good, 70% very good while anything
over 80% is excellent. Only state-of-the-art
items will score over 90%.

20 Bryston BCD- 1 CD player

24 Karan KAS -180 amplifier

SOUND

75%

FEATURES & FACILITIES
This slice of the pie is very straightforward
-the more inputs, outputs, knobs, bells
and whistles featured on the equipment,
the higher its score. A passive preamp
with little more than an input selector
and volume control will score close to
10% while a multichannel preamp with
digital, analogue and HDMI inputs plus a
host of DSP options will inevitably score
closer to 100%. The value of a high
score for features will depend on your
priorities, but a 50% rating represents
the average haul expected from a
product of its type.

ECONOMY RATING
Wherever you stand on Global
Warming and the Great Green
Debate, no-one could have missed
their electricity
bills
tip-toeing
upwards in recent times. It's a littleappreciated fact that running a50in
plasma or LCD screen for several
hours a day can end up costing a
few hundred pounds ayear in power
alone. The power consumption
of CD and OVO players is rather
less at 5-20W but big screens and
projectors
may
demand
some
300W while the highest of hi-end
amplifiers tip the scales in excess of
500W. Our 0-100% scale covers a
power consumption from 1000W+
down to 1W. The smaller the green
wedge, the more it'll cost you to run
and the more CO 2 that will be on
your conscience.

32 Thorens TO 350 turntable

FEATURES

75%
‘4 \
Quad Ileighty monoblocks

"

54 German Physiks speaker

BUILD

75%
ECO

75%

BUILD QUALITY

With
years
of
production
engineering and test experience
on tap at HiFi News, we are
uniquely able to assess the build
and component quality of all
our review products. Remember,
just because a product looks
pretty or is finished in a stunning,
polished wood veneer, doesn't
always mean it's built like a brick
outhouse or designed to last as.
long. To score in excess of 90%,
the equipment must be backed
by aminimum 5year guarantee.

58 Denon AVR-4308 receiver

64 FtEL T1 sub

fer

6S Super Systems: a cracking Q Acoustics Myryad set-up for £ 1350
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CD PLAYER TEST

Canadian Source
BRYSTON BCD- 1(£ 2005)

Bryston made its name in pro and
high- end amps, and now aCD player joins
the ranks to match its preamplifier

20
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Tested by Andrew Harrison

B

ryston is not the first company to have made its
name in high-performance amplifiers and then
diversified by adding aCD player to the range.
In the UK, for example, Chord Electronics took a

similar route when it launched the DAC 64 afew years
ago. It just took alittle longer for Bryston than most,
the company having made its first amplifier in 1973,
while the CD format now celebrates its first 25 years,
as we chronicled last month and on p94. Nevertheless,
Bryston chose 2007 as aripe time to launch aCD player,
designed to fit cosmetically with its BP26 preamp.
In most respects the Bryston BCD- 1is atechnically
unremarkable player of CDs, with little to characterise
it against more innovative and original designs
that become available as you survey the four-figure

well-designed black metal affair, with green illuminated
buttons which light up when asensor detects lowlight and abutton is subsequently pressed. The sturdy

price point. In the UK, for example, it must face stiff
competition from likes of Arcam, Creek, Meridian, Naim

'feel' of player and remote is let down alittle by the

and even Quad. So what goes into aBryston BCD- 1?

drawer mechanism, somewhat plasticky-sounding in

FULL COMPLEMENT
It's built around arelatively compact box measuring 432

use, although this Bryston won't be the first expensive
CD player to be blessed with adrawer that befits a

x79mm, and just 286mm deep, afolded steel chassis

supermarket DVD player.
DIA conversion is undertaken by asingle Cirrus Logic

with asubstantial extruded alloy fascia. A small but clear
vacuum flourescent display to the left of the centred

CS4398 DAC chip, a24-bit/192kHz device set up for
128x oversampling. It's after this converter stage that

disc mechanism provides track timimg info, with two

we find perhaps the only differentiating feature of this
player, afully- discrete output stage, in place of the
more typical op- amp- based circuit.

lines to show track number, time and play mode. Seven
small press buttons give the basic controls for loading,
playing and steering around adisc. Things get alittle
more interesting at the back, where we find both RCA
unbalanced and XLR balanced audio outputs, and afull
complement of digital outputs: Toslink, coaxial S/PDIF
and even an AES balanced output. The latter two digital
connections come via transformer coupling, atechnique
which may provide a ' cleaner' digital output. Also here is
an RS232 port for upgrading software, plus aTrigger In
connector for remote wired operation.
Inside the box we find asmall toroidal transformer
feeding independent analogue and digital power
supplies, with most of the player's circuitry built along
one narrow PCB that runs almost the full width of the
case. The disc mechanism is aChinese- made Philips unit,
fronted by ametal plate with the company name milled
in place. In use, the player responded to commands
flawlessly. Bryston's custom remote is aparticularly

0

TRADITIONAL SOUND

Like other modern CD players, this Bryston uses digital
upsampling to create pseudo- high- resolution 24/192
PCM audio before the D/A stage. even if its sound
remained more like that of atraditional 16- bit player.
It was not possible to mistake it for anything but aRed
Book player, working within the format's boundaries.
On the whole it played music cleanly and impartial
of genre, and was especially good at showing some
of the fractional timing changes in arecording, where
live musicians playing together may subtly change the

the Moon, the former perhaps more interesting as we

making amplifiers since 1973, although the
company was founded in 1962, working in the
medical industry making blood analysis equipment.
In the best tradition of audio companies such as
Spendor, Harbeth and Leema, the name Bryston
was taken from the names of its founders Tony
Bower, Stan Rybb and John Stoneborough. The
company changed its tack when, in 1973, it made
its first audio amplifier, the Pro 3, designed by son
of new owner John Russell, who had just relocated
the business to Canada. Since then, the company
has built its reputation on crafting solid amplifiers
used in recording studios around the world.

unbalanced audio
out, plus three
digital outputs:
the remote
control is asolidfeeling metal
unit with green
backlighting

'It was especially good at showing
some of the fractional timing changes
within arecording'
included Kate Bush's ' Room for the Life' from The Kick

Canadian electronics company Bryston has been

balanced and

tempo through the course of one song. Examples here

Inside and ' Money' from Pink Floyd's The Dark Side of
BRYSTON HISTORY

ABOVE: The rea
panel provides

hear alternate increases and decreases rather than a
straightforward quickening of pace from beginning to
end, as found in the latter.
A compilation of the works of English folk-rock
outfit Pentangle [
Light Flight, Delta 47 048] proved
interesting, with the Bryston quite adept at showing
the high- rate tape flutter on ' Goodbye Pork Pie Hat', an
old recording but still compellingly well played.
Over alonger period, listening to the BCD- 1, with
its slightly constricted, clinical ' CD' sound, reminded
me why up until afew years ago CD was for me more
of aconvenience medium, rather than aformat to get
into music. With sparsely filled recordings, especially of
the audiophile jazz and the small-scale classical pieces
often looped at hi-fi shows, it's possible to marvel at
the clean, finely etched sharp sound, albeit in aC,>

AUDIO

FILE

CD player with
24/192kHz DAC
and fully-discrete
output stage
Price: £ 2005
Made By:
Bryston
Supplied By:
PMC
Loudspeakers
Telephone:
0870 444 1044
Web: www.

bryston.ca
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BRYSTON

BCD 1CD PLAYER / £2005
Bryston has selected the
SRC4192 asynchronous
sample rate converter to
drive the DAC with 24bit/192kHz LPCM data

RESULTS
crystal's popdar .34:?98
24-bit1192kEtt-compicible
DAC feeds the baanced
audio outputs

±Baanc?d filter and
buffer stages for bot
left and tight channe
.anialoffloinpUtS

ABOVE: From the substantial front panel, the usual
control functions are provided via small metallic buttons
limited acoustic space. But fed some harmonicallydenser orchestral work or complex rock or modern jazz,

Atoroidal mains
transformer is at the
heart of Bryston's linear
and highly regulated
power supply

Pk dips VAM1202
hr ear-tras...k.r g
CD transporl
triecharesm

you can hear the sound harden, become more tight',
and ultimately just less compelling to spend time with.
Referencing to aQuad 99 CDP-2, which uses the same
Crystal DAC chip, showed amarginally less congested
effect on the same pieces, less of the CD ' greyness'; but
not enough alift to justify the two-fold price premium.
FORMIDABLE SOUL
From the Pentangle album, the opener ' Light Flight'.
admittedly not the last word in recoroing excellence,
came across overly busy, somehow insincere in .ntent
as lacqui McShee's layered backing harmonies filled
the track. Good bass extension, control and reasonable
low- end texturing helped support the track as it zipped
along, but bass rendering was denied the flow and
naturalness available from analogue or finer digital
sources. Treble quality from the BCD- 1, while not exactly
sharp or grainy, still remained somewhat synthetic
and detached, robbing the essence of ride cymbals or
denying the natural placement of steel-strung guitars
in the mix. Stage width was also reduced compared to
what can be found elsewhere, spatially restricting the

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
It's worth comparing these results with
those from the Quad 99 in last month's
Super System, as both are strongly
influenced by the high performance of
the CS4398 DAC. Bryston achieves a
wider 115dB A-wtd SIN ratio specifically
because of the higher 4.75V of its balanced
analogue outputs and both players realise
exceptionally low levels of distortion.
Figures well below 0.001% are achieved
through bass and midrange over the top
20dB of its dynamic range while ~ 0.0025%
is typical at -30d6Fs where alot of the
(classical) musical action takes place.
The graph ( below, right) illustrates the
near-invisible 2nd, 3rd and 4th harmonic
distortions that register just 0.0003% at
20kHz/-10dB. Note also the excellent
rejection of stopband images (> 105dB)
and freedom from the type of ultrasonic

noise that might cause inteurkadulation in
ensuing analogue stages/amplifiers.
Low-ievel resolution , salso maintained to
within ± 0.1dB over afull 100dB range just
as the impact of any digital jitter is at the
16- bit threshold of just ~ 120psec. In reality
it's tar lower, but CD is limited to 16- bit
data, not 24- bit like DVD.
But here's the issue with such highperforming hardware lice the BCD- 1,
hardware that now vastly exceeds the
potential of the 16- bit source material. So
often, opening up the dynamic 'window' to
way beyond the notional 46dB resolution
of the format can serve to expose low-level
distortions and other artefacts you'd rather
not hear! Many of the very best sounding
players of yesteryear. including Arcam's
Ring DAC-equipped series, had SIN ratios
between 95-98dB. PM

acoustic and voices within of pieces like the soulful forkrock- meets-choir of `To Nie Ptak', from the self- named
collaboration of Kayan and Goran Bregovic [ BMG Polska].
While this CD player is not sonically flawed in any one
particular area, it also failed to hold the attention that
asource component costing the wrong side of £ 2000
really ought to do. '
-120
-20

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
A competent if somewhat
uninspiring player of CD that
gives animble and relatively

SOUND
53%

FEATURES

"72%

Disc. It showed tight and

expected from aplayer at

BUILD
MO/
f0

lc°
92%

this pricepoint.
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RIGHT: Exceptionally low (0.0003%) distortion and ultrasonic noise at very
high frequencies, 20kHz/-10dBFs

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum output level (XLR balanced outputs)

focused images in aslightly
constricted soundstage.
Good at tracking the

this listener, holding back
the real workings of music

-60

LEFT: Distortion versus digital signal level at lkHz ( black) and 20kHz ( blue);

clean rendering of Compact

core tempi of music it
nonetheless failed to engage

40

(D 0o 00 .0, 0) M9..1819.1 Level »

4.75Vrms

A-wtd SiN Ratio

115.0dB

Distortion 1kHz, OdBFs/-30dBFs

0.0009%

Distortion 20kHz, OdBFs

0.001%

Frequency response, 20Hz-20kHz

+0 OdB to - 0.1dB

Digital litter

116psec

Resolution @ -100dB

±0.1c18

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>106dB

I 0.004%

Movie IV asterclass

0

00o00 0 0 °

Chown Above: M15 Surround Sound Processor, M25 Seven Channel Power Amplifier and the M55 Universal Digital Disc Player

Ceeme Choice

APerfect sísion
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NAD Master ;erie ,

Products rY Tho Year 2006

NAD en gees Series

(M15rM25/M55)

M25 Muhl Cha- riel Amp

(M1S ,M2:.A.75.5)

,

A Genuine Masterstroke i'vsters Series from NAD. Our "Music First" design philosophy and the genius
of legendary engineer, Born Erik Edvardsen, have earned NAD astring of five-s:ar reviews over its 34
year history. Now Masters Series catapults technology and design far ahead and sets an exciting new
benchmark of performance.

Ask for an audition at your nearest NAD Masters Series autho-ised custom retailer.

NAD Powered by passion
www.nadelectronics.com

Distriouted in the lJK by Arl_,ur Home Electronics
Stcartfcrrl Hall Inau in al Pad, DJurio, Roac,13,shops Storierd, 1-erts, CM23 5GZ linnet! Kmedom
we.warrnonrhe.CD rn¼ infaii+an nourl-e.co,t,
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AMPLIFIER TEST

Balanced
Balkan
KARAN ACOUSTICS KAS 180

(£3850)

The latest power amplifier from Karan
Acoustics of Serbia is its most affordable yet,
specified with 180W of fully- balanced power
while remaining sweet and valve- like

hi-finews
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Tested by Ian Harris

S

erbia may not seem the most obvious location
for amanufacturer confidently striving for a
place at the high-end's top table but, over
the past five years, Karan Acoustics, based

near Belgrade in Serbia, has achieved astring of highly
complementary reviews for its amplification range.
With aprice tag of £ 3850 its new, entry-level, KAS
180 power amp clearly has no truck with the idea
that, as production moves eastwards, there should
be atendency for prices to drop. In asubtle variation
on Ralph Waldo Emerson's Mousetrap rule, the
mantra of an increasing number of Eastern European
manufacturers seems to be: ' If we build the right
product, the market will stand the right price'. Petrol
heads of the two-wheeled persuasion need look no
further than Akropovich exhausts for ahigh profile
example of aBalkan company which genuinely leads
the field in terms of innovation, construction and
performance. While, geographically alittle further afield
but, perhaps, alittle more functionally appropriate,
Emission Labs of the Czech Republic creates valves of
such physical and sonic beauty that they make Western

energy on offer can overwhelm when played at sound
levels beyond the comfortable limit of asystem. Via the

ABOVE: Balanced

Karan, the track could either be played sotto voce, with
no loss of detail or presence, or blasted out at rafter-

and unbalanced
inputs are
joined by 4mm

raising levels while retaining complete musical cohesion.

speaker binding

amplifier, but Karan is not looking to build the best

Moving on to the midrange, there was atremendous
musicality to the Karan's presentation. If the very

amplifiers at aprice, or the best amplifiers from new
manufacturing territories - it is aiming right for the top,

concept of musicality is alittle on the nebulous side, 1he
constituent virtues of the KAS 180 were fairly easy to

posts. These
speaker outputs
are balanced

and has the confidence to set prices accordingly.

hear. Firstly, the amplifier was remarkably fleet-footec

Electrics seem alittle humdrum.
So, what is the relevance of motorcycle exhausts and
thermionic glassware to areview of asolid-state power
amplifier? Basically, the relevance is that these examples
help set expectations; this is not an inexpensive

0
PURE STONE
Initial listening revealed the Karan's high-frequency
performance to be, perhaps, the best Ihave heard from
any amplifier, whether valve or solid-state. Reproduction
lacked absolutely nothing in terms of transient speed,
detail resolution or impact, with all my fastest- sounding
low-level references fully present and correct; yet there
was also an impressive sense of purity and an overriding
smoothness to the sound. A case in point was 'The
Chokin' Kind' from Joss Stone's The Soul Sessions. This
is arecording of remarkable intensity, both in terms

-even the most energetic allegro passages retaining
afine sense of musical flow. Secondly, the same sense
of speed was apparent in dynamic as well as temporal
terms - both rock climaxes and orchestral crescendos

(float.ng) and
must never be
connected to a
speaker with a
separate ground
terminal

building with absolutely no sense of compression, delay
or strain. Perhaps strangely, these qualities were just as

'Speed was apparent in dynamic as
well as temporal terms - both rock
climaxes and orchestral crescendos'

of performance and reproduction. However, the sheer

1

YUGOSLAVIAN POWER
Karan Acoustic's parent, KR Data, was established
in the former Yugoslavia by Dr Milan Karan
in 1986. Initially specialising in the servicing
and maintenance of medical and television
broadcasting equipment, by the end of 1987 the
audio subsidiary had already produced its first
product. Karan Acoustic's products now include
integrated, pre and power amps - from the KAS
180 to the huge KAP M 1200 monoblocks - and
aDAC and loudspeakers. All Karan products have
fully complementary balanced outputs, atopology
taken to its limit in the ' 1200 monoblock, with
individual mains leads for each side of the circuit.

crucial on the slowest, most laid-back musical passages,
allowing the listener access to almost subconscious
levels of vocal and instrumental phrasing.
CELLO ' N' BASS
The temporal element was also the aspect which stood
out in terms of bass performance. In the broadest
sense, low frequencies were rhythmically concise, with
speed and precision taking precedence over ultimate
weight. However, listening alittle closer also revealed
atremendous sense of texture, with bowed cello and
plucked acoustic bass enjoying innunerable layers of
resonance and decay.
Like many genuinely revealing components, the
KAS 180 was not at its best with syrthetic sound, an
example being the deep, sine-wave basslines within
Leftfield's Rhythm and Stealth. Here, there was almost a
sense of emptiness, with the complex resonant structure
of acoustic instruments being replaced with depth for
depth's sake. The Karan captured the drive of these
rhythm- led tracks, but there was the merest hint of the
amplifier being atouch too refined for this broad brush G>
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Fully balanced
180W stereo
power amplifier
Price: £ 3850
Made by:
Karan Acountics
Supplied by:
Audiofreaks
Telephone
0208 948 4153

Web: www.
audiofreaks.co.uk
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KARAN ACOUSTICS

KAS 180 POWER AMP / £ 850

RESULTS

Each mono power amp
channel uses two pairs of
Sanken 25A1 295/25C3264
LAPT power transistors
mounted onto alateral,
alloy heatslnk
b.—

Inputs feed a
balancei buffer
stage based
around 3urr-Brown
op-amp;

-efull-wave bridgé "
rectifiers, smoothing and
,reculation for .?ach mirror-image mono cnannel
LI= -

ABOVE: Solid casework includes substantial heatsinks on
each side of this balanced, dual- mono power amplifier
material. In spatial terms, while it would be astretch
to call the Karan's top-to- bottom neutrality and bass
control ' valve- like', there was oefinitely an impressive
(and tube- like) propensity for images to be defined by
their body and relationship to surroundings, rather than

le--

Speaker cutlets ale
hard-wired ,ea a
protection relay

merely their edges.
Of course, spatial behaviour is also heavily influenced
by quality of source material and, running through a
selection of Abba's finest moments, while images were
solid and firmly placed, they told of sliders on amixing
desk rather than performers on astage. The Karan could
hardly be blamed for telling it like it was: these tracks
were mixed to impress through car radios and lo fi
trannies. And while the presentation couldn't match
the in- room experience of an acoustic Eric Bibb set,
the Karan's temporal and dynamic speed imbued these
slices of pop perfection with verve and vitality.
REVEALING PARTNER
In terms of sound quality, it was genuinely hard to fault;
however, one area to be aware of is speaker matching.
While the specified 180W is asubstantial output, the
user manual explicitly warns against speaker loaas
lower than 3ohm. This is confirmed by our lab report,
opposite. It controlled my Micro Utopias beautifully,
but if you have apair of hulking low- ohm monoliths to
subdue, alittle more muscle may well be required.
This Karan is avery special amplifier. Its presentation

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
of ' real world' loudspeakers because the KAS
180 does not benefit from ahigh damping
factor. In fact the - lohm output impedance
places it squarely in valve amp territory
with aDF of about 8 (indeed, the Quad
II Eighty, reviewed on p36, has alower
0.42ohm output impedance). So, while its
Bohm response is ruler flat to within + 0.1dEt
from 20Hz-100kHz, the system response
into real speakers will vary according to the
impedance trend of the load.
A further dependence on the chosen
speaker is revealed in the KAS 180's power
output - alusty 2x250W into 8ohm but
just 2x240W into 4ohm and 370W. 420W,
370W and 240W into 8. 4, 2and lohm
ioads under dynamic conditions. If nothing
else, it just goes to show you cannot judge
an amplifier by the size of its power supply!
Match with care. PM

No information was provided with this
product but the Karan web resource aludes
to its amplifiers benefitting from Class A
operation and avery low output impedance
(damping factor of 1800:1). This amplifier.
however, runs relatively cool and its high
- 0.6% distortion at 7W/8ohm, reducing
progressively to 0.1% at 180W, is more
reminiscent of aClass Bbehaviour. The
+33dB gain is generous, requiring rather
less than the statutory 1V to achieve its
rated 180W. Distortion, meanwhile, is not
only higher than anticipated but is almost
entirely odd-order ( 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th etc).
While this may be sufficient to lend it
some character, bringing alittle added
'edge' to transient detail for example, at
least these moderate levels of distortion
are consistent with frequency. Its response,
however, will be less uniform into avariety

Eit000

El two

leans towards the natural rather than the overtly ' hi-fi',
but it has asense of speed which suits hard-edged rock
almost as well as acoustic, audiophile material. The
purity of its sound makes it an ideal partner for truly
revealing speakers. Treat your ears to an audition. (1)
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HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

SOUND

80%

VVith the right speakers, the KAS

ABOVE LEFT: Dynamic power

is odd-order and high at

frequencies, a wonderfully
flowing musicality and a

'EATURES

65%

tangible clout. Deeply and

10k

and 1ohm (green); ABOVE RIGHT: Distortion
but uniform with frequency

- 0.4%/10W/Elohm

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Power Output. Riclohm (<1%111D)

2x250W1240W

despite lacking the ' bang per

Dynamic Power. 8/412/1ohm

370W/425V1p7nW/245W

buck' of a Musical Fidelity,

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

1.03-1.10ohm

Frequency Response (20Hz-100kHc)

+0.0d6 to +0.1dB

effortlessly impressive,

BA)

or the label-cred of a Krell,
it still deserves to be taken
very seriously alongside the
world's finest solid-state
amplifiers.

ECO

71%

75%

Z011

0quer0 y • •

output is limited into low impedances, 8ohm

(black), 4ohm ( red), 2ohm ( blue)

180 combines superb high

100

ro

El

Ovnamer Power Output »

Input Sensitivity (for OdERN/180W)

62mV/782rev

A-wtd S/N ratio (for OdBW/tull output)

87.5dB1112.5dB

Distortion (10WI8ohm.20Hz-20kHz)

0.35-0.41%
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B&W SIGNATURE DIAMOND
(E 71,000)

The brief was alifestyle
speaker that doesn't give
an ounce when it comes to

Tested by Ken Kessler

A

sea change is affecting high-end speakers. It's
aresult of manufacturers realising that the
only way they're going to get decent sound

into rooms where aesthetics matter is to
design pretty speakers. In anutshell, custom installation
and hidden speakers have taken over an entire world
ignored by and unknown to audiophiles: wealthy
customers who can actually afford the stuff we dream
about. They simply don't want to see the stuff.
But we, the hobbyists, know that the instant a
speaker goes in the wall, the sound is compromised
beyond recovery. So this admirable action from
commercially savvy manufacturers is about the survival
of stand-alone primary speakers in serious sound
systems not owned by audio enthusiasts.

STATEMENT PRODUCT
Briefly, we all know that brands like Sonus faber,
MartinLogan and acouple of others are default
recommendations when someone asks about ' speakers
that won't make my wife/interior decorator throw a
hissy fit.' Even more exciting of late to the house-proud,
moneyed gadget lover are visual ' statements' in which
the looks have been as much areason for purchase
as the sound; these include the original, snail-shaped
B&W Nautilus and the new KEF Muon. But something
else has been added to the recipe, an idea borrowed
or inspired by other luxury goods, such as watches and
cars: limited-edition status and the inherent status of
cost- based exclusivity.
This preamble is necessary if you're to put the
Bowers & Wilkins Signature Diamond into the correct

AUDIO

ABOVE: The free-standing tweeter housing is carved from

Two-way
floorstanding
loudspeaker

with this statement, which you just have to love for its

Price: £ 11,000

ahead of ts time, it wouldn't be aB&W speaker.'
So, regardless of the effort lavished on the form,

FILE
Made by: B&W
Group Ltd

context. While at no time am Isuggesting that
performance has been regarded as secondary by B&W

Telephone:
01903 221 500

at any stage in its creation, there is no doubt that much
of the appeal - and justification for the outrageous

Web: www.
bowers-wilkins.
corn

price - will be adirect result of the limited production
of 1000 pairs, 500 each in white or Wakame wood

achoice of white Italian marble or Belgian black marble,
making it essentially inert as well as cosmetically strik ng

delightful cheek: ' Yes, we know; diamonds should be
reserved for 60th anniversaries. But then, were it no:

the stunning finish, the materials and the pleasing
shape, this boasts enough of the right stuff to tempt
audiophiles. Adiamond vapour deposit on the domE
tweeter, the 7in woven Kevlar bass/midrange driver,
the signature detail of an utterly inert, solid sculptured
marble, free-standing housing for the tweeter. Make no
mistake: this is far more than acosmetics job.

-and intrinsic exclusivity of aprice that serves no other
purpose than to affirm said prestige. And it doesn't hurt

A PIECE OF SCULPTURE

if awell-known industrial designer, in this case Kenneth

car mascot from the days before the health ' n' safety

Grange, has his or her hands all over the form.

nannies made them illegal, the most distinctive and

B&W developed the Signature Diamond to mark its
40th anniversary. Some brilliant copywriter came up
STYLE VERSUS SUBSTANCE
It's easy for audiophiles to be snobby about the
need for gorgeous cabinets to seduce customers
not impressed solely by sound. But that's why

In addition to the tweeter housing, which stands like a

A bout of Nils Lofgren exposed
attack that Ihave no hesitation in
regarding as utterly world- class'

high-end audio has always struggled in the face
of other luxury goods. Even allowing for the most
extreme examples of odd personal taste, there is

eye- pleasing element of the Signature Diamond is tie

no such thing as an ugly Ferrari or acheap- looking
high-end watch. But cars are on the road, watches

compact dimensions and exquisite finish transform it

go on the wrist: speakers can take over the room.
Ispeak from personal experience of well-heeled

non- boxy enc'osure. While hardly radical - the shape
has an egg like cross section, tapering to the back - the
into what aspeaker of this elevated cost must suggest:
sculpture. It is made of formed plywood, it employs
B&W's tiademark Matrix innards, and it is finished as

music lovers torn between sound and looks. In my
opinion, B&W has, with this speaker, tipped the
balance of the two in favour of the speaker as an

nicely as anything I've seen - at least, the white ones
are. I've not yet viewed the Wakame finish in persoi

objet d'art. But it still qualifies as aserious high end

on B&VV's other upscale offerings, then it'll be fault ess.
If anything jars about its physical presence, it has to
be the size. Iknow, Iknow: we should focus on quality,

speaker. You just have to accept that good looks
cost money, and that means using name designers.
Kenneth Grange for B&W, Ross Lovegrove for KEF
-wise choices. But God forbid someone calls on
Tracey Emin or Damien Hurst.

(see picture, left) but if it's anything like the woodwork

not quantity. But a: 930 x230 x375mm ( hwd), it falls
into the ' small floorstander' category.
Whatever way you judge it, that simply doesn't sound
like an £ 11,000 per pair speaker, and it's an observation
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

RIGHT: Asimple,
first- order

On paper? No knowledgeable audio enthusiast
would show shock at afrequency response stated as
-6dB at 32Hz and 33kHz, or 40-28kHz ± 3dB on axis.

crossover with
hand-picked

Power shouldn't be an issue for someone shopping in
this sector, so sensitivity of 88dB - what is now deemed
low-to- medium - is no cause for fear.

components has
been employed
in abid for the
purest signal

Dr Dibb set up the speaker with medium toe- in, and
they were driven at various times by the Quad II- eighty

path possible

and the McIntosh MC2102, with the Quad 99 CDP Il CD
player/preamp, the McIntosh C2200 preamp, and an
analogue front-end of SME 30/Series V arm with
Air Tight moving-coil cartridge, into the Audio Research
PH5 phono stage. Wiring was Yter throughout.
If asingle trait can endow aspeaker with enough
that can be levelled at many of the Signature Diamond's
rivals. ( Note from aworried KK: The matter of ' perceived

credibility to render it truly noteworthy, then - for

value' is contentious and always will be. I'm just trying

stand-out element. No kidding: you'd be forgiven for
thinking that the wall-to-wall/floor-to-ceiling span of

to address the way consumers respond to price tags.
Someone who wouldn't balk at paying £ 75 for amere

me at least - the B&W's portrayal of sheer scale is the

the soundstage was coming from awell-developed

mouthful of foie gras would freak out at spending £ 45
on aburger, even if made from kobe beef. So, it's my
belief that normal people would expect an £ 11,000
speaker to be massive. Not that normal people would
even accept the mere notion of an £ 11,000 speaker...)

e

SHEER SCALE

Dr John Dibb, who designed anniversary models for the
company's 25th and 30th, made sure that the sound
was commensurate with the styling, and he visited
FAR RIGHT:

my listening room to ensure that Iwould hear what
he heard in his laboratory. Dibb is responsible for the

Dimples on the
reflex port create

use here of anewly- designed silver wire, hard-wired
in the crossover to match the silver/gold foil crossover

tiny eddies in
the air flow that
are said to give a
tighter-sounding

components. He oversaw the shaping of all components,
including the flow of the port in this two-way design,
and it's clear he 'voiced' the system.

bass register

You've just gotta listen to aman who recognises
Billy Cotton in under asingle revolution of the LP.

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
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LAB

RESULTS
B&W's chemical vapour deposition
diamond dome betters the metal
domes of lesser tweeters because
diamond has ahigher stiffness to
mass ratio than any other nia erial.
As aresult, the tweeter has ahigher
first ultrasonic breakup frequency
which is also better damped.

Woven Kevlar cones
have been assisual B&W
trademark for 30 years.
Because of the weave,
bending waves travel
outwards from the voice
coil at different speeds
in different directions.
This helps prevent the
establishment of standing
wave breakup resonances
in the cone.

As described in these pages on

effects, while their superior

many previous occasions, the

stiffness suppresses structural

traditional box loudspeaker

resonances. But they are more

cabinet is bad news for two

difficult to manufacture.

reasons: its sharp edges give

specifications are usually pretty

by short-delay reflections: and

accurate. In the case of the

its large, flat panels are prone

Signature Diamond the quoted

to structural resonances, some

88dB coincides exactly with

of which couple well to the

our measurement, although it's

surrounding air and threaten to

worth noting that but for its

add ' boxy' colorations. Curved

elevated output above 10kHz

cabinets are superior because

the Signature Diamond would

their lack of sharp discontinuities

rate ldB or more lower. The

reduces undesirable diffraction

frequency response trend is

RIGHT: The
step in high
treble output
at 8-1 OkHz
is clearly
illustrated

in these
Li R forward
response plots
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B&W's sensitivity

rise to diffraction effects caused

revealed this tendency, injecting just enough overetched artifice into the soaring vocals of Jackie Wilson's
'Doggin' Around' to suggest some sort of lift in the
upper reaches.
This, however, is to me aB&W trait which endears
the speakers to its more vehement supporters (who
would argue that it's more accurate than everything
else, and Iam deaf). Conversely, the bass is so rich and
full and solid that Ican only marvel at such sheer scale
and quantity from such asmall enclosure. The way it
handled the opening bass and drum component of
the Four Season's 'Walk Like A Man' thrills and delights.
And yet... for half the money, the prettier Sonus Faber
Cremona M outperforms it in every parameter.
Yet these are not issues that will concern the target
consumer, any more than fuel consumption figures cross
the lips of the potential owner of aBentley, nor worries
of cancer affect the buyer of abig, fat Cohiba. What
dipole. The issue of free-standing tweeters and their
superior dispersion f.nds an inarguable exponent here.

ABOVE: The
Signature can

With the gloriously huge-sounding performance ol the
aforementioned Billy Cotton spreading across the oom,

be bi-wired,
with the speaker

you could hear the hall in which it was recorded in all of
its cavernous glory.

terminals
mounted at

CUTTING EDGE
As with other high- end B&Ws I've heard, the detail and

the base of the
cabinet to keep
things tidy

we see here is aterrific speaker wrapped in agorgeous
enclosure, the potential client having to accept that
things like marble tweeter housings add to overall cost. (.5

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
With any speaker where cosmetics

speed of the treble reproduction was ideally suited to

are as important as sound, there
are compromises between
the two. Scale and detail are
world- class, bass is generous,
but there's a trace of edgy

producing convincing applause in this live recording.
Equally, about of Nils Lofgren in full- on string-torturing
mode exposed attack that Ihave no hesitation

'hi-fi' artifice, even with valves.
By loony audio standards, this
is a £ 6000 speaker in a £ 5000

in regarding as utterly world-class. Impact, body,
controlled decay, no overhang - seriously cutting- edge.
Indeed, the only concern Ihave is strictly personal:

frock.., albeit a limited- edition,
name- designer ' objet'. But for
those to whom status matters,

Ifound it at times abit too sharp, too edgy, though
neither more nor less sibilant than Iwould accept at this

the sound/looks balance
isn't an issue.

level. Well- recorded voices, as much as electric guitar,

exacerbated here by the drive unit

essentially flat up to 8kHz then, and

-something which helps sensitivity

the three-way 8020 and 803D, and

as with other B&Ws we've measured

but puts greater demands on the

should be tolerant of awider range of

being placed close towards the top

recently ( 805S, CM1), there is aclear

partnering amplifier. The Signature

amplifier types.

end of the enclosed air space. Had

shelving up in treble output, here of

Diamond's 3.9ohm minimum modulus

about 2dB. The measured frequency

occurs at ahigh 19.7kHz, where it

impedance phase and bass- mid driver

lower - atrick exploited in quarter-

response errors of ± 2.9 and ± 3.0dB

should cause little problem. It is also

near-field response all indicate the

wave tuned cabinets of old - then

are still good but would be even lower

at high frequency, around 10kHz, that

presence of aprominent resonance at

the resonance would have been less

were the bass- mid driver and tweeter

it presents its most testing load in

around 160Hz which is undoubtedly

energetically excited.

sensitivities more closely matched.

terms of amplifier output stage power

aquarter-wave 'organ pipe' mode of

Pair matching of ± 1.0cIB is agood

dissipation, with an EPDR (equivalent

the enclosed air, corresponding to a

B&W has gone to suppress structural
resonance within the Signature

it been possible to mount the driver

The impedance modulus,

Considering the lengths to which

result too but we've seen even tighter

peak dissipation resistance) of 2.1ohm.

distance of about 540mm between

matching from lesser Worthing

At lower frequencies the worst-case

the bass- mid driver and the interior

Diamond's enclosure ( curved cabinet

two-way designs.

EPDR is 2.5ohm at 94Hz. All told, then,

floor of the cabinet.

walls plus Matrix bracing) it's a

Modern B&Ws are generally
of 4ohm nominal impedance
RIGHT: The main
acoustic resonance
occurs below
the bass limit of
this cumulative

the Signature Diamond presents a
significantly less challenging load than

This resonance - always prone to
excitation in tall, thin cabinets - is

resonances are
well- controlled.

mode less effectively controlled. KH

I
FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Sensitivity ( SF'r at lm for 2.83V rms input)

88dB

Impedance modulus min/max ( 20Hz-20kHz)

3.9ohm @ 19.7kHz

Impedance phase mm/max ( 20Hz-20kHz)

-57° @ 4.2kHz

36.4ohm @ 2kHz

decay spectrum at
160Hz. Structural

disappointment to see this acoustic

+49° @ 52Hz
Pair matching ,: 00Hz-20kHz)

t1.0dB

IF/HF extension (- 6dB ref 200Hz/10kHz)

44HzI >40kHzi>40kHz
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TURNTABLE TEST

Double Decker
THORENS TD 350 (£ 1725)

The best Thorens deck ever made? With its
Independent Double Damping sprung subchassis
design, the Swiss company certainly thinks so...

hi-fi news
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Tested by Steve Harris

I

faffection for the brand means aprejudiced
review, so be it. My first ever decent turntable, 30
years ago, was an already- ancient Thorens TD 150
chassis. Only when finally seduced by the irresistible

LinniGrace/Supex did Ipart with the old ' 150. But having
spent so much time looking underneath the Thorens, I
knew exactly where the Scottish design had come from.
Later, though, Thorens moved away from its
traditional coil- sprung arrangement, with the launch
of the TD 320 in 1984. This was the first of aseries of
decks which used an ' open' subchassis, not concealed
under atop plate but flush with it, and supported on
leaf springs.

ATTFtACTIVE MODELS
Since then, the lineage of Thorens products has been
fairly straightforward, but there have been convolutions
in the financial history of the Swiss company. There was
atime when it seemed that this famous name would
disappear altogether, but from 2000 on, we have seen
astrong revival under the leadership of Heinz Rohrer.
He quickly kickstarted the brand again by introducing
modern, attractive- looking and affordable solid- plinth
models, but now the new TD 350 re-establishes the
suspended-subchassis principle at the top of the Thorens
turntable range.
However, no-one should think of the TD 350 as a
mere revival, because there are several new technical
features in evidence [ see ' Suspension of Belief' panel
below]. Still using leaf springs, but with new materials,

traditional partly-enclosed form, rather than the
TD 320 concept. With mains power dropped to 12V

ABOVE: Thorens

by an external in- line transformer, the low-voltage motor
is driven via the turntable's built-in electronic speed
control, allowing the switch at the front left to provide

350 without
atonearm, 01

'off', and speeds of 33.3 and 45rpm.
An exposed belt transmits the drive from the motor

offers the TD

optionally fitted
with aSME 309,
SME M2-9 or a

pulley to the one-piece platter. which weighs 4.2kg

version of Rega's

anew geometry and anew damping

and is made of aspecial aluminium alloy, damped with

arrangement, the subchassis follows the

a3mm-thick layer of bitumen on : he underside. This
platter runs on anew low-friction main bearing, which

venerable RB250
(pictured)

uses aspecial grease-like lubricant and is topped by a
fairly hard loose felt mat.
You can have your TD 350 supplied with an SME 309
(total £ 2975) or SME M2-9 arm (£ 2775), but the basic

SUSPENSION OF BELIEF
Though related to Thorens' classic designs, the
TD 350 still comes with some innovative features.
For the subchassis, the company has used what
it calls its Independent Double Damping system
suspension, which is said to damp the suspension
movement independently in the horizontal and

'There was agood sense of swing and
freedom to the music, the percussion
crisp but never overdone'
option is the Thorens TP250 seen here (£ 1885). Thorens
really needn't have bothered to stick their own name
and number on this arm, as it is quite obviously aRega.
Instead of the usual captive lead, the internal arm

are hung on short Bowden cables.
Generally, the user won't need to touch the

wiring is carried from the base of the arm pillar to
apair of phono output sockets on the back of the
turntable, and anice pair of phono leads are supplied
for connection to the amplifier. The lid has well-sprung

suspension, but adjustment may be necessary when
changing tonearms, and this is easily carried out

down, the TD 350 measures 440 x 160 x345mm.

vertical planes. The three steel suspension springs

from above. After lifting off the platter, the removal
of three small plastic blanking covers reveals the
adjusting screws.
'In listening sessions,' says Thorens' chief Heinz
Rohrer, ' we found that the new suspension system
has better bass, impulse response and spatial
imaging. The suspension is also much easier to
adjust. Normally there is no need to change the
spring steel or Bowden cables after some years,
as in the past, because these materials are highly
long- life stable.'

hinges and stays up conveniently when opened. Lid

e

FIREWORKS

Listening to the TD 350 was an almost wholly enjoyable

experience, whichever cartridge Iput on. Itried a
Goldring Eroica, Rega Exact and Koetsu Black before
settling down to what seemed asensible reference
point, the Ortofon Kontrapunkt A.
Istarted with awell- used copy of Handel's Music for
the Royal Fireworks/Water Music by the Academy of
St Martin- in-the- Fields and Neville Marriner [Argo ZRG
697]. Admittedly, this isn't what you'd call achallenging

AUDIO

FILE

Belt-drive sprung
subchassis
turntable
with on- board
electronic speed
contro
Price: £ 1725
Made by: Thorens
Supplied by:
UKD
Telephone:
01753 652669
www.thorens.
COM

recording because it always displays the ASMF's C->
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LAB

THORENS

TO 350 / £1725

RESULTS

Platter is composed of a
special aluminium alloy
damped with a3mm
layer of bitumen

Suspension adiustmert is
made after renoving his
bianking plug and two
others below the platter

ABOVE: The Thorens TD 350 features an onboard

Unlike early -suspended
subchai.sis designs, the
Thorens TO 350 has a
visible platform ont3
which tie Rega-made
tonearn is mounted

electronic power supply, allowing easy switching
between 33 and 45rpm speeds
instantly- recognisable light and airy quality. Listening to
it on this turntable system, though, was sheer delight.
There was agood sense of swing and freedom to the
music, the percussion crisp but never overdone, brass
suitably commanding, and with an almost breathtaking
immediacy and realism to the sound of the woodwinds
in the Bourrée from the Fireworks music.

Ifelt Icould have asked for more detail in those
seemingly-casual but actually perfectly- placed
background vocals. However, things got better in this
respect when Iplayed the same track with the lid off.

SHADY PIANO
Then Itook more than my regulation dose of
Mozart, K467 with Barenboim directing the ECO
from the piano in 1967 [ EMI ASD 2465], finding the

Now there was abigger, more open space in the stereo
image, perhaps even ablacker silence behind it. In the
end, Ifound that taking the cover off gave aworthwhile

overall balance avery happy one. This front-end made

improvement on all kinds of music.

'With the Thorens Iwas struck more
than usual by Jennifer Warnes'
amazing control of micro-dynamics'
the strings sing rather than sting, Ithink because the

sound like aproper double bass all the way through,
which is the most important thing. Inner parts in the

shading, so you appreciated the sureness of the artist's
touch as he approached this music with adash that

mix were quite delicately revealed and at the end, that
celeste sounded fresh and lifelike.

once was controversial.
You could sense the fingers striking and leaving
which seems so unbelievable to mere mortals.
With 'The Ballad Of The Runaway Horse' from Rob
Wasserman's Duets [
GRP 97 121] Iwas struck more
than usual by Jennifer Warnes' ( and/or the producer's)
amazing control of micro- dynamics, first intimately
close-miked, then pulling back slightly. Wasserman's
bass sounded full, but didn't have quite the rhythmic
authority that it can display on this track.

having to play Rickie Lee Jones' Easy Money' [from the
eponymous Warner K56628]. Red Callender's string
bass intro was convincing, deep and characterful. As the
track continued, that bass line betrayed abottom end
that was arguably just alittle too loose, but it did really

detail in the different parts in the ensemble wasn't too
smeared or blurred. The piano here had real colour and

the keys, shaping phrases with that subtlety of control

EASY MONEY
The Thorens couldn't escape from my clutc:hes without

BELOW: Rather

Even if you looked alittle askance at some of the

than use a

bright-and-shiny solid- plinth models in the current

captive lead,

Thorens range, the TD 350 demands to be heard. Ifelt
that it dealt with surface noise well and, subjectively,
had fine speed stability. This is aserious, sonically well-

the internal arm
wiring is carried
from the base of
the arm pillar to
phono sockets on
the rear of the
turntable

balanced and generally musical-sounding turntable, and
aworthy bearer of afamous name. C'3

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Luxuriously attractive and nice
to use, this classic style manual
turntable demonstrates that
Thorens values its heritage. It
gives afull and well- shaped
bass, arid even if it doesn't
have quite the rhythmic
get-up-and-go of aRega for
example, this makes for a
convincing foundation on all
kinds ot music. Overall, it is
smooth, detailed and with
good stereo imaging.
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Maria Callas, Metallica, Miles Davis, Muse,
Muddy Waters, Madonna, Massive Attack.
Whatever your tastes in music, the Linn Majik System enables you
to experience the full emotion of the artist's original performance
in your home.

We would normally let the sound speak for itself. However, in this instance it's also
worth mentioning that you could own the new Linn Majik System for only £3500.
Visit wvvw.linn.co.uk/majikoffer to find out more
and arrange ademonstration at your nearest Linn specialist.

The Linn Majik System comprises
the Majik CD Player, the new Majik-I
Integrated Amplifier. Katan Loudspeakers
with stands, installation and a5year* warranty.
(*when you register your products with Unn)
This exclusive offer must end 31st Decemper 2007.
The usual price of the Linn Majik System is £4,290

LINN

www.linn.co.uk

AMPLIFIER TEST

Flexing those Quads
QUAD II-EIGHTY (£ 5000 per pair)

What happened when legendary designer Tim de Paravicini was tasked
with revamping aQuad amp circuit created by the company's founder?
A quad Il on steroids was born...

hi-fi news

EDITOR'S
CHOICE
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Tested by Ken Kessler

W

hile Peter Walker is up there sparring with
Alastair Robertson-Aikman, arguing about
how ARA modified all of the various ESLs,
there's another battle going on that might

have P.M shaking his head. As far as my knowledge of
Quad's founder goes, he treated power as did
Rolls-Royce: adequate is always enough.
But that hasn't stopped audio's equivalent of the
arms race, and many of us savour high power as much
as we show contempt for the 3W-from- a- 300B single ended triode brigade. Clearly, the original Quad ll's 15W
or so limits its usefulness in amodern climate, mainly to
users of early Quad ESLs, or - for those with no hearing

above 2kHz - most horn- loaded speakers.
Equally, the slightly beefier Quad II Classic and the
first of its modern children, the II-forty with more than
double the power, only just about master the current
Quad ESLs. My own experience with them has to be
tempered by the fact that 1) my room is only 12 x 18ft
and 2) Iam not achronic headbanger. But, bullied,
cajoled and downright harassed as Ihave been by
power- brokers like Dan D'Agostino of Krell and Antony
Michaelson of Musical Fidelity, well, let's just say that I'd

rated at 100W/ch. And Ican tell you that the Quads
hold their own even alongside this modern classic.

ABOVE: No

Politely British? Yeah, if ' politely British` to you means

bi-wiring here
but separate

Not that the brand-new Quad II- eighty, with aquartet

Aston- Martin V8s and Vincent Black Shadows.
You can see by the valve complement that you're

8ohm and 4ohm
transformer taps

of KT88s per monoblock, is going to cause Messrs

getting 'twice' the II-forty: the aforementioned quartet

for optimum

D'Agostino or Michaelson to lose any sleep. As its name

of KT88s, driven by two 6SL7GTs and asingle 65N7, in
asubstantial 177 x230 x422mm. (whd) case. It even
looks Ike aIl forty on hormones, and I'd hazard aguess
that each unit weighs twice as much, too. An IEC mains

speaker

want 75W/ch even with the most sensitive of horns.

TWICE THE II -FORTY

tells you, the rated output is 80W, the ' 88s running,
according to designer Tim de Paravicini ( see p111),
'as two pairs in push-pull with the hallmark tradition
of partial cathode loading in the output transformer
linearising the output stage permitting lower distortion
than the usual Ultra Linear or triode methods.'
Suffice it to say, Iam not unfamiliar with amplifiers
carrying four KT88s per channel, having lived since its
inception with McIntosh's sublime MC2102, which is

socket accepts the AC, : nput is single- ended- only via
RCA ( balanced would have been nice...) and taps are

matching. The
furthest ' red'
4mm terminal is
the 8ohm tap

'Politely British? Yeah, if "politely
British" to you means Aston-Martin V8s
and Vincent Black Shadows'
provided for 4 or 8ohm speakers. Minimalism continues
as per its predecessors from the 1950s.
Also likely, though, to set the heaven- bound PlW's
teeth on edge, is the thoroughly modern, un Quad- like
price of £ 5000 per pair. This immediately places Quad
in amarket sector where it has only ever competed
with speakers: the high-end. Instead of fellow Brits, its

WHY QUAD-YOSHINO?
EAR-Yoshino's Tim de Paravicini, who played amajor

rivals now include all of the world's major valve amp
manufacturers, brands such as Jadis, conrad-johnson,
Air Tight, Unison Research, LAMM, Audio Resea -ch, VTL,

role in the 'valve revival', was an automatic choice

Manley, AudioValve and, yes, even EAR-Yoshino. ( See

for updating Peter Walker's classic for the 21st

'Why Quad-Yoshino?' panel, left.)

Century. He provided an eloquent appreciation of
Quad electronics for the book, Quad - The Closest
Approach, including this rather apt observation:

MANFULLY MODERNISED

'To look at virtually all of his competitors of this

show just how much he adhered to Walker's original

post-war period, up to the 1960s, we see an
ad nauseum reiteration of the same sets of circuits

concept, while manfully modernisirg the design. A main

with minor variations. Nobody, it appears, ever
bothered to copy Peter Walker's designs because
they could not understand them well enough. As
with his electrostatic loudspeakers, Peter was the
master in Britain, whose designs stand the test of
time so well.'

Quad sent us Tim DeParavicirars design notes, which

difference, according to Tim, ' is that instead of two
pentodes, two twin triode valves are used in " cascode"
providing slightly more gain with lower distortion and
accurate balance. DC feedback controls the " up" pair of
the cascode to ensure accurate matching of the anode
voltage. A tapped sample of the anode voltage going to
the grid of that valve ensures that the cat hode provides
the correct voltage for the p-ime lower tubes,

DECEMBER 2007
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All-valve
monoblock
amplifier, rated
at 801/108ohm
Price: £ 5000/
pair
Made by: Quad
Electroacoustics
Ltd
Telephone:
0845 4580011
Web: www.quadhifixo.uk
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and satisfying bass of the original Guarneri - ported
enclosure, hungry crossover - can appreciate that this
is quite an achievement for an amp that many would
still consider to be only medium- powered. But they
continued to work the lower octaves with authority and
authenticity, through the Four Seasons' canon and on to
the less bombastic yet equally impressive lower registers
of Keb' Mo's version of ' For What It's Worth'.
Here the performance needed to be not just
'massive' and controlled; it also had to exhibit atrait not
often demanded of bass: away with detail.
Each note stayed its course, with convincing decay,
plenty of body, and proper scale. When you also
consider that both the Four Seasons' and the Keb' Mo'
recordings are about as disparate as it gets - pure AM
radio fodder, however majestic, versus blues- based
rock recorded to ' unplugged' standards - the two are
showcases of equal merit for vocals, however dissimilar:
the Four Seasons based just about everything around
Frankie Valli's falsetto, while Keb' Mo's voice operates a
couple of octaves to the south.
Neither presented any challenges to the Quads,
with vocal textures correct and present. What was truly
'special', though, involved the backing singers. A handful
of tracks on Keb' Mo's Peace, Back By Popular Demand,
feature vocal blends as impressive as the Four Seasons'
trademark harmonies. Time and again, the Quads
provided ashade more space around each vocalist,
or good ol' separation, so that one could focus on an
so that they run in aconstant voltage mode.' Other
detail changes conceived by Tim include amore robust
and modern output transformer, ' designed to improve
high-frequency performance and accurate balance of
the two push-pull halves. Also the transformer has been
designed to make sure that full output is realised at
bass frequencies down to 20Hz.'
Tim also stated that each output valve has its own

ABOVE: Two pairs
of KT88 ' beam
power tetrodes'
are employed
in adual pushpull output
configuration

cathode resistors to provide reliability and self- matching,
while the sc-een gilds of the ICE88 valves are run from a

individual singer.
Of course, ripping recordings into their myriad parts
is the antithesis of what asublime system should do:
the final result must always be acoherent whole. With
the Quads, the effect was to produce something more
involving by virtue of the sense of looking into the
performance; at the same time the portrayal was more
realistic because of the seamlessness of the sound.
MY PRECIOUS
It only truly hit home when two days later. Isat amere

lower voltage again for good reliability.
He restricted feedback for the whole amplifier to only
16dB, expressly to provide ' good stability into virtually

six feet from Malcolm Bilson on fortepiano, and was able
to decipher the exact positioning of the notes across

any known loudspeaker and especially the famed Quad
electrostatic loudspeakers - known to be difficult for

that instrument's frame. Irealised that the Quad does
this with precious and small details, adding more down-

many other valve and transistoi amplifiers.'

the- neck tingles than it has any right to, while never
veering toward the artifice of super- hygienic systems

(â REFERENCE QUALITY
It was only natural that Ifed them straight off the Quad
CDP99 ll CD player in variable output mode. Wires were
Yter from CD-to-amp-to- speaker, the latter ncluding
Sonus faber Guarneris, which are peculiarly hungry,
Quad ESL- 63s and B&W Signature Diamonds. Nothing
rattled this amplifier; equally, Isuspect that they are
'overkill' as far as LS3/5As are concerned.
Released when the Quad II was current, the Four
Seasons' earliest hits were possessed of bass as
voluminous and rich as is needed to satisfy modern
tastes. With the Jersey Boys musical having rendered
these recordings topical, Iwas delighted to find them
also of ' reference' quality for the blending of those
inimitable voices, for hot, fast transients, astounding
percussion as regards both mass and attack, and for
cinematic stereo width. Turning up the wick ever higher,
the II-eighty simply rose to each occasion, excelling with
every instrument.
Thunderous though the bass is on 'Walk ,_ ike A
Man' and ' Big Girls Don't Cry', the Quads never lost
control. Those of you familiar with the ' difficult' yet full
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that are all detail and spatial effect and little else.
In contrast to modern era soundstaging and detail,

BELOW: Behind
the safety cage,
two 6SL7GTs and

tonally it's about as valveyand lush as traditionalists
would want. Which creates adivisive duality: the

asingle 6SN7
drive the quartet

Quads, thanks to Tim's ability not to voice them like
EAR-Yoshinos, err on the side of romance. His own

of KT88s

amps always opt for professional authority. As Quad's C-,
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LAB

QUAD II- EIGHTY

MONO POWER AMPLIFIER / £ 5000
Two pairs of KT88 ' beam power
tetrodes' are configured in a
push-pull arrangement, the
cathodes partially loadei by
the output transformer in a
proprietary fashion that minimises
distortion ( see Lab Report)

ABOVE: The principal valves, currently sourced from
Russia, are embossed with Quad's distinctive logo

RESULTS

A combination of a6H8C
and apair of 65L7CT
double triodes form the
input and driver stage to
this novel power amplifier

Substantial mains
transformer and HT
power supply

hired gun, Tim never lost sight of the need to create an
amplifier with operational capabilities suitable for the
modern era but with the appeal of its predecessors.
That's what's so wonderful about this ' Quad II on
steroids'. Running the II- eighty alongside original Quad
II, II Classic and II-forty into the Tannoy Mini, with levels
matched, you could easily identify each amplifier.
Yet there was an ineluctable feeling that the DNA was
shared. It struck me most with vocals and bottleneck
guitar, especially evident with Keb' Mo's Peace album.
The overtones and the twang of bottleneck maintained
their character from amp to amp, adisplay that will
amuse audiophiles fascinated by the notion of a
manufacturer's amps having a 'family sound'.
PEDIGREE POKE
Yet equally ineluctable was the experience imparted
by an amphfier barely tapping its power reserves,
supporting the idea that there's no such thing as too
much wattage. Both the Il forty and the II- eighty showed
their hands with music possessing realistic yet powerful
lower registers, such as the percussion opening ' Natural
Thing' on John Fogerty's latest masterpiece, Revival.
It's not that the smaller amps sounded winded, but
any sense of mild compression vanished by degrees
when progressing to the II-eighty. For anyone who ever
loved the Quad II, here, at last, is an amplifier with that

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Every Paravinci-inspired valve amplifier that
I've tested over the years has distinguished
itself as a 'standout' product, and this Quad
II-eighty is no exception. It meets its 80W
specification with afull 90W/Eiohm and
60W/4ohm via its Bohm tap, increasing to
90W/4ohm via its 4ohm tap. The amplifier
'idles' at some 195W consumption. There's
not ahuge amount of headroom, but under
dynamic conditions it's possibW to squeeze
out some 90-95W into 8 and 4ohm loads,
sagging to 70W and 45W into 2and lohm
loads, respectively (see graph, below).
So the II-eighty would rather you partner
it with sensitive speakers offering as benign
aload as possible. That said, Paravicini
has engineered ausefully low 0.42ohm
output impedance, so the amp/speaker
system response will not be as variable as
we have come to expect with other valve
MIAs»

pedigree, which can drive anything needing circa 100
real watts.
Isuspect that PJW, perhaps grudgingly and with a
hint of an harrumph, would grant these his highest
accolade: ' Not bad. Not bad at all.' d)

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
For long-term Quad II lovers, who
have stuck with the originals

0.100
0.100
11.010

-a
0.11111

e

0.001

0.000

F_ATURES

Quad II Classics or the Quad
II- forty, pcwer has been

100

1k

(grey), 4ohm ( red), 2ohm ; blue) and lohm ( green)
ABOVE RIGHT: Distortion increases at the bass/treble frequency extremes

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Power Output, 8/4ohm (<1%1HD)

90W via Bohm tap 190W via 4ohm tap

Dynamic Power, 814(211ohm

95W/WW/70W/45W

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.406-0.428ohm

with loads of air around

Frequency Response (20Hz-100kHz)

+0.0dB to +0.05d8

instruments Timeless styling.

Input Sensitivity (
for OdBW/80W).

120mVi1095mV

Awtd SIN ratio (for OdBIN/full output)

95.1dB/113.5dB

Distortion (10W1 Rohm, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.015-1.0%

SU LO

an issue for decades. Not

70%

anymore. Balisy, with deep,
rich bass. 3ig-sounding,

And that Quad sound. Oh,
mama, do Iwant a pair.

40

52%
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10k

Frequency

ABOVE LEFT: Dynamic power output is limited into low impedances, 8ohm

50%

even those who purchased

20

Dynamu 1
, ,vret Output »

SOUND

through thick and thin, and

designs. Into apurely resistive load, it's
flat out to 30kHz, falling thereafter to just
-4dB at 100kHz. Even into a 1ohm load it
only falls to -0.4dB at 20kHz. Distortion,
too, is impressively managed, falling to
alow 0.015% through the midrange at
IOW/Bohm before increasing to " 0.2% from
40-80W/8ohm. At 1-20W/8ohm, the merest
transformer core saturation adds 0.2%
at very low frequencies while the KT88's
own non-linearities bring this to - 1% at
the very highest frequencies. This trend is
reflected in the graph's blue trace, below.
The distortion harmonics are very extended
(10th harmonic and beyond), however.
Otherwise, the II-eighty benefits from
impressively low hum and noise (-79dBV), a
wide 95dB A-wtd SjI\I ratio (re. OdBVV) and a
respectable + 27.5dB gain, requiring some
1.1V input to raise its rated 80W/Eiohm. PM
nt000

10

86%

Custom-made output coupling
transformer includes sufficient iron'
to reduce saturation ( and therefore
distortion) at very low frequencies

Both Bohm and
4ohm transformer
taps are suppliec
as an aid to
speaker matching
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Long committed to the art of perfecting
the deep bass performance of audio
systems, REL Acoustics Ltd. announces
it's most recent creation, T-SeriesTm.
Finally, true REL sub- bass performance
becomes affordable.
Crafted from exceptional materials,
l's beauty is more than skin deep.
The perimeter rail defines its shape
and ensures sufficient elevation to
properly release very low frequency
pressure waves — with devastating
results. The 1-Series ULTTm (Ultra- Long
Throw) bass engines necessitate a
T-3 £ 95. T-2 f495 (above). 7-1 f595

bold, hemispherical, domed grille
which is curved to contain the driver's
extraordinary excursion.
The three- model 1- Series range
provides one tailor-made for your
system. Audition one soon at your
local REL specialist.

REL.
North Road

Bridgend Industrial Estate

BEST BUY
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lNDER £1000

Bridgend . CF31 3TP

tietee 2007
BEISeu y Subwoofer
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Telephone: + 44 ( 0)1656 768 777
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Arcam DY135
£
E900
Tel: 01223
203203
uneivv.arcam.co.uk

&RCA

!Muo

Cyrus
Discmaster 8
£800
Tell: 01480
435577
enuvv.cyrusautfo.
corn

ano.

tot,c,

Denon DVD-2930
£650
Tel: 01234
741200
Inww.derson.co.uk

tti.Cfe
ll,P Harm
S an

Marantz DV7100
£600
Tel: 01753
680868
www.marantz.
corn
NAD T585
£800
Tel: 01908
319360
1NWW.

nadelectronics.
COM
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£600-£900 DVD PLAYERS
Where music and movies collide: we test five of the best multi-format players
LAB TESTS/INSIDE SHOTS BY PAUL MILLER

REVIEWS BY RICHARD STEVENSON

I

Wolfson WM8740
192kHz124-bit
¡stereo DAC, as used
in numerous Arcam
'products

want to set the record straight: the group
assembled here are not plain vanilla DVD players.
To most people a DVD player is something you
pick up in Tescos for £ 30 and stick it in your trolley

next to the white- sliced and Rioja. CD playback is just

Efficient as ever, Arcam
uses this motherboard
in costlier, multichannel
universal DVD players.
So the PCB is marked-ups
but not populated, with
:room for another six
(tio channels

something these devices ' also do'. Sadly, this notion
has put many an audiophile off buying into a universal
disc player.
What we have lined up are five of the hottest
multi-format disc players available under £ 1000. The
manufacturers involved have gone to great lengths,
extreme lengths in some cases, to ensure high- end

,Zoran Vaddis 888s
DigitalIDTS
decoder, video deinterlacer and 1080i
scaler solution - the
heart of the DV135

'We have lined up five of
the hottest multi-format disc
players under £ 1000'

Linear power supply
for the audio board,
switchmode supply for
the CD/DVD transport

music playback alongside viGeo performance with
DVDs that is comparable to the best available.
Obviously though, a good £ 800 CD player is
going to see off a good £ 800 universal player in
terms of two- channel audio quality, the demands on
R&D and bought- in technology for HD video being
a considerable chunk of the budget. But look at it
another way: if you have £ 800 to spend and want
both CD and DVD playback, an £ 800 universal player
will easily outperform a £ 400 CD player for music
- and leave a £ 400 DVD player looking like your old
VHS video. No brainer.
Of course, it's never quite that simple. For starters,
the features and functionality count of this group is

inversely proportional to price. The two least expensive

ABOVE:

machines, the Denon and Marantz, offer SACD and

Arcam DV13
-achoice of

and DV139 as a stripped- down bare- board

DVD-A playback in their full multi- channel beauty,
alongside video up- scaling to what has become known

version. And ' bare board' is the operative word

as Full HD - or 1080p in old money.

Arcam DV135
Not so much smaller sibling to the Arcam 0V137

as the main PCBs are identical but unpopulated.

To further improve on the latter, Denon has bought

o

stereo- only a dio
outputs for
two- channel

D,

Gone are the better power supplies of the DV137

in some of the best off-the- shelf video hardware

DVD, DVD-A and

or the additional video processing LSIs of the

available in the shape of Silicon Optix Reon scaler and

SACD. Video s

DV139, meaning the DV135's video scaler goes

Hollywood Quality Video firmware courtesy of Teranex.

serviced thr ugh

no higher than 10801 resolution. The famous

Marantz's use of Faroudja and NSV ( Noise Shaped

composite,

Zoran Vadis 888s chipset, which Arcam had

Video) for processing looks a bit tame in acronym-

S- video,

a hand in developing, is present but in this

trumps, but the proof is in the eating and both models

component

implementation has to run the whole audio and

offer very tasty video indeed.

and an RGBwired SCART

video show. The DV135 keeps Arcam's Stealth

plus scaled t9

Mat technology and video calibration firmware

AN OLD MASTER

but, as multichannel analogue outputs fell victim

At £ 800 the NAD is an interesting beast, not least

1080i throuei

to the cost-cutting axe, multichannel SACD and

of which because the inside is all but lifted from the

the HDMI

DVD-A are off the menu.

£1300 Masters Series M55. It too is resplendent with

connection

11111111W
7

6

_

12.45

multi- channel DVD-A and SACD playback but the scaler
only raises the video bar to 1080i resolution. NAD
says an upgrade to 1080p will be available through
a software update in the New Year. The array of no

"-

fewer than nine video DACs ( 3 x 12- bit and 6 x
i)

bit) would suggest it has the processing latitude to
handle this but I'm not convinced - more later. G->
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0844 800 0073 or 74: www.shadowaudio.co.uk
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It can be adangerous
world out there....

Shanling MC- 3
At just f500, the all- in-one Shanling MC- 3
is nigh on untouchable for the price. Truly
exceptional in ever way!

Best Seller
Full range available,
including FREE UK delivery
and 30- day money back
guarantee on most models.

Music Fidelity A5.5
New from Musical Fidelity is the A5.5
Integrated Amplifier and CD Player.
Details are alittle scarce at the moment

vtin
r

but yoL can be sure of something very
special for the money! Call for details.

Best Seller

• Tr

Our advice? Get yourself a
decent Hi Fi System and stay
in this Christmas!

Marantz SA- 7
The awmd-winning SA-7is spectacular in
every sense of the word. Hear your CD's like
never before. Not just aclaim, but apromise!

McIntosh MCD201
Beautifully built, both inside and out,
the MCD201 CD player gives stunning
musical reproduction at asuprisingly
affordable price.

Used Product Listing - why not treat yourself this Christmas?
Remember!! List is updated on our web site daily!
DIGITAL
Accuphase DP- 500 (£3950)
Accuphase DP75V (£8500)
GamuT CD- I (£2995)
Marante SA15-51 (£ 1100)
McIntosh MCD201, CD/SACD (£3400)
Meridian 508.24 CD player
Micromega CD132 (£849)
Musical Fidelity KW 2505 (£4999)
Musical Fidelity DM25 DAC and Transport (14000)
Musical Fidelity NuVista CD (£30001
Shanling CD180 CD player (£6501
Sony SCD-1 SACO player (£5000)
Theta Chroma DAC

£3495
£2995
£1995
£795

UnisoniResearch Unico CD (£ 1250)
Vincent CD 3CD player (£800)

£2795
£995
£595
£3795
£3395
£1395
£395
£1995
£295
£895
£649

AMPLIFIERS
Accuphase E408 Integrated (£5000)
Audio Zone AMP 1dual mono integrated (£ 1595)
Audiolab 8000C and 8000P pre power combo
Audionet SAM V2 Integrated (£2400)
AudiodIveBaldur 70 Monoblock power amp (131001
AVI Lab Series integrated (01599)
Bel Canto S300i Integrated (£ 1799)
Bryston B-100 SST Integrated (£3995)
Cairn 4810 Integrated (£2700)
Croft Charisma XMkIlpreamp (£30001

£3995
£1295
£399
£1495
£1595
£1195
£1495
f2895
£1795
£1395

DX Design VS- 1Reference (02500)
Minimax Power Amp (£995)
Exposure 3010 Integrated (£ 1000)
Flying Mole PA-S1 Digital Pre (0999)
Gryphon Callista 2203 integrated (£4600)
Jungson1A1/JA99 pre power combination (11000)
Jungson JA2 pre-amp and JA50 (£3000)
Krell FPB 300 Poweramp
Krell KAV 250P pre amplifier (£2495)
Mark Levinson 380 Pre (£4500)
McIntosh MA6500 integrated amplifier (£3350)
Musical Fidelity AS Integrated ,f1495)
Musical Fidelity A5 Pre (£ 1495)
Musical Fidelity A5 Power (£ 1495)
Musical Fidelity KW550 Integrated (£5000)
Nagra PSA Power Amp
Qinpu A1.0x Integrated (£300)
Qinpu A-8000 MK II Integrated(O1295)
TacT SDAi 2175 (01245)

£1995
£649
£595
£795
£1995
£599
£2250
£2995
£1095
£2695
£1795
f995
£995
£995
£3995
£3195
£230
£795
£749

LOUDSPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy AEI Classic (£845)
ART Emotion Monitor, Cherry (£40001
ATC SCM2OSL (£2400)
ATC SCM 7Ex-dem (£499)
Castle Howard 53 Loudspeakers (11450)
Hyperion 938 (£3750)
JAS Oho (£2300)

£650
£3250
£1395
£399
£750
£2995
£1495

JAS Audio Orsa (01399)
JAS Audio Supertmeters (£649)
Leema Acoustics Cone (£2245)
Monitor Audio GR10, (£800)
Opera Callas Mini (£650)
PMC FBI+ (01695)
Ref 3a De Capo-i(£2500)
Soundlab Millenium M3 Electrostatics (£8995)
Waterfall Iguascu Loudspeakers (£ 1500)
Wilson Benesch Arc 06001
Zingali Overture 3 (£2995)

£1095
f449
£1695
£595
£450
£1295
£1395
£2795
£600
£2095
£1995

ANALOGUE
Clearaudio Performance Turntabl
Graham Slee Elevator (£5101
Musical Fidelity Kw Phono (£2400)
Origin Live - Silver Taper Tonearm (£950)
SME 20/2A (£6300)
WI Super Scoutmaster Signature (05000)

£1199
£295
£1250
£450
f4495
£3795

NEISC
Hovland Reference Speaker Cable (£ 1200)
lsotek GII Minisub (0545)
lsotek Titan mains conditioner (£ 1650)
Norctost Blue Heaven Speaker Cable (£695)
PS Audio Powerplant 300 (£ 1750)
PS Audio Ultimate Outlet (£400)

£795
£399
£1395
£349
£695
£295

For another £ 100 you can buy Arcam's entry
universal player, the DV135. While sharing many
components from the more affluent DV137 and
DV139 models, the main difference is that the core
Vadis 888s chipset is left to handle all the audio and
video decoding on its tod. Moreover, it is only a 1080i

Cyrus switchmode
power supply lies
underneath this
insulating plate.
Under this is the

scaling device and lacks analogue multichannel output.
No, really, I'm not kidding. Here is auniversal player

main PCB hosting
the AML 3433 OVO
audio/video decoder
and multichannel
audio output

that can play SACD and DVD-A but has no way of
outputting anything but stereo versions of each. How
bizarre is that? On the plus side there are plenty of
Arcam niceties including the fabulously named ' Mask of
Silence' - something I've always wanted for the wife.
FROM THE TOP
Top of our crop price-wise, the £ 800 Cyrus Discmaster
8.0 (£ 1000 for the Qx stereo upgrade) doesn't do
SACD or DVD-A discs at all. Thankfully the lengths to

'Seriously, small children will
run away screaming when
you unbox the T585'
which Cyrus has gone in improving audio quality helps
justify the cost of the Qx option. While the majority of
players on the market extract the audio stream after
the DVD-ROM mechanism's built-in decoder, the Cyrus
Discmaster breaks out an I'S feed just after the laser
and does all initial processing using an additional batch
of ICs on aseparate board.
Cyrus' video side is far less exotic, just astoic
720p/1080i output with the potential of a 1080p
software upgrade - possibly. The whole lot is
encapsulated in aunique press- moulded magnesium
case with exceptional rigidity and very good thermal
and RF isolation. Cyrus MD Peter Barlett is justly proud
of both the post- laser audio data decoding and indeed
the magnesium case - which he assures me will not

Cyrus Discmaster 8.0
This is the £ 1000 Qx version of the Discmaster 8.0
(£200 more than the standard model) and fitted
with the audio DACs grafted almost completely
out of the well- respected Cyrus DACX. Bearing
in mind the DACX is £ 1000 on its own and Cyrus
has gone to great lengths to extract apost- laser
I'S audio stream, you can clearly see that most
of your hard-earned bucks are being spent on
audio reproduction. Unsurprisingly then you only
get video scaling to 1080i with the promise of a
1080p software upgrade in the future. The odd
looks and compact dimensions are courtesy of an
acoustically dead magnesium case although the
limited real estate on the rear panel means no
SCART output.

turn into asmall supernova if you go near it with a

ABOVE: Cyrus

naked light. Damned if I'm going to try though...

Discmaster

HIGH FIVE

composite,
component and

8.0 - analogue
Stacked five high there is aspectacular variety of
cosmetic charms here too. The Discmaster 8.0 is
straight from planet Cyrus Audio and, like it or loathe it,
it's asolid little device. Both the Arcam and NAD come
from the same school of design, asort of post-modern
industrial minimalism otherwise known as severely
beaten with the ugly stick. Ser ously, small children will
run away screaming when you unbox the T585.
The sleek Denon has apurposeful high-tech look,
albeit with aborderline tacky hint of go-faster stripes

5-video outputs
are joined by
HDMI with 5.1
channel audio
outputs joined
by an additional
stereo output
driven from a
DAC upgrade

and fluffy dice. Thankfully the Marantz is acosmetic
masterpiece. Its chunky brushed metal fascia, neat
layout and well appointed trim make it something of
asupermodel on the equipment rack.
Now, Ibet you are thinking: why would Ibuy
universal ( cough) disc machine with Blu-ray and 3->
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Finally.
It only took 25 years to perfect.

Just when you thought stereo CD
couldn't get any better. Introducing the
pinnacle of CD audio; the new Chord
RED Reference CD Player.
It may have taken 25 years since the
launch of CD, but we'll only release a
reference CD player when the time is

Chord RED Reference
CD Player

right. Weighing in at over 30kg, the
RED's advanced concepts include our
world class discreet component pulse
array technology, first seen in the DAC64,
giving accurate D to A conversion down
to - 125d13. There simply is no other player
on the market that can aclieve this.
To discover more about our award-winning,
hand-crafted audiophile products, please
visit www.chordelectronics.co.uk for
details of your nearest dealer,

Chord Electronics Ltd
The Pumphouse
Farleigh Bridge
ast Farleigh
1aidstone
1E16 9NB
+44 (0)1622 721444
i + 44 ( 0)1622 721555
sales(o)chordelectrpoics co.uk
Nww.chordelectronics.co.uk

o CHORD()
Chord Lit:comics Limited

HD DVD players coming to market? Having tried a
lacklustre £ 1000 Blu-ray spinner, Ican safely say that

Switch-naode power
supply, nom-to-room
and RS2» control

its analogue audio playback was on par with that £ 30
DVD player from Tesco. Ignore the drop- dead gorgeous
HD picture for its sound quality was in the little league
by comparison. Arcam's literature reinforces this
contention, suggesting that '... at this stage in the
BD/HD DVD format war, the right decision is to buy
aserious universal DVD player.' Fair enough, if you

HQV digital video
procesa and scaling
plus HDA9 encryptior
and Clagre are all
screened under this
metal pi ate

are driving your system from the player's analogue
outputs. Via HDMI, however, the performance of these
newer formats is more likely to be determined by the
partnering AV processor or receiver.

Four scereo PChill 79 I
DACs 4-an Burr-Brown)
drive the separate
stetec and 5.1-chancel
audio rputs

AND... INTO STANDBY
After asuitable warm-up period the NAD and Marantz
got off to abad start by tree hugging their way out of
my affections. Both models shut down to standby after
afew minutes inactivity, which doesn't allow them to

`No voluptuous Myleene
Klass to be seen, but there is
afull range of contrast cards'

Texas Instruments' CSP
handta DTS and Doty
Digital ickcoding pite
bass management
•

keep limbered up and ready for action. The Marantz
pretty much shuts up shop as soon as the CD or DVD
ends and even from an ' eco' viewpoint Ifind this
counter- productive.
If you do feel the need to save the planet by
irrelevant token measures that upset your listening
pleasure, all auto- standby achieves is to encourage you
not to switch the damn thing off completely.
Grey- green issues aside, auniversal player demands
afairly complex user interface and this group has
evolved above the old block-text menus rather nicely.
Only the Cyrus bucks the trend for an ultra- colourful
multi- layer menu system and covers all its bases with
very neat and well presented text. It also comes
supplied with two remotes, one nice Cyrus system

about and fairly limited video tweaking options, the
Cyrus is by far the closest thing to plug and play here.
The rest offer an assortment of colourful near- GUI-

ABOVE: Denon
DVD-2930
-standard

style menus that take abit of learning - either by
reading the manual or, more tradit onally, pressing

stereo and

(downmixedI

remote and the standard Discmaster item with all the

buttons and seeing what happens. There is little

5.1 channel

charm and functionality of a ' get-you- home' spare

to choose between the depth and complexity of

audio outputs

wheel on anew car. Without SACD or DVD-A to worry

adjustments offered by the Warantz, NAD and Denon

are joined

models with features like chroma celay, IRE black level
and gamma adjustments or the video side. Itake

video through

by analogue

Denon DVD-2930

the old- school hi-fi tuning approach and twiddle the

composite,

The DVD-2930 is about as video-centric as

settings up and down abit until Ilike what Isee.

component,

universal disc players get. Crammed inside is a
host of video devices from the likes of Silicon

aid

SCART and
S-video

Optix, including the Reon scaler and HQV

The Arcam storms ahead on this front, coming in with

(Hollywood Quality Video) processing - the most
affordable player yet to market this broadcast-

afull screen calibration system with test cards built-in.
Sadly no voluptuous Myleene Klass a-iywhere to be

based technology. Video scaling is to 1080p and
the player supports all current DivX formats.

seen, but afull range of screen format, contrast and

video is served
through HDMI

Audio gets relatively short shrift component wise,
but key to extracting the best sound is DenonLink

colour- balance cards run in sequence, complete with a
set of blue-tinted gasses supplied in the box.
They were no Ray- Bans though, so best set this

while the R145
socket prov des
aproprietary

version 3. For those with asuitably- equipped

player up in private.

'Denon Link 3rd'

Denon receiver or amplifier, you can transfer all

ARCAM STORMS AHEAD

Sod's law then that the Arcam's picture

connections.
Digital audio and

multichannel

audio signals, including PCM, SACD and DVD-A,
with ultra- low jitter and bypassing much of the

performance is really only average at the price. With

digital audi)

the video scaled to 720p for anative 720- line LCD

connection to

analogue side of the DVD-2930 anyway. Brand

projector, images from the crisply mastered The

compatible

buy- in, sir? Ithink so.

Prestige DVD are smooth to the point of being soft.

Denon AV

While colour balance and saturation are very natural

receivers

with the often quite dark film, the picture never
manages to capture three-dimensional depth of both
the Marantz and Denon models at this resolution. At
1080i and connected to afull- HD but ' real world' 37in
LCD TV, you can't help but feel the Vadis processor is ,•->
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the future of

music.

Visit our stores and

experience the

highest performing digital music player
in the world. The Linn Klimax DS is a
breakthrough product with the performance
to transform your life and alter the way
you listen to music.

EXTENSIVE EX DEM & USED LIST ALWAYS AVAILABLE PLEASE PHONE WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

Linn Majik System
With

two

new

product

launches

from

Linn,

the Majik system now includes the fantastic

Majik system promotion

Latest Award winning
Onkyo Receivers

e)/4an e er
Latest Pioneer G8
Plasma TV's

new Majik-I integrkted amplifier and the stun,

Award winning
demonstration.

AV products on permalent
Reg
Preduct

MIZZIIIME011EM

new Majik 140 Loudspeakers.

411.111=2=1111•1

Please call instore to listen to this fabulous system
•••••

PDP-LX508XD

on permanent demonstration.

Iffl1111111111111111111111LA

The best prices

• • . • •

please call for details.

%den • Linn M. CD Meyer, Mask. InIngrated
Amolifler, Ulan Loudspeakers* and Satan stands
AA for oak.. £3500.
RR. E.12,0

'MUM.

Ex Demonstration
and used stock list
Linn Klimax Kontrol Please Call

Price Includes nationwide delivery and
111111•11111•Mil by LI» trained staff.
For owe InItInnalan on 1....00., ^0
Wig vaarapaRartioanso.ole
r www.neweatlealn.co.uk

Linn LP12/Ekos/Arkiv now £ 1600.00
Linn Ikemi CD player now £ 1100.00

Linn Chakra C4200 Amplifier £ 2350
Linn 2250 Amplifier now £900.00
Linn Klout Amplifier now £900.00
Linn Kaber Aktiv Loudspeakers new £ 850
Linn Ninka Loudspeakers now £ 760.00

Price was £ 534C now £ 3999
Price includes free HDMI cable and nationwide
delivery and installation by Linn trained staff.

Linn Keilidh Loudspeakers now £ 300.00

LINN

6 Abbey Street, Carlisle, Cumbria. CA3 8TX

Peter

Tyson

Linn Isobarik Loudspeakers now £300.00

Don't miss out call today.
fliiii

I

ir '

Telephone 01228 546756
www.petertyson.co.uk
Email sales@petertyson.co.uk
Open Monday- Saturday 9am-5.30pm

Processing Today's HighResolution Media
Including Blu-ray Disc and HD DVD
with Effortless Efficiency.

cuec't"
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Linn Karik CD player now £350.00
Linn Pekin Tuner now £400.00

Simply purchase a Linn Unidisk SC, universal disc player
and a M.:3)1k 5100 or 6100 Power Amplifier and
retie& afantastic 25% off.

of

Linn klimax Solos Please cal'

Linn Genki CD Player now £600.00

Special Linn Unidisc SC and Majik 5100
promotion.

Capable

Award winning brands stocked
Linn, Arcam, Marantz, B8(0, Bose
Chord Electronics, InFocus, JVC,
Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short,
Pioneer, REL, Roksan, Sim2, Tannoy,
Teac, Tivoli, Velodyne, Yamaha.
Plus ma-ly more

153 Kenton Road, Gosforth, Newcastle. NE3 4NQ
Telephone 0191 2857179.

hifi

www.newcastlehifi.co.uk
Email mark@newcastlehifi co.uk
Open Tuesday- Saturday 10am-5.30pm

running flat out as there are some heinous errors and
artefacts littering the screen.

Linear Dower supply fo,
the audio board, switch mode ! upply for the
CO/DVD transport

Almost exactly the same comment can be levelled
at the Cyrus. Smooth and natural almost to afault
at 720p and at 10801 things get alittle ragged. Big
screen pans, for example when the camera runs
around the magician's audience in The Prestige, are
notably jerkier than the best and the picture never

Four stereo CS4398
DACs porn Crystal)
drive tie separate
stereo and 5.1 channe ,
audio outputs via
Maran'z's proprietary
and fu ly discrete
HDAM buffer stages

quite shakes off amellow contrast that flattens the
perspective. Both the Arcam and Cyrus have avery
easy- on-the- eye balance but they do lack the visual
wow factor of the others here. Odd then, that they are
the most expensive.
WATCH THOSE DEFAULTS
The NAD caught my projector alittle unawares by
using aYPbPr video output over HDMI rather than
the RGB to which this and many projectors default.

Mediatek MT1389
DVD player controller/
decoder solution

'Trim back the contrast

levels and the Marantz has a

Video board contains a
Genes iÉ (Faroudja) scaler
and deinterlacer with e
Silicon Image SiI9030
driver -or the HDMI
output

genuinely superb picture'
Most display devices can handle this but do check
your display features carefully before you buy. Once
corrected the NAD offers arich, warm and inviting
picture at 720p with excellent black level detail
throughout The Prestige DVD. At 1080i the image
showed more than its fair share of blur and jaggies.
Moreover, acombination of adifficult to process film,
namely Ice Age, and me romping back and forth into
the menus proved too much for the video processor.
For abrief spasm it slowed down to around 1/
4speed at
only afew frames per second before recovering.
And a 1080p software upgrade is on the way?
Hmmm, Iwonder.
The Marantz picture is areal mug's eye-full straight
out of the box, pushing deep colour saturation,
artificial edge definition and deep black levels as

magazines than HF7V. Trim back the contrast levels,
reduce any ' sharpness' setting on your display, back

standard. This enhanced eye- candy is bound to impress

off the peak chroma levels and the Marantz has a

casual observers in-store and indeed less thorough

genuinely superb picture, far more appealing than the

Marantz DV7001
As the only player here whose looks live up to the
price tag, the DV7001 is actually one of the best
built too. Behind the thick brushed aluminium
fascia and chrome trim is an ultra- rigid metal

hi -fin
OU I
SIANDING

PRODUCT

grainy, in-yer-face one it has as standarc. It can be rich
and deep and gorgeously three-dimensional, and even
with full-action sequences from ice Age at 1080p there
is barely ahint of arough edge.
By acoincidence that may or may not be related to
Marantz and Denon sharing corporate parentage these

chassis with features like vibration absorbing feet

days, the Denon is equally over- bright as standard
which kills the contrast on LCD panels and projectors.

and double layer bottom plate borrowed from

But with good display contrast control, and particularly

DV7001

its more affluent brother, the DV9600. It's also a

-atwo-channel

true multichannel, multi- format player boasting

projectors with selectable iris aperture, the Denon is
afirst-class stunner. With Ice Age you can almost leap

Analog Devices' NSV Precision Video 216MHz/ 12-

into the screen and run with the characters ( Ihad to

stereo output is

bit video DACs allied to Faroudja DCDi processing
for full- fat 1080p DVD scaling. Add to this a

go and put afleece on) and with The Prestige, the

joined by arow

picture has avery realistic quality that draws you into
the tension and suspense. In an ideal world, the image
could do with alittle more contrast and it hasn't got
the vivid colour of the Marantz, but it is very natural

of 5.1 channel
audio outputs.

96kHz audio upsampling circuit for CD playback
and one is left scratching one's head as to why
this is actually the least expensive universal player
in our line up.

IIIII1111111111111diete-

and comes with spectacular textural detaiing.
The moton processing and panning is the
smoothest Ihave seen at 1080p and it took the entire
Alien Trilogy back-to-back and two bottles of Tesco
Rioja to validate that claim. Fabulous.

e

(downmixed)

Video is sery ced
by composite,
S-video,
component, an
RGB-wired SCART
plus an HDMI
connection br
multichannel

LAUGHING LENNY

191MIlle"

ABOVE: Marantz

PCM audio and

The sound from the DVD-2930 is not quite as hot. With

scaled digital

both stereo and multichannel material it offers C-->

video
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More than meets
the eye
The best of the latest hi-fi equipment not only sounds fantastic, it looks
great too. We call that Eye Fi.
But not all g-eat- looking eqi_ipment sounds great. That's why, at Unilet,
we take tme to audition each new product and only if it offers real sound
value, do we stock it. When you've been in the business 3S long as we
have, you know what sounds good, looks gcod and is likely to work well
in combination.

But judge for yourself. For 35 years we've believed in letting you, the
customer, decide. You can book asession in one of our newly- refitted
audition suites to see, and hear, if it Ives up to your expectations.
While choosing seriously good hi-fi and home cinema is aserious
business, we've never taken ourselves too seriously. We're afriendly
bunch which is maybe why so many people like to come back again,
and again.

Unilet - we have an eye for picking the best sounding hi-fi.
Check out our website where you'll find all the best brands we
stock including:
Acoustic Energy
Arcam
AudioLab
B&W
Bryston
Chord
Chord Cable
Denon
Dynavector
Esoteric

Heed
KEF
Lehmann
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
Mordaurt-Short
Musical Fidelity
Orbafon

Pinasonic:
Pipneer
Pl nius
PMC
Primate
ProAc
Project
QJad
REL
Roksan

Custom instaliation and multi- room specialists

SOUND+VISION
Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.
35 High Street, New Malden,
Surrey KT3 4BY
Fax: 020 8336 0820

Tel: 020 8942 9567

www.unilet.net

Rotel
SME
Sonos
Sperdor
Stax
Tannpy
TEAC
Wilson Benesch
Wharfedale
Yamiha

arich and boisterous sound but suffers amidrange
congestion and compression of the soundstage.
Leonard Cohen's Dear Heather CD almost benefits

Switch-mode power
supply with separate
regulation for the
transport and decoder/
audio boards

from this, giving laughing Lenny's vocals even more
depth and gruff timbre than usual. But the sound is
tightly focused centre stage without the dynamic
space of the Arcam. The Denon's trump card is backing
up music with afulsome bass punch and it remains
remarkably articulate throughout the tricky 24- bit/
48kHz multichannel DVD-A recording of Bach's Toccata
and Fugue by Bernhard Leonardy. Those low notes
certainly rattle your spleen but the Marantz wins out

Silicon Image 5119030
Panel Link driver sersices
the HDIsoll 1.1 digital
video/audio output

with its cleaner presentation through the midband.

SOUNDS LUCE VINYL

Genesis (Faroudja) video
deinterlacer and scakng
solution

Low frequencies are also akey facet of the Cyrus,
which sets out its stall with atonal balance quite
removed from the rest of the bunch. Its overall sound is

Separate Sony SACIDIDSD
decoder and processor

more laidback than aweek in the Caribbean. There is a
distinct shortage of micro- dynamic detailing at the top
end, the sort of thing we hi-fi reviewers often get hung

OSOcompatible. 8channel DAC from BurrBrown ( DSD1608)

'I waved The Prodigy's Slap
My Bitch Up at the Cyrus it shut down into standby'

ESS Vibratto OVO
decoder solution
(includes Dolby Dignal
and DTS decoding plus
bass management)

up on, but the Discmaster has near vinyl- like ability to
get to the heart of the tune and its rhythm. It simply
laps up Santana's fabulous Supernatural CD creating a
lush and infectious Latino atmosphere that urges you
to go large with the volume.
Like many things in life that are smaller than their
peer group, the Cyrus has afeisty attitude, lots of
character and no qualms about getting down and dirty
with the right material.
By contrast the NAD sounds positively reserved.
It has amuch lighter balance overall, with key sonic
qualities being adelicate and detailed top end and
bass that starts low and ends up digging in the
basement. With both DVD and CD material the sound
is far cleaner and more polished than the Cyrus or
Denon and seems to have an infinitely larger dynamic

range. It airs towards aloofness where material is
concerned certainly preferring lighter classical CDs
and Linda Ronstadt's What's New DVD-A over and
above my Santana and Roger Waters test discs. For a
tease Iwaved The Prodigy's Slap My Bitch Up CD at it
at one point - and it shut down into standby.

SPECTACULAR CD

NAD T585

The Marantz crafts much of the NAD's dynamic range

Having spent abig wedge on developing the
Masters Series, NAD wasn't going to let the

and articulation but sprinkles this with some of Cyrus'
get up and go. Multichannel discs really create the

technology languish at the high end. Under the

most spacious of soundstages, while both string

cosmetically challenged exterior of the T585
lies almost the entire working gizzards of the
£500- richer M55 universal player. This includes
adedicated DSD decoding path for SACD ( as
opposed to changing the stream to PCM like
many implementations in universal players),

rendition and overall instrumental positioning is
second only to the Arcam. The DV7001's upsampling
to 96kHz gives mixed results though. Essentially the
bass becomes tighter and yet more air and space is
injected into the top end. Conversely the sound seems

ABOVE: NAD
T585 - two.
channel ( down.
mixed) output

simultaneous VGA output and ahost of Custom

to lose much of its coherence, timing and midrange
clarity. So much for technology then.

Install friendly features. You get averitable flurry
of 10- bit and 12- bit video DACs from Analog

Where playing stereo music CDs is concerned,
Arcam's DV135 simply romps ahead of the herd. It

Devices and Cirrus Logic but alas only 1080i

is joined by 5.1
channel outputs
plus coaxial,

offers aspectacular mix of rich bass, dynamic top

scaling until next year's software update. Beauty,

optical and

end articulation and an involving sound that gets
you reaching for CD after CD. Clearly Arcam's DV137/

digital outputs.

DV139 strip- down has been acut-and.shut job on
the video and multichannel side because this model

Analogue videc
is carried by

they say, is more than skin deep - which is just as
well for the NAD T585.

NAD

1111=111111

HDMI (to 1080.)

still sounds every bit as good as most respected sub-

composite,

£1000 CD players. Now if it only it had Denon's picture

5-video,
component

quality and features, Marantz's looks and multichannel
abilities, NAD's airs and graces and aslice of Cyrus'
rock and roll attitude - life would be perfect. ..2D
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GROUP TEST

DVD PLAYER VERDICT

the top spot? Er, no. Every machine here
leads the pack in one facet or another but,

and features. If pushed Iwould vote the
Marantz as the best all-rounder but Icould
while its lack of multichannel output leaves
10% of my music collection on the shelf. The happily recommend any machine here to
Cyrus is just plain weird, but in an eccentric the right person. The choice comes down
to where your main entertainment priorities
sort of way that will certainly appeal to

perhaps not surprisingly, none manages to

Cyrus system owners.

lie. Choose sagaciously and each creates a

be all things to all men. Denon leads the
way in technical bells and whistles and

QUESTION OF BALANCE

magic that will keep you smiling for many
years to come - arguably alot longer than

So after seven days of high- intensity critical
music listening and movie watching, is
there one universal player that cleanly bags

the stereo sound award by acountry mile

blowing the same budget on an earlygeneration BD or HD DVD player. (!)

top-drawer video reproduction but its sound This leaves the NAD and Marantz, which
it alittle thicker than ideal. The Arcam bags offer the best balance of picture, sound

ARCAM DV135

CYRUS DISCMASTER 8

DENON DVD-2930

NAD T585

MARANTZ DV7001

PICTURE

85%
65%

wok

e

FEATURES

78%

85%

E
H,

BUILD

E,t)
83%

BUILD

75%

88%
NAD T585

MARANTZ DV7001
In common with others, this

ARCAM DV135 _

CYRUS DISCMASTER 8.0

DENON DVD-2930

All data, whether from CD,

This player has various

DVD, DVD-A, CD or SACO is
processed through the Wolfson

technical ' issues'. Not all

SACD's OSO data remains
intact within the DVD-2930,

speaker configurations are
available ( setting the centre

so the response is good to
-5.5dBI100kHz. It's also ruler-

audio from DVD-A has agently

channel to 'Small' also drops

obtained with 192kHz/24-bit

rolled-off response reaching
-2dB at 45kHz while SACO is
downsampled to 176.4kHz and

the surrounds to ' Small' unless

flat with CO, 48kHz/96kHz
and 192kHz DVD-A, the latter
extending from 20Hz-80kHz to
within ± 0.2dB. Like Marantz's

A-wtd SIN ratio which actually
falls further to 93dB with 24-

DVD-A at - 2.8d13/80kHz. This

bit multichannel DVD-A. This

player benefits tremendously
from DVD's 24-bit data,

also influences its low-level

player, it benefits from true
24-bit data, improving the SIN
ratio from 102dB ( 16-bit CO)

increasing the A-wtd SIN ratio
from 102dB with 16- bit CD to a

DAC as LPCM. So, 96kHzI24-bit

If the T585 has aweak
technical link then this

DV7001 downsamples SACO
data to LPCM at 176.4kHz, so

manifests in its sub 16- bit 95dB

the most extended response is

rolls away to - 12.5dB/50kHz

the subwoofer is 'off') while
re-directed bass can reach
12% distortion. A relatively

and - 55d13/80kHz. CD response
is mildly tailored (-0.75dBI

underwhelming 98dB A-wtd
S/N ratio is achieved with 24-

20kHz). In all respects, the
DV135 is the very model of

bit DVD while bass distortion
is unusually high at 0.6% with
CD and 48kHzI96kHz ovo.

to 107dB ( 24- bit DVD) while

to avery low 0.0008% through

reducing midrange distortion
from 0.004% at -30d6Fs to

the midrange just as errors

This falls to 0.0006% with the

- 0.001%

in resolution are held to just
±1.0dB over a 110dB dynamic

management is flawless and
channel separation superb at

range. Jitter is not especially
low, however, at 445pseci
690psec with 48kHzI96kHz

atwo-channel ' universal'
player, offering awide 106dB
A-wtd SIN ratio, low - 180psec

(academic, but a
distinction nonetheless!). Bass

stereo DAC upgrade. Jitter
is also punishingly high at

jitter, low - 0.001% distortion
through bass and midrange
(just 0.003% at 40kHz!) and

5650psec, 5600psec and
4700psec with the same

CD/DVD but good to ± 0.5dB
over afull 120dBFs range with
SACO. These minor niggles
aside, the T585 includes some
excellent bass management
software ( provided you leave
the Sub setting on ' Large'), low
0.0003% midrange distortion,
very low 85psec/190psec jitter

DVD and 775psec with CO.
This increases to 1165psec

to 1740psec through the Qx

>110dB up to 20kHz. Jitter is
high-ish at - 650psec but not
debilitatingly so. This is agood

with Marantz's 4x upsampling

with 48kFs and 96kFs media
(
- 850psec with CD) and aflat
response good to - 9dB/80kHz

stereo DAC outputs.

all-rounder.

switched on...

with 192kHz DVD-A.

Graph below: Distortion vs Digital
Signal Level (black trace = 1kHz: blue
trace = 20kHz)

Graph below: Distortion vs Digital
Signal Level (black trace = lkHz: blue
trace = 20kHz)

Graph below: Distortion vs Digital
Signal Level (black trace = lkHz: blue
trace = 20kHz)

Graph below: Distortion vs Digital
Signal Level (black trace = lkHz: blue
trace = 20kHz)

excellent low-level linearity

media, respectively, improving

-good to within ± 0.1dB over a
full 100dB dynamic range.
Graph below: Distortion vs Digital
Signal Level (black trace = IkHz: blue
trace = 20kHz)

full 110dB. Distortion, too, falls

resolution which is as much as
±1.0dB adrift at - 100d6Fs with
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DENON DVD 2930

NAD T585

PAARANTZDV7001
2.1Vrms

Maximum Output Level

2.2Vrms

2.0Vrms

2.1Vrm ,

2.1Vrms

A-wtd SIN Ratio (CDIDVD)

106.5dB / 106.5dB

98.5dB / 97.0dB

101.2dB I106.8dB

101.8dB j109.5dB

94.9dB / 93.9dB

Distortion lkHz (01:111Fs(-30d8Fs)

0.001% / 0.005%

0.001% f0.004%

0.0007% / 0.004%

0.0003% I0.004%

0.0003%1 0.007%
0.019%

Distortion 20kHz (0d8Fs)

0.002%

0.015%

0.012%

0.00095%

Digital Jitter (CD/DVD)

170psec / 140psec

5650psec j5700psec

700psec f650psec

775psec / 445psec

850psec f85psec

Resolution @ -100c113Fs
Stereo separation (
20Hz 20kHz(

52
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±0.1dB
>98dB
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

Let's oet
hysi <al
GERMAN PHYSIKS HRS 120

14,500)

These arresting floorstanding
omnidirectional speakers use an
unusual DDD driver to provide
all-round sound

54
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Tested by Keith Howard

0

mnidirectional speakers, after aperiod in
the doldrums, are making acomeback. Way
back in the 1970s, omnis from Sonab and

Bose - actually they were multi- directional
rather than omnidirectional - were briefly high- profile
but received adrubbing in the audio press, not least
because their advertising made ludicrous statements
about needing to recreate in the home the same
balance of direct and reflected sound as experienced
in the concert hall. In reality the attraction of omnis is
that they achieve much more constant dispersion of
sound with frequency than conventional designs, which
become more directional as frequency increases.
Down the years, most omnis have used either
reflectors or multiple drivers to attempt to achieve even
sound dispersion but afew have taken the more purist
path of employing unusual designs of drive unit whose
output is inherently omnidirectional, in the horizontal
plane at least. MBL's Radialstrahler is acase in point, as
is the DDD that features in all German Physiks speakers.

HATS OFF
Perfected by one Peter Dick, amathematician and IT
specialist, the DDD - it stands for Dick's Dipole Driver
-originated in an AES paper presented by American
inventor Lincoln Walsh as long ago as 1965. What
this described was adevice which looks much like
aconventional moving-coil cone drive unit except
that the diaphragm has amuch narrower cone angle,
more akin to adunce's cap than acoolie hat. Unlike a
normal cone driver - which at least at the lower end
of its passband is intended to operate pistonically, as a
rigid whole - the Walsh driver was intended to operate
in bending, via travelling waves moving outwards
from the voice coil to the cone's roll surround. By
appropriate combination of bending wave velocity
and cone angle, it is possible with this arrangement
to generate acoherent acoustic wavefront which

AUDIO 1.11W-e

FILE
Two-way,
floorstanding,
omnidirectional
speaker with
DOD bending
wave driver

e\c,„e ,
(c(\
.

\ Ç\
,ammadik

Price: £ 14,500

ABOVE: Above the single-wire-only binding posts is an HF

Made by: German
Physiks GmbH

trim control, with settings adjustable from - 2dB to 4-4dB
in 2dB steps by moving the link to the desired position

Supplied by:
German Physiks
UK

but my understanding is that, via computer modelling,
he was able to realise in practice what Walsh had only
been able to conceive. The DDD is available with two

Telephone:
07812 093677

different cone materials - titanium foil or carbon fibre

Web: www.
german physiks.

Difficult as it may be to believe of aspeaker that
dangles aprice tag of £ 14,500, the HRS 120 is German

COT

composite - the review pair having the carbon version.

Physiks' entry-level product - from here on up they get
even costlier. This princely sum buys you the DDD drive
unit, plus aconventional woofer positioned out of
sight towards the bottom of the cabinet, tiring
downwards and thence outwards via holes around
the cabinet's periphery. Crossover is at 240Hz,

radiates evenly across 360° around the axis of the

from which frequency up the DDD acts alone, with no

driver, from what would normally be the back of the

separate tweeter. But atreble level control is provided,

cone. Peter Dick's contribution isn't entirely clear as a
technical paper describing his work has long since
been removed from the German Physiks web site,

DIRECTIVITY AND REFLECTIONS
Conventional loudspeakers distribute sound
quite differently at low and high frequencies.
At low frequencies, where the wavelength in air
is large ( about 17 metres at 20Hz), both drive
units and cabinets are small by comparison so
they radiate sound almost omnidirectionally
-the intensity of acoustic output is the same
in all directions. But as frequency rises and the

via agold-plated jump link, which offers 2dB steps

'It recreates aquite different
soundstage to conventional
forward-radiating alternatives'
either side of 'flat' from - 2dB to + 4dB. The heavy
but compact cabinet is octagonal and, according to
the knuckle rap test, unusually inert.

TWO HALVES

wavelength shortens (to 17cm at 2kHz, 1.7cm at
20kHz) the physical dimensions of the radiating

sound quality is agame of two halves - atale of

diaphragm and cabinet cause the output to

upsides and downsides. First of the upsides is that it

To borrow the footballing cliché, the HRS 120's

become increasingly directional. This results in the

has notably well extended and well controlled bass

treble ' beaming' that is afamiliar characteristic

output, which is as tuneful as it is weighty. Probably

of forward- radiating loudspeakers. As well as

this is due to acombination of factors - closed . box

restricting the listening area over which full-

bass driver loading, boundary reinforcement from the
floor and the lack of cabinet bloom - but whatever

bandwidth sound can be heard, this increasing
directivity causes early reflections from the room's
walls, floor and ceiling to have amarkedly different
spectral content to the speaker's direct sound,
which affects sound quality.

the reasons, the FIRS 120 delivers at low frequencies.
Second of its strengths is its remarkable imaging.
Like omnis in general - only better than most - it
recreates aquite differently proportioned soundstage
to conventional forward- radiating alternatives. The &>
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

LAB

GERMAN PHYSIKS
image has greater depth and, on the right recordings,
conveys amuch more convincing portrayal of the

HRS 120 LOUDSPEAKER / £ 14,500

recording acoustic. Irecall many years ago one
American audio writer - probably Harry Pearson

RESULTS
Motor system is that of a
conmentional moving coil
drive unit, which is usually
hicicen from view inside a
speaker cabinet. This pleated
structure is the suspersion,
whic hcentres the voice
cot' in the magnet gap and
prc%ides arestoring fcrce to
cone motion. Flexible cad out wires carry signal current
to the voice coil

-remarking that most speakers generate atriangular
soundstage: one that has depth in the middle, between
the speakers, but which becomes increasingly flat
at each image extreme. On music well recorded in a
natural acoustic, the HRS 120's image is quite different.
Not only is it deeper overall, it retains its depth at either
edge in away that conventional designs rarely if ever
achieve, throwing images way behind each speaker.
This quality was particularly evident on Naim's True
Stereo CD, which contains purist analogue recordings
of various artists. From the opening note the HRS 120
generates aspatial reconstruction of the recording
venue that is unusually persuasive for two-channel
stereo. The Ensemble test disc fared particularly
well in this respect too, the recording of the Playful

ODD unit is available with
two diffeent cone materials
•- titaniuni foil and, as here,
carbonfi Ye composite. The.
material yoperties are carefully
chosen to provide the requited
bending ,save velocity through
the cone, together with suffcient
damping tp suppress resonant
modes at high frequencies

Pizzicato from Britten's Simple Symphony, for instance,
captivating me with its spaciousness.
The downsides are two-fold. First, the HRS 120 has
an odd- sounding treble, which is probably due to the
DDD being in severe breakup from about 3kHz upwards
(an observation made before the measurement). This
is particularly obvious on hi- hat cymbal but can also be
heard as amore general fuzzing of treble sounds and
colouring of analogue tape noise. Moving the treble
jump wire to its - 2dB position makes this trait alittle
less obvious but cannot cure it.
INFORMATION UNDERLOAD
Second, over extended listening to avariety of favourite
recordings, Ifound the HR 120's sound less informative
than I'm used to. Details of how instruments are being
played and singers' vocal inflexions were not given full
expression, denuding the music of some clarity and
interest. To what degree this is an inevitable corollary
of the DDD's wide dispersion or aside-effect of its
treble behaviour Iwon't speculate, but it is aconsistent
feature of this speaker's music making, which gives the
impression of lacking leading-edge definition.
At this elevated price level aspeaker ought to
offer consistently fine performance across the board.

re.
191111MIZIMTOMentliHr

German Physiks claims 87.2dB
sensitivity for the HRS 120 with the
carbon-fibre version of the ODD, and
86.8dB for the titanium version - both
extraordinardy precise specifications
-but our measurements suggest that
84dB, averaged over 200Hz to 20kHz, is
nearer the mark for the carbon- fibre unit.
Frequency response errors over the same
range, measured with both speakers on
the 'flat' treble setting, were on the high
side at t10.1dB and r.-.9.6dB respectively,
principally due to an uplifted and uneven
treble response. Note that the illustrated
response has 10th- octave smoothing
applied, without which the peaks and dips
in the treble would be more extreme. The
fall off below 300Fiz is probably an artefact
of the measurement setup. That the
uneven treble output is due to the DOD's
cone being in severe breakup above 3kHz

is confirmed by the cumulative spectral
decay waterfall [ below right], which
reveals numerous resonances in the range
3kHz-20kHz land beyond). Below 3kHz
the waterfall plot is much cleaner save for
.3 few lower-amplitude, better-damped
modes beginning at about 900Hz.
German Physiks specifies the HRS 120
as having a4ohm nominal impedance
but, again at the flat treble level setting,
we measured aminimum of 2.52ohm at
5.5kHz, suggesting that a3ohm nominal
figure would be more appropriate.
That this is achallenging speaker for
its partnering amplifier is confirmed by
its [ POR (equivalent peak dissipation
resistance) figures, which indicate how
tough aload it presents in respect of peak
amplifier output stage dissipation. Minima
of 1.7, 1.5 and 1.2ohm were recorded at
62Hz, 1.2kHz and 6.3kHz respectively. KH

But the HRS 120 instead serves up an idiosyncratic
sound that majors on convincing spatiality while being
less persuasive at providing insight into the musical
performance itself rather than the acoustic in which it

o

took place. The result is so out of the ordinary that every

1.zo

audiophile should hear it if they can, but this product's
high price and uneven attributes mean it cannot justify
arecommendation. (»
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ABOVE LEFT: Frequency response 200Hz-40kHz, showing rising trend

SOUND

This technically intriguing

70%

speaker is a curate's egg
in respect of sound. While

beyond 10kHz; ABOVE RIGHT: Cumulative spectral decay waterfall confirms
break-up resonances appearing > 3kHz

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

it projects a remarkably
spacious and believable

Sensitivity ( SPL at " m far 2.83V rms input)

84dB

stereo image and has fine

Impedance modulus mlnlmax(20Hz-20kHz)

2.52ohm @ 5.5kHz

Impedance phasemininiax ( 20H7-20kHz)

-50° @ 977Hz

bass, it lacks resolving

12.7ohm @ 282Hz

power and has a distinctly
coloured treble. Some will
forgive it all for its expansive
soundstaging but such an

BUILD

90%

expensive speaker should be
good at everything.
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51° @ 7.5kHz
Pair matching

() kHz)

±3.7dB

IF/HF extension (- 6d3 ref 200HzilOkHz)

37Hz I34.8kHz I34.11Hz

THO 100HzilicHz1101cHz f
for 90dB SPL at 1m)

0.3%i 0.3%

j 0.3%
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A perfect combination

lelinn:
AWARDS 2007
MY.
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MAIM 2004

Hear them together
at these SEVENOAKS stores
ABERDEEN

01224 252797

BEDFORD

01234 272779

BRIGHTON

01273 733338

MAIDSTONE
MANCHESTER
NORWICH

0161 831 7969
01603 767605

0117 974 3727

NOTTINGHAM

020 8290 1988

PETERBOROUGH

01733 897697

0115 911 .2121

CAMBRIDGE

01223 304770

PLYMOUTH

01752 226011

CHEISEA

020 7352 9466

POOLE

01202 671677

01242 241171

PRESTON

01772 825777

EALING

020 8579 8777

READING

0118 959 7768

EXETER

01392 218895

GLASGOW

0141 332 9655

GUILDFORD

01483 536666

HOLBORN

020 7837 7540

vision and has selected this combination of outstanding pr

ucts

from three of the UK's finest - Cyrus, Spendor and QED.

BROMLEY

SEVENOAKS

d and

01622 686366

BRISTOL

CFIEIRENHAM

Sevenoaks has over 35 years' experience in the world of so

01732 499555

SHEFFIELD

0114 255 5861

SOUTHAMPTON

023 8033 7770

STAINES

01784 460777

TUNBRIDGE WELLS

Take some of your favourite CDs along to one of our stores
nationwide and hear them at their best.

FEATURED SYSTEM

Cyrus CD8 SE CD Player Ceetie
Cyrus 8vs2 Integrated Amplifier
Spendor S5e Floorstanding Speakers

01892 531543

CLAIM QED CABLES WORTH UP TO f300

KINGSTON

020 8547 0717

WATFOR
•D

01923 213533

or choose acombination of cables and accessories from QED, Soundstyle and

LEEDS

0113 245 2775

WRHAM

01376 501733

YEOVIL

01935 700078

HULL

LINCOLN

01482 587171

01522 527397

Grado when you purchase this system. Ask in-store for details. ( NICWA00)

PLEASE NOTE
AU brands may not be &WM* Magee Cores hsted aka. confirm before travelling Any published pnces wee toned at
al golng to press. Special or added value offers are not In conjunct., wIth any other offer or promonon ( NICWA00).
ADVERT VALID UNTIL 13/12/2007, E&OE.

Visit the NEW Sevenoaks website www.ssay.com
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HD AV RECEIVER TEST

Universal Soldier
DENON AVR-4308 (£2000)

Full HD video, HD multichannel
audio, DAB and internet radio,
VVi-Fi networking plus streaming
photos and music make this the
most versatile AV trooper yet

hi-fi news
EDITOR'S

CHOICE
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Tested by Paul Miller

T

here are asmall handful of manufacturers,
Onkyo, Pioneer and Denon included, currently
engaged in their own private arms race, a
battle for home entertainment supremacy

waged using ever- more sophisticated AV receivers. At
£2000, the AVR-4308 is Denon's latest stealth weapon,
equipped with four fully-capable HDMI 1.3a interfaces
in the nick of time to capture the Dolby/DTS HD audio
bitstreams delivered by the very latest Blu-ray players.
In fact this is the first receiver whose capacity to
handle Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio can be
confirmed. Why? Because Pioneer has only just launched
its 'A' version of the BDP-LX70 Blu-ray player we tested
in November, the first to include an HDMI 1.3a output.
We'll have to wait until spring 2008 before testing
Denon's own, matching player!
Meanwhile, every conventional feature you'd expect
from amodern 7- channel AV receiver is available from
the AVR-4308. The additional functionality is mindboggling, starting with aDAB tuner section through to
Wi-Fi and ethernet connectivity and the combination of
streaming audio, video and remote access this unlocks.
Denon has paid close attention to both the current and

and implementing the most direct, non-invasive speaker

ABOVE: Eight

future compatibility of this receiver, promising alonger
'shelf life' than competing, plain vanilla designs.

configuration as possible before resorting to digital
band- aids, however sophisticated. The rules for getting

NAVIGATING THE AV MAZE
Driving this complex receiver is assisted in no small

the best sound from amulti-faceted, multichannel AV
receiver are really no different from those that apply to
punst stereo amps free of tone or balance controls.

stereo inputs
join 7.1 charnel
ins and pre outs,
four HDMI ( 1.3a)

measure by Denon's intuitive and wonderfully
graphical on-screen display. Out of the box you might

Tie Manual Setup menu allows for all speaker
channels to be adapted for size, relative level and delay

outs, two USB
interfaces ard

opt for the Auto Setup regime, directing you to
connect the supplied microphone right through to
calibrating and configuring the maximum 7.1 audio

in addition to ( sub) crossover frequency. The HDMI Setup
is more impressive still, with input and scaling options
covering 480p to 1080p, both component and RGB

one ethernet
connection.
The seven amps

channels. This powerful, Audyssey MultEQ-XT-driven

colour space settings plus an auto lip- sync facility that

are configured

DSP will be the preferred option for less experienced
(or impatient) owners, particularly if the disposition

delays the decoded audio in line with any additional
time given over to the digital video processing. The

across 11
speaker sockats

of the speakers is less than ideal. Otherwise, Iwould
always recommend optimising your room layout

o

0

0

0

ins and two

'Driving this complex receiver is
assisted in no small measure by
Denon's intuitive, graphical OSD'
wireless Network Setup includes both an auto search
and manual mode ( infrastructure/Ad-hoc). Proxy servers
are also accommodated.

0

HOME CINEMA HUB

AUDIO

FILE

Tnere are ahost of default addio decode and DSP
surround modes from which to choose along with the

7- channel AV

option to associate various of the video, analogue and

HD decoding,
Audyssey room

receiver with
Dolby and DIS

CONNECTING TO THE NETWORK

digital audio and HDMI inputs with the named sources.

Not only is this the first Denon AV receiver to be

These include HDP, TV/CBL, SAT, VCR/iPod, DVR, V.Aux,

equipped with aDAB radio tuner, it's also been
designed from the ground- up to accommodate

Net/USB, DAB, Tuner, CD, DVD and even MM Phono.
There's plenty of flexibility here but also an increased

all Dolby and DTS HD media while offering a
'network- centric' approach to home entertainment.
Integration into home PC and server networks

cnance that you'll get your wires crossed, albeit in
software. Fortunately there's aStatus facility associated

HDMI 1.3a x4.
Rated at 7x1 20W

with the chosen input that allows you to scroll through

Price: £ 2000

its input/output configuration, bass management and
other settings. Check this first if you are greeted by the

Made by:
Denon Brand Co

is achieved with both Wi-Fi and wired ethernet
connections, opening the AVR-4308 to aworld of
some 7000 internet radio stations, podcasts and
audio streaming from DLNA ( Digital Living Network

sound of silence or fail see the anticipated movie!

Alliance) music servers. It's also compliant with
most of Microsoft's DRM standards - hence the

act as the hub of amultimedia system with, typically,
HDMI ' spokes' radiating out to the universal DVD/HD

Windows Media ' playsforsure' sticker on its fascia.

DVD/Blu-ray source at one side and display device at the
other. Provided there are no handshaking or other C->

Otherwise, the Denon AVR-4308 is designed to

correction, DAB
tuner, Wi-Fi
and ethernet
connectivity,

Telephone:
01234 741200
Web: www.
denon.co.uk
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authentication issues then you'll have one happy HDMI
family but if, for example, the attached display/projector
decides it doesn't care for the incoming video data
then this will also block the AV receiver from decoding
any audio from the source. If you want to listen to plain
vanilla CD from your universal DVD player, over HDMI,
through the AVR-4308 then it's often easier to switch
off the display languishing at the end of the HDMI
chain. Idid encounter this problem once or twice, but
could resolve the issue by either resetting the output
resolution of the player's ' splash screen', or switching to
another source and back to the projector's HDMI input
once the CD was in play. Alternatively, you could just
revert back to S/PDIF or even analogue interconnects...
C81MASTERFUL HD AUDIO
Persevering with the digital path, the lush quality of
Judith Owen's voice from Happy This Way [
Linn Records
SACD, AKG 299] retained its liquid intimacy, driving
just two B&W N802s from the CD layer of this hybrid
SACO. Nevertheless this was amere foretaste of the true
multichannel event delivered from Denon's own OVOAl XV universal player via its proprietary ' Denon Link 3rd'
serial interface. Her voice now struck out from centre
stage, the sound of guitar, keyboards and, on occasion,
french horn occupying the periphery of the room with
apractised efficiency. As arule, this particular Denon
amplifier has alight touch, abreezy and engaging
sound free of the cloying heaviness that afflicted various
of its previous generation. If you prefer asound with a
little extra bite or edge to its delivery then the AVR4308 may not impress. It is, nevertheless, the far better
bet for long-term satisfaction than the receiver that sets
your socks on fire in aquick five-minute demo.
Using demonstration material provided by DTS on
both HD DVD and Blu-ray, it was possible to compare
the sound of higher bit- rate DTS 5.1 delivered
by Toshiba's HD-XE1 HD OVO player and DTS-HD
Master Audio from the very latest Pioneer BOPLX70A Blu-ray player, via HDMI to the Denon
receiver [ see main picture, page 58].
ON YOUR BIKE
The live recording of Peter Gabriel's Solsbury
Hill sounded impressively wholesome,

ABOVE: Access

sparkling clarity of percussion and the crisp handclaps

to 802.1114g

of the audience, underpinned by the weight of their

WLAN networks
is possible

stomping feet. All was exposed in stunning, surrounding
clarity driven home by the emboldened quality of

'As the camera pans, the audio mix
tracks the change in emphasis,
updating your position on the stage'
BELOW: You
can navigate

Gabriel's centre- channel dialogue, delivered with nary a

the setup menu

The difference was as night and day, akin to being
thrust from aposition of casual observation to landing
smack into the middle of the musical action. Although,

using the front
cursor control
and display,

puff between each pedal stroke of his folding Moulton.

there's no longer any need to shut your eyes and

rich and weighty via DTS. Via HD Master

but this is no

imagine the scene unfold, for with HD music anc full

Audio, however, the audible mists of data

substitute for a
monitor!

HD video combined it's never been so easy to become

compression were parted to reveal the

immersed in the complete nusical event. And the AVR4308 is as impressive an advocate of this experience as
you'll encounter, its amplifiers delivering asympathetic
multichannel sound even with notionally ' difficult'
speakers like the B&W 800- series used here.
LISTEN UP!
AV receivers cross the boundary between being merely
competent exponents of the various Dolby, DTS or
packed-PCM media to genuinely communicative
products which allow the speakers to ' disappear' from
your room. Denon's AVR-4308 earned its place in the
latter and not entirely over- populated category when it
confidently and entirely plausibly placed us in the centre
of Omar Hakim's Listen Up! jazz session.
This multichannel mix is engineered to follow the

G

cameras, with brief keyboard and percussion solos
bringing these instruments to the front of the stage
41‘ •
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with bass guitar rolling in rear right and harmonica rear
left. But as the camera pans, the audio mix tracks this
change in emphasis, seamlessly updating your

PS

AUDIO

POWER PLANT PREMIER
AC Power Regenerator
Everything you hear and see through your Hi Fi or Home Cinema system begins its journey at the
wall socket. AC Mains quality cal and does impact the audio performance of your system.
PS Audio is arecognised leader in power quality and power protecion products. If you want
to protect the investment in you - system, ard enjoy adramatic improvement in your existing
components at the same time, try the new Power Plant Premier.
The Power Plant Premier is the world's only true AC regenerator that offers the full power
of the wall, low distortion even with difficult loads, MultiWade, CleanWave, remote
control, true surge protection, front panel harmonic power anal¡zer, AC volt meter. and
outstanding AC isolation. All this for just £ I,799 represents unbeatable value.
The Premier Power Plant is now availab ein the UK with US and UK plug outlets.
Please call for more information.
Digital Link HI DAC £799

GCHA Headphone Amplifier £799

«um

e
AWARD
e2osa7

GCPH Phono Stage £ 799

WINNNER

I

"The Crowning Jewel... is
the Digital Link Ill. "
Absolute Sound, March 2007

Brilliant. Loads of power
and detail. "
ImageXpenence, March 2007

UNDER £1000

The Reference Phono:
"The PS Audio is an outstanding design. It gets more
from LP tan anything I've heard :odate. "
Clnstopher Breunig, FII-F1 News
May 2007 (Score: 20 / 20)

Distributed in the UK by Signature Audio Systems
0208 480 3333 • info@signaturesystems.co.uk • www.signaturesystems.co.uk
Dealer enquiries welcome.
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DENON

AVR-4308 AV RECEIVER / £ 2000

RESULTS

Two Barr- Brawn
PCM1791 24-bit/192kHz
compatible DACs
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BroadCorn
ethernet card

DAB radio module

One of two beating hearts
-a400MHz 5iARC.ADSP21367 processor. Cne
handles all Dolby and DTS•
HD decoding, the-other all
post-processing, including
speaker configuration and
bass management
g

C3

ABOVE AND RIGHT: Denon's AV receiver is

¡dig

CO II

supplied with both a ' sub' remote control

Il

«ine53 011

[page 60] and afull system handset [ right]

agniescol.
ezenraluMe
aasnr:.geee

'position' on the stage with the musicians.
It is so smooth, so utterly compelling and
convincing that you simply don't realise

u

One huge mains transformer,
with multiple secondary
windings, feeds the vaibus
power supplies

:II

Silicon Image switcher,
input and output Ks
service the four HDMI
1.3 inputs and two
HDMI outputs

ILIIIIIf

Genesis (Faroucha)
FL 2310 video
deinterlacer
and saler

al

Seven pairs of power
Itransistors mounted ontc
common alloy heatsink
esupport the seven power
amp channels (three above,
four below)

1AA .1,

flaw

it's happening. Without the imagery, the
multichannel audio would simply make less
sense, but together 1hey provide an experience
that's so much greater than the sum of its parts. That
Denon's AVR-4308 is such an effective conduit to this
performance is testament to its inherent transparency.
SHIVER ME TIMBERS
Similarly, these

uncompressed audio soundtracks

propel the music, the effects, dialogue and sheer
acoustical impact of movies into another level of
'home entertainment'. Listening to scenes atop the
decking of the Black Pearl in Pirates of the Caribbean
11, the benefits of the uncompressed audio are realised
not so much in its dynamics - though vocal diction is
undoubtedly sharper, more lucid and better focused
-but in the background detail. The atmosphere created
by subtle creaking of timbers, by wind in the uppermost
rigging and waves lapping against the hull of the
ship, now lift from acleaner and fundamentally more

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
This AV receiver has aslightly ambiguous
specification of 7x170W into 6ohm and
7x130W into 8ohm, figures exceeded in
stereo ( 2x175W/8ohm) if not multichannel
guise ( 5x130W/8ohm o; 7x110W/8ohm,
drawing 1.6kW from the mains). Under
dynamic conditions, it's possible to squeeze
out some 220W/365W into 8/4ohm loads
but this falls to 210W/11 0W into lower
2/1ohm loads - so the AVR-4308 is powerful
but no ball- breaker when it comes to
tougher, low impedance speakers.
In every other respect. the AVR-4308
is astate-of-the-art AV receiver offering
tremendously low distortion both as
an analogue amplifier (0.002-0.01%,
20Hz-20kHz), as an HD decoder (0.002
0.009%) and even more impressively

as aDolby Digital decoder (0.0020.006%). Importantly, this performance
is symmetrical across all channels with a
wide 93dB A-wtd SIN ratio ( re. OdBW) and a
response that's just -0.15dE1/20kHz (- 1.1dB
with 48kHz and -0.3dB with 96kHz dkjital
inputs). Digital jitter is just fractionally
over my preferred 400psec limit at ~450480psec with all 44.1kHz/48kHz and 96kHz
digital inputs, but this is unlikely to exert
any significant impact. Low-level resolution
is superb - within 0.5dB over afull 110dB.
Dolby data is properly sequenced and
bass management is flawless with bass from
'Smalr main channels directed first to the
sub cm, in its absence, the front channels.
LF reinforcement is in proportion and
distortion held below 0.02% at 30Hz. PM

transparent background acoustic.
I'm tempted to suggest an analogy between
so-called ' CD quality' MP3 media and the real silver
disc. The difference between DTS and Dolby Digital
and their DTS-HD Master Audio and Dolby TrueHD
cousins, respectively, is realised in asimilar eevation of
multichannel movie soundtracks. And Denon's AVR4308 is arguably its most persuasive champion yet. Ó
ABOVE LEFT: Dynamic power output into Bohm

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

SOUND

84%

Despite its evident complexity,
Denon's AVR-4308 sounds akin

4ohm ( red), 2ohm

(blue) and lohm ( green); ABOVE RIGHT: Dolby Digital distortion vs frequency

to a genuinely purist and

(all channels); Dolby TrueHDILPCM for front channel is shown in blue infill

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum power output, Ellaohm

2x175W7x110W12x260W

Plus, with the adoption of

Dynamic Power Output, 8/4/ 2/1ohm

220W / 365W / 210W / 110W

HDMI 1.3a, every flavour

Distortion, OdBFs digital input ( 1kHz/20kHz)

C.001% I0.007%

Distortion, 10W/8ohm ( 20Hz-20kHz)

0.002-0.01%

unencumbered amplifier.

of uncompressed HD audio
may now be more fully and
flexibly decoded, bringing 7.1
channel ' DVD-A quality' sound
to complement the full HD
imagery of HD DVD and Bluray. The waiting is now over!
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Frequency response, 'IOW/Bohm ( 20Hz-100kHz)

I-0.0dB to -2.06dB

Digital Jitter, 48kHz/96kHz

450psec/485psec

Resolution @ -100dB

±3.4dB

Multichannel separation ( 201-1z-20kHz)

>54d8

T 0118 981 9891

the

E info@audioconsultants.co.uk

audio
consultants

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS
e System Audio The Ranger loudspeakers.
The latest elegant, slim floorstander from
this Danish manufacturer. A large sound
stage from aspeaker that is not room
placement fussy. £ 1749f Ayre K-5 pre- amplifier V-5 power amplifier
The classic Ayre sound in avery affordable
package. Elegant, refined sound from adual
mono, fully balanced design. Total cost
£499 0 -

For further info about any of our products please visit our website www.audioconsultants.co.uk
a Spectral 155 pre- amplifier looS power amp.
The latest version of these products brings
some of the technology associated with their
reference products into amore affordable price
point. Total cost f8000.
b Accuphase C-2000 pre- amplifier A3o power amp.
30 watts of pure Class A power plus asuperb
pre- amp gives one of the most 3- dimensional
soundstages. Total cost £6500.
c MIT Cables. We are delighted to represent
this long standing US cable manufacturer.

d German Physiks loudspeakers

Extremely transparent, extended bandwidth,

At last we have heard an omni-directional loud

superb linearity and current delivery compared

speaker that images precisely and produces a

to many other cables. We also have aselection

believable soundstage. These speakers need

of their MA (Maximum Articulation) grades

to be seen and heard to fully appreciate their

for home evaluation trials.

qualities. Model shown HRS 120 from £ 12900.

ACCUPHASE

AESTHETIX e AUDIO PHYSIC e AYRE ACOUSTICS e BENZ- MICRO e CARDAS e DA VINCIAUDIO LABS e ESOTERIC

FUTUREGLASS e GAMUT e GERMAN PHYSIKS e GRAND PRIX AUDIO e LEBEN e LYRA e MIT CABLES e MONOPULSE e NAGRA
NORDOST e NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE e OPERA e PAGODE e PEAK CONSULT e OUADRASPIRE e SILTECH
SYSTEM AUDIO e THIEL e TRANSFIGURATION e VELODYNE

SME e SPECTRAL

WHEST AUDIO

Located approximately 15 minutes drive

7Comet House

Demonstrations by appointment

from either M4/Junction 12 or M3/Junction 6

Calleva Park

Mondays to Saturdays to:oo to 18:oo.

with free and easy parking outside

Aldermaston

the building.
We have ahome evaluation scheme for those
who might find this method more convenient.

Reading
Berkshire RG7 8JA

It is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration
and previously owned equipment Ii5..ted on
our website: www.audioconsultants.co.uk
At
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SUBWOOFER TEST

Sweet 'n'

REL TI (£595)

REL's T1 got ahearty thumbs up in
2007 Awards issue, taking the so
gong in our Best Subwoofer category.
Here we tell you why...

hi-finews

OUTSTANDING

PRODUCT
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Tested by Andy Whittle

U

nless you've been living on the moon this
past two decades or so, chances are that
you'll have heard of REL. Indeed, the REL Ti
sub won our best subwoofer up to £ 1000

award in the November awards issue. Formed in 1991
by Richard Lord, REL produced anumber of high- quality
subwoofers. These were aimed primarily at the twochannel audio market and proved to be very successful.
The arrival of AV fuelled demand, establishing REL
Acoustics as market leader in the UK, if not the world.
REL is now owned by Sumiko Audio, manufacturer
of high- end phono cartridges and distributor of audio
equipment. It makes its components in afactory in
Bridgend, Wales, with cabinets also being made in UK.
REL goes to great pains to promote the fit, finish and
quality of its products, and justifiably so in my opinion.
The review sample had an air of quality and style one
would not normally associate with, well let's face it, a
square box with large woofers in it. Reminiscent of the
old Celestion 6000 subwoofer system, the black- domed
grille together with piano black rails and cherry cabinet,
give the Ti asmart yet purposeful look.
The REL owner's manual is clear and well thought
out. Okay, it's not quite Nigella Express, but it's all easy
enough for me to grasp. REL's preferred method of
connection is via the high-level input direct from the
main amp's speaker terminals, so this is how Iwired
it up, using the cable supplied. Neutrik connector at
one end, connect to the Ti, other end connect to the
outputs of the amplifier. There is alow-level phono input
for apreamp feed and also an unfiltered LFE input to
take advantage of a '. I' channel - not used in this twochannel review.
Additional controls include avolume control for
either HI/L0 input or LFE input, avariable crossover
control, phase switch plus on/off power switch.

PUT LEMMY ON HOLD
REL advices arunning- in period of approximately 24
hours for the Ti and requests that users excercise
some restraint during this time. Damn! Lemmy will
just have to wait. Location, location, location is what
it's all about. After about 15 minutes experimentation
Ifound the Ti to perform best when placed directly
between my main speakers. Iset the level and phase
to mid positions, selected asuitable track, tweaked my
ears and sat down to listen. Interesting, but too much
level. Itook the level down one click
THE REL RANGE
REL's Ti sub uses two 10in ULT
(Ultra Long Throw) bass units,
one forward-facing active, driven
by the amplifier and one down-

AUDIO

FILE
Subwoofer with
ULT 10in active
driver and 10in
passive radiator.
Amp rated at
300W into 4ohm

ABOVE: RCA low-level input, . 1/LFE input with separate
volume control and aNeutrik Speakon high-level input for
direct connection to your amplifier
then replayed the track with the phase uo one and then
down one. Isuggest you repeat this procedure until the
presence of the Ti disappears while you can still hear it
enhancing the low frequencies. Live with these settngs
until the sub has afew hours' thunder under its belt and

Price: £ 595

then reset them as things settle down.
Content that Ihad the 11 properly set up and

Made by:
REL Acoustics
Ltd

default setting was 0°. Iflipped it over to 180°, sat back
and wow, were things better! So, as Nigella would say,

Telephone:
01656 768 777
Web: www.rel.
net

run-in, Ithought Iwould try the phase switch. The

aquick recap: connections, straightforward; placement,
easy; follow the instructions, abit of leg work but worth
it. And don't forget to check the phase.
Hooked up to my resident system of Voyd Valdi/SME
309/ Audio Note IQI vinyl front-end, Meridian 508
CD player, Audio Note M3 preamp, Audio Innovations

'Extending asystem's low-frequency
performance can shut in the top and
soften the mid. The REL did the opposite'
Second Audio monoblocks and Snell Type C
speakers, Iwas ready to roll.

e

TIME TO FIRE IT UP!

pointing passive, effectively an
ABR (Auxiliary Bass Radiator). Low

First up on the platter was Fleetwood Mac s
'Honey Hi' from Tusk [
Warner Bros, K66088].
The intro kicked in, Mick Fleetwood's drums

frequency reproduction requires

sounded firm and solid - more so than usual

moving alot of air. To achieve
this the active ULT unit has a

-and Stevie Nicks' vocals had arichness and

+8mmi-13mm throw, a37mm

phrasing that could only be attibuted to the
Extending the low-frequency performance

diameter high-temperature
Kapton voice coil, twin rear

of asystem tends to shut in the top and soften
the mid, yet the REL managed to open out the

suspension for stability under
high power and adual- layer cone

mid and sweeten the top. Most impressive.

for stiffness and rigidity.

low-frequency material so next up was the
title track from Grace Jones' Nightclubbing

It was time to dig out some testing
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LAB

REL. T1

SUBWOOFER / L595

RESULTS

Custom-built mono powen
amplifier, rated by REL
at 300W/4ohm, uses
two pairs of high- current
tramsistors at its output.
In practice, the amp is
limited to about 240W as
this is the maximum input
capacity of the driver.

Thermal sensing device protects the Ti

ABOVE: The 10in ULT ( Ultra Long Throw) driver is apulp
fibre construction with apolymer dust cap
[Island ILPS 9624]. As usual, the synth startled and Jones'
vocals hung in the air, yet this time, towards the end of
the track, Ihear adriving sub- bass riff from the synth

should you decide to play the emerging
Tripod sequence from War of the
Worlds an '
all repeat'!
Volume and variable
crossover filter controls.
Ra employs two 2nd order filters in series,
below 30Hz and above
'20Hz, as per the Dolby
specification.
_.

Ordinarily, REL's custom-made
400VA toroidal mains transformer
is bolted here ( on-itted fer clarity).

that Ihave never heard before. This despite running
Snell Type Cs with aclaimed — 3dB bass extension of
30Hz. It only goes to show just how effective the Ti is
at filling in that bottom- end corner.
The final bit of vinyl, ' The Joker' from The Steve Miller
Band's half- speed mastered Greatest Hits 1974-78
[Mercury HS 9199 916] saw the Ti pull off the same
trick of opening out the mid, adding space, texture and
perhaps, most importantly, anew level of emotion to
tie vocals, taking listening pleasure to new highs.

CLASSICAL? IT'S A GAS...
Rightly or wrongly, subs are assumed to be best suited
to rock and pop, so how would the Ti perform with
classical, and on CD? Spinning up the first movement of
Mahler's Symphony No 2 in C minor [ Decca 448 922-2],
the cellos appeared from adark background, sounding
appropriately sulky, setting the scene as the strings
and brass cut in for what proved to be an emotional
rollercoaster. The sound was so gripping Ihad to listen
to this more than once!

The problem of accommodating alarge
reflex tube within acompact subwoofer
enclosure is sidestepped in the Ti by using
an auxiMary bass radiator (ABR) instead,
which is effectively abass driver without
the motor components (voice coil and
magnet assembly). It behaves in much the
same way as areflex port but takes up less
space - and as aside benefit eliminates
any port 'chuffing' noises, which can occur
when the air flow through areflex port
becomes turbulent.
Like the company's R-505 and B2
before it, the Ti's response to crossover
adjustments is idiosyncratic. As the nearfield frequency response curves show
[below, left] - which were measured with
the crossover control set to its minimum
frequency (30Hz, blue trace) and maximum
frequency ( 120Hz, red trace) - the setting

of the crossover control also affects output
level, which will make the setup process less
straightforward than it should be.
As you'd expect of an ABR system, the
high-pass roll-off is fourth-order ( 24dB per
octave), with acorner frequency of about
27Hz. Ultimate low-pass roll-off rate is
sixth- order (36dB per octave) but on the
30Hz crossover setting the initial roll-off is
more like first-order (6dB per octave) before
steepening above 60Hz.
At an output level equivalent to 72dB SPL
free-field at 3m ( equivalent to 90dB SPL at
3m in- room, assuming an 18dB boundary
reinforcement from two adjacent walls and
afloor), the driver THD at 30Hz was 2.4%.
The spectrum ( below, right) shows this as
almost equal amplitudes of second and
third hat monics, with higher harmonics also
present at quite high levels. KH

Switching to something less demanding, in the form
of some 14th Century music from ' Lamento di Trisanto'

30

from Ecco La Primavera [
Decca 436 219-2], the strings
and body of the lute hung satisfyingly just left of centre
while the drum beat sat behind, possessing fine attack

2

and decay. Meanwhile, on 'Trotto', the skin of the
tambourine could almost be seen, while the detail from

40

the small cymbals, in terms of space and
decay, was simply exceptional.

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
The REL Ti is more than just a
bass enhancer - it expands and
refines both the mid and top

Proquancy

SOUND

85%

-20

t00 0

100

o 2s

±:
21

225

250

and 120Fiz ( red trace); ABOVE RIGHT: Second, third and fifth harmonics

Maximum output level

bottom end is just a bonus. If

(30Hz SPE at 3m sc. 18dB boundary reinforcermit)

you're running a mid- priced

Max driver excursion peak- to- peak)

9mm

Max upper bandwidth (- 6dB ref 501-iz)

102 Hz

upgrade, do yourself a favour

102dB

ABR resonant frequency

30Hz

offers a one- stop solution that

LP extension (--6dB ref 30Hz)

24Hz

simply and effectively upgrades

THD at 30Hz ( for 90dB SPL at 3m inc. 18dB Doundary

2.4%

your whole system in one go.

remforcament;
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tend to dominate the distortion spectrum ( 90dB SPL, corner position)
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ABOVE LEFT: Nearfield responses with crossover set to 30Hz ( blue trace)

Correctly setup the enhanced

and c'ieck out the REL Ti. It
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end of the audio spectrum.
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SupereP31
38ET
Systems
A ' Super System' doesn't always require asuper-sized
bank account, as Christopher Breunig discovers when
he hears this combo from Armour Home Electronics

W

aiting for the boxes to
arrive and with nothing
better to do at the
time, Icame up with

the adroit heading ' Suit of Armour'.
Doh! Super Systems doesn't get
a headline. But I'll come back to
this one. Armour is UK distributor
of several hi-fi brands - NAD and
Myryad, for instance, both featured
in our August 2007 Group Test,

when Itook rather a liking to the
sleek Z140 integrated.
As it happens, the modestlypriced Z-series has some new
upgrades and since Armour's Q
Acoustics 1000 series speakers
don't rise above a £ 350 price point
we thought we'd put together a
budget system for a change, with
first reviews of the Z142 amp
and matching Z112 CD player.
(Matching? Sharp-eyed readers

Q Acoustics 1050 Loudspeakers (£330)
The flagship model in the range, the 1050 two-way reflex floorstanding speaker
sits on aspiked accessory plinth in aluminium - the spikes are adjustable from
the top. Magnetically shielded, this nominally 6ohm design is suited to amplifiers
rated between 25-100W and is specified at 44Hz-20kHz ± 3dB. Torqe-mounted
on arigid multi-radiused baffle, drivers comprise a25mm ferrofluid cooled, micro
polyester weave tweeter and two 165mm fibre cones, with acrossover frequency
at 2.4kHz. The cabinets - 195 x295 x975mm (wdh) - are front- ported, which
helps placement in smaller rooms. Finishes are cherry, beech or black. Removable
grilles are provided. The speakers may be bi-wired after removing the chromed
linking straps; connections are via 4mm banana- plug sockets/binding posts.

Myryad Z112 CD player (£500)
Available in silver or black casework - 435 x
78 x208mm (whd) - this revised player uses
a24- bit 192kHz Delta- Sigma converter and
seven purpose- designed power supplies, using
FET wideband, high-speed op amps. It can be
controlled via Myryad's MyLink bus system and
the MSR2 remote, and its dimmable display
includes track calendar and all necessary timing
data. Front panel controls include open/close,
play/pause, stop and skip/scan. The rear panel
has analogue phono outputs and coaxial digital
...11••••111111111111.1.111P1W•"

\\,

t

4

•

È

Myryad Z142 integrated amplifier (£500)

7-770 )
,
,

silver or black finishes, the new 50W Z142 integrated is
exactly the same size as the Z112 CD player. The My- Link rear
sockets can be daisy-chained to other components in Myryad's
various ranges. Fully remote operable, it caters for CD, DVD
player, tuner, tape 1 ( monitor) and tape 2 inputslouputs, and
incorporates circuitry for MM or high- output MC cartridges - a
tonearm earth terminal is included. It also has abi-amp output,
but only provides one set of speaker terminals - plus a3.5mm
headphone jackplug fascia socket. Loudspeakers are protected by
internal relays when the standby switching is operated.

may have spotted the colour
discrepancy between the two

set is boxed with the products.)
With this arrangement the

the engineering concept but

power LEDs shown on page 70.

system can be put into standby
or inputs selected, track choice

series integrateds essentially
comprise apassive preamplifier

made on the CD player and
the gain setting changed, all

with the signal passing via the
motorised volume pot to ahigh-

Myryad systems.)

with the amplifier handset.
Tiny incremental changes in
gain may be made by lightly

gain amplifier with individually
regulated power supplies for all

FACTS 'N' STATS

touching the up/down keys.

These new products will feature
blue LEDs but green will remain
stocked for existing owners
improving or adding to their

Both these Myryad review
components have mains power

the designer has said the Z-

input stages - atrickle- down
from the more costly MX range.
Catering for one pair of

Myryad's MSR2 system

A complaint I've made
before about Myryad products
is the close spacing of LIR
phono sockets: it is atight fit
squeezing in apair of Eichmann
Bullet plugs.
Standing just under one
metre in height atop their
aluminium plinths (which have
a30mm stub column), the Q
Acoustics 1050 is styled to sit

remote is powered by two
supplied AAA batteries and it is

speakers - although the
amplifier terminals easily

well in amodern apartment

switches on their rear panels.
The fascia LEDs change from
red as they become ready to

configured to CD player/amp,
tuner/amp or DVD player/

accommodate spades/bare
wire plus banana plugs if bi-

sides, top and bottom are
radiused front to back and 540

operate. Items from all three

amp modes by pressing the
appropriate keys. The mono

wiring is required - the Z142

x90mm grilles, fabric over a

also has a3.5mm headphone

key only serves the tuner

socket: inserting ajackplug

perforated metal sheet, conceal
the drivers and large ( 85mm)

signals - for DVD it functions
as progressive/interlace and is
inoperative for CD.

disconnects the main speakers.

of its ranges can be daisy-chain
connected with inexpensive
phonotophono leads using
the My- Link bus system and
controlled from asingle
remote. (The leads carry no
audio information, and a0.5m

The handbook for the Z142
doesn't include anything about

(These are protected when
switching in and out of standby
but the headphone output is
unaffected.)

furnishing. The junctions of

front port - the tweeter is
centred between the two
165mm cones.
Unusually, the handbook
suggests the grilles should not (_÷,

AUDIO
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Myryad Systems
Ltd IQ Acoustics
Armour Home
Electronics
Stortford Hall
Industrial Park
Dunmovv Road
Bishops Stortford
Herts
CM23 5GZ
Tel: 01279
501111
Web: www.
myryad.co.uk

vab

Web: www.
qacoustics.co.uk
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Putting on
aMercury
Stravinsky CD
(with Dorati and
the LSO) at a
reasonable level
brought asound
with more teeth
than aCamden
Town drugdealer's pit-bull'

consistently absorbing manner.
With speech - specifically Patrick
Stewart's Peter and the Wolf
narration ( Erato) - there wasn't
the distinction between the voice
acoustic and that of the Lyons
orchestra hall that's evident with
more costly CD players. Again,
timing and expression still shone
through. Violins with the Z112
could become steely in their upper
registers and at high signal levels
the sound became hard.
My general feeling was that
the information fed to the various
microphones tended to be
'flattened' and robbed of tonal
subtlety by this £ 500 player, and yet
somehow these deficiencies were
not that important. The Z112 holds
the attention pretty well.
THE WRONG TROUSERS?
The speakers were set up as
suggested by Q Acoustics and
similarly fed into my own system
with aLinn LP12/Origin Live
ConqueroriZyx MC front-end. Alan
Bennett's old BBC LP of readings
from M Milne - Iadmit it, Winnie
the Pooh - show athickening of
timbre and traces of ahard edge.
Removing the grilles improved the
naturalness of voice but exposed
more sibilance.
With ' So What' on Kind of Blue
(CBS - not an audiophile transfer)
the brushed cymbals were not clear,
double- bass was warm and full but
timing seemed slowed. Rickie Lee
Jones' Young Blood', ' Easy Money'

be taken off. But as we shall see
there is good reason for this.

operable from the listening seat.
Tried first in my own system it

Mounting hardware includes an
Allen key and soft protectors for-the

proved very creditable straight out
of the packing - Iwas listening to
DG's new, very beautiful, Vienna

FROM TOP: The
1050 budget
speaker even
allows bi-wiring

recording of Beethoven's Violin
Concerto with Vadim Repin.

(though its
terminal layout

sounded somewhat unfocused and
thumpy in the bass.
With the grilles off, the sound

four top-adjustable floor spikes for
use on polished floors. The review
pair were in cherry finish and the
overall effect is quite imposing. I

Although the sound of full

CLOCKWISE

and ' Last Chance Texaco' [Warner]

is awkward).

was too obviously coming from

wasn't impressed by the awkwardly

orchestra was slightly coarse relative

Matching amp

around the speaker axes. Sound

angled pairs of terminals ( pictured

to the refinement brought by my
own player, the Z112 was hard

and CD player

stage presentation became more
convincing with them on.

top) linked with chromed straps.
Given that the full- height curved
front baffle is in satin black, Isuspect
many owners will want to spray the
bases to match.
Q Acoustics suggests arear
clearance of at least 200mm,
spacing of two-four metres and
toeing- in to the listening position.

to fault in timing, musical flow or

have the Myryad
trademark fascia

stereo separation. Switching off the

groove and small

display brought apositive audible
effect. The transport mechanism

inset buttons;
gain, etc, may be

to look as though the trousers didn't
fit. Connecting the Super System
amp and putting on aMercury

was just about discernible with the
ear close to the top- plate.

changed via the
MSR2 handset

Stravinsky CD ( with Dorati and the
LSO) at areasonable level brought

Judged in uncompromising
terms, the player tended to fuse

which serves
both units

asound with more teeth than a
Camden Town drug- dealer's pit- bull.

orchestral strings into masses
DOWN TO BUSINESS

My suit of Armour was beginning

On Reference Recordings test

lacking in tonal range and depth,
although after afew hours the

disc HX-1000, atrack Ialways use
has aspeaker walking around a

take in the four hard rubber feet,

sound sweetened considerably.
Gidor Kremer has just recorded

studio, talking and tapping awoodblock at various distances from

although the contouring of the

the Adagio from Mahler's Symphony

the main stereo microphones. You

base doesn't complicate insetting

10, arranged for his Baltic string
players, and this slow music worked

should get exactly the character

well, in that expressive nuances,
vibrato and general soundstage

of voice sound and an impression
of the total space. With the Q

informaton were conveyed in a

Acoustics 1050s the voice &>

The Z112 player needs ashelf
support at least 375mm wide to

three isolation cones - which I
strongly recommend. It is then a
pleasure to use, with fast access
to the music and drawer-open

70
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"The finest speaker
on the planet
-Ken Kesslei,

ws

ESL Electrostatic Loudspeakers
A single 'point-source' driver, so incredibly linear

"I know of no other speaker I'd rather own,

and cohesive that nothing can prepare you for

regardless of price"

the revelation that will unfold. No colouration,

-Sam Te/hg. Stereophile magazine

no distortion, no artefacts — just brilliant, natural,
breathtaking detail and realism.

"I have to say that this is the finest speaker on
the planet"
-Ken Kessler, HiFi News

"By the highest standards, the 2905s get
everything right to a degree that had me
shaking my head in awe"
-Noel Keywood, Hi-H World

EIS& Best
AWARD:
.
.

l
eMe
Product

200.7-2008
AUDIO ACHI VE/AENT

Quad ESL- 2905

Quad Electroacoustics Ltd., IAG House, Sovereign

QUAD
the closest approach to the original sound.
ourt, Huntingdon PE29 6XU, Tel 0845 4580011, www.quad-hifi.co.uk

SUPER SYSTEMS

was 'flattened' at front centre, obvious

vocals on Pink Floyd's ' Money' ( EMI SACD

but - more important - the emotional

differences were present - caricatured,

remix) the effect was as if the singers
were curtained some way off from the

rewards some of them could bring. The
Kremerata Baltica Mahler in particular

listener. With André Previn's Live at the
Jazz Standard with bass player David

breathed, came alive. The exuberance of
Previn's fingerwork and the dry pinpoint

Finck [ Decca] the general effect was foot-

sharpness of the accompanying bass...
well, this was more like it. '

one might even say - but no outline of the
overall studio dimension was conveyed
and the wood- block was not very tangible
as it was steadily brought to the front.

tapping yet piano articulation was severely
compromised and the bass heavy.

SO WHAT TO DO?
Things improved, of course, with
everything run-in over adecent period.
And the inherent musicality of the Z142
integrated always could be felt. The
headphone facility meant Icould audition
the Myryad pair through Beyerdynamic
DT990s. They proved closely matched in
quality, both having certain limitations
with high-level information on full
orchestral material, for example, when the
sound hardens.
Kind of Blue is better on the Sony
remastered CD than the early LP (for

The 1050s were simply not speakers
where you could whack up the levels for
the hell of it. If you did, they sounded

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

ludicrous. Not something you'd want to
show off to your friends...
The conclusion here is pretty apparent:

amplifier and the new

you need to stretch the budget to be fair

recommended as

to the fine electronics. ATC's little SCM7s
standmounts (£ 499) would suit admirably,

elegantly styled,

and Harbeth's considerably more expensive
HLCompact 7ES-3s (£ 1799) went well with
the now superseded Z140 integrated in my

use and closely

August Group Test.
Out of interest Iconnected the

one thing, pitch correction was made).
Certainly the brushed cymbals were
clearer although with this Super System

Myryad's Z142 integrated
matching Z112
CD player can be

enjoyable to
matched in
performance. They
represent good
value for a total of

Z142/112 to apair of classic Quad
electrostatics, the ESL- 57s (which are by no

£1000. But we'd
suggest looking

the sax solos showed some harshness.
The 1050 speakers tended to blanket
voice - with both the Tallis Scholars' CD

means an ' easy' load for an amplifier), and

outside Armour's

was pretty amazed going over the various
test discs to discover how much Ihad been

worthy speaker.

of Allegri's Miserere [
Gimell] and the

missing, not just in terms of tonal accuracy

HFN LAB REPORTS: CD PLAYER

AMPLIFIER
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Myryad's engineering of this CD player is sufficiently
transparent that it's the characteristics of the Crystal
DAC that dominate its overall performance. The
105dB A-wtd S/N ratio is entirely typical although
the 2.3V output level is determined by Myryad's
analogue output stage. Distortion is very low at
- 0.0007% through the midrange at this peak
output but increases, both as distortion harmonics
and as ultrasonic requantisation noise, at higher
frequencies. This is reflected in the step-change
in both the lkHz ( black trace, above) and 20kHz
(blue trace, above) distortion trends over afull
120dB dynamic range. Any subjective impact of
this ultrasonic noise will depend as much on the
susceptibility of the partnering amplifier as the CD
player itself. Meanwhile, the Z140 benefits from
excellent low-level resolution, aruler-flat response
(just -0.15dB down at 20kHz) and ausefully low
200psec of digital jitter. PM

Having recently tested Myryad's Z140 integrated
in our August issue, comparisons with this latest
Z142 have proved interesting. The only very slight
shortcoming of the Z140 was its ability to drive
very low impedance loads and (surprise, surprise)
that's the only measurable difference between
it and the Z142. In practice both versions offer
precisely the same 65W/93W 8/4ohm power
output, the same 87dB S/N ratio, the same trend
of increasing distortion at HF (up to 0.014% at
20kHz) and the same + 38.7dB of overall gain. They
both offer dynamic power outputs of 90W/1 50W
into 8/4ohm loads ( black/red trace, above) but
the Z142 increases to 213W/225W into lower
2/1ohm impedances ( blue/green trace, above). The
original Z140 dropped to 198W/205W under the
same conditions some six months ago. Iam glad
to confirm that the in-depth HiFi News lab reports
have some impact in product development! PM

moo
Frequency in Hz »

We couldn't match Q Acoustics' claim of 92dB
sensitivity for the 1050 loudspeakers but the 90dB
we recorded is still comfortably above average. It;
frequency response trend is pretty flat overall with
just aslight suppression of output in the presence
band due to adip at 3kHz, which is followed by a
deeper, narrower notch at 8kHz. Without the latter
the frequency response errors would be still less.
Pair matching is good at ± 1.6dB even though
it's not in the top drawer of the engineering
cabinet. Our diffraction-corrected near-field bass
measurement recorded -6dB ( ref. 200Hz) at ahigh
65Hz, so the 1050 will likely benefit from being
used close to the wall behind.
The cumulative spectra decay waterfall is mostly
clean except for aresonance associated with the
8kHz notch. The1050's impedance, meanwhile,
with its 3.9ohm minimum, should prove quite easy
to drive for the partnering Z142 amplifier. KH

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum output level

2.32Vrms

Power Output,13/4ohm (<1% THD)

651N/93W

Sensitivity (SPL at 1m12.83V)

90.0dB
3.9ohm
6.4kHz
-49°
Ce8 2.9kHz

21.4ohm
@ 78Hz
+42°
e20Hz

A-vrtd S/N Ratio

105.3dB

Dynamic Power. 814/211ohm

91W1152W1213M225W

Impedance modulus (min/max)

Distortion 1kHz, OdBFs/-30dBFs

0.0007%10.0039%

Output Impedance (2011z-20kHz)

0.026-0.065ohm

Impedance phase (mm

Distortion 20IcHz, OdEtFs

0.0065%

Freq. Response (20Hx-100IcHz)

0.0dB to -4.2dB

Freq. rasp. error (200Hz-20IcHz)

±3.8dB ±3.9dB

Digital litter

200psec

Input Sensitivity (OdBW150W)

33mV/233mV

Bass extension (-6dB re. 200Hz)

65Hz

Resolution @ —100dB

±0.2dB

Movtd Si Nratio (OdBW/50W)

87.0dB/101.3dB

Treble extension (-6dB re. 10kHz)

25.6kHz f23.7kHz

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>80dB

Distortion (10VV, 20Hz-20IcHx)

0.0015-0.014%

THD 100HelkHz1101cHz WWI «

0.7%/ 0.1%/ 0.3%

/max)
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READERS' SYSTEMS

Take one old farmhouse, add arock
music- loving new owner, one specialist
custom installer with ablank sheet remit... and
two years later you have aluxury home with
music in nearly every room. And that includes
the swimming pool and sauna. Steve Harris
tours the house of one lucky businessman

y

ou've got to admire someone who knows
what he wants and goes after it, and that's
certainly true of the owner of this month's

system - or, Ishould say, systems.
Nigel is asuccessful businessman who can

afford to indulge himself when it comes to home
entertainment. He loves rock music, and loves to play
it loud. He likes to play guitar too, but he has never
been hi-fi enthusiast. Some five years ago he bought
abig old farmhouse, 'complete with an old Aga'. The
house as purchased was virtually uninhabitable, so
Nigel renovated the stable block first to live there
while work was being done on the main house.
'We took the roof off, took the second floor
off, and increased the floor area by about 40%,'

LL.

how you translate that into reality.' In this case, Home
Media had the luxury of starting with ablank canvas
-there wasn't really an existing system to build from,
ABOVE RIGHT:
Music Room is
based around
CD, turntable,
Bryston amps
and PMC

says Nigel. He also replaced an unserviceable old
outbuilding with anew brick- built structure, which

and the house was being virtually rebuilt anyway.
Says Nigel, ' I'm the least technically- minded person.
Simon has steered me in the right direction.'

contains aluxurious swimming pool and sauna.
As the house progressed, Nigel wanted the best

Five years on, then, the property benefits from
several complete systems, including asuitably

in audio and video throughout, and he turned to an
experienced and capable dealer to provide it. Enter

water-resistant one for the swimming pool/sauna
complex, and there are still some possible further
developments on the drawing board.

speakers; plus
Gibson Flying

Maidstone- based Home Media, who set out to provide
Nigel with the viewing and listening excitement he

Vguitar

desired, while fitting in with the environment. This
wasn't too easy at the start, especially not knowing

MULTIROOM-FREE ZONE
Given that the idea was really to make music and video

FAR RIGHT:

what the decor would be. Home Media's Simon
Burton explains, 'As the property renovation has

available pretty much all over the house, it would
have been possible to propose acomplete multiroom

evolved, so have the entertainment requirements.'

network with just akeypad for each room, but Nigel
didn't really want that. As Simon says, ' You often

Lounge
includes
Pioneer DVD,
Yamaha
receiver and
KEF speakers
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With amajor project like this, says Simon, it's all
about understanding how far you can go with cost,
and gaining the confidence of the client: ' It was a
matter of understanding his vision, and finding out

www.hifinews.co.uk
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hear about multiroom, and in away it's alazy option,
because it's really just one system with four zones, it
takes away any personal element or flavouring. With

><

3.0 m

4.5 m

I
Music Ro

THE ROOMS
What once was afarmhouse
is now aluxurious modern
E home. There is aspacious
o
r.: lounge with cinema system,
while Nigel's combined music
room and study houses a
powerful two-channel music
system based on the big PMC
MB2 speakers. The electronics
for the cinema system are
actually tucked away under
the desktop in the study.
When relaxing, rather than
working, Nigel can fire up his
own guitar amplifier too.

'This was to be no ordinary two- channel system. There
was one major requirement — Nigel wanted, as he put it,
to " drive at two hundred miles an hour" ! '
this installation we've really had to think about each

When we visited, the main system in the

room and system.'

lounge was playing that riveting Roy Orbison

Upstairs, though, there is arather amazing system in
the master bedroom and ersuite bathroom, effectively

DVD, Black and White Night. Most of the music
was com ng from the big KEF Reference Model

atwo-zone multiroom setup. More of that later.

203 front speakers, their cherry wood finish

Initially, the brief was to provide ahome cinema
system for the lounge and atwo- channel system for

centre speaker under the gloss- black-framed

the music-room/study. From the installation point of
view, the music- room system might seem to have been
amore straightforward proposition, but this was to

speakers are KEF Q7, and although these were
chosen because of budget constraints, and come

be no ordinary stereo system. There was one major
requirement — Nigel wanted, as he put it, to ' drive at
two hundred miles an hour'! So the music room now
houses massive pro- style monitor speakers, which can
be driven to almost any sound level.

blending well with the decor, along with a204c
Pioneer PDP-504HDE plasma on the wall. Rear

from adifferent KEF series, they are agood match
visually and sonically. Since they use Uni Q drive
units sim lar to those in the front pair, they are
timbrally compatible. In any case, the point- source
behaviour of these combined concentric bass/mid (1,'

DECEMBER 2007 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk
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READERS' SYSTEMS

RIGHT: The
'rock' system
comprises MF A5
CD player with
aChord DAC 64,
Michell Syncro
turntable and MF
X-LPSO, Bryston
BP26 and 7B SST
amps. On the
wall are Encore,

and treble units is abig advantage in any
surround- sound application. In the corner is abig
KEF PSW4000 subwoofer.
All the wiring for these speakers has been well
concealed, although the presence of underfloor
heating didn't make this any easier, and so the
skirting was removed and rebated on the back to
accommodate cables. ' To my mind there's nothing
worse than surface- mounted cables!' says Nigel.
Chord Rumour bi-wire is used for the front speakers,
with Merlin flat cable for the rears. There is local

Epiphone SG
and Fender

power for the sub, while the cable for this is the very

Stratocaster
Ultra guitars...

And the lounge is completely uncluttered by
other equipment. This is because, unusually, the

pliable 2mm QED MP- SW, ' discreet but very good'.

'Everything
be controlled
in the lounge
using the NevoS
remote handset'
electronics which run this system are housed in
the next room, the music room/study, which is on
the other side of the wall that carries the plasma.
This isn't such agreat inconvenience in practice.
Mounted on the TV is aplasma-friendly Xantech IR
extender, so everything, including Sky channels,
can be controlled in the lounge using the NevoSL
universal remote handset. The only limitation is
having to walk round to change the DVD.
In arack around the corner, neatly housed
beneath Nigel's desk in the study, the key
components are aPioneer DV- 868 universal player
and Yamaha RX-V240ORDS receiver, along with aSky
HD box, powered via an lsotek GII Vision mains unit.
So the lounge system is definitely built for
comfort with its huge corner sofa, but next door,
in the music room area, Nigel can rock out to his
heart's content. Hanging on the wall like weapons
are three electric guitars, with an amplifier at the
ready. Facing the comfortable main listening seat

at close range are the black PMC MB2 speakers, the
characteristic front- chassis webs of the massive Volt
bass drivers giving them alook that is purposeful if
not actually menacing.
'I'm not abig fan of studio recordings really,'
Nigel says. 'At least 50 per cent of my collection
is bootlegs and live stuff. Iwant to recreate that
stadium sound. The system I've got kind of does it,
but not completely. I'm looking for something really
gutsy. When I'm playing live music, Iwant the whole
raw sound.'

APPlarrt. FOR DESTRUCTION
However, Nigel's appetite for high sound pressure
levels is such that the amplifiers originally chosen
(which had better remain nameless) just curled up
and died, perhaps because of the fluctuating mains
voltage in this rural location. They were replaced by
the unburstable Bryston 7B SST monoblocks, rated
at no less than 900W into 4ohm. According to PMC's
specification, the sensitivity of the 4ohm-nominal
MB2 is 91dB for 1W at 1metre, and the speaker's
peak SPL capability is greater than 124dB at one
metre. You can imagine that these levels are quite
often reached at Nigel's hands.
Initially, Home Media's suggestion for the music

RIGHT: Michell
Syncro turntable

room had been apair of KEF Reference 207s, but,
says Simon, it soon became obvious that pro-type
speakers would have to be used because of the kind

is for occasional

of volume levels required. The KEF tweeters simply

use, to listen
to alarge LP

aren't designed for continuous rock- monitoring
levels. Although the MB2 is listed as part of of PMC's

collection. Sliver

consumer hi-fi range, it is essentially similar to the tri-

unit under
Syncro is an
electronic guitar
tuner!

ampable MB2S in the company's professional range.
So apossible upgrade for Nigel's system, still in the
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planning stage, is to really go pro by moving up to a
fully-active MB2 and adding XPD bass units.

Ahigh quality CD player, tuner, MP3/i-Pod docking station and
valve amplifier, all in one chassis. Just add sp - ers!

Ilit î

rrp £500.00

t
freattire,$)
Philips VAM-1202 laser with CD- 71I servo system for low jitter
Burr-Brown PCM-1738 DAC
High-quality AM/FM tuner with 20 presets
2x6P1 single-ended valve output stage
Input stage consists of 2x6N3J valves
Pre-out allows connection to an outboard amolifier
One auxiliary input, stereo mini jack input accomodates all MP3 players
Volume control & input selector discretely incorporated on top of front pillars
High quality remote control handset
All aluminium chassis with internal screening
Dimensions: 266 x385 x143 mm (W xDxH)
Weight: 9Kg

Tel:0870 909 6777 - info@realhi-fi.com I www.realhi-fi.coni
To find your nearest '
Zed hi-fi' Dealer visit www.realhi ft.corn or call us today

THE DREAM
Every Gryphon product is born from one man's dream to create a
collection of the finest high-performance state-of-the-art products that the
world has ever laid eyes and ears upon.
NEW - ATLANTIS
ATLANTIS (£ 14,995 per pair) will make Ws UK debut at the Audio Salon
(Glasgow) in December 2007. Call to arrange odemonstration.
The mighty Trident and Poseidons also on permanent demonstration.

Gryphon
Atlantis • Trident • Poseidon

Speaker Systems

0845 4000 400
www.audiosalon.co.uk

READERS' SYSTEMS

RIGHT: For Nigel's
rather majestic
master bedroom,
Simon's team
specified another
Pioneer DV- 868,
Sky Plus and
Arcam A32 amp
(which can be
fitted with a7.1
channel module)

These massive speaker systems would then be
housed in purpose-built enclosures, around 7ft tall
but designed to blend in with the decor. At the
front end of the existing system is aslightly odd but
perfectly effective combination of Musical Fidelity
A5 CD player, used as atransport only, with aChord
DAC 64. CD is the main source these days, but Nigel
still has ahuge vinyl collection, which he can play on
atried- and-trusted Michell Syncro.
'Vinyl for me is when old friends come round,' he
says. ' For dinner parties, I'll just load up afew CDs'.
Nigel is the kind of person who wants music
wherever he goes. After the successful installation
of the downstairs cinema and music systems, Home
Media provided acompletely different kind of
solution upstairs. Installing this system, two years
ago now, meant redecorating the room. On the wall,
between the windows which look out across the

'Vinyl is for
when friends
come round.
For dinner
parties, I'll load
up afew CDs'

Electronics are aNAD C372 amplifier and NAD
T571 DVD carousel player. For the main pool area,
the in-wall speakers are again the B&W CWM LCR8.
The system can be controlled from the pool edge
by another Xantech Waterpad keypad. Installation
involved alot of careful thought and alot of
channelling work to achieve the final result, afussfree concealed setup that swimmers can bring to life
at the touch of abutton. The shower room and sauna
both have Sonance Marine speakers.

fields, is aPioneer PDP-436XDE 43in plasma screen,
and the speakers are in-wall B&W CWM LCR8.
This system also provides the sound and vision in

ALL BAR NONE

the spectacular ensuite bathroom. Here, integrated

development — abar area linking the pool building

into the tilework, is an Aquavision 23in in-wall

to the house. This may bring amove towards more
multi-zone control. ' My thoughts are to put the PMCs

LCD television, controlled from the bath by a
conveniently- placed Xantech Waterpad. Speakers
are KEF Ci200 8in units, flush- mounted and working
into custom MDF enclosures behind. The necessary
BELOW: Ensuite
bathroom

cabling to the ensuite goes over the ceiling.

includes an
Aquavision 23in

Burton. ' In effect the source components and
amplifier are providing CD and video for both rooms.

LCD TV and KEF

The first time we had the bathroom system up and

'It was avery enjoyable challenge,' says Simon

Ci200 speakers,

running, we had the U2 Vertigo concert playing, and

controlled
from aXantech

the great satisfaction of achieving the end result.'

Waterpad [ inset]

pool, sauna ano ashower room. A complete system
here provides CD and radio sound for all three areas.

After this, the focus moved outside, to the
separate building which houses Nigel's swimming

The pool system is the most recent installation
and plans are already forming for another major

in the bar area, and an active system in the Music
Room,' says Nigel. ' I'm hoping to put more amplifiers
in and control the whole thing from both places, so I
can load CDs in the bar or in the Music Room.'
Like many successful people, Nigel doesn't really
have enough free time to enjoy what he has. ' It's just
time with me. Iput most of my music on an iPod,'
he says, ruefudy. 'And Idon't use the main system as
much as I'd like to. Iprobably use the pool one more!
'In my previous houses I've usually had abig study
and spent alot of time working from home, but I
don't really do that now. Ihad Denon stuff with big
Soundiab PA speakers one foot from my face.'
And Nigel still hankers after that big, live, raw PA
sound, the exciting sound of alive rock concert.
'I WI be upgrading sooner or later. My next thing
ideally would be something akin to Metallica's PA
system, but that might be abit beyond my budget.'

MUSIC ROOM

Sky+ HD receiver

Musical F'delity A5 CD

Pioneer DV- 868 player

Pioneer PDP-504HDE
Chord DAC 64
Bryston BP2617B SST amps Isotek GII Vision mains unit
KEF Reference 203 front
PMC MB2 loudspeakers
MicheU Synchro turntable

KEF Reference 204c centre

LOUNlr,E

KEF Q7 rears
KEF PSW4000 subwoofer

Yamaha RX-V240ORDS

Nevo SL remote control
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Prologuel 35 Watts Stereo
Integrated Amplifier with EL34

Prologue2 40 Watts Stereo
Integrated Amplifier with IC88

"...a significant breaktrough in
high performance audio."
The Absolute Sound, U.S.A.

Prologue3 Dual Mono
Valve Preamplifier

•- -

...performance that lifts them
above the competition."
HI-Fl News, U.K.
Prologue4 35 Watts Stereo

"...hits the sweet spot head on"
Stereophile, U.S.A.

Prologue5 35 Watts Stereo
Amplifier with EL34

Integrated Amplifier with EL34

Prologue6 70 Watts Stereo
Amplifier with EL34

WNW

1_11

"Black Velvet...a big 5stars"
Sound & Vision, Greece
...OUT-OF- THIS- WORLD GOOD."
Tone audio, U.S.A

Prologue 70 Watts Stereo
Amplifier with KT88

'FIRST CLASS..
Audio Review, Italy

Prologue8 Valve CD Player

"...from the first few notes.
(you're) hooked.n"
HiFi+, U.K.
"...what I
heard blew me away."
The Audiophile Voice, U.S.A.
"A little champ of price/quality ratio:
available at an affordable price.
especially for atube amplifier of
more-than-usual power.."
Audio Review, Italy
"PrimaLuna ProLogue One is now
my'affordable reference amplifier'.
With apologies to various British and
Italian geniuses, this amplifier has to
my ears no equals at its retail price."
Hi Fi News, U.K.
'A refreshing change from the transistor competition with acaptivating
presentation. Excellent finish and
build quality makes for apackage
strong on value.'
Hi Fi World, U.K.

DIaloguel 36 Watts Stero
Integrated Amplifier witn EL34

Dialogue2 36 Watts Stereo
Integrated Amplifier with KT88

PrimaLuna
Music is a universal pleasure that should not be denied toanybody. So,
too, the beauty of music reproduced by valves. To make available to
a wider audience the seductive, silky sound of the vacuum tube, PrimaLuna has developed a range of all-valve amplifiers with the construction, power and sonic performance of high-end electronics, but with one
unique, inimitable feature: prices that can only be described as 'entry lever!
Since the arrival last year of PrimaLuna's first model, the ProLogue One, the
audio community has been unable to contain its joy nor reign in its praise,
because PrimaLuna has revolutionized the whole concept of 'affordable audio.' Commencing with a pair of integrated amplifiers with prices more typical
of mundane, solid-state products. PrimaLuna has shown other manufacturers that compromises in fit and finish, styling and facilities are unnecessary.
And

PrimaLuna

has

mance and pride
dos on a budget.
ferred ProLogue or
Music dealer of your

shown

the

music

of ownership can
But don't take our
the newly- launched
choice. And prepare

58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW T: +44 (0) 2089 71 39 09 F: +44 (0) 20 88 79 79 62

PISTOL MUSIC is adivision of Absolute Sounds LID

lover

that ' high

end'

perfor-

be made available to aficionaword for it. Audition your preDialogue models at the PISTOL
your wallet for a pleasant surprise!

PISTOLS
MUSI

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Classical
Album
„none

OF

PANIAGUA

La Folia de la Spagne
At,-,
um

MUSIC3

de Madrod. Speakers Corner HM 1050 (LP)

Quickly becoming acult LP when
issued in 1980, this brilliantly
inventive set of twelve variations

Ge e

\
Of
eL)

MOZART/SCHUMANN

Piano Concerto in Cminor, K491; Piano Concerto

on the 16th-century Portuguese
theme ' La Folia' was last reviewed

Evgeny Kustn. LSO/Sir Cohn Davis, EMI 3 82879 2

as a Harmonia Mundi budget CD in

Kissin's first recordings for EMI, from

June ' 06. The six players double up
on strings, wind and percussion

Barbican concert performances, bring
asoberly thoughtful yet animated
remake of the Schumann ( his Sony

instruments ( band 8 is just for
solo recorder) but there's more
-mechanical whirrings, voices,
ashotgun and buzz- saw, acar
starting up. There are forays
into jazz, hoedown, Indian sitar
music, and even aquote from
Mancini's Pink Panther! The
cherry on the icing is to have it
back on pristine vinyl again. CB
▪

•

1.1 UM RECORDING
U

version was with VPO/Giulini), awork
Sir Colin Davis has also recorded with
Arrau, Kovacevich and Perahia. Kissin's
first Mozart as amature performer is
very lovely, highly individual, with subtle
decorations and his own cadenzas.
Beware the ' Opendisc' promise of a
bonus here: it's just an online personal
data collection exercise! CB
Ban

I IRECORDING
PERFORMANCE

al UU PERFORMANCE

Pt.r
PilleaPee Pmielver,e,
ornplete eset.
%re '
S.Inpbony
aharntonic Orchestra
Roy al I OVA
eitold-J oaes
peat

STRAVINSKY

MAHLER

SULLIVAN

Pineapple Poll; Irish Symphony

Das klagende Lied

81,0/David Lloyd Jones, Naxos 8.570351

Soloists/ San Francisco Orch and Ch/Michael Tilson Thomas.
SFS0 821936 0017 2 (SACD hybrid)

Charles Mackerras's first recording was

Fireworks, Four Etudes, Scherzo àla Russe,
Song of the Nightingale, Tango
ISO/Anta! Dorati. Speakers Corner Mercury SR90387 (LP)

made when he was with Sadlers Wells

Atripartite tale of fratricide and a

Unaccountably, we didn't hear these

in 1951. He had concocted the tuneful
music, sourced from the Savoy Operas,

'singing bone' (flute), Das klagende
Lied was Mahler's first major work - he

short Stravinsky pieces until CD, when
they were added to the three great

for Pineapple Poll: afrothy comic ballet

withdrew Part 1, which only became
available for performance in 1970 and

ballets - the LP was aFrench import only.
The early Fireworks, which seemingly

was first recorded by Boulez for CBS. This
live version was produced by RCA during

quotes Dukas, prompted the Diaghilev

MTT's second year with the San Francisco

just as spirited, adding afine account
of Sir Ar:hur Sullivan's Mendelssohniani

Orchestra ( 1996); it has now been
remastered for SACD and becomes the

was composed for Paul Whiteman's band,
then re- orchestrated, as were the Tango
and Etudes (
from piano/string quartet).

first choice on disc, with fine singing and

These 1964 Mercury productions, from

Schubertian symphony from 1866. CB

superb orchestral/choral work. CB

Watford Town Hall, still sound well. CB

111 U

11. MI

involving sailors at port and crossdressing confusion! His RPO remake for
EMI was the definitive version, alater
Philharmonia/Decca one to avoid. Now
Lloyd-Jones has come up with something

RECORDING
UUU PERFORMANCE

U

D

11 RECORDING

Manna PERFORMANCE

commissions that followed. The Scherzo

U

UEl RECORDING

ZUMULI PERFORMANCE
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Plhe all- new

M-series

fromROKSÁN

High performance hi-fi separates
that will make your heart sing

12 "

evaimim.

'

011

o

To find out more about the M-Series of high performance hi-fi separates
from Roksan, and where you can buy them
visit: vvvvw.henleydesigns.co.uk

EN LE

www.henleydesigns.co.uk

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Jazz
THELONIOUS MONK

Live In Paris Vol 1and Vol 2

Explore EXP0031 and EXP0032

There is certainly no shortage of live
mid-' 60s Monk available on CD, and
the recording dates are confusing,
but this is pretty essential stuff.
Remastered by van Gelder originally
for the Thelonious label, these 1964
performances gel in away that some
concerts just didn't. Everything
really flows: tenor man Charlie
Rouse is on top form while the
rhythm team ( bass player Butch
Warren and drummer Ben Riley)
sound uninhibited and are clearly
having agood time. Explore's
artwork forces you to buy both
CDs just to spell out the name

JIM HALL

By Arrangement

Telarc CD- 83436

Always an innovator, Hall took afresh and
unfettered look at some jazz standards
for this 1998 project. So ' Django' opens
with pizzicato strings, 'Waltz For Debby'
gets adreamy choral treatment. Hall's
mellow, fluid guitar threads everything
together but nothing is predictable. Jim
Pugh's trombone outlines Monk's ' Ruby
My Dear' with touching melancholy,
but then Hall explores the chords with

Monk, but you won't regret it.

ajauntier swing and jabbing brass.
An experiment, yes, but one you can

SH

enjoyably repeat. SH
Mann
•
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STAN TRACEY BIG BAND
Alice In Jazz Land

SOLVEIG SLETTAHJELL

Sky Blue
ArtistShare A50065

Resteamed R.5.1102

ACT 9017.2¡

After studying with Bob Brookmeyer and
Gil Evans and working with Evans on The

No Stan Tracey recording deserves
reissue more than this long- obscured

Colour Of Money, the Minnesota- born
composer formed The Maria Schneider

1966 recording, when he followed up
the success of Under Milk Wood by
writing aset of exciting arrangements

When Solveig sings at her piano at
home, you can feel the deep silence of
the Norwegian snow outside. ' Snowfall',
she sings, makes her feel ' happy and

MARIA SCHNEIDER ORCHESTRA

Jazz Orchestra and released Evanescence
in 1994. Like 2004's Concert In The
Garden, the first internet-only album
to win aGrammy Award, Sky Blue was
funded by her fanbase through the
ArtistShare system. Here the centrepiece
is the 22- minute ' Cerulean Skies', which

and assembling an all-star big band

Domestic Songs

quiet'. Peder Kjellsby and Sjur Miljeteig
add other instruments on tunes that

to play them, with aline-up including
Ronnie Scott as well as Tracey quartet

are mostly theirs, but Lennon and

tenorist Bobby Wellins, and even Tubby
Hayes on two tracks. And as the

Motion Quintet treatment. Solveig sings

15- piece band romps through Tracey's

special colour, with subtly-absorbed pop

McCartney's ' Because' gets aSlow
not blue notes but notes of her own

builds to achorale of bird calls. A big,

compositions, it's an exciting, optimistic

influences (' You're like Major Tom, I'm

beautiful record. SH

sound that leaps from the speakers. SH

Ground Control'). Arresting. SH

Mu Inu

Milli U
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sales@guildfordaudio.co.uk
www.guildfordaudio.co.uk

01.483 537 577

Run by professionals - for professionals

Evolution Series

Home Theatre Series

KAY Stereo Series

Unique Series

LAT-1000 Series

Resolution Series

design: oudiogrophy.co.uk
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Put your music centre stage

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Rock
Album
-. mont
h

OF

ALI CAMPBELL
Running Free

Crumbs Records CRUCD1

UB40's silver-throated warbler has
spiced up his second solo outing with
guest vocals from Smokey Robinson,
Katie Melua, Mick Hucknall, Lemar and
many others, but even without them
it would be easy to love, jammed with
great Campbell compositions and
classic covers powered along by the
world's greatest rhythm section - Sly
Dunbar and Robbie Shakespeare.
Revisiting Johnny Nash's ' Hold Me
Tight', for example, Campbell is
respectful but innovative, and new
compositions like ' I'll Be Standing
By' easily stand comparison with
his best from 27 years in the
business. Performance-wise it's
hard to fault this set. IB
annul

RECORDING

UUUUU PERFORMANCE

JOE BONAMASSA
Sloe Gin

Provogue PRO 7218 2

The man they're calling the new
Stevie Ray Vaughan looks poised
for international breakthrough with
this immaculately produced album.
Bonamassa's lyrics won't tax the old grey
matter too much, but he sings them with
enough conviction that most folks won't
notice how c•ichéd they are. The real
interest lies in his guitar pyrotechnics and
his ability to switch from melodic electric
axemanship to delicately finger- picked
acoustic traceries, while sounding equally
at home in both modes. /
B
II IN

•

U
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JOHN FOGERTY

Under The Blacklight

Once Upon ATime In The West

Revival

Warner Bros 9362.49956-5

Necessary/Atlantic Records 5051442296020

Fantasy/ Universal 30001

Ibecame aware of Jenny Lewis when she
released her stunning solo album Rabbit

Staines' finest second album is noticeably
more polished than their debut. The

Having thoroughly enjoyed Fogerty's

Fur Coat last year but, of course, she's

killer first single, ' Suburban Knights',

looking forward to this and, happily, it's

been the frontwoman in Rilo Kiley for
many amoon now. Their fourth album

the punchy brass- powered ' Little Angel'

not half bad for an old geezer. There's a

and the disco-tinged 'We Need Love'

couple of plodding clones of Creedence

finds them moving away from their alt.
rock tag to embrace the mainstream a
little more, but that's no bad thing when

are all good indications of how much

Clearwater Revival's former glories but,

more sophisticated their songwriting has
become. The band's ska-reggae influence

on the whole, shamelessly catchy songs

you've got songs as instantly appealing

and political stance is what sets them
apart from their laddish contemporaries

Can't Take It No More' are up there with
the best of Fogerty's back catalogue. No
surprises, of course, but that's not what

RILO KILEY

as ' Breakin' Up' ( asly pun on dodgy
mobile phone connections) or as edgy as
Dreamworld on offer. This sparkling set is
as good as radio-friendly gets. JB
Inu u111
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and, with Ali Campbell's solo release in
mind, one could imagine UB40 sounding
just like this if they started out today. .
18
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Glastonbury set afew months back, Iwas

like ' Don't You Wish It Was Time' and ' I

he's ever been about. This is pure, simple,
classic old- school pop rock. .
1,9
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How the new 550K Supercharger
from Musical Fidelity
turns most hi-fi systems
into 550w dynamic power houses.

The new 550K Supercharger
is alow gain power amp that is
connected to the system just before
the loudspeakers.
Used in asystem with an amp rated
between 50 and 200 watts, it will
increase its power to 550 watts, and
improve the system almost
beyond recognition.
It dramatically increases dynamic
range and enables the amplifier
already in the system to function
perfectly.
The 550K turns even amodest
integrated amp into astate-of-theart amplification system.
It works with any make of amp, and
it works with valve amps, transistor
amps and hybrids.
Visit musicalfidelity.com to find out
more about the 550K Supercharger,
or contact your audio dealer for an
audition.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
Hearing is believing.

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Audiophile
I
Album

OF THEMOnt

COUNTRY JOE & THE FISH

Electric Music For The Mind And Body
Vanglia,11 SD'

s0,7 ' no ,

Any temptation to dismiss this band
as hippie claptrap is unjust: they

Nashville Skyline

blues and straight folk with as much

Sundazed LP5124 180g vinyl

disarming ease as the over- rated
Grateful Dead, they were certainly
more coherent and competent than
Jefferson Airplane. But pioneering
psychedelicists indeed they were,
and their unalloyed love for
political posturing marked them
forever. But this pre- dates the
"F'•"" cheer of VVoodstock, and
it's easy to hear how its sheer
polish misled its audience into
thinking that psychedelia might
in future have some worth. KK

This masterpiece arrived at atime when
country music was considered to be
the province of low- brow, truck-drivin'
morons - the natural enemies of Dylan's
fan base. But, as it followed the Byrds'
Sweetheart of the Rodeo, which made
country music palatable to hippies, it
had an easier ride. But even if the Byrds
hadn't gone country, Nashville Skyline
enjoyed the credibility of aduet with
Johnny Cash and songs that rank with
Dylan's finest. ' Lay Lady Lay', 'Tonight I'll
Be Staying Here With You'... bliss. KK
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MOBY GRAPE

CAROL KIDD

BOB DYLAN

melded myriad influences with
consummate skill. Exploiting rock,

MARTIN & NEIL

Carol Kidd

Moby Grape

Tear Down The Walls

Linn AKH297 180g vinyl

Sundazed SC! 1190 180g vinyl

Sundazed LP5142 180g vinyl

Hard to believe that this is 23 years
old: this new pressing from the original
masters gives away nothing in sound

Cursed from birth due to Columbia's
hype - five singles from adebut album

Fred Neil would grow to be one of the

hardly endeared this band to its Flower
Power-era San Francisco - Moby
Grape is seen in hindsight as having
as much worth as any of the seminal
West Coast bands. One listen to this

produced. How else do you describe
the career of the composer of Midnight
Cowboy's ' Everybody's Talkin', 'The
Dolphins' and 'The Other Side of This Life'
when he's less famous than John Denver?

eclectic, polished and, yes, intelligently

This is early stuff, the LP from the duo he

commercial release banishes any doubt

formed with Vince Martin, noteworthy as

that the group deserves shelf space
alongside Love, Buffalo Springfield and

as it is for backing from John Sebastian

medley of ' The More ISee You/I've Grown
Accustomed To Your Face'. KK

Quicksilver Messenger Service. It's simple

and Felix Pappalardi. A glimpse of a

dazzling. KK

genius in the making. KK

•
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quality, while Kidd's style is as timeless
as any interpreter's of standards. But this
was her debut, and with 20/20 hindsight,
we can see why she elicited compliments
from Sinatra and Tony Bennett. Kidd
was not afraid to stretch and modify the
standards she covered, which include
'You Go To My Head', and aclever

•

•
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most inexplicable cult artists folk ever

much for the inclusion of six Neil originals

BUZZ Li PERFORMANCE
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KEN KESSLER

o

Here to stay
Since the arrival of the compact disc 25 years ago, Ken Kessler has listened to scores of
CD players in his system. He's kept two: one atweaked two- box combo that now sells for
more than it did when unveiled in 1996, the other the world's first player to feature avalve
analog Je output stage. Want to know which players they are? Read on...

[Ken Kessler
Senior Contributing
Editor Ken Kessler writes
exclusively for HiFi News.
He loves Italian hi-fi, hates
cables and is known for
his strong views on
virtually everything...

-\AT hile Paul Miller was writing
his epic history of CD [ see
p94]. it occurred to me that

Recently, Meridian's estimable John
Bamford visited my listening room and
marvelled at the sound of the CD- 12/
DA12, while showing concern for the
inevitable demise of its mechanical
innards. It was the still-functioning state

player, the Tempest. Whether Iinspired
Neil or not may strike some as awild
boast, but Neil, too, recalls that moment.
Iwould like to think it was the one thing
Icontributed to high-end audio, because

of the CD- 12 as much as the lush, liquid
sound that impressed him.

many valve CD players since then have
been through my listening room, and I
loved afair few. But CAL did it first.

Mine was one of the handful tweaked
in 1996 by no less than Ken Ishiwata,

YARDSTICKS

who found astash of ' Double Crowns'
to replace the 1541 converter chip. Ken

That player and its successors, the

hand-selected, measured and personally

Tempest ll with outboard power supplies
and the IISE with improved Burr- Brown

for long stretches in my system. Over 200

auditioned the ' Double Crowns', seeking
the best linearity. New decoupling

PCM58 DACs, were used consistently prior
to the arrival of the Marantz CD- 12/

have beer through my hands - nothing

capacitors were fitted, output op- amps

DA12. What they did was remove alot of

when you consider that there may have
been as many as 5000 different models
since the tormat's launch - and one that

and power supplies were uprated and
numerous elements were replaced with

the artifice that marred early CD playback.
And no less than Ken Ishiwata told me that

superior types. The results were. as I
wrote, ' mind- boggling, the performance

he used the Tempests as yardsticks when
voicing the CD-12/DA-12. Which explains
why Ifell in love with the latter.
Which was convenient: the Tempest

very few players have stayed

still serves me well is Marantz's CD- 12/
DA12 of circa 1989. Using it brands me
aLuddite because the Marantz is a 16- bit
player with aPhilips CDM1 transport. It
should have died' adecade ago. It is, in
generational terms, positively primordial.

on apar with black vinyl.'
Apparently, only 500 CD-12/DA-12s
were sold in Europe. They cost £ 2500
back in 1989; they now change hands
for up to £ 4000. Why? Because they are
among the finest- sounding CD players

was never reliable, and mine has been
sitting in aservice bay for adecade,

And yet... while the Marantz appears
primitive when compared to players
boasting niceties like upsampling, it also
seems prescient. At atime when few

ever produced.

three top engineers having given up on
it, so screwy was its circuitry. But when it
worked, it was magical. And Ifeatured it

A STORNLER

in 1999 in HiFi News' list of the greatest
audio products of all time.

others did, it employed three power

The Marantz replaced my first ' reference'

supplies in the standalone DAC, and
exhibited build quality that denied any

player. Memory being what it is, I'm sure

Ican't pretend to know what the
unit sounds like compared to the best of

that some will contest my telling of the
California Audio Labs Tempest tale. What I

today's players, and Icertainly preferred
the Ishiwata-tweaked CD- 12IDA-12 to the

longevity. it offered single- ended and XLR
balanced outputs, Toslink and coaxial
outputs and plenty of spare inputs on the

certainly recall is aconversation with Neil

Tempest IISE. But if you get the chance
to hear either the CD- 12 or the Tempest,
you'll regret ever saying that CD sucked. CD

DA12 DAC, as if foreseeing the need to

valve stage to aCD player. The following

accommodate other digital sources. That
was nearly 20 years ago.

January. CAL appeared with the world's
first valve analogue output- stage CD

feelings of transience as regarded CD's
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Sinclair, later of Theta, at CES in Chicago
in 1985, toying with the idea of fitting a

BELOW: The Marantz CD- 12, with the
DA 12, is one of KK's long-term favourites
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BARRY FOX

When the
numbers
don't add up
Amazon qrace
Though currently aval able only in the US, anew music
download service from Amazon offers over two million
songs in near- CD quality that arrive DRM free. Can Amazon
rain on Apple's parade, wonders Andrew Harrison
Right now, Apple rules the roost
when it comes to music downloads,

[Andrew
Harrison
Andrew Harrison joined
HiFi News in 1998. Now
deputy editor, he loves
all audio from iPods
and computer audio to
analogue and vinyl

0

having sold an incredible 3 billion songs
up to July this year via its iTunes store. In
order to convince the record companies
to allow it to sell their music, Apple
was forced to devise amanagement

restriction, but arestriction nonetheless.
Then in May this year, EMI offered its
wares through iTunes without DRM, with

music at its best, almost always

regular 79p price, encoding the music

Apple charging a20p premium over the

golden formats of vinyl LP and Compact
Disc, which can be played on the turntable

at abetter quality to sweeten the offer.
Now, Amazon has jumped into the
download market — the same fierce
market that has seen Sony and most

or CD player of your choosing.
On the other is the

of Microsoft's partners running away
with their tails between

from what is now euphemistically termed
'unprotected' media. This includes the

mass of people who
quality, and prize
convenience of acquisition
and use over ultimate
fidelity. Many of these
people have been finding
their music online, either
through illicit file sharing,
or as restricted- use files
that have been bought.

'Encoded at
256kb/s VBR,
the Amazon
tracks almost
deserve the
appelation
"CD quality"

SEA CHANGE

latter, as this will dictate how we collect

J

ames Boyk founded the Music Lab at
the California Institute of Technology,
and was also Pianist in Residence at
Caltech. He is now aman with a

mission — to warn that ' 24 bit'
marketing labels do not mean what they

seem to mean.
'Most consumers and many audio
professionals think that 24- bit converters
give 24- bit performance. They don't! They

their collective legs,

format the data in 24- bit samples, but the

as potential customers
ignored the opportunity

lowest bits are just noise,' is Boyk's mission
message. 'What's bugging me,' he says,

to download music under

'is that people commenting on ' 24- bit

these companies' heavy
restrictions. Music that

digital' are in fact listening to something
not remotely 24- bits, and don't realise it.'

stops playing when you
stop subscribing, for

the signal-to-noise ratio or dynamic range

Audio consumers should be looking at

example, and which can

between quietest and loudest musical

only be played on clunky
B- list MP3 players.

sound, as well as the bit number. The

Where Amazon may
succeed is through the

For those in the former category, we must
take note of the trends occuring in the

Barry Fox is one of the
world's top technology
journalists. He trained in
electronics with the RAF
and worked as apatent
agent, but gave that up
to enter journalism

system, to restrict how and where you
could play this music. A relatively benign

nthe one hand, we have music
listeners and audiophiles and
hi-fi-ists who enjoy hearing

enjoy music at adequate'

Software to compress MP3 files
by athird with no noticeable
loss in sound quality, 24- bit
converters that don't give
24- bit performance, '4D' CDs...
Barry Fox says it's marketing
spiel over engineering logic

crucial step of ensuring that what you
buy can be played how you like. In other
words, with no DRM to dictate terms.

figures may show that alot of the coder's
power is being used to code noise.
There are other factors, too, like clock
accuracy which affects jitter in the bit
stream and decoding accuracy.
The theoretical S/N ratio for 24 bits is

new music in the years to come. And

It's encoded in the evergreen MP3

146dB. If a24- bit device has areal signal-

that's why anew twist in the turbulent
world of music downloads is worth noting,

format at 256kbis VBR, so it almost

to-noise ratio of 104dB, it is delivering

deserves the appelation ' CD quality', in

if only because it signals the current sea
change in digital music distribution.

contrast to the 64kbis WMA or ATRAC

only 17- bit quality; some so- called- 24 bit
converters may be delivering only 16 bits,

files that Microsoft and Sony passed off

because they have aSIN of 98dB.

immiummumaîal=i-Teazialimm

as such. The snag? The new Amazon

MOO

amazonmp3..
MP3 Musk Download.
for Any Modla Moon

ref , VIlijle"

service is only available to US customers.
And Amazon seems to have closed

EVEN MORE PERFECT...

off aloophole that allowed UK music
fans to buy music there ( at less than 50p

engineering logic are by no means new.

atrack!) through the simple expedient

Triumphs of marketing spiel over
Boyk recalls, as Ido. how CD was launched
as ' perfect sound'. Recordings were made

of inventing aUS postal address... (!)

using the Sony 1600 PCM studio recorder

LEFT: The Amazon site can be found at

which one respected reviewer described
as ' perfect'. Then when the 1610 came

www.amazon.com/mp3

out he said it was ' better than the 1600'. C—>
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JON THOMPSON

JAMES BOYK
TONALITIES
of EMOTION
IF \ 1'11

Internet company Onspeed is
F..

.

‘nr1Ine

ABOVE: Pianist James Boyk says that 24- bit
converters do not give 24- bit performance
You have to admire someone who can
do that with astraight face, Boyk muses.
Recording engineer Tony Faulkner [ see
p92] recalls how Deutsche Grammophon
and its PR battalions
promoted ' 4D' CDs and

One of the very few clear
answers we got was that
4D sound was 24- bit
-even though many of
the bits in each 24- bit
word were coding noise.
Internet radio relies on
very heavy compression
but there is often achoice

N

Jon Thompson sees studios
take sides on Blue formats,
plus awin for watermarking

by up to four times using patented
compression technology.'
11 11,11111110e

got very upset when he
(and I) asked the company
to tell us what 4D meant.

too outrageous.
There is now anew

offering ShrinkMyTunes, asystem
which ' reduces the size of MP3s

Si)
14 ,••• dlr•.

when the
N
labeling gets

way to degrade sound. , N

C111)1 .1%
1)1171

Blue-format
face-off

Authority

Jon Thompson works
in the film industry as
aproducer and digital
film supervisor for
his company The Hat
Factory. He brings you
the inside view on AV

ears, and loss of sound was negligible,'
boasts Onspeed.
Iasked Onspeed to put aname to the
ears, but got no reply. The quote comes
from abrief non-technical news note,
by an anonymous writer, posted on the
website run by gadget mag T3.
'A new service, launched today,

'It's worth
complaining to
the Advertising
Standards
Authority when
the labeling
gets too
outrageous'

of bit rates, fo -example
32kbis for dia: up, 56k,
64k or 128kbi.; for broadband.

[Jon Thompson

'T3 put it to the test with its bat- like

compresses your MP3s
to up to aquarter
of their size, turning
Nanos into fully fledged

IT

he war between Btu- ray and HD
DVD has just got ugly, with the
studios now drawing battle lines
based on the format they will -

and won't be - using. Paramount Pictures

monster ' Pods,' says

has taken the decision to use HD DVD only

the anonym. ' The initial
download will hit you

and has dropped support for Blu-ray.
Many have speculated as to the reasons

for apenny shy of £ 20.
Once you've got it

the definitive answer. Some point to the

though, you can
simply click on shrink
and it'll take care of
business. squishing

down your MP3s
and WAV files. You
can either replace
original tracks, or save smaller ones to

behind this, but no one has come up with
fact that Microsoft is amajor supporter
of HD DVD and that it seems to have had
some influence on the Paramount decision
-allegedly. Of course, Sony, who invented
the format in the first place. is only
supporting Btu- ray. After all, the company
has invested so much in the format that
it has to be seen to be doing all it can to

It's very different for digital radio: you
get no choice for DAB in the UK, but the
receiver will usually display the bit rate if
you press the right buttons.

the way to work, it's difficult to notice.'

CAPACITY IS KING
To these eyes, the sheer capacity of

In the USA digital radio is now being
sold as HD Rad"o'. The stations don't

The bit not quoted by Onspeed says
it all. If you are ' powering along' in noisy

Blu-ray compared with that offered by
HD DVD gives it real appeal, while it

reveal their bit rate or encoding. In most

traffic, even compressed compression

appears to be amuch better format

cases, the programming is the same as the
analogue broadcast; only around 200 of

may sound acceptable. c!)

anew folder. T3 put it to the test with
its bat- like ears, and loss of sound was
negligible. If you're powering along on

ensure its future success.

overall. In tests Ihave undertaken, in
which I've encoded material designed

the 1200 stations are multicasting with
unique programming.

to break encoders, not just push them
to their limits, Blu-ray has left HD DVD

'Lossy compression has its place as
did AM radio and non- Dolby cassettes,'

standing. You simply cannot get the bit
rate high enough using HD DVD. the result

Faulkner acknowledges, ' but decent music
deserves better.'

being that pictures are rendered with
artefacts. Blu-ray can just about cope by

TIN- EARED GENERATION

pushing the bit rate higher.
Meanwhile, film director Michael Bay

We are breeding ageneration of listeners
with tin ears. Ilisten to Internet radio alot
-mainly because there has been so little
big band swing and mainstream jazz on
UK broadcast radio - and my ears quickly
get accustomed to the sound of brutal
compression. Trie same thing happens
when listening in acar or kitchen. As with
a3or 4kHz phone call, the brain papers
over the cracks.
Enthusiasts like James Boyk are probably
tilting at windmills, but they deserve
credit for trying. And it's always worth
complaining to the Advertising Standards
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recently posted ablog entry on his site C->
gb

am shrink
0 My

NOOPME

Get 4x more music on your
f19.111/ i39.31 Hake yew music player
bet by shrinkiq pr Imes.
èTale ihe

irpa.
11•1,194*

C2021

ABOVE: ShrinkMyTunes promises to turn
your Nano into afully fledged iPod

¡RAflSfR1Th rt
ABOVE: Paramount has decided not to
release Transformers on Blu-ray

When it comes to Vinyl,
you need the best

Project
Makers of
award- winning

imer
It
-

turntables

To find out more about the full range of turntables from
Pro-Ject, and where you can buy them visit: www.henleydesigns.co.uk

lit NI I:1'

lb'

www.henleydesigns.co.uk

BARRY WILLIS

Follow the money trail

in which
he slated
Paramount
Pictures for not
releasing his movie
Transformers on
Blu-ray. ' Iwant people to
see my movies in the best
formats possible,' he wrote. ' For
them to deny people who have
Blu-ray sucks!'
The next day he retracted all his
comments, saying he was somewhat
tired and emotional at the time of
posting. We can see who wears the
trousers in that relationship. Always
check the fine print in your contract

As manufacturers look again at watermarking, and the RIAA
pursues more illegal downloaders through the courts in abid
to crush illegal filesharing, Barry Willis wonders who really
benefits from all these efforts. It's not the record companies...

[Barry Willis
Prolific journalist for top
American audio-video
publications, Barry Willis
also writes about the
culinary industry, visual
art, and theatre. He lives
in Marin County, California

before berating your boss.

community. This is not asmart strategy
for turning around adeclining market in
music recordings.
Neither is the recurring round of
lawsuits launched at music lovers with
scant ability to defend themselves. In late
August, the Recording Industry Association
of America ( RIM) fired another volley,
bringing to 21,000 the total number of
suits brought against illegal downloaders

PIRATE OF PENANCE
Cinea-DVD, which we reported on
sometime back, is now adead format,
just as DIVX-DVD has now been
consigned to history. The fact that you
can download aprogram from the net
that rips Cinea-DVD movies to anonsecure format in seconds proved to be
the nail in the coffin.

;suming your customers are
criminals is asick starting
point, and assuming that
everyone else is athief as
well is not much more fair.' Thus wrote

BILLIONS LOST
In announcing the latest legal assault,
the RIM quoted the Institute for Policy

Tony Faulkner of London's Green Room
Productions to David Berlind, Executive
Editor at IT news website
ZDNet, commenting

Innovation, estimating that the US
economy was losing S12.5 billion

Watermarking seems to be the
way forward, with Philips and Dolby
joining forces. Indeed, studios seem to
be enjoying more success in bringing

on the music industry's
renewed enthusiasm for
watermarking, acatch-all

pirates to court this way, as Universal
found in the case of the Hulk pre-release

potentially audible signals
on music recordings to

piracy case. It tracked the culprit down
by examining tags that had been
embedded into working prints of the

track their migration in
the marketplace. From

movie. As it had sent out just ahandful
of press tapes, it was able to get them
back and work out which was the one
that had been pirated.
It turned out that the tape in
question had been sent to aManhattan
advertising agency where an employee

in the past four years.

term for superimposing

the perspective of a
fundamentally honest
professional, Faulkner
is correct. From the
perspective of music
industry attorneys, he
couldn't be more wrong.

'Young people
today love
music as
much as any
generation, but
they don't value
commercial
recordings'

per year and ' tens of
thousands of jobs' due
to the downloading of
music. Those impressive
numbers are based
on the notion that
everything downloaded
for free would have
been purchased at full
retail. Truth is, few such
recordings would have
been purchased, because
downloaders are mostly
destitute students who
can barely afford to buy
lunch. They have neither

had lent it to afriend. Unfortunately, his
friend decided to share it with afew film
'buffs' he had met in an internet chat

WATERMARKING
Watermarking is enjoying arevival in the

the financial resources nor the inclination
to build libraries based on the compact
disc, acommodity whose status over the
past decade has gone from commercial

wake of announcements this summer that

art form to mere promotional item.

room from where it made its way onto

some record labels would make recordings
available to Apple Computer's iTunes

as much as any generation, but they

the world-wide web.
After pleading guilty the friend now
faces a5250,000 fine plus athree-year
stretch in afederal prison.

Young people today love music

Music Store unencumbered by digital
rights management ( DRM) software.
DRM prevents unauthorised copying or
limits the number of copies that could be
made from apurchased original. Because
consumers feel that they should be able
to do as they wish with material they've
paid for, DRM's desirability may be waning
among music producers and distributors.
It's aserious obstacle to sales growth.
But watermarking isn't better. At best
(or worst) capable of surviving multiple
generation copying, including to analogue
cassette tape, it's spawned many irate
rants from technophiles whose primary
-perhaps, oniy - listening format is MP3. If
they are incensed about excessive security

ABOVE: Watermarking wins as Universal
uses it to identify the pirated Hulk tape
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besmirching the sound of their music,
imagine the reaction in the audiophile

ABOVE: Composer, engineer and producer
Tony Faulkner - not afan of watermarking

STEVE HARRIS

Old favourite
via new
technology

don't especially value
commercial recordings.
And having grown up in an
age when anything can be
easily copied, they don't have
much respect for the concept of
intellectual property. Suing them
—or more correctly, their parents, who
may ultimately pay thousands per song
—doesn't engender newfound respect for
the music industry.
If anything, it does the opposite

why the BBC managers feel
it necessary to make Radio 3
more ' accessible'. Radio 3 has
areach of just under 1.8 million
listeners, while Classic FM's is more than
5.7 million.

How time- shifting using the
internet allows Steve Harris
to enjoy the radio that suits

LISTEN AGAIN
Never mind. Radio 3 still has one
programme that really caters for its
old-fogey listeners like me, who just want
to hear music with no distractions. The

—areality lost on RIM president Cary

important that people understand that
downloading... The only way to make that
risk tangible is to bring lawsuits.'

IT'S ALL BILLABLE

improve revenues for the music industry.
It won't put an extra penny in the pockets
of musicians, composers, songwriters or
recording engineers. It won't provide job
security for overpaid executives. It won't
mollify grumbling shareholders. It won't
change attitudes among downloaders.
Follow the money trail. The whole

asleep in bed when it comes on — but if
you have acomputer and don't mind the

Steve Harris edited HFN
between 1986 and 2005.
Now relaxing as our jazz
music contributor, he
loves the blues, vintage
hi-fi and anything that
brings music to life

there are risks associated with illegal

The obvious question: who benefits
from all this litigation? It can't and won't

only drawback is that you are likely to be

[Steve Harris

Snerman, who explained the lawsuits
this way to the Associated Press: ' It's

compromised sound of avery low bit- rate,
you can turn Through The Night into
'Through The Day', thanks to the magic of
the BBC's Listen Again service.
Keep this running as aback-up, and
when the trailers or the chat become too
much, just switch over. It could save you
having to resort to Classic FM.

H

ow much do Iowe to BBC
Radio 3? Almost everything,

Now, the commercial station has
added its own ' Listen Again' facility, but

Ithink. Without it, I'd have

discovered Bach and Beethoven
but Imight never have listened to Janeek,

whatever changes the BBC sees fit to
make, for me Radio 3 is still amillion times

Tippett, Ives.., the list is endless. I've also

better. Night and day. (!)

been tuning in to ' Jazz Record Requests'
since the Third Programme became
Radio 3, 40 years ago.
Through the Night

persecution-of-downloaders charade exists
to enrich lawyers, who fan the flames of
executive hysteria, then collect their fees

As the BBC celebrates the anniversary of

—win, lose, or draw. In the end, it's all
about billable hours. c5

that makeover, my loyalty is unshaken.
Recent cosmetic changes, though, make

PI 00

OFF TARGET

07 00

•

me realise that Iam no longer the kind of
listerie - Radio 3 is aiming at.
Members of the new target audience,
it seems, like presenters who enthuse at
length and explain what to ' listen out
for'. Above all, they like to be reminded

•

10 OM.. MO/ 01

constantly of what's coming later. They
want to hear as many trailers as possible,
ard they especially like it when the
presenter of the current programme
invites the presenter of the next one in,

BBC RADIO PLAYER

to tell us what he will be presenting in
ten minutes' time. They like trailers ( and
indeed programmes) to have music faded

ABOVE: The RIAA says music downloads
cost the US economy S12.5 billion ayear

Browse:

up under the speech, so that there's never
adull moment.
Rather than alone expert merely giving
atalk, they find it more interesting to hear
the expert in conversation with another
presenter, who feeds him each topic in

etc—.. CI

>Playing
NOW NJWINO

the form of arhetorical question: ' But of

Through the Night

(6 hr)
Broadcast on Radio 3 - Wed 10 Oct - 01:00

course it was at this time that Bogislavov
fell in , ove with asinger 30 years his junior,
......••••

›!,.5

LC:7

wasn't it?'
I'm afraid these things just make me
want to put arecord on instead. Or switch
to the Light Programme ( sorry, Radio 2).
I've tried Classic FM, but usually give up at
the first commercial break.

ABOVE: David Berlind, who runs ablog
at the online IT news website ZDNet

Perhaps I'm in aminority on that too.
A look at the listening figures from RAJAR
(Radio Joint Audio Research Ltd) tells you

45Kbps1:28/6:05:02
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1

Continuous broadcast of concert
music and opera recorded
throughout Europe.

More Info about this show
Email this show to a friend

ABOVE: The BBC's Listen Again service
offers ahuge range of programming
from across the corporation's stations
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25 YEARS OF CD

In the second part of his personal
chronology of Compact Disc's quarter
century, Paul Miller concentrates on the
last decade. Having had the digital
landscape to itself, the silver disc
now faces competition from a
variety of new disc formats...
1997
•Buckinc the trend for CD ca -ousel
players, Pioneer launches a magazineloader. Only the PD- F805 carries
25 CDs in each of its two cassettes...
•Sony goes one better with its
CDP-CX230, a player capable of
storing

UD

to 200 CDs within its

capacious interior.
•Meridian arunounces its
sophist.cated 800- series
components, including a
CD player equipped with a
CD-ROM drive.
•Philips' CDM12 and
Sony's BD14 transport
mechanisms doninate
the ranks of tie CD player
market .,( as they will for the
next six years) wiile new
CD transport/DAC combos
are becominc very much
thinner on the ground.
•Exposure enters the CD
market with aCDM12-based
player as does Heybrook
with its Srig:nat-we. The latter
uses the largely Euperceded
PCM67 hybrid DAC from
Burr-Brcwn.
•Three years on and Marantz's
CD- 63 lecacy is still going strong
with the launch of its ' breathed- on'
CD- 63 Mk II Ki Signature version.
•Arcam's Alpha MCD is the first ( and
only) UK- built six-disc multichanger.
•Thomson's DTH-1000 is the first DVD
player to arrive in the UK. Based on a
Panasonic model available in Japan, it uses a
separate hybrid PCM1710 DAC from
Burr- Brown for two- channel CD replay.
•The DVD Audio Working Group announces a
hierarchical platform for afuture high- definition
audio disc, including support for up to eight
channels of 24-bit/96kHz audio. A split emerges
between the various hardware developers towards
the end of the year, however, with the Matsushita/
Toshiba faction favouring a DVD ( video) format
minus the video, while Sony/Philips argues for
backwards- compatibility with existing CD players.
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This will be achieved with atwo- layer disc, one carrying
CD audio, the other ahigher- resolution Direct Stream
Digital. Thus are DVD-A and SACD, respectively, born
out of conflict.
•dCS Limited launches its consumer Elgar DAC, able
to decode 96kHz digital audio at 24- bit resolution.
•Pioneer launches its lower-cost PDR-04 CD recorder.
•Sony's top- loading CDP-X3000ES is the first player to
include a ' variable coefficient', or switchable, digital
filter. Four choices are offered: astandard high-order
FIR filter, one that emulates Pioneer's Legato Link and
two others that adopt both Plane and Butterworth
roll-off characteristics.

1998

ABOVE: Sony is

•Audiolab is acquired by the TAG/McLaren group and

first to market

launches the bitstream 8000DAX outboard DAC.
•Meridian upgrades its 508 CD player with a '. 24'

with an SACD

suffix, denoting the use of Crystal's CS4390 DAC.

form of its
SCD-1; unveiled

•German brand T+A offers four switchable digital filter
options in its sophisticated CD1220R.
•Philips unveils the first consumer CD-RW recorder, the
CDR- 870. Technical issues force an updated model, the
CDR- 880, to be released afew months later along with
acompatible CD-ROM reader/writer ( CDD3610) for PCs.
•Rogers, the famous UK speaker brand, delivers
aglossy- black, top- loading CD transport and DAC
combination called the Serie Cadenza, both with

player in the

in 1999, it's
perhaps best
remembered
for the sheer
amount of
time it took to
load discs

strong styling cues from Pierre Lurne.;
•Theta Digital introduces its first integrated CD player,

24-bit/96kHz DVD music software while offering the

like all first-generation machines
ays CD, some
CD-RW but not CD- R. This '
owed by players from
Denon (
DVD-3000), Pioneer and Toshiba.
•The Scarlet book specification for SACD, an
amendment to the original Red Book CD specification,
is formalised by Sony and Philips.

DAC regime that achieves superb low-level resolution
by ' randomising' its LSB ( Least Significant Bit).

1999
•DAC technology compatible with DVD's 24- bit/
96kHz potential starts finding its way into 16- bit/
44.1kHz CD players. Burr- Brown's hybrid PCM1716
is used by Musical Fidelity, NAD. Denon and Arcam.
apopular choice with Talk Electronics, Audio
Analogue, Cyrus, Monrio and Meridian.
•By contrast, Marantz launches its flagship and

introduces DAD. These are two-channel 24-bit/96kHz
digital recordings on DVD that are compatible with the

same switchable digital filter options debuted in its
CDP-X3000ES CD player the year before.
•Panasonic launches the DV- 505 DVD player which,

DVD player, closely followed by Sony's DVD Discman.
•Arcam combines forces with dCS to launch its
Alpha 9 CD player, with Ring DAC converter, ahybrid

Crystal's '
24- bit' CS4390 Delta- Sigma DAC remains

the Miles. It has aPioneer Stable Platter Mechanism.
•A group of audiophile record labels and manufacturers
(Chesky, Classic Records, Muse, Resolution Audio)

hardware specification for emerging DVD players.
•Sony launches two DVD players, supporting

•Panasonic launches its DVD-L10, the first portable

thoroughly ' retro' CD- 7 player, containing apair of

Rotel's RCD-991 enables user-access
to the 1-7 dither modes. With multi-bit
DACs, cither mode 4sounds best!'
BELOW: 1997
—the Sony

selected ' Double Crown' TDA I541 16- bit DACs.
•Crystal introduces the CS8420 asynchronous

CDP-X3000ES
is the first CD

sample- rate converter IC, good to 24-bit/96kHz.
•Gryphon of Denmark introduces its first one- box CD

player to offer

player, the Tabu CDP-1, with HDCD decoding.

•Philips' CDM12 mechanism migrates into the
VAM-series of linear-tracking transports which are

switchable
digital filters;

•Philips demonstrates aprototype SACD player in
Japan but Sony is first to market with its true 1- bit

adopted by an increasing number of manufacturers.

one emulates

SCD-1 two- channel machine, stealing alead over the

•Pacific Microsonics HDCD scheme is adopted by

Pioneer's

DVD-A camp whose launch is delayed until 2000.

more manufacturers via both its own PMD-100 digital

Legato Link

•Linn's Sondek CD12 player is selected as a

filter/decoder IC and through alicensing deal with chip

conversion

'Millennium Product' by the Design Council.

suppliers Analog Devices, Motorola and Sanyo.

system

•Rotel's RCD-991 is the first to enable user-access
to the 1-7 dither modes resident inside Pacific
Microsonics' PMD-100 HDCD decoder and 8x
oversampling filter. With multi- bit DACs, dither mode
4 sounds best!
•Mirroring the distinctive appearance of its classic
Delphi turntable, Oracle launches aCD transport
and integrated CD player. Both are top- loaders based
around Philips' CDM12.4 Pro mechanism.
•Theta's DaViD CD/DVD transport offers digital,
rather than analogue, outputs to 24-bit/96kHz.
•Denon's flagship DVD-5000 DVD (video) player is
designed with sound quality from CDs and 24- bit/ C.
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Discover more detail,
more ambience, more
music, more involvement
when you improve the
source in your system.

Super
SOuCce5

WHAT'S Idit AT THE
TUBESHOP

Better amplifiers, better cables and
even better speakers cannot really
improve asystem with asource
that's sub-standard, out of its depth.
You will hear more information but
you'll also hear the SOURCE 'S FAULTS
more clearly. You've spent more
money but lost enjoyment.

.GOLDEN
DitAGON
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Handling the most delicate signal in
the system, phono stages are very
vulnerable to mains pollution. NEW
Clearaudio rechargeable "Plus" series

They're now
considered essential
as far as I'm concerned
,and bring anew mewing to
the term "Simply the best!"

BATTERY -DRIVEN PHONO STAGES

avoid the problem. Hear amajor
jump in REALISM AND PRESENCE .
Teamed with aClearaudio SOLUTION
or CHAMPION turntable expect
stunning results from about £ 2500.
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Music in the home
1110

‘
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SVET1ANA

GOLDEN

riAGON

know we can do the same in your home.

needed, in stages you can afford. You AVOID
EXPENSIVE MI
STAKES,enjoy music along the

way and save money in the long run.

J
UST

LISTEN AND YOU '
LL KNOW

TUBESHOP

The
Right
Note

BEST SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you

components and guide you where change is

AT THE

Cryogenically treated tubes
really make adifference!
Read all about it online
www.cryogenictubes.com

Customers say we make some of the

Our advice will take account of your best

fiv L1)110-d.e Cee

Roa Gregory . HiFi+ magazine

Bel Canto's new top- loading CD- 2
brings hope to CD- haters with the
unforced, natural sound common to
the whole Bel Canto range — from a
designer of TRIODE VALVE amplifiers!

Bel Canto's stunning DAC3 brings
even higher levels of refinement and
realism. Both digital units (about £ 2k
each) drive power amps direct. So —
dump the preamp, SAVE AND ENJOY!

711bee
C)

Vinyl lovers tend to denigrate CD
but then we find they often have
rather " ordinary" players. It's no
surprise their CD replay is mediocre.

The CD-2has already won a2007
technology award for its advanced
design, including the CD-PRo2M
professional transport and the Ultra
-Clock circuit that gives master
clock decoding accuracy for realism
without any aggressive edge.

.
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25 YEARS OF CD

96kHz DVDs at the forefront. Denon also produces its
first non-multibit CD player, the DCD-435.
•Meridian announces the 800-series ' CD Machine',
based on its Reference DVD player.
•Naim launches its flagship two- box ( CD player/PSU)
combination, the CDSII/XPS, atop- loader based on
Philips' VAM1205 mechanism and Burr- Brown's 20- bit
PCM1702 DACs.
•Fulcrum uses aPulse Array DAC licensed from Robert
Watts ( ex-DPA), essentially an FPGA with 24 summed
Bit Stream outputs, with the performance of 2048x
oversampling
•dCS introduces the Delius, the first consumer

ABOVE:

outboard DSP to include asynchronous upsampling
from 44.1kHz to 48kHz through to 192kHz.

Released in

SCD-555E5, with anew mechanism that's the first to
reliably handle all CD, CD- Rand CD-RW media.

2005, Denon's
DVD-A1XVA

with the top- loading DVD32R CD/DVD transport.

universal

•Third player in the multichannel DVD-A market is

CD/SACD/
DVD-A player

Denon with its DVD-3300, based on the Technics
DVD-A10. This is followed by the Panasonic

came with the
Realta HQV
(Hollywood

DVD-A7, Pioneer DV- 939A and Toshiba SD500E/
SD900E CD/DVD-VIDVD-A first-generation players.
•Arcam launches its first DVD player, the

Quality Video)
HD-processing

DV88, beginning apartnership with Wolfson
Microelectronics that continues to this day.
•Rega revamps its Planet CD player with a

•Sony's second CD/SACD player, the SCD-777E5, is
launched in Europe before Philips gets into the act or
DVD-A even gets off the ground.

•Arcam introduces its FMJ series with aRing DACequipped CD23.
•Sales of CD-R/RW recorders reach their peak.
•Pioneer launches its PDR-509 CD-R/RW recorder,
which is capable of copying HDCD and DTS-encoded
multichannel CDs.
•Marantz offers aCD-R/RW recorder with aDAC7 Bit
Stream converter, the DR- 17.
•Denon's DVM-3700 is the first five- disc carousel-

chip to upscale
standard DVD.
A 1080p scaler
was added in
2006

loader to handle both CDs and DVDs. It also introduces

•TAG McLaren Audio partners its AV32R processor

top- loading Sony transport mechanism and
proprietary 24- bit DAC.
•Philips steps into SACD with the first multichannel
player, the SACD1000, and the first multichannel

its first CD-R/RW recorder, the CDR- 1000.
•Primare offers its ' audiophile' DVD player, the V20.

SACD disc is released - the Quadraphonic
four-channel mix of Mike Oldfield's Tubular Bells.
•A couple of months later, Sony responds with the

•Sony introduces its third CD/SACD player, the mid-

stereo CD/multichannel SACD player, the SCD-XB770.

priced SCD-XB940, featuring aDVD-derived mechanism

•Panasonic usurps its own DVD-A7 in short order
with the DVD-RA71, now fully compatible with
CD/CD-R/RW/DVD-V and DVD-A media. Other secondgeneration CD/DVD-A players are launched by Onkyo,
Integra Research, Pioneer and JVC.

with asingle, dual-focus laser. Later it introduces an ES
hybrid CD/DVD-V/SACD player called the DVP-S9000ES.
•Audio Note introduces its DAC 5outboard converter,
with 18- bit Analog Devices DAC, valve output stage but
no oversampling filter! This is followed by the

•Yamaha shoe- horns a20GB hard drive inside its

CDT-Zero/DAC One lx combination.

CDR-HD1000 CD-R/RW recorder.

•Despite pre- production samples of Technics'
DVD-A10 being touted, it's JVC with its XVD723

•Philips embarks on a
comprehensive campaign

that's first to market in the UK with afully-fledged,

to promote its DVD-R1000

multichannel, MLP-compatible CD/DVD-A/DVD-V player.
•Kenvvood enters the multichannel CD/DVD-A fray with

DVD+RW recorder
•dCS is the first to make a

afive-disc carousel loader, the DVF-R9030.

two- box SACD transport/

•Marantz launches its premium, two-channel CD/SACD

DAC, the Verdi and Elgar,

player, the SA- 1which uses pairs of Philips' DAC7 PDM
Bit Stream converters.

sending DSD over aFireWire

•The Ezo Fog CD player employs aproprietary digital

encryption.

link with proprietary

filter, running on aSHARC 21065L DSP.

2002

•Technics' DVD-Al 0 multichannel DVD-A player just
makes it onto the shelves in time for Christmas.

•DVD-Audio is seen as
part of the feature set of
CD/DVD-V players and not as

2001
•Sony's BD25 CD mechanism, offering compatibility
with CD Text, is adopted by an increasing number of

an audiophile medium in its
own right, with more affordable units from Yamaha,
Toshiba, Onkyo, Panasonic, JVC and Denon.

specialist CD player manufacturers.

ABOVE: In 2003
EMI released

•CD software sales start to decline and the mass

Pink Floyd's

•DVD-A disc prices fall to offer some parity with CDs

market begins to tip in favour of new CD/DVD-V rather

The Dark Side

•Blu-ray is announced and backed by Sony, Philips,

than pure CD players with multiple launches by Denon,

of the Moon

Pioneer, LG and Matsushita, among others.

HK, JVC, Marantz, Panasonic, Philips, Pioneer and

on SACD with

Sony throughout the year.
•Sharp complements its radical 1- bit digital amplifier

anew 5.1
surround-sound

•Toshiba shows aprototype blue laser player, the
genesis of HD DVD.

with apartnering CD/SACD player, the DX-SX1.

mix of the

•New ' universal' DAC ICs start to appear from
Crystal (
CS4392, CS4396), the DSD1792 from Burr-

•Sony launches its fourth CD/SACD player, the

1973 classic

Brown and the AD1955 from Analog Devices C->
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that accommodate both LPCM ( CD/DVD-A) and DSD
(SACD) data types.
•Marantz delivers multichannel SACD, DTS/Dolby
Digital DVD-V and CD with its SA- 12S1, and CD,
DVD-V plus multichannel DVD-A in its DV- 1251. But
not everything is built into one chassis.
•Pioneer beats everyone to the punch with its DV747A — the first truly universal CD/multichannel
DVD-A and SACD player. It uses adual- laser
transport, separate DVD/SACD decoders but a
common CS4392 DAC.
•Sony launches another flagship CD/SACD player,
the SCD-XA777ES, along with acompanion, the
SCD-XA333ES.
•New CD players are launched largely by the
specialists, not the majors: the RCD-1070/RCD-02
from Rotel, MC4 Reference from AVI, Cyrus CD7Q,
Arcam CD62/CD82/CD23, MF A308, NAD C541,
Meridian 588 and 507, Classé CDP-10, Exposure
2010, Marantz CD6000/CD17 Mk II KI Signature,
Myryad Z110, Fusion CD64, Densen BEAT B-400XS,
Levinson 390S, Audionet ART V2, Primare D20 Mk Il
and the CDX from Naim Audio.
•Meridian announces its 800 CD/DVD-A

ABOVE: 2005
and the kW

•Yamaha goes universal with its DVD-S2300 CD/DVDA/SACD player and CDR-HD1300 8x CD-R/RW plus 80GB

SACD saw
Musical Fidelity

HDD combo recorder.
•Linn unveils its Unidisk 1.1 universal CD/DVD-A/SACD,

96kHz multichannel audio.

offer the highresolution

alongside Lexicon's RT-10 and TEAC's Esoteric DV- 50.
•New high-end CD players include the Ayre CX-7, TEAC

•Wadia's 301 CD player includes its latest

audio format in

P- 70/D-70 combo, Naim CDS3, top- loading Accustic

'Digimaster' 16x oversampling software and digital

stereo only

Arts 1, Copland CDA822 and Unison Research Unico.

transport/861 processor combination with multiple,
encrypted S/PDIF digital links supporting 24- bit/

volume control.
•Talk Electronics teams- up with Anagram

•CEC shows abelt- driven CD transport, the TL- 1X
•Musical Fidelity launches its stereo CD/SACD player,
the Tri Vista SACD, alongside Krell's SACD Standard, the

Technologies in Switzerland to deliver the UK's
first integrated CD player (the Thunder 3.1) to offer
onboard asynchronous upsampling to 24-bit/192kHz.

Classé Omega and Lindemann's D680.

•Denon launches its flagship DVD-A1 CD/DVD-A

of audio- only CD/SACD players and CD/SACD/DVD-V
combination players.
•Shanling arrives from China with aCD player, the
CDT- 100 and stereo CD/SACD player, the SCD-S200.
•Pink Floyd's The Dark Side of the Moon is remastered

•Sony resolutely pushes ahead with new releases

player and introduces its proprietary ' Denon Link'
digital connection.

'It's 2004 and Sony demonstrates
aprototype Blu-ray player at the
HiFi News Show in London'

in 5.1 channel guise on SACD.
•Arcam launches its first upsampling CD player, the
CD33, and first CD/DVD-V/DVD-A players, the FM.1
DV27A and DIVA DV89.
•Chord Electronics launches the Blu transport/DAC 64

•Following its split with Philips, and acquisition

using the WTA oversampling and DAC technology.

along with Denon by D&M Holdings, Marantz

•Denon introduces its universal CD/DVD-A/SACD player,

launches the DV- 8300, the second truly universal

the DVD-2900, alongside Pioneer's DV- 565A and the

CD/DVD-A/SACD player.

Marantz DV8400.
•HDMI digital audio/video connections arrive on

•Onkyo introduces its DV-SP800 universal CD/

BELOW:

DVD-AISACD player at the end of the year along with

'All- Linn-

the DV- 646A and replacement DV- 757A1 (the first
1EEE1394 FireWire-equipped player) from Pioneer.

One' was our

Pioneer's DV-668AV and DV-868AVi universal CD/
SACD/DVD-A players.

headline for
Linn's universal
Unidisk 1.1

•Sony celebrates SACD's fifth anniversary with the

2003
•Asynchronous upsampling IC packages including
the Texas Instruments SRC4194, Analog
Devices AD1896 and Crystal CS8420 start to be
incorporated in CD players with 24-bit/192kHz DACs.

player, which
the company
unveiled in
2003

2004
SCD-XA9000ES CD/SACD player — the first to employ its
secure i.LINK ( FireWire) digital connection.
•Meridian introduces its GO8 CD player, one of an
increasing breed to use integrated asynchronous
upsampling ICs. Other upsampling CD players induced
Musical Fidelity's X- Ray and A5.
•Denon expands its universal repertoire with the
DVD-A11, DVD-3910, DVD-2200 and DVD-1400 CD/
SACD/DVD-A players.
•Universal CD/SACD/DVD-A players are launched by
smaller specialist outfits. These include Bel Canto and
Swedish company Primare.
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•New and principally 24-bit/192kHz DAC-equipped
high- end CD players included the Audio Research
CD3 Mk II, Burmester's belt-driven 001, Arcam's
FMJ CD192, the flagship 808 from Meridian, the
Chinese Consonance 2.2, the miniature Opus 21 from
Resolution Audio, the Analogue Audio Maestro and
the ' audiophile' C-1VL from Onkyo.
•Marantz announces anew universal CD/SACD/
DVD-A player, the DV9500, alongside atwo-channel
SACD flagship, the SA- 11S1.
•Naim and Arcam launch the DVD5 and DV79/DV29,
respectively. Both are CD/DVD-V/DVD-A players, the
latter offering HDMI.
•Sony demonstrates aprototype Blu-ray player at the
Hi Fi News Show in London.
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2006

current flagship
universal
player, the

•Denon introduces its latest universal CD/SACD/

FM.1 DV139,

with a 1080p digital video output.
•Arcam launches its first and current universal

was also the
company's first

2005

DVD-A players, the DVD-1730, DVD-1930 and
DVD-3930 while upgrading its DVD-A1XVA flagship

CD/SACD/DVD-A player, the FM.I DV139.
•NAD launches its M55 universal player along with
Parasound's D200.

•Two-sided CD/DVD software - the DualDisc - arrives
on the market.

•Pioneer launches its flagship DV-989AVi universal
player, which remains current to this day.

•Denon launches aflagship, stereo CD/SACD player,
the DCD-SA1 which employs the DSD-compatible
version of Burr- Brown's PCM1792 24-bit/192kHz DAC.

•The affordable end of the market sees aboost as

•Marantz introduces its SA8400, another two- channel

Denon launches its budget DCD-700AE CD player
alongside Marantz's CD5001, NAD's C521BEE, the
Rotel RCD-06, Cambridge Audio's Azur 540C v2,

CD/SACD player, alongside Musical Fidelity's hefty kW
SACD and Marantz's SA- 15, and T+A's multichannel

Saxon's CD500, Creek's Evo and Yamaha's CDX-497.
•Specialist players are released, including the Linn

D10 SACD player.
•Marantz also launches auniversal CD/SACD/DVD-A

Majik, Flight CD Two from Audia, the latest Meridian
G06, Creek Destiny, the Mimetism 20.1, Shanling's
CD500, Leema Acoustic's multi-DAC Antila,

player, the DV9600, alongside Yamaha's DVD-S2500.
Universal players for the budget market are released by

Vincent's tube- packed CD-S6, the MBL 1531 and

Denon and Pioneer.
•High-end CD players once more dominate the new
releases with players including the Shanling Omega

Simaudio's Moon Andromeda.
•Panasonic and Samsung launch first- generation
Blu-ray players, the DMP-BD10 and BD- P1000,
respectively.

Drive, the Stello CDA230, Chord's Blu-transportinspired The One, the Consonance Droplet, Copland

•Toshiba releases its HD-XE1 HD DVD player in the
UK at the end of 2006.

CDA823 and Quad 99 CDP2.
•A pair of costly two- box ( PSU/CD player) combinations
are launched: MF's kW25 and the Naim CD555.

BELOW LEFT:

•Rotel, which never stopped making conventional

2005 - Naim

2007
•LG announces its ' universal' HD DVD/Blu-ray Disc

CD players, is joined by newcomers from Onkyo, NAD,

launches the

player, the BH100.

HK, Denon and the return of Audiolab's 8000CD.

CD555 which

•Pioneer launches its first Blu-ray player, the

•Having launched the world's beefiest ten-channel

features a

BDP-LX70, to have it replaced at the end of the year

amp, Denon introduces the partnering DVD-A1XVA

separate power

by an 'A' version that's fully HDMI 1.3 compliant.

universal CDISACD/DVD-A player.
•Prototype Blu-ray players are demonstrated by

supply and

•Pioneer rejoins the two-channel CD club with its

top- of-the- line
multi- bit DACs:

PD- D6 and, later in 2007, the PD- D9.
•Krell's Evolution 505 CD/SACD player makes it

it costs acool
£14k

to the UK along with other high- end contenders

BELOW RIGHT:
2007 - the first
universal HD

controversial EMM Labs CDSA SE.
•Universal CD/SACD/DVD-A solutions are refreshed by

Pioneer, Philips, Sony, Samsung and Panasonic

DVD/Blu-ray
player arrives

including the Gamut CD3, the Astin Trew AT3500,
Marantz's top SA- 7S1, the Linn Akurate and the

the DV7001 from Marantz and Onkyo's DV-SP504E.
•Chord Electronic's Red Reference and Red

on the market

Standard CD players, both featuring aproprietary
'64- bit DAC' are announced.

from LG: it

•Audiophile CD players include the Bryston BCD- 1.

was rumoured

•CD players for audiophiles on atighter budget are

not to be able

released, including NAD's C525BEE, the Cambridge
Azur 740C, Denon DCD-500AE, Marantz CD6002,

to play Red
Book CDs

Arcam CD73, and Marantz CD/SACD SA7001. c!)
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ONE CATALOGUE . . .
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.1000s of answers

So how do you get your hands on this catalogue ? Simply give us a
call on 0870 241 2469, it's yours FREE!
What's more you'll join our database and get our free quarterly news
letter featuring product reviews, offers, group tests, etc... absolutly free.
It is the best way to keep up-to-date with the latest and greatest
audiophile accessories and latest industry news.
Visit www.hififorsale.com to advertise online totally FREE of charge.
After afew simple steps your advert will be posted online. Users can
also change and update their listing in real time.
Each month www.hififorsale.com has over 50,000 visitors, and to date
over 98,000 adverts have been placed online !

INSIDE STORY

The BBC wants to make high- definition TV available to everyone, yet those expecting
hi-def broadcasts via Freeview could be in for adisappointment. Ian Calcutt explains

A

high definition revolution is
sweeping the high streets
and homes of Britain.

The vast majority of new

flatscreen TVs and video projectors
are ready for high definition and

HD is destined to become the new
default standard for video and TV
material. However, it has been a
long process, the transformation
has not been easy, and it is far from
over. The format war between the
incompatible but otherwise similar
HD DVD and Blu-ray Disc high
definition media formats means that
many consumers are sitting it out
before investing in new disc- playing
hardware. On the broadcasting
side, Sky leads with its suite of HD
channels, followed to alesser extent
by Virgin Media, but these are based
around pay-TV based services.

FREE TO VIEW?
Surveys highlight that most people
expect to be able to receive non-

ABOVE AND

subscription or 'free to view' HD
programmes, as they currently do

BELOW: The
BBC is currently

much acclaim for its technical

with the main network channels

broadcasting
HD content on

quality and for high calibre HD

provided by public service
broadcasters such as the BBC, ITV
and Channel 4. Those broadcasters
were involved in asuccessful
12- month closed trial from May

the digital and
satellite cable
platforms: both
the Glastonbury

will add an HD channel to Sky from
December 2007. BBC HD draws

been shown

this autumn by the corporation's

channel also began on the digital

RIGHT: Channel

governing body, the BBC Trust.
If it continues, it will expand to

satellite and cable platforms, where

4 plans to add an

it continues, despite still being

HD channel to

classed as atest service. Channel 4

Sky in December

as Freeview. The BBC's own HD

Fili%

WI_ER
7.:77-5;e

number of special events ranging
from Wimbledon tennis to the
Glastonbury festival and the Proms.
The future of the BBC HD channel
in its current form is being decided

the digital terrestrial television
(DIT) service, commonly known

HD TV

programmes such as Planet Earth,
Galapagos, Bleak House and a

Festival and the
2007 Proms have

2006 in the London area using

WATCH 111117W

nine hours aday and is also due
to form part of the Freesat line-up
of standard and high- definition
channels in early 2008, broadcast

r--.77itaTeed-FI-÷
7-W.*Wjz
HD
ins

v.4
,

via satellite for no subscription
charge. Viewers simply need to
purchase acompatible digital

broadband video-on-demand), it

satellite receiver and have adish
installed, effectively making Freesat

would be ahuge surprise if the BBC
HD channel was rejected. As of
September it received provisional

alarger capacity, countrywide
version of Freeview.

approval. Its future as acable and
satellite channel should be relatively

Consultation on the proposed
permanent BBC HD channel closed

safe but its mooted appearance as

on 23 October 2007, with the

part of the Freeview service is more
in question.

Trust's final decision due by the
end of November. Given the Trust's

OUT OF SPACE

support for developments such

There is not enough spare capacity

as Freesat and iPlayer (the BBC's

for anational rollout of the BBC
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Model 20/2A
lil

Evolution
and the

Modulan iDuo

Model 20/12A

A system that takes music to a
new,
unimagined
and
totally
liberated plane of heartbreaking
beauty and wonder that touches
the senses at every level.
The Modulan iDuo is a loudspeaker
that occupies a completely new
dimension of musical performance.
No reviews
No comparisons
Only at Pinewood Music by
invitation
Please ask for Brian Rivas or Alison Holmes

The Pinewood Music
Company

1

Series V

Ask for details of this superb range:

SME LTD • STEYVING • SUSSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
tel: + 44 ( 0)1903 814321

fax: + 44 1011903 814269

email sales@smeltd.uk or visit our website wvvw.sme.ltd.uk

Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

HD channel on DTT as it stands,
except possibly four hours anight
from 2am. From 17 October 2007
the analogue TV channels are
being turned off in aphased ' digital
switchover' taking place between

WHAT'S ON BBC HD?
The BBC's proposed permanent HD channel, if approved,
will be a ' best of' the BBC in HD from all genres. Major
series recently shown on the test channel included How
We Built Britain, Who Do You Think You Are?, Mountain,

now and 2012. Broadcasters
currently using Freeview are being

Silent Witness and the hit US HDTV import Heroes.

assured of about athird of the
spectrum freed up by the removal

HD- ready box) can see BBC HD for no extra charge.

of analogue broadcasts; but even
this may not allow for much HD
broadcasting, and companies
have been vying for more space

Viewers with access to Sky HD or Virgin Media ( with an
The proposed Freesat service is due to launch in early
2008, primarily with free-to-view standard definition
satellite channels, although HD- ready poxes will be
available and afew will have built-in hard- disk video

to be guaranteed. Instead, the

recording, like Sky+. Manufacturers involved include

communications regulator Ofcom
has suggested that the remaining
available spectrum will be auctioned

Alba, Humax, Pace, Panasonic and Sagem. Televisions

to the highest bidder under a

form part of the on- demand BBC iPlayer service.

with integrated decoding hardware and asatellite
antenna input will also be made. HD is also expected to

proposal known as the Digital
Dividend Review.
This is likely to be snapped up by
conglomerates (with deeper pockets
than public broadcasters) for other

•
•

Am111),;, «
Doom

communications services, such as
amobile broadband network, or
perhaps pay-TV HD channels.
BIGGEST OBSTACLE
Broadcasters have made no secret
of their views that the availability
of spectrum from Ofcom's Digital
Dividend Review is the biggest
obstacle to HD on Freeview.

industries, politicians, regulatory

ABOVE: Viewers

responded to the growing demand

'What happens now is under
active discussion by Ofcom and all

bodies and, of course, viewers.
HD is something the BBC is

with aSky HD
box can see BBC

for high- definition programmes

the public service broadcasters,' the
BBC's Head of HD, Seetha Kumar,
told HiFi News. '
A lot of people

actively engaged in developing
as the next generation of TV
broadcasting. It has awell

HD for free, as
can those with
access to Virgin

expect HD to be available on DIT.
We are pleased that Ofcom has

established history of innovation,
including the transition

Media with an

recognised the case we've been
making - that's it's vital for acritical

from monochrome to colour

Planet Earth, have also appeared on
high- definition disc formats such as

broadcasting, Ceefax, Nicam

HD DVD, with more to come.

mass of HD services to be provided

stereo sound and widescreen

on the DTT platform - and they've

digital broadcasting. It performed

developed aproposal as to how

rudimentary HD tests as far back as

Despite making its HD channel

this might be achieved within the

the 1970s and in recent years has

available to Sky satellite and

capacity which is being used to
provide the Freeview service.
'We want to work to find a
positive outcome for the viewer. This
is why we're in dialogue, but we are
awaiting the details about how this

HD- Ready box

in countries where HD is already
well established, notably the US
and Japan, by co- producing many
major HD series with overseas
broadcasters. Some series, including

FREEVIEW TO SUFFER

°foam has suggested that
the remaining Freeview
spectrum oe auctioned'

might be achievable on apractical
level - without impacting on

Virgin cable viewers (who have
the necessary receivers to watch
HDTV), the BBC has formed ajoint
venture with ITV to launch the
aforementioned Freesat digital
TV system in 2008. And with the
iPlayer, the BBC is engaging with

existing services. The BBC feels that

the turbulent market of internet
TV, in competition with on- demand

there's space for lots of technologies

services from the likes of BT, Channel

to work together. We've never said

4, Tiscali, Orange, Sky and more.

that we want to do something at

As an active advocate of HD being

the loss of something else.'

available on Freeview in the future,
the BBC is acknowledging that the

FATEFUL DECISIONS

LEFT: Seetha

DTT platform has recently overtaken

Despite the implications not taking

Kumar, the BBC's
Head of HD,

Sky as the most popular way for

full effect until 2012, the fate of
HD on Freeview is being decided
over the next few months and it
has become the topic of aheated
debate between various media

says it's vital
HD content is
available via
Freeview

households to receive digital TV. It
is concerned that today's dominant
digital TV platform could suffer
without HD. 'The BBC has always
believed in universality and C'>
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Selected ex-dem and second hand equipment
Audio Research VS55 Valve amp..£1,700.00
Boston Mirco 90x, 90c and VRS spkrs..£299.00
B&W DM603 S3 ( Calvados) Sprks..£299.00
Copland CTA 305 Pre amp..£1,350.00
Copland CTA 306 5Ch Power amp. £ 1,495.00
Creek OBH12 Remote pre-amp. £4900
Densen B400+ CD player.£950.00
Harman Kardon AVR7300 AV reciever.£1,275.00
Focal JM Labs Chorus 706s Spkrs..£180.00
Focal JM Labs Chorus 714s Spkrs..£349.00

ide

visit our web site for full second hand listing

e
coustic
rts

Independent audio consultants

Acoustic Arts
moved to aresidential
demonstration facility.
Now you can park,
relax and enjoy
your demostration.

Focal JM Labs Profile 918 Spkrs..£1499.00
KEF KHT9000 Centre spkr + Stand. £450.00
Krell KAV400ilIntg amp..£1,875.00
Krell KSL Pre amp. £ 595.00
Krell KRC Pre amp..P0A
Project Tubebox Valve phono stage. . E225.00
Primare P30 Cinema processor. £499.00
Primare V10 DVDPlayer..£99.00
Prima Luma Prologue 2Ingt valve..£898.00
Rotel RA01 ! Mg amp..£185.00
Sonus Faber Cremona Spkrs..£3,250.00
Sonus Faber Cremona Auditor Spkrs + stands..£1,750.00
Transparent Ultra Balanced 20' cable £999.00
Transparent Super Bi Cable 10' Spkr cable..£950.00
Theta David CD Transport. £999.00
Theta Voyager CD/DVD/LD Transport..£1.900.00
Theta Pro Prime 2Balanced DAC..£599.00
Theta TLC Jitter buster. . E99.00
large selection of ex-demo stands available.
full listing on request

us faber cremona m

wilson audio system 8

martin logan summit

Demonsatration require advanced booking tuesday-saturday 10:00 AM to 5:30 PM
t.01582.485.316 mail@acousticarts.co.uk www.acousticarts.co.uk
•

audio reseach clearaudio copland denon . densen . focal jm-labs grado
martin logan michell ortofon qed quadraspire rotel sonus faber theta

harman kardon hutter kef koetsu krell
transparent audio velodyne wilson audio

Audio Destination
Tiverton, Devon
01884 243 584
Brighton Hi-fi
Flimwell, East Sussex
01580 878 101
Divine Audio
Market Harborough, Leicestershire
01858 432999

sounc oroot
Moon Electronics by Sim Audio, manufacturers of high
end audio since 1980

Doug Brady Hi-fi
Warrington, Cheshire
01925 828009

Multi award winning CD Players, Integrated Amplifiers,
Pre-amplifiers, Power Amplifiers available only from
specially selected dealers.

Loud & Clear
Bonnington Mill, Edinburgh
0131 555 3963
Loud & Clear
Finnieston, Glasgow
0141 221 0221
Mike Manning Audio
Yeovil, Somerset
01935 479 361
Music Matters
Solihull, Birmingham
0121 742 0254
O'Brien Hi-fi
Wimbledon, London
0208 946 0331
Progressive Audio
Rainham, Kent
01634 389004

dlb

MOON

Velodyne

atozTISCON

ABBEY ROAD CABLE •

Distributed in the UK by Redline

T:0131 555 3922 E: info@red-line.co.uk

www.red-line.co.uk

platform neutrality,' says Seetha
Kumar. ' Freeview or DTT is avery
popular way for most people to
consume television. There is ahuge
part of the audience that wonders
why those who have opted for
one method of consuming digital
television should be in any way
short-changed and not be able
to access high-definition. Nobody
wants the most popular platform in
this country to become asecondclass platform. Effectively the
platform won't evolve. So, the BBC
believes that licence fee payers
should be able to consume highdefinition, which is going to be the
norm, any way that they want to.'
The BBC's remit and publiclybased funding mean that it must
seek to make its services universally
available. Although the number
of HD- ready TVs in homes may
have increased, the proportion
of households viewing proper HD
content may remain limited for the
near future. At present, no
HD-compatible TVs are able to
receive HDTV via rooftop aerials
in the UK: the technology isn't
being made available because the
channels don't exist yet.
Consumers must buy asuitable
add-on digital receiver for cable and
satellite, and pay monthly charges
to either Sky or Virgin Media. HDTV
subscribers total around 450,000
in the UK, as of mid 2007 - not bad
considering it was zero ayear earlier
-but still hardly mainstream.
FORTUNATE FEW
If HDTV retains aniche appeal
for the time being, accessible by
afortunate few, there could be
concerns that licence fee revenue
is being spent on BBC services that
the majority of people cannot enjoy
at their best. ' Ithink we've always
evolved,' suggests Ms Kumar. ' People
are buying HD sets more and more
and they are the norm now, so it
feels like an inevitable fact. Having
said that, we are going through a
period where there is fixed income
from the licence fee and the Trust
has to take decisions that are in the
best interest of the licence payer.'
The reality is alittle more
complex and changeable as more
avenues to distribute HD content
start to appear.
'I remain pragmatic because
we at the BBC, in terms of
production, are already making HD
programmes,' Ms Kumar continues.
'That's happening anyway, so we
consider that business as usual. And

FROM DIGITAL TV TO HDTV
Since the late 1990s UK digital television has used the DVB (digital video broadcasting)
system with an MPEG2 compression codec similar to DVD. The basic European PAL
broadcasting system employs 625 horizontal lines to form the picture, although in
practice 576 are seen on-screen. The signal is also interlaced to save bandwidth, so each
frame of the picture is split into two fields of alternating lines with only half of the image
data actually on the screen in any given instant.
Fast moving objects or shots can cause interlacing artefacts such as ' feathered' edges,
while poor compression and low data bitrates in digital TV broadcasting occasionally
lead to block noise and other side effects. While awell- encoded MPEG2 picture given
adequate bitrates can produce good results, that's not always the case as broadcasters
often favour cramming more channels into available space.
High definition television is away of achieving the visibly better results that digital
TV originally promised. In the UK, the relatively new MPEG4 codec has been adopted
by Sky for its HD satellite channels. It was also used for the year- long HD test on digital
terrestrial TV and is due to become the de facto standard if Freeview HD channels go
ahead. The DTT service is expected to require a 15 megabits- persecond data transfer rate, reducing to
12Mbs as compression techniques improve.
UK HD broadcasts are compatible with the
minimum HD specification of 1080 lines
interlaced or 720 lines in the non- interlaced

__t

progressive scan format.
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creatively, because the BBC's always
believed in stretching the creative
boundaries, you find that lots of
programme makers across different
genres are increasingly adopting
HD because what you can achieve
visually and creatively is exciting.
From apractical point of view it's
about future- proofing the assets for
the licence fee payers.
'There's alot of innovation
happening in cameras and also in
post production, which is becoming
more cost effective. Manufacturers
want to make things affordable,
because in the end, the more
people consume it, the more it
becomes part of the norm.' With HD
production facilities getting cheaper

Lon.ler Them •

ABOVE:
Sky already
broadcasts its
HD content
using the MPEG4
codec, which the
BBC will adopt
should HD get
the go ahead on
Freeview

to use and HD- ready TVs becoming
more attainable for the public, all
that's missing are more platforms for
making the programmes available.
In conclusion, Seetha Kumar
seems confident that technology
will help the HD programme makers
find the audiences they want.
'Technology evolves all the time and
there are viewers and users who
can access HD in different forms,
whether it's by gaming or even HD
camcorders at home.
'If you think about Planet Earth,
it was five years in the making and
that was made in high-definition.
So it had to be someone quite
prophetic to see what is possible
using this technology.
'There are people in the BBC
who are always looking ahead. The
ambition of the human mind is
always to try and make things even
better because that's the passion we
have in this business.'
For more information on the
BBC HD service, see:
www.bbc.co.uk/hd
wvvw.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust
www.ofcom.org.uk/researchi
tvibbcmias/hdtv
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SOUNDING OFF

Music on
DVD...
DAMN THOSE SPACED-OUT CAMERAMEN!

Send in your views to: Sound Off, Hi Fi News, Leon House,
233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ or e-mail your views to:
hi-finews@ipcmedia.com — please use ' Sound Off' in your subject field
Correspondents express their own opinions, not those of HiFi News. We reserve the right to edit letters for publication.
Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address (which won't be published). Letters seeking advice
will be answered in print on our Sound Off pages, but due to time constraints we regret we're unable to answer questions on
buying items of hi-fi or any other hi-fi queries by telephone, post or via e-mail

SOUNDS LIKE
EXPLOITATION
OBSCENE PRICING TO BLAME FOR HIGH- END AUDIO'S TROUBLES?

As alifelong reader of HiFi News,
for over 40 years, as well as aregular
purchaser of ' high-end' equipment, Ifeel
qualified to comment on adisturbing
aspect to our hobby.
It is clear from talking with retailers
and to exhibitors at shows, as well as
reading the various magazines, that
high- end audio is not exactly healthy at
present. It is perfectly fine for various
of your contributors to blame the iPod
or downloading or even the music of
the day, but you and other magazines
are guilty of ignoring what Ifeel is the
greatest cause of high-end audio's
troubles: the prices are not just high, but
obscene. They both insult and exploit us.
Ido not say this out of any jealousy. I
am not the sort of whinger who complains
when Icannot afford something. I
currently use aNagra preamplifier, EAR
valve power amplifiers, Sonus faber
loudspeakers, an SME 30 turntable and
other very expensive products, so Iam
perfectly prepared to spend whatever is
necessary. But lately, things
have gotten ridiculous.
Iam driven to write this
because Ihave recently
been shopping for a
new CD player. When
Isaw that my first
choice, the Nagra CD
player, which Ihave

SOUND

OFF
OF THE

been waiting for since
MOM
it appeared in one of
your show reports, sells
for £8300, Ithought it must have been
hearing things. There is nothing near
£8300 worth of technology in this device.
This price has no bearing on real costs.
Because Ialso have apassion for
amateur recording, Ido video filming and
editing, and Ilove watches, Isee what
other luxury products sell for. None of
these areas show pricing as unrelated to
reality as audio. And don't get me started
on UK pricing versus the rest of the world.
Does KEF really think anyone will pay
£70,000 for the Muons? Ican tell you as
an engineering professional that acouple
of deformed aluminium cylinders do not
justify £70,000 even if they were custommoulded, and designed by aso-called
artist. And £ 11,000 for B&W's glorified
dustbins? Or £5000 for certain moving- coil
cartridges? When Ilook at what goes into
acamera for under £500, which is more
sophisticated than any piece of hi-fi, this
makes me shudder. And now it has made
me both angry, and sad for our hobby.
Irealise you have to write about exotic
products, and Ifor one do not want to read
about budget equipment. But something
better change soon. Ken Kessler's recent
columns have touched on this. Ihope the
industry listens.
Jim Creed, Dover

WIN A PAIR OF £ 100 HEADPHONES
As if firing off aquestion, anecdote or
hearty rant wasn't cathartic enough, those
generous people at Audio Technica are
giving away apair of award-winning ATHAD700 headphones (
HiFi News, Oct 07) for
the best ' Sound Off!' letter of the month
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Ihave much sympathy with Ken
Kessler in his ' Music on DVD'
article (Nov ' 07). However,
the visual experience is often
spoiled by the cameraman and
the producer between them.
'11evo faults stand out as the most
annoying. The first is camera
shot changes so rapid you don't
have time to focus on one scene
before being hit with the next.
The second is acomplete

h

ignorance of who is playing
what during the performance.
iThe guitarist takes asolo and we
)get shown the bass player's feet
or adistance shot of the stage
from above the crowd's heads. I
want to see the man at work and
watch his hands.
Of course, none of this
invalidates what KK said about
the value of being able to revisit
live performances, but it does
rather depend on aproduction
team with some sympathy for the
music, and who aren't spaced out
to the eyeballs.
Phil Rowland, via e-mail

Hi-fi meets
hard disk
TAKING ADVANTAGE OF HIRES MUSIC F1LES

Iwould like answers to all of Jack
Bolton's questions (Letters, Sept
'07), and more. High resolution
files are here - whether from
home digitising of analogue
sources, or from internet
downloads - but how best to play
them back?
While Igenerally prefer vinyl
playback, Ihave been recording
vinyl to PC hard disk for some
time. So far Ihave found that best
playback is achieved by burning
hires files to DVD -A using high
quality blank DVD discs (such
as Mobile Fidelity's) and playing
these back in aDVD-A player. But
can the original files be played
directly from the PC with as
much, if not more, fidelity?
So much about hi-fi and
computers remains obscure.
Please enlighten us further!
Dr Leigh l
fibbins, Australia

MAKE MY LINN SING
LOOKING FOR A RACK TO RESTORE AIR TO SOUND OF LP12

Ihave aproblem with my Linn LP12
turntable and hope that you can help me.
Ituned up the deck using aLinn setup jig
borrowed from afriend and got asound
that was very open and free.
However, when Iput the turntable
back on my regular rack, which is made
of wood, that airy sound disappeared. In
short, can you recommend arack or style
of rack for the Linn LP12? The deck is
equipped with an Ekos arm, Lyra Skala
cartridge and uses aLingo power supply.
Ivo Wagener, Luxembourg
Andrew Harrison replies: Suspended
sub-chassis designs like the Sondek
demand careful siting for best results.
Whether that should be amassive
'resonance-free' construction or a
lightweight frame is amoot point.
A wall shelf is one solution,
countering the problem of a
bouncing wood floor, and current
examples include Quadraspire's Q4 Wall

Bracket at £ 170. Further upscale and off
the wall, we've heard good reports of the
LP12 on aNairn Fraim, although abasic
one-shelf setup will cost over £600.
Alternatively, if you want to follow
the ' lightweight' path - which has the
explicable benefit of storing little energy
which can ' smear' the sound - you
could do worse than to try the audiophile
favourite of acertain coffee table from
Ikea. Known as the Lack, this stiff, lowweight table stands 45cm high, comes in
seven different colours, from birch effect
to pink, and costs just £7.99 in the UK. At
that price, what have you got to lose?

SACD? FORGET IT
LISTENING TESTS SHOW NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CD AND HI RES RIVALS

Results of an extended
double-blind comparison
of straight SACD/DVD-A
versus their 441d-lz/16-bit
'bottle-necked' versions
are published in apaper
from the Sept '07 issue of
the AL'S Journal. Basically,
no difference could be
detected. I'd conclude
that those with large CD
collections need now only
focus on getting the best
out of CD. Any comments?
David Lovell, via e-mail
Keith Howard replies:
The AL'S Journal paper to
which Mr Lovell refers is
but one contribution on the
subject of hires audio and
its superiority or otherwise
to 16/44.1 sound from CD.
There are numerous others,
many of which take the
contrary view that 24/96,
24/192, DSD, etc offer real
and valuable benefits.
Indeed, an entire AES
RIGHT: Watch Peter Craven
talk about hires audio online

conference was given over
to hires audio in June 2007
at Queen Mary College,
London. You can watch
Peter Craven reprise his
keynote speech from that
conference at http:Ilrhul,
mediasite.comlrhullViewerl
?peid=7023d370-876b-467082b4-da4f2fd7d3b6.
Controversy is rife in
audio, which is one of the
facets that makes it so
intriguing. Each of us can
engage with this controversy
and make up our own
minds, or we can abdicate
that responsibility to others.
Personally Iam not inclined
to let others decide what I
rnediesite
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can and cannot perceive,
particularly when those
'others' are member of the
Boston Audio Society.
My own experiments and
experiences have convinced
me that the benefits of hires
audio are real, and there are
many others in the audio
industry - amateurs and
professionals alike - who
have independently reached
the same conclusion. None
of which should stop us
continuing the effort to extract
the maximum sound quality
from CD, of course. But we
don't have to imagine that
16/44.1 is where audio's
journey ends.

Armature
dramatics II
ACURTAIN CALL..

Ithink that you are possibly doing
Mr Foster (Letters, Yearbook 2007)
an injustice. The motors pictured in
your ' On Location' visit to the Project factory in the Czech Republic
(see below) are indeed DC motors,
and not AC as you say. The split ring
commutator gives the game away. Did
you know that the company also makes
DC motors for model railway engines?
A Goloskof, 7bwkesbury
Andrew Harrison replies: Istand humbly
corrected, After the issue was first raised, I
contacted Henley Designs, who confirmed
the fact that there are no Pro-Ject turntables
using DC motors. But what we weren't
told is that Pro-Ject's SEV factory in
the Czech Republic does make electric
motors for model railway engines. It
seems SEV is also contracted to make DC
motors for the German brand Marldin...

dielit

This all too
mortal coil...
NEW MOVING-COIL WITH A 1970s NAIM PREAMP?

Ihave £500 to spend on amoving-coil
cartridge. What do you recommend?
My deck is aGoldring-Lenco 88 with an
old-style Hadcock unipivot arm and my
amps are aNaim 12S pre and Quad
405-II power. Iuse TDL RTL3s speakers.
My existing Ortofon Quartz moving-coil
cartridge is nearing the end of its life
and it seems agood time to upgrade.
Martin Ware, London
Andrew Harrison replies: Within your budget
you could go as far as the £450 Ortofon
Kontrapunkt A, but the old Naim preamp
may be something of abottleneck to getting
the best performance from adecent MC
cartridge. Consider agood affordable phono
stage such as the GSP Gram Amp 3Fanfare
(£245) with an Ortofon Samba (£ 150), or one
of its new 2M moving-magnets, such as the
Bronze at £200, with Gram Amp 2SE (£214).
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IsoTek's new Mira mains filter for TV and home
cinema costs just £ 15C

Unrivalled protection, performance & peace of mind
Your hi-fi and home cinema is under constant threat from

How it Works

dirty electricity which is full of noise, interference, and

The IsoTek Mira is simple to use - first, plug the power cable from

dangerous power surges. IsoTek's new Mira not only cleans the

your TV or projector into the appropriate socket on the Mira,

power supply, improving picture and sound quality, but also offers

instead of into the wall socket. Next, if you have a DVD player or

unrivalled protection. Unique surge protection circuits and a ' triple

set-top box, plug that into MIRA's second socket. If you're using a

resonant system © 'stop in- rush' currents, which not only damage

roof aerial Cr satellite dish, plug that in too. Finally, plug the Mira

but reduce acomponent's life.

into awall socket using asuitable mains cable... and you're ready
to roll!

Mira mains filter
home cinema

for

TV

and
Key features:

Improved picture quality and an extended product lifespan are two
of the key benefits delivered by IsoTek's amazing new Mira mains
filter. Whether it is used in afull-blown home cinema system or as
a simple upgrade for an LCD or plasma TV, Miras
advanced

circuitry delivers

immediate and

• Improves picture quality and extends the life of al televisions
(LCD, plasma or CRT) and projectors.
• 22,500A of instantaneous current absorption; essential for
removing high-voltage spikes.
• Massive surge protection (700 Joules - five times greater than

significant improvements to the on- screen

that achieved by typical devices)

performance - crisper and more stable

• Eliminates mains noise including RFI and EMI wnich degrade

images, deeper blacks and more

sound and picture quality.

vibrant, natural colours. And it
doesn't just work with LCD and

More about IsoTek

plasma screens - it brings the

IsoTek is a UK- based company that specialises in power

same

management systems for hi-fi and home cinema applications.

improvements

projectors

and

to

video

traditional

CRT

Formed in 2001, the company has rapidly become aworld leader

televisions too. Picture quality isn't the only

in mains conditioning and filtration, developing a wide range of

thing that Mira improves. Plug in a DVD player or

innovative, award-winning products that form complete solutions

set- top box, and sound is brought into focus, improving definition

to suit every pocket. Thanks to IsoTek's painstaking attention to

and detail. This isn't surprising as IsoTek's track record is second

detail, its products significantly improve sound and picture quality,

to none for designing and manufacturing world-class audio power

while offering protection from spikes and surges.

management systems.

Activ Distribution
Tel: 01635 291357 • Fax: 01635 291356
L- Mail: isotek%_bactivdtstribution.com • www.activdistribution.com • www.isoteksystems.com

SOUNDING OIT

Beyers back 1
in style

WORDEN YEARS
A GLIMPSE OF THE MAN BEHIND THE BRAND

Iwas interested to see you
writing about Worden
Audio in your October
issue. In the late 1950s I
had the pleasure to be
taught piano for several
years by Wilfred Worden.
He was at that stage the
music teacher at Fort
Augustus Abbey School
Inverness-shire. When
he left there, he gave a
farewell recital where I
had the pleasure of
being his page turner. All I
remember was that he
played Beethoven's
Appassionata sonata.
My music lessons were
aquirky affair. Iwould go
along to his cottage and
wake him up. While he
got dressed and made his
breakfast (with akettle

directly on the coal fire) he
would listen to me playing
and shout comments at
me until he came through
to the piano room. Then
we would sit and share a
cuppa and maybe some
toast while discussing
Beethoven and his music.
Ibelieve he had been at
my school for many years
-having given up arecital
career due to stage fright.
Daniel Hanks, via e-mail

HISTORY OF HEADPHONES QUESTIONED

Ienjoyed reading your
headphone review in the October
issue, but Ithink you are mistaken
in describing the Beyer DT 440
as having been around for a
long time. Ihave apair of the
original DT 440s that Ibelieve I
bought in 1977, and to the best of
my knowledge they have been
unavailable for many years.
The DT 440 you review seems
to be anew model. It looks
nothing like the original, and the
original used supra- aural foam
pads, which sat on the ear, rather
than around it (and became
uncomfortable after afew years
when the foam pads perished!).
More headphone reviews
please, including the AKG K701,
Alan Mosley Harrow

John Howes replies: Many
thanks for your letter
regarding Wilfred Worden.
You have given us aglimpse
of the man himself.
Although Inever had the
pleasure of meeting him,
he must have been avery
interesting individual.

REPLY OFF BALANCE
PLAYERS WITH A BALANCED DIGITAL OUTPUT? DON'T FORGET THE LYNGDORF...

Iwas surprised at your head- scratching
response to the letter from Mike Edwards
in the October issue on his enquiry about
aCD player, at areasonable cost, with a
balanced digital output. Yet you reviewed
the Lyngdorf CD 1at alittle under £ 1600
which has both analogue and digital
outputs and considered it to be excellent.
Iused the Lyngdorf with the Perpetual
Technologies P- 1A and P-3A, but changed
to aBenchmark DAC to take advantage
of its balanced analogue outputs with my
Sugden Masterclass preamplifier. Via
single-ended connections the change
from the P-3A to the Benchmark was like
changing from aLinn LP12 to aMichell
Orbe. But it was the use of balanced
analogue and digital which produced the
greatest change in sound quality.
Ken Kessler gives consistent reports
that balanced connection surpasses
single-ended in terms of sound quality
and that would be my experience.
Would it be appropriate for an article

or series on the benefits of balanced
connection and acomparative review
of asystem comparing single-ended to
balanced operation?
As afurther improvement to the
P- 3A, it responds very well to abattery
power supply, needing a 12V DC suppiy
which can easily be arranged from a
rechargeable lead acid battery. For the
first time in listening to compact disc Iam
achieving the sense of space and solidity
of sound so far only available from LP
Peter Graves, via e-mail

HiFi News replies: You're right - and
so are we! It's true that the DT 440
was unavailable for many years - two
decades in fact - but it's certainly a
design that has been around for a
long time. In fact, Beyer tells us that
the DT 440 was introduced in the
late 1970s and became one of the
company's best selling models. They
were phased out in 1983, but were
reintroduced in 2003.

Paul Miller replies: The balanced, or AES/
EBU, digital connection is the professional
variant of the single-ended S/PDIF digi:al
interconnection conceived for consumer
applications. The 5V, 110ohm balanced
output is fundamentally better suited to
driving longer interconnects with better
rejection of interference than the 2v, maim
S/PDIF standard.

bc yet d,

.
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ABOVE: Sounds with stamina Beyer's DT 440 appeared in the ' 70s
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More cable.
More music.
Kimber's Select KS- 1036
analogue interconnect is now
available exclusively in the
UK from Russ Andrews
Accessories.
50% more Black Pearl silver
conductors than KS- 1030,
Kimber Select cable
geometry and WBT's new
0102 Ag NextGen connectors
combine to provide aclassleading interconnect.

To find out more aboLt
improving your system
with un cue, proven
Russ Andrews upgrades,
contact us now at

Kirrrbee

(
5 1036

www.russandrews.com/hfn
or phone us on 0845 3451550
Exclusive UK Retailer for

xc KIM3ER KA13LE

Solutions for better music & movies

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd, 2b Moreland Court,
Westmorland Business Park, Shap Road, Kendal, LA9 6NS, UK.
Tel: + 44 ( 0)1539 797300 Email: infoerussandrews.com

A serious loudspeaker that's
all about performance
"Effortless sound from the deepest bass
to the highest treble."
"Combining this openness with deep and powerful
bass extension is a good thing' and something
few designers achieve."
"Revealing and precise."
Jason Kennedy, HIFI Choice April 07
See www.pmc-speakers.com

F°

or 08704441044 for adealer
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Sevenooks Shy

01224 252797

London vus

Audio Venue

0208 567 8703

Ashford

Soundcroft

01233 624 441
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Paul Green Hifi

01225 316197

Leeds

Audio Republic
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01132 452775

01202 555 512

Maidstone

Horne media

Bristol

01622 676703

Sevenooks Sly

0117 9743727

Moidenheod

Audio Venue

01628 633995

Cambridge

Audiofile

01223 368 305

Market Harborcr Divine Audio

01858 432999

Chester

Adventures in Hit,

01244 345576
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lechnosound

01908 604949

Edinburgh

Sevenooks 51V

0131 229 7267

Norwich

Basically Sound & Vision 01362 820800

Gatesheod

Lintone Audio

0191 477 4167

New Malden

Unilet Sound 2. Vision

0208 942 9567
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Shadow Audio

0844 800 0073

Swansea

Audio Excellence

01792 474 608

Hatch End

Music Matters

0208 4201925

Worcester

Worcester Hill

01905 612 929

Kingston

Infidelity

0208 9433530

Yeovil

Sevenoaks 51V

01935 700078
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Enter our autumn online competition and win
a pair of the

award winning DB1+

Simply go to www.pmc-speakers.com and
enter this promotional code 444NOVDBI

Offering you the very best in audio and visual system solutions.
•Two Channel Audio • Multi Room
•Home Cinema

• Turntable Workshop

• Custom Installation • System Set-up
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...and others

Visit our showroom at:
Calveley Court, Southburgh Road,
Reymerston, Norfolk. NR9 4QD
01362 820800

enquiries@basicallysound.co.uk
basicallysound.co.uk
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A PS ON THE PS3

[ Way Back Then.]

ANY NEWS OF SONY'S PLANS TO TURN PLAYSTATION INTO HIGH- END MUSIC PLAYER?

On p8 of your News section in
the July 2007 issue you have a
short story saying that Sony's
audio engineers are soon to
release simple instructions for
damping the mechanics of the
PS3 in order to turn it into a

high- end music disc player. Do you
have any further information on that.
Have the instructions been officially
released by Sony?
Mikael Nasstrom, Stockholm
Barry Fox replies: Details of the mod
have so far appeared only on the
private web site run by one of Sony's
audio engineers: http://homepage3.
nifty.com/kanaimaru/PS3/0Ia13.htm.
Scroll down the left-hand column
for the English. My bet is that Sony
dares not post the information on a
company site because putting some
mechanical damping inside aPS3
may invalidate warranties and lay
Sony open to wrathful attack

HI-FI NEWS' REAL VVORLD MEASUREMENTS

Iam occasionally annoyed by
references in your otherwise
excellent lab reports to ' above
average sensitivity speakers'
or 'benign loads' (why is it I
never hear about malignant
ones?). By these standards very
few speakers available to the
average enthusiast are suitable
to the vast majority of amplifiers
analysed. Ihappen to think,
and Ohm's law in addition to
Keith Howard bear me out, that
your standards are actually
correct and significant. They
are however incompatible, on
your testimony, with most of the
speakers on the market!
Michele Surdi, via e-mail
Paul Miller replies: It is true that
HiFi News' testing regime is
running ahead of the longstanding
protocols adopted in the
specification of both lcudspeaker
load impedances and the practical
output power of their partnering
amplifiers. Keith's recent 'Audio
Exposed' series has c1early
illustraled that practical speaker
load impedances typically result in
afar higher amplifier output stage

Statement amps are nothing new to
Tim de Paravicini, his original EAR 509s

, Moo Of FABULOUSMOIA.AU

and 549s hardly being minor projects.
Neither were the first amps to bear the

Puet

"-F

Yoshino names, a pair of designs showing
that single- ended topology could be
applied to both valves and transistors. But
the latter, while Tim was able to voice it
to ape the tubes, ran just as hot as the
valves, and proved to be just as inefficient

e

EXCEL ,.

as all single-ended designs are known to
be, so why bother? Damned if 1know,
because Tim's latest is a huge mutha of a
single- ended amp... and it's solid-state.

SACO price
'breakthrough

Speaker
best buys

from the official protectors of our
Health and Safety.
And this from the company that
sold music CDs which had been
deliberately poisoned with
computer- corrupting XCP
copy protection...

Test Drive

This month we dip into HFN's archives for KK's
review of Tim Paravicini's mother of amonoblock,
the £20,000 M100A from December 2001

WIN EWA Of FABULOUS MAIN AUDIO

Everything about the sound of the combination
is Dig and bold, abottle of Brunello amidst
acase of Evian, with sound so vivid that it
can only be likened - sonically - to Decca
cartridges, classic Lowther horns or dual concentric Tannoys. While the M100A is
capable of delicacy. if not quite the sublime
fir esse of the partnering 312. it begs to be fed
a ilet of huge works. Using it with chamber
music would be to waste it, like pouring that
Bouneilo into acasserole.

power dissipation than might be
anticipated from anotional 4ohm
or 8ohm speaker. As aresult, we
also quote the speaker's EPDR
(equivalent peak dissipation
resistance) as ameasure of the
true minimum load encountered.
Readers of our lab reports
may then cross-correlate
these values with the results of
our dynamic output tests for
different amplifiers. Importantly
these graphs (see below)
show dynamic output versus
distortion into 8 (black), 4 (red),
2 (blue) and lohm (green) loads
over 20msec bursts. Any ' peak
current' or ' dynamic power' output
quoted without this reference to
distortion is pretty meaningless.
So if we review aspeaker with an
impedance modulus of 4ohm but an
EPDR closer to 2ohm, then it's the
amplifier's blue trace you should be
taking acloser interest in!

•

•

--•
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•
-

-
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Tim duly arrived with an oscilbscope., signal
generators, a 200W/8ohm dL mmy load,
and fistfuls of cables, in Lill, mad-professorfrom-Back-To-The-Future-rrode. Arms
flailing, adervish in full eight, he hooked
it all up, twiddled with knobs, fed it some
signal, cranked the loud button 311t se way
100
Dynan* New« Output »

250

around to Armageddon. The -esdlt? Before
my very eyes. 107W before asy : race of
clipping. The lesson? Wherellhere's smoke,
there's not necessarily fire
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ORTOFON

•

NAKSKOV,

DENMARK

Stereo MCs
get connected

You think making acartridge is atricky operation? Try making 500,000 ayear at
aconsistently high quality, as Ortofon does — apioneer in the history of record
reproduction. Andrew Harrison traces its evolution, and the R&D behind its new designs

I

t's generally acknowledged that the finest sound
available from the LP record is via amoving- coil
pickup cartridge. Less widely know, perhaps, is
the fact that the moving- coil cartridge appeared

right at the dawn of the LP era in 1948, and was first
commercially produced by Ortofon in Denmark. The firm
went on to make the first stereo moving- coil pickup, and
built its business over successive decades in producing
both moving- magnet and moving- coil designs. It's now
the world's largest manufacturer of pickup cartridges.
Today, Ortofon is reshaping itself under new
management, having changed hands three years ago after
two decades of ownership by the Rohmann family. Now
heading up the company is former lamo director Christen
Nielsen, with anew chief designer in Leif Johannsen,
who leads technical development.

EARLY DAYS
When the company that would become Ortofon was
founded, the LP was still 30 years away and shellac
spun at 78rpm. It was in 1918 that Fonofilm lndustri
AiS was founded in Copenhagen by Axel Petersen

1942 while Denmark was under German occupation.
But it maintained its sound technology research, so that

and Arnold Poulsen, their express aim to develop a
solution to the challenge of synchronising sound to
projected film. By 1923 they had patented their system,

ABOVE: Ortofon

by 1946 it could announce its first moving- coil record
cutterhead. In 1948, with the introduction of the long-

using acable to synchronise separate units for recording
sound and pictures. The system was later licensed to

CEO Christen
Nielsen; atest

playing record, there appeared Ortofon's new pickup, the
world's first commercial moving-coil cartridge. This was

French film company Gaumont, although other systems

bench with

developed by Robert Gudmandsen, who started in the

Micro Seiki/SME
arm, onto which

than 50 years.

would eventually vie for Hollywood's
attention before astandard emerged
in the late 1920s.
Ortofon diversified into other
technologies, including an optical

finished MC
cartridges can be
tested

heart cardiograph, developed in

company in 1943 and remained with Ortofon for more
With the advent of the stereo LP in 1958 came the SPU
(stereo pickup) cartridge, appearing ayear after in 1959.
By this time, the company was trading under the Ortofon
name rather than Fonofilm Industri.
It wasn't until 1969 that Ortofon made its first moving-

FAR LEFT: Key
Ortofon staff:
Eva Christiansen,
production
manager; Leif
Johannsen, head
of R&D; Claus
Jensen, product
manager.

magnet cartridge, the M 15. By the 1970s, Ortofon had
aquadraphonic pickup in its line-up, the SL 15Q, and its
MCA 76 electronic MC phono amp. But transformers were
still the norm then, and Ortofon catered for this market
with units like the STM-72 and T-30.
By 1978, at the time of the company's 60th
anniversary, it was producing 900,000 cartridges ayear
and employed 380 people. We caught Lp with Ortofon
in 2007 at its main plant in Nakskov. to learn about the
production processes that have earned tie company a
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LEFT: Red version

reputation for consistent quality, and also learned of the

of the latest 2M
moving- magnet

the company's latest high- end moving- coil cartridge.
As crucial to the final performance of any cartridge as

cartridge

its choice of diamond, cantilever, coils or magnets, is its

suspension system. This is realised through the use of tiny
pieces of soft rubber, their malleable properties carefully
balanced through the blending of different compounds.
Unusually in the field of cartridge manufacturing, Ortofon
does all this work in-house. Most of the butyl rubber made
here comprises amix of around ten different components.
Raw plastics ingredients sit on shelves in Ortofon's
downstairs rubber production area, with exotic-sounding
polymer materials stored in sealed jars, ready for mixing
into specific compounds as required. A precision digital
balance is used to weigh out the required quantities of
each ingredient, before it is mixed together like play
dough. This forms apliable lump of rubber which is rolled
under high pressure on aServitec Polymix machine, like
ahigh-tech clothes mangle, to form aflat rubber sheet.
An operator must manually feed this into and out of the
machine. Samples of this compound are then tested on
arheometer, to determine if it has the correct plasticity,
before it is cured in the next stage of rubber production.
Another laboratory room is
dedicated to shaping the rubber
materials, typically by forcing the
plastic mixture through amold. In
this way, dozens or hundreds of tiny
rubber suspension grommets for a
cartridge are created in one stage.
The rubber compound is also
vulcanised here, with the rubber
components baked at 200°C

For moving- magnet cartridge production, the bulk

in an oven, before acuring

of whicn includes Dl cartridges, Ortofon has committed

process finishes the process at a
temperature of 50°C for two days.
Treated thus, the delicate rubbers

alarge proportion of the ground level at the Nakskov
factory. Here, the mainly female workforce works at
stations dedicated to the various stages of assembly,
such as diamond-tipping aluminium cantilevers, and

maintain their qualities for many
years before deterioration.
In the 1980s, Ortofon capitalised

assembling the various motor components into fixedcoil strictures. Coils are wound on acustom-made
machine, with between 2000 and 3500 turns of 23
micron copper wire wound at high speed in an automated

on its investment in precision rubber
manufacture. It founded Scan Micro, asubsidary company
working in-house to make tiny rubber components for the

ABOVE RIGHT:

medical industry, for use in, for example, hearing aids.

used to test the
butyl rubber
prepared on the

over slim nickel- iron cores.

FIXED -COIL FABRICATION
On the factory floor, 20% of the workforce has been

machine below

MOVING -COIL MANUFACTURE

A rheometer is

The upstairs level, added to the original factory in the

in the company longer than 25 years. A shift on the
shopfloor starts at 7am and finishes at 4pm. Most of the
staff are equipped with binocular microscopes at their

process. This creates apair of coils joined together with
the correct winding polarity, before the coils are mounted

ABOVE: Lab

1980s, is where moving-coil production is housed.

stores, where the

workstations, required to see the minute sub- assemblies,

raw ingredients

Despite being amore labour intensive operation, fewer
staff are required here, reflecting the smaller proportion

their concentration focused on tiny components and coils.

for polymer

of total output that specialised moving- coil cartridges

In addition to the usual lunch breaks, aspecial exercise

production are
stockpiled

represent. In contrast to the machinery in place
downstai; -s, coil winding is apurely manual process, with

break twice aday allows the staff to get up from their

skilled staff spooling fine copper, silver or gold wire onto

workstations and stretch to the sound of music played
over the building's background PA system.

'In contrast to the machinery downstairs,
coil winding is amanual process, with
skilled staff spooling wire onto armatures'
micro- miniature armatures.
LEFT: Butyl

Some of the equipment on the shopfloor is obviously

rubber

tried- and-tested machinery that has been working

compound
is made of

for many years, maintained and serviced by full-time

various polymer

technicians. Upstairs, for example, can be seen aplethora
of old-school analogue test and measurement equipment

ingredients,
repeatedly

from Danish specialist Brüel 8, Kjœr.
During the 1970s, Ortofon was asubsidary of Harman

squeezed under
high pressure
between rollers

International, until manager Erik Rohmann led abuy-out
in 1980. When he passed away in 1994, company G*
ownership was transferred to his wife. In 2004 Ortofon
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ON LOCATION

was acquired by aconsortium of Danish businessmen,
with Christen Nielsen taking the job as CEO.
Meanwhile, daughter company Ortofon UK had been
responsible for UK distribution of hi-fi and DJ products in
the 1980s and early ' 90s. This company went on to form
what is now Henley Designs in 1997. Henley MD Laurence
Armstrong has been working with Ortofon for almost 20
years and has noted the recent changes as very positive.
'It's so different,' he explains, amischevious grin
breaking out, ' It's gone from being the most archaic,
conservative and narrow-minded company I've ever met...
to being one of the most progressive.'

RIGHT: The
alignment
process of the
cantilever and
diamond: a
conical stylus
is visible on a
CRT monitor,
with guide lines
marked on the
screen to assist
alignment

Today, the Ortofon hi-fi cartridge range extends from
the Jubilee and Rohmann flagship designs, through the
Kontrapunkt mid- range MCs, to the Rondo series, the new
'dance' series of Tango, Salsa, Samba [ July 07], and some
older products such as the high-ouput MC Turbo series.
And then there's the classic SPU-type cartridges, with their
'big lumpy sound', still made, still cherished by many vinyl
enthusiasts — especially in Japan, where SME headshells
remain very popular. Recently added to the Ortofon

'Crowning the Ortofon line-up is the
new MC Windfeld, an homage to the
achievments wrought by Per Windfeld'
catalogue is anew moving- magnet range, the 2M series,
plus abrand new ' statement' moving- coil design.
New technical director Leif Johannsen detailed some

LEFT: Aview
[and close-

of the ideas used in these latest designs. For the new 2M

one lens of a
20x binocular

cartridge, for example, modern computer simulation
software was used to optimise the unusual body shape.

up] through

eyepiece,
showing an MM
cantilever tip
and diamond

BELOW: At a
custom-made
machine, the
0' moving' part of
the MM cartidge
(cantilever,
diamond,
magnet and
suspension) is
assembled

NEW DEVELOPMENTS
'We're going much more deeply into that already, and
in the future,' explained Johannsen. ' In our R&D lab in
Aarhus we're using simulation software, for mechanics
and vibrations. You can quickly construct something in
Solidworx then import it and look at how the resonances
are placed, make more changes — reinforcements or
whatever — until you have what you like. We're going
to do more of that, to combine the ' science' with the
'hi-fi'. Hi-fi is not always science. Music is proof of that!
We can also simulate the magnetic system, maybe to
make the magnetic field more homogenous, which is very
important in some constructions.'
Leif Johannsen should be no stranger to such work — his
previous experience encompassed foices more powerful
than your average neodymium magnet generator.
'I'm anuclear physicist, and I've done alot of teaching
at technical high school on anumber of topics. Ialso
worked in developing micro-speakers for mobile phones
for couple of years. And now I'm in cartridges! It's nice
to change — but at home there's always been agood
turntable and an Ortofon cartridge, for as many years as I
can remember. One of my hobbies is now my work.'
Crowning the Ortofon line-up now is the new MC
Windfeld, in many respects an homage to the technical
achievements wrought by Per Windfeld over 30 years.
'My task was to look into what he's done,' continued
Johansen. 'And that's alot of achievements! So Ihad to
choose some that Iliked the best, combine them, and
also add alittle of my own stuff.
'The body itself is aJubilee body. also used in the
Kontrapunkt range — it's anice body. I
like the shape of it.
Ichose that because it's one of those designs that Per has
been closely involved in. The motor inside, the magnetic
system, is the same as in the Jubilee. The suspension is
almost the same as in the Jubilee.
'I made asmall change in the tracking angle. Normally
Mr Windfeld always chose 20°. I've chosen 23°. After
playing around IwoLA say that the sound is best G>
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Model JD 102B
Integrated Amp
MRP £ 475 ( 20wpc)

VERDICT gbef»
*Christmas Offer
£450 inc free UK
delivery

Save £ 74

'order before Dec 31st 20.07

Model JD 9A
Phono Preamp
MRP £399
*Christmas Offer
£375 Inc free UK
delivery

record cleaners

*order before Dec 31st 2007

*while stocks last

It takes just afew seconds but makes such a big
improvement to the sound. Isn't it about time
you cleaned your precious records properly?
Buy a Model 1.5fi ( Black - £ 549) and it
will cost you only £475*, or Pay £ 25 extra
for the Oak version ( pictured). Price includes
free cleaning fluid* for 50 records and free
shipping* to anywhere in the UK.
Don't miss this superb offer!*

JoL da

manufacture "s of Quality audio equipment

www.jolida.com

Value, performance build quality, and dependability are the cornerstones
of each and every Jblida product. Jolida and RPM Audio aim to deliver
awide range of high quality equipment to the UK marketplace with most
components selling for under £ 1,000. Contact RPM-Audio for more details.

Tel: 07790 907 737
andrew@rpm-audio.co.uk . www.rpm-audio.co.uk

Don't forget to visit our new web site
email : info@ukd co.uk Iweb

MICK iireillMœlk

UK Distributor: RPM- Audio

RPM- Audio Ltd • ( tel) 07790 907 737
mail@rpm-audio.co.uk • www.rpm-audio.co.uk

tel : 01753 652 669

integrated amplifiers
pre-amplifiers
power amplifiers
phono amplifiers
cd players
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1918
Fonofilm Industri
AlS founded in
Copenhagen

1948
Fonofilm makes its
first moving- coil
cartridge

1951

'Ortofon' name
introduced

1959
Ortofon SPU,
first stereo MC
cartridge

1960

Ortofon type 601
stereo amplifier

1969

Ortofon's first
moving- magnet,
the M15

1976

MCA 76 electronic
MC step-up

1980

Company bought
from Harman in
buyout led by Eric
Rohmann

ABOVE: Assembly of moving- coil cartridges, with the result, in this case, an Ortofon Rondo cartridge [ above right]
BELOW: The MC Windfeld, Ortofon's new flagship moving-coil pickup cartridge
going to 23° using this diamond, the Ortofon Replicant.
'The Replicant 100 prone was developed many
years ago. It's been used in the MC3000, MC5000 and
the MC7500. It's avery sharp profile; we are down to
4 microns on tne small radius and 100 microns on the
major one. You need something narrow to get into

in the ' 80s. It's very straightforward: rubber has high

the grooves - but if it's too narrow you have too high
apressure and you wil' damage the vinyl. So you make
it long in the other direction, to get this very long and

damping when it is fairly stiff. But stiff rubber will also give
you alower tracking ability, which you don't want. Go

narrow contact area. This is also what Mr van den Hul is
using; he's also down to 4 microns and he even says going

end. If you look at earlier designs of MC cartridges, you

further down the walls would be nice, but I'm not so sure.
Ithink were at the limit of what you can get.'
Laurence Armstrong, also UK distributor of
vdH, adds, ' Historically we've had Al van den
Hul saying one thing... and Per Windfeld on
the other side saying another. We could
never let them talk together because there
would have been such an argument!'
'The reason for me choosing this
profile,' continues Johansen, ' is

1996

frequency extension - at both ends.
The first time Ilistened to an MC3000 I

cartridge, in

thought, " What makes this one special?"
And suddenly Irealised - it's the bass

Rohmann MC
honour of Eric
Rohmann

2004

Ortofon sold by
Rohmann family

2006
New moving- coil
'dance' series:
Salsa, Samba,
Tango

reproduction, there's something really special
there. Ilistened to alot of different cartridges to

2M moving magnet range; MC
Windfeld moving coil cartridge

to asoft ¡ Libber, and we have less damping in the high
may have an overshoot of 4 or 5dB at 20kHz. In order to
overcome this, you make asystem where at the highest
frequencies only the front piece of the suspension
will act, because the mass of this extra ring
prevents the rear one from moving. At low
frequencies, we have both supensions
working together and you have avery
nice compliance.
'The armature is now slightly modified
so we can make the windings more
precise. On each leg there are only two
layers of windings. They are even more
precisely layered than before and this makes
sure that you have the two channels almost
identical, specified at less than 0.2dB. In fact,
alot of the prototypes are within the limits of
what we can measure, down to 0.0dB. And you

get apicture of what the Ortofon sound is. Ionly found
this sound in the low end with the Replicant 100. And
it's even better now than when we used it for the ' 3000

can really hear it - the stereo perspective, wide stereo
pictures, are all very nice.

and ' 5000, because it's polished twice, to make sure it is
absolutely perfect.'

introduced this silver- plate copper wire. But too much
silver can give too brilliant asound... aglossy sound.

STABILISING INFLUENCE

wire. This gives alittle more of around sound: although
that's not to say that we're losing information in the high

'Inside the cartridge, we have this field stabilising
element. This was introduced by Mr Windfeld in the
Kontrapunkt C and H models. As an armature moves, it
produces distortions in the magnetic field. In order to

2007

'The suspension is made from two pieces of rubber,'
continues lohannsen, expanding on Windfeld's
innovations, ' and in between we have aring made out of
solid gold. This ring has to be heavy. This is the wide- range
damping system (WRDS) that Mr Windfeld introduced

neutralise these, you put this short-circuiting ring in the
magnet system, so the fields produced by the armature
will be cancelled by the current in the ring. A current in
the stabilising ring eliminates what you don't want.' This
copper stabilising ring has fts main effect from 15kHz to
25kHz, improvirtg high-frequency resolution.

'I like si'ver, and for the 2M Black and 2M Bronze

So I've chosen to use not silver, but agold- clad copper

frequencies. This is really down to why Icannot use my
science to explain why! There's adifference, you can hear
it. Iwoutd like to explain it but at the moment Icannot.
But you can hear it, and there's no doubt about rhat.
'Also, the cartridge is going to be more heavy than : he
Jubilee, we're at 13g now. It's not aproblem as such....'
'No, not all,' adds Laurence Armstrong, his business
sense as ever to the fore. ' It means we can sell more
counterweights!' ch

lohannsen: 'And if you listen to the Kontrapunkt C and
compare the high end to. say, the Jubilee, you can hear
the difference introduced by this field stabilising element.
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•Look out for HFN's exclusive review next month of the
Ortofon MC Windfeld moving-coil cartridge

the audio room

hi-fi specialist

Arcam, Ayre, Bowers and Wilkins inc 800 series, Classe, Cyrus, Densen, Dynavector, lsotek, Linn,
Mark Levinson, Meridian, Naim, Nordost, Proac, Rega, Rotel, Stax and others.

36 months interest free credit available on selected items - mail order available on selected items

three demonstration suites available - free parking

the audio room, 2george street, hedon, hull, east yorkshire, hu12 8jh
01482 891375 - www.theaudioroom.co.uk

The Missing Link

SRA Isolation Platforms
Silent By Design.
Trans parer tBy Nature.TM

DESIGNED & MANUFACTURED IN GREAT BRITAIN
PURE 5n SILVER LINK CRY0 REFERENCE
LOUDSPEAKER CABLES & INTERCONNECTS FROM £275

www.silentrunningaudio.corn

The Finest Hand Built British Cables Available
FOR DETAILS CONTACT JAN or MARK
THE MISSING LINK — 01623 844478
info@the-missing-link.net

www.the-missing-link.net
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AirTight ATM300 Single Ended Stereo Power Amplifier
The ATM300 is aperfectly formed musical amplifier. Using the legendary 300B output valve enables this audio
jewel to produce 8pJre watts of spine tingling performance. AirTight are renowned for their attention to detail,
this is realised by point to point wiring and selection of one of the world's finest output transformers from
Tarrynura audio of Japan. AirTight have incorporated dual mono attenuators to allow direct connection to aline
level source. With close attention paid to every area of build, the ATM300 is clearly agreat investment for any
music lovers record collection.
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Stratford HiFi, Leamington
Zouch Audio, Ashby de la Zouch
Audio Destination, Tiverton
Sevenoaks, Lincoln
Kronos HiFi, Dungannon

Distributed in the UK by: Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, e-mail - infoehenleydesigns.co.uk

SEVEN0a<S
WHY CHOOSE SEVEN0a<S
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision is the UK's largest
specialist retailer of high-quality home

All Sevenoaks Stores:

entertainment solutions. With stores nationwide

• are staffed by experts in home cinema and hi-fi

and a proud history of satisfied customers,

• stock leading brands to offer arange of

Sevenoaks has a hard-earned reputation as the

high quality products

most comprehensive provider of home cinema,
hi-fi and multi- room audio systems, offering

• offer impartial and personal service

excellence in customer service with a unique

• have home cinema and hi-fi demonstration rooms

design and custom installation option available at
many of its stores.

Come and visit us

HOME CINEMA PLASMA AND LCD TV

Pioneer KURO 42/50" PLASMA TV •

HD READY • FREEVIEW

Featunrg Pioneers new ultra black panel technology and an arrezing contrast ratio of 16000:1, these
8th generation plasma screens produce ever deeper blacks than before. Visit your local store and see
the difference.

Samsung

LE32R87BD • 32" LCD TV • HD READY. FREEVIEW

This HD ready 32" model features all the latest technology and is guaranteed to deliver an amazing
home cinema experience into your home. Key features include abuilt-in digital tuner for access to
Freeview channels, picture-in-picture, SRS TruSurround and agaming mode.

5

FIVE YEAR

WARRANTY

included with all Plasma
& LCD televisions
purchased at our normal
selling price'

CHOOSE MODELS FROM
Loewe, Panasonic, Pioneer,
Samsung, Sharp & Sony with a
26" screen or larger

NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTTER OFFER OR PROMOTION. FLOE. SHE ¡ CUENCA,. RETAIL PRICE)

TH-37/42PX70
37/42' PLASMA TV

HD READY

FREEVIEW

Sony Bravia

Finished in aclassy gloss black frbsh the PX70 screens wi I
blend into
any room. With abuilt-in Freeview tuner and excellent connectivity
they effortlessly handle motion and produce vibrant, natural colours.
Achoice of mounting options and wiser sizes are available.

With asuper wide viewing angle gMng you agreat picture from
almost anywhere and afast response time, this award-winning
LCD TV includes abuilt-in Freeview tuner, 1920 x1080 resolution
and two HDMI inputs.

PACKAGE OFFERS

PURCHASE THE AWARD-WINNING

ARCAM SOLO MOVIE0
5.1 SYSTEM

up to a20% SAVING on selected
Screens/TVs when purchased as part cf
acomplete AN system*

with these selected KEF
speaker packages and SAVE'

SPEND £2500 on AN Separates/Speakers at RRP
and GET 20% OFF selected Screens/TVs
*TV WARRANTY REVERTS TO NANUMCTURERS1 YEAR PARTS« LABOUF. NICWNX

01

girt,

WilieTe.fr

AWARDS 1007

SPEND £ 1000 on AN Separates/Speakers at RRP
and GET 10% OFF selected Screens/TVs
SPEND £ 1750 on AN SepaYatesfSpeakers at RRP
and GET 15% OFF selected Screens/TVs

KOL-40W2000

40" LCD TV • FULL HD READY • FREEVIEW

Loewe
32" LCD TV • HD READY • FREEVIEW
With achoice of five different front colours and interchangeable
side panels in nine different colours, these screens will match any
decor. Awide range of mounting optons are available.
Visit the NEW Sevenoaks website. Just click on www.ssay.com

£2249 with KEF KHT2005.2
£2599 with KEF KHT3005SE
£2799 with KEF KHT5005.2
1..t.conjunct« wah any other offer or Nornoton

SAVE £350
SAVE £400
SAVE £450
(NEW«)

Also Avallable: NEW SOLO MOVIE 2.1. Ask In-store for details
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ONKYO AV RECEIVERS

DLP PROJECTION
Sim2
GRAND CINEMA HT380

1080P FULL HD READY
MT:AM

Sim2 Muttimedia is aworid-leading manufacturer at the forefront
of home cinema tecnnology and a
name synonymous with high-end
home cinema proje.tion.

Getting the most
from your home cinema

InFocus

Home cinema has evolved from a simple projector-andscreen set-up to astate-of-the-art way of enjoying TV,
DVD and multimedia. Sevenoaks knows the ins and

Two outstanding projectors from
InFocus. The IN81 produces aterrific
picture with HD content while the

outs of every component and will tailor a system to suit
your exact requirements. Whether you're replacing an

IN82 has all the strengths of the IN81
but with an even better picture.

IN81/IN82
1080P FULL HD READY

individual component or taking afirst step into home

AWARDS 2007

TX-SR875 AV RECEIVER
Exceeding even the highest expectations, the
TX-SR875 features on- board decoding for all
the latest key sound formats.

TX-SR605 AV RECEIVER
With asurfeit of talent, P--rwci -.11y where movie
sound is concerned, this is amust-hear unit'

IDea
AIRÓI3.
Ffl
1•101111

cinema, expert advice is available.
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HOME CINEMA SEPARATES AND SPEAKERS

DV137 DVD PLAYER
AVR280 AV RECEIVER

DVD1940 DVD PLAYER
AVR2808 AV RECEIVER

Delivering 80w across all of its 7channels,
Acorn's new AVR280 produces terrific sound
with both movies and music. It is an ideal
partner for Arcam's DV137 universal disc player.

Featuring 1080p upscaling, this award-winning
DVD player provides first-class picture and

Compatible with DVD-Audio and SACD discs
along with standard DVDs, the ' 137 impresses
with its crisp, vivid images.

Yamaha

Sony

Denon

Arcam

41
4 :5)

sound quality and is also compatible with both
MP3 and VVMA audio discs. The New AVR2808
receiver features indentical quality and power, 110
watts, for all 7channels, HDMI inputs/outputs and
auto set-up and room EC.

RDR-HXD970 HDD/DVD RECORDER
STR-DA5200ES AV RECEIVER

DVD-S1700 DVD PLAYER
FtX-V1800 AV RECEIVER

Building on the abilities of Sony's award- winning ' HXD860, this recorder features both
analogue and cigital tuners, an HDMI output,

Designed for top-notch sound quality, the new
Yamaha RX-V1800 has 4HDMI inputs and can
decode HD audio formats. A host of impressivz,
features hides behind its facia. The multi- format
DVD-S1700 disc player is an ideal partner,

a250GB hard disk plus aUSES input. When
partnered with the STR-DA.6200ES 7channel
receiver the combination delivers excellent
sound and vision performance.

Pioneer BDP-LX70A
BLU-RAY DISC PLAYER

KHT3005SE
5.1 SPEAKER PACKAGE

Enjoy outstanding high
definition images with this
award-winning 81u- ray

This revised vension of KEF's EISA
award-winning KHT3005 backs- up its
impressive looks with superb surroundsound. Powerful enough to fill even the
largest of rooms, this SE version is a
must audition speaker package.

ts
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complementing the V1800 with both its looks
and performance.

Claim FREE Accessories
worth up to £300
.t../hen you purchase selected hi-fi, AN separates and speakers
at our normal seding price (RRP). Choose from QED, Soundstyle.
Grado and more. Ask in-store for details.

disc player.

Don't forget! Accessories make the difference
The quality of sound and vision asystem produces is determined

'The new KHT3005SE is sensational"

REL

SUBWOOFERS

The R- Series is designed to augment the performance of "full range" speaker systems and to
provide linear response down to below 20Hz. The R series comprises the 205, 305 and 505.
All niodels feature class D amplification and are available in apiano black lacquer finish.

as much by its accessories as its main components.
At Sevenoaks, accessories are not an afterthought
-our staff can demonstrate the difference the
right accessories can make to your home
entertainment experience.

UF-11.Ft!
AWARDS 2007

B&W Mini Theatre
MT-30 • 5.1 SPEAKER PACKAGE
With acombination of the latest R&D techniques and apassion for
music, B&W produces adiverse range of products be'itting the largest
audio manufacturer in the UK.

SOUND STYLE /
4 1
1

AWARDS 2007

The Mini Theatre MT- 30 delivers excellent performance arid is ideal for

GRADO
QED

both home cinema and hi-fi applications.

PLEASE NOTE
products/brands are not available at all stores. Please confirm
ore travelling. Any published prices were correct at time of going to
press. Special or added value offers are not in conjunction with any
other otter or promotion (NICWA00).
ADVERT VALID UNTIL 13/12/2007, E&OE.

MORE COMPETITIVE THAN
YOU THINK
We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive.
In the event you can find the same products and excellent service
at alower price, please bring it to the store manager's attention.

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS'
Spread the cost of buying.
Flexible finance options are available on the majority of products we stock

Visit the NEW Sevenoaks website. Just click on www.ssa‘Lcom

Written details on request.
Licensed credit brokers. Minimum balance M. Subject to status.

0?

SEVEN0a<S
HI-FI SEPARATES AND SYSTEMS
Onkyo CR-515DAB
CD RECEIVER

Arcam SOLO MUSIC SYSTEM
Monitor Audio RS1 SPEAKERS

This award- winning CD system

A great package
coupling Arcam's
award-winning all- inone hi-fi system with
the excellent RS1
speakers.

is arare thing: atruly musical
micro system. It delivers a
great performance even when
compared with budget hi-fi
separates. (Exur,ar-ssçeakersl

4.111»
Getting the most
from your -fi system

Teac

Sever ' oaks l
ois .
34 ' ears' experience in the hi-fi market

Comprising three classy looking
units, this CD player, DAB/FM/
AM radio and ampldier system

Ask in-store about
our recommended
cables and stands.

REFERENCE 300DAB MKIII
MUSIC SYSTEM

-and nobody knows more about getting the most from
music. With the major brands ir stock, Sevenoaks can
help you choose individual components or design a
complete system from scratch. Just tell our in-store
experts what you listen to, when and where.

Monitor Audio

combines style with outstanding
sound quality. Simply choose
speakers from our extensive range
in-store.

•

Across aspeaker range rich in
its choice of style, shape and
application, Mondor Asirlos
year heritage of technical expertise guarantees great sound with
tonal accuracy that is shared
by every speaker. From on-wall,
in-wall ceiling and floor. Monitor
Audio gives you the freedom to
enoy hich-quality sound in every

Spendor S Series

KEF iQ Series

Each Spendor 'S' seres speaker
delivers abalanced energy output
to guarantee aconsistent sound
and aseamless sound stage in
adiversity of living environments.
Each model features:-

From the second you spot the soft
sheen of titanium on the main driver
cones, you liy-x•w you're in for something
special.And you won't be disappointed.
Utilisinc
trademark Uni O
technology, the ia series delivers

•Eland- made ' e' generation
bass- midrange drive units

consistently detailed imaging and
unrivalled off -riXIS response so.
everyone in the room gets the full
benefit. wherever they sit.

•Dynamically damped cabinets
which reduce energy re- radiation
to inaudible levels.

r,orp

9
Ranges include Bronze Reference, Silver RS, Gold Signature and Radius

iQ5SE

Designed for ce wall installations,
the SR5 (above) delivers exceptional
sound qualrty and iS ideal for hi-fi and
home cinema applications.

'These SEs are far more entertaining
than the originas, yet leave the old
speakers' fuss-free nature in tact."

nere Fr!

Rotel RA04 AMPLIFIER & RCD06 CD
Bowers & Wilkins 685 SPEAKERS

"A new class- leaden atrue all-rounder"

MUM
AWARDS 2007

AWARDS 2006

Excellent
perfomance and
exceptional value
for money. This
combination creates
asound that, the
more you hear d, the
better it gets.

Crib
Marantz

Primare

Marantz prod acts range from high-end hi-fi to
HD-ready DVD players and AA/ receivers. Its rifi
range includes the CD50010SE and new CD6002 CD
players and the PM40010SE amplifier, offering ataste of
high-end audio at an incredibly competitive price.

With class- leading build quality, and aunique blend of sophisticated Scandinavian design, Phmare build elegant, retable, easyto- use systems that pror nise years of hign quality performance.

MULTI- ROOM AUDIO

sis
OOOOOOOO
Sill

Cyrus

s

011

Pro-ject

:

—

If you've enjoyed listening to music before, try listenirrg to it through
aCyrus system. With every product tuned by ear, Cyrus represents
aquality of sound, wftch is rare at anv price.
•High-definition audio and video performance
•Wide choice of both hi-fi and NV components
•Uniquely broad upgrade options
•Luxuriously high quality of manufacture
03

WHATSU
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Revive your record
collection with
Project turntables.
The range
includes the new
award-winning
RPM1 Genie.
This belt drive, two
speed player cornes
complete with Ortofon
cartridge and combines style
with excellent sound quality.

Sonos
This wireless, mufti-room digital music system, lets you play your
favourite tunes all over the house - and control them from the palm of
your hand. You can even play different songs in different reUrrIb.

Visit the NEW Sevenoaks website. Just click on ivww.ssay.corn

AUTUMN SAVINGS
just asmall selection of our amazing autumn offers

y
Ôàfi- near:

Please note these offers are not m conjunction with any other or promotion ( NICWA00)

CLAIM
uP £300
SAVE
15%
SAVE
15%

Claim free accessories
worth up to £ 300

PURCHASE
VALUE
AT RRP)

when you purchase selected hi-fi and AN separates £250 - £499
£500 - £999
or speakers at our normal selling price (RRP).
£1000-£1499
Choose from OED, Soundstyle, Grado and more.
£1500-£1999
Ask m-store for details (NICWA001

CLAIM
ACCESSORIES
£50
£100
£200
£300

FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE

ABERDEEN
57 Crown St
01224 252797

MANCHESTER
69 High Street, City Centre
0161 831 7969

BEDFORD
29-31 St Peters St
01234 272779

NORWICH
29-29a St Giles St
01803 767605

BRIGHTON (
HOVE)
57 Western Rd
01273 733338

NOTTINGHAM ( SHERWOOD)
597-599 Mansfield Rd
0115 911 2121

•Inc..,m, most, bot not all, brands Contact your local store for delays INICWA00)

BRISTOL
92b Whiteladies Rd, Clifton
0117 974 3727

II •

OXFORD
41 St Clements St
01885 241773

Create your own system and SAVE 15%
with our AN system builder'

BROMLEY
39a East St
020 8290 1988

W

PETERBOROUGH
36-38 Park Rd
01733 897697

CHOOSE DVD + AN Amplifier + Speakers

CAMBRIDGE
17 Burleigh St
01223 304770

PLYMOUTH
107 Cornwall St
01752 226011

CHELSEA
403 King's Rd
020 7352 9466

POOLE
Latimer House, 44-46 High St
011202 671677

CHELTENHAM
14 Pittville St
01242 241171

PRESTON
40-41 Lune St
011772 825777

Create your own system and SAVE 15%
with our HI-FI system builder*
CHOOSE CD + Arnplifier + Speakers
ADD their selling prices (RRP) together
DEDUCT 15% from the total

ADD their selling prices (RRP) together
DEDUCT 15% from the total
'Includes most, but not all, brands Contact your local store for detalls INIONA00)

SAVE
10%

10% off RRP when you purchase selected
hi-fi amps, CD players and tuners'

SAVE
15%

15% off RRP when you purchase selected
AN amps, receivers and DVD players'

SAVE
20%

Up to 20% off RRP when you purchase selected
Hi Fi and AN speakers'

CLAIM
£200
5YEAR
WARRANTY

www.ssa

WORTH (AT RRP)

-oat, but not all

'Includes r• •

not all. brands Contact ,

'Includes most bu' not all brands Contact your heal store tor details INICWAOCh

Claim £ 200 towards the projection screen of your
choice with selected Sim2 and InFocus projectors
When purchased at our normal sellmg price (
1•11.0.8it M- store tor detalls INICWAO0I

Five year warranty included with all plasma and LCD
'TVs when purchased at our normal selling price*
Includes Loewe, Panasonic,

Pioneer, Samsung, Sharp and Sony with a26 inch screen or larger.

'SOP ISmenoaks Retell Puce) INICWA00)

SEVEN0a<S
CUSTOM INSTALLATION
CENTRES

• Bespoke design and
installation service
Home cinema and
multi- room music
systems from around £5k
Our new CI brochure is now

to £50k plus

available at our Custom

Project management

Installation Centres nationwide
or you can request your copy
when you visit

ation centres are CEDIA members

www.sevenoakso.co.uk

site.

PLEASE NOTE
Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please confirm
before travelling. Any published prices were correct at time of going to
press. Special or added value offers are not in conjunction with any
other offer or promotion ( NICWA00).
ADVERT VALID UNTIL 13/12/2007, E8,0E.

•

CRAWLEY Closing at the eel of November
32 The Boulevard
01293 510777

READING
3-4 The Walk, King St
01118 959 7768

EALING
24 The Green
020 8579 8777

SIEVENOAKS
109-113 London Rd
0'1732 459555

EDINBURGH
5The Grassmarket
0131 229 7267

SHEFFIELD
635 Queens Rd. Heeley
0114 255 5861

EPSOM
12 Upper High St
01372 720720

SOUTHAMPTON
33 London Rd
023 8033 7770

IN

EXETER
28 Cowick St
01392 218895

SOUTHGATE
77 Chase Side
020 8886 2777

GLASGOW
88 Great Western Rd
0141 332 9655

STAINES
4 'Thames St
01784 460777

GUILDFORD
73b North St
01483 536666

•

SWINDON
8-9 Commercial Rd
01793 610992

HOLBORN
144-148 Grays Inn Rd
020 7837 7540

SWISS COTTAGE
21 Northways Parade, Finchley Rd
020 7722 9777

HULL
1Savile Row, Savile St
01482 587171

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
213-30 St Johns Rd
01892 531543

KINGSTON
43 Fife Rd
020 8547 0717

p.

WATFORD
478 St Albans Rd
01923 213533

LEEDS
62 North St
0113 245 2775

• IM

WEYBRIDGE
43 Church St, The Quadrant
01932 828525

LEICESTER
10 Loseby Lane
0116 253 6567

WITHAM (
ESSE)Q
1The Grove Centre
01376 501733

UNCOLN
20-22 Corporation St on an st)
01522 527397

WOLVERHAMPTON
29-30 Cleveland St
01902 312225

LOUGHTON
7-9 Golding.; Hill
020 8532 0770

YEOVIL
14 Silver St
01935 700078

MAIDSTONE
96 Week St
01622 686366

OPENING HOURS

MORE COMPETITIVE TH
YOU THINK

•

PLEASE CALL YOUR LOCAL STORE OR
VISIT OUR WEBSITE

, Custom Installation Centre U Cedia Member • Open Sunday

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS'

N

We always try to ensure our prices are highly competiti e

Spread

he cost of buying.

Flexible finance optiocs are a ailatne on the majority of products we stock

In the event you can find the same products and excellent •ervice
at alower price, please bring it to the store manager's attention

Visit the NEW Sevenoaks website. Just click on www.ssay.com

'Writt ndetails on request.
Licensed credit brokers. inimum balance Me. Subject to status.
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CLASSIFIEDS

mews
CLASSIFI EDS
If you're sending in Hi Fi News
classifieds by post, please make
It
••
Carole Molloy, HiFi News,
IPC Media, Leon House, 233
High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ

1. ACCESSORIES
RUSS ANDREWS Torlyte
rack system, shelf heights
(mm) 105(1), 145(3),
175(2), 345(1), excellent
condition £ 300, Tel: 020
7725 9521 [ M8]
ISOTEK 4k Qube
(£2250 new), £ 1100,

THE PLACE TO
131) ï8c StiLL MIDI°
EQUIPMENT &
ACCESSORIES
To help ensure accuracy, your classified advertisements
must be submitted by email, post. Please email your entries
to: carole_molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security please
don't include acredit card number in an email. Please call our
reader ad department on 020 8726 8321

all Kimber cabled £ 900,

KRELL Pre KRC-3 £ 1200,
Krell amp KAV 250A
£1100, Tel: 01634
724081 [ WM14]

3. CABLES

PAIR Quicksilver valve
monoblocks, one of the
finest power amplifiers
ever made £ 600 (£4000),
Tel: Stanley on 07951
553091 ( London) [ LM17]

2. AMPS

GM50 integrated amp,
50W/ch (£ 3950) asking
£2300, Gamut C2R

RUSS ANDREWS (
Rata)
two- box integrated amp,

KRELL Pre- KSL + phono
£575, Meridian 502 Pre +
phono + 505 power amps

Tel: 07967 182599
[LM17]

GAMUT D20011 power
amp, 200W/ch (£ 3900)
asking £ 2400, GRAAF

new, originally boxed,
unopened plus new
set valves £ 1450 ( new
£3500), Tel: 0049
2204 302666 or email:
r.talini@gmx.net [ WM14]

condition, Krell KAV 280P
Pre (£ 3229 new) £ 1900,
good condition, Tel:
01803 293805
[MB17]

£850, Marantz PM 15S1
£750, Tel: 01474 326220
[M8]

good condition, lifetime
warranty Tel: 01803
293805 [ MB17]

LUMLEY 120 Reference
valve monoblocks,
120 watts each, as

KRELL KAV 2250 power
(£4274 new) £ 2500, mint

preamp (£ 1500) asking
£650, Tel: 01296 437314
Aylesbury, Bucks ELM17]

IVIARANTZ SR8001
receiver, list £ 1200, sell
£795, mint, Yamaha
759SE AV amplifier, mint
£150, Tel: 020 8951 3178
[WA17]
ALBARRY 1008 Mk 2
monoblock power amps,
100 watt £ 200, Tel:
01457 871163 ( after
6pm) [ WM14]
ICON Audio Stereo 40
ultralinear, 45 watts
tridode 20 watts,
upgraded valves six

MUSICAL FIDELITY
A308 integrated MM/
MC, remote, mint £ 875,
Music First Passive preamp, mint £ 950 Nordost

months ago, highly
reviewed, must be heard
to be believed! £ 350, Tel:
020 8523 0396

speaker and interconnect
cables, both boxed, Tel:
0117 9629340
ELM17]

PRIMARE 130 amp, mint
condition £ 1200 Tel:
02476 422967 [ M8]

CLASSIFIEDS CONTACT US
If you're sending in Hi Fi News classifieds by
post, please make sure you address them to:
Carole Molloy, HiFi News, IPC Media, Leon
House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ

NORDOST Heimdall 5pin to 2 phono (for Opus
21 CD) asking £ 220,
JPS Super Conductor
2 interconnect asking
£225, Tel: 01296 437314
Aylesbury, Bucks
[LM17]
TARA LABS, the one,
1.5m RCA with ground
station, box (£ 1650)
£750, Tara Labs, the one,
speaker 24m, spades,
box, good condition
(£3200) £ 1200, Siltech
Compass Lake G6, 1m
XLR, mint, box, certificate
£4200) £ 1950, Siltech
Octupus, mains dist
£250, Audio Note (Japan)
Anspx pure silver speaker
4x4m ( 3k+) £ 950, Siltech
Golden Eagle, digital,
mint, boxed, certificate
(£2700) £ 1700, Tel:
07780 698650 Philip
[WA37]
MERLIN SP cable 3.2
metre PR bi-wire £ 95 Tel:
01474 326220
[M8]

4. CD/DVD PLAYERS
RUSS ANDREWS (
Rata)
CD/LD player with
external power supply,
£900,

126
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Tel: 07967 182599 [ LM17]
MARANTZ CD94 fully

13 issues of hi-fi news

I

Save 31:Y3
/0 today

modified £ 695, Marantz
DV6001 list £ 350, sell
£195, mint, Tel: 020 8951
3178 [WA17]

SUBSCRIBE to HiFi News and get the latest news,
analysis and opinions on new technologies, products
and formats from hi-fi to home entertainment
delivered direct to your door.

MERIDIAN 207 Pro
CD/PRE £ 200, Tel: 01457
871163 ( after 6pm)
[WM14]
ESOTERIC X03-SE, 6
months new, box, 2.5
year warranty, glorious
sound, V.F.M upgraded to
P03- D03, mint condition
(£4950) £ 3950 ono, Tel:
07780 698650 Philip
[WA37]

•

inC

CALL 0845 76 77 78 quote code:31T
OR subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

boxed, excellent
condition £ 950, Tel:
01252 614055 [WM14]

ACCUPHASE DP85
SACD/CD player, superb
sound, immaculate and
very little use, boxed,
manual, UK purchased,
sell for £ 5500 ono ( rrp.
£12,000), pictures/
demo on request, Tel:
01925 656990 or email:
Nema11@aol.com [ FOC]
RADFORD WS1 CD player,
Trichord Clock 3, mint
casework, little used since
replacement, laser fitted
remote, boxed, £ 150, Tel:
01795 522224 [ M8]
PRIMARE CD31 CD
player, mint £ 1200, Tel:
02476 422967 [ M8]
MARANTZ SA-7S1, the
best one- box CD/SACD
player, absolutely mint,
as brand new £ 3950, Tel:
020 8951 3178

7. SPEAKERS
SOUNDLAB A3 speakers,
excellent £ 3500 ono, Tel:
07711 064480 [ FOC]
WILSON Watt 5, good
condition £4300, also
Wi:son Witt £ 2890, Tel:
07940 407428 [ LM17]

SHAHINIAN Obelisk
speakers, light oak,
excellent condition £ 2950
ono, Tel: 01590 623132
[MA14]
SPENDOR SP1, factory
biwired OFC, mahogany,
vgc, carefully used, boxed
stands £ 295, Tel: 01795
522224 [ M8]
DYNAUDIO Focus 140,
mint condition, Tel: 02476
422967 [ M8]

£180, Tel: 0117 9629340
[1...M17]
LINN LP12, Decca
International arm,
London, electrical
cartridge £ 500 ono, Tel:
01590 623132
[MA14]
NIICHELL Gyro SE
turntable, mint condition
£1000, Tel: 02476
422967
[M8]

MEADOWLARK,
Shearwater Hot Rodded
speakers £ 500, Tel:
01634 724081 [ WM14]
SPENDOR S5E, cherry, as
new original boxes, cost
new £ 1095, accept £ 550,
buyer collects, Tel: 01603
744000 [ WM14]

XNIAS Sale! Wilson
system 7 speakers, special
finish, perfect & pristine,

SME M10 arm, boxed,

crates, instructions &
hardware, UK dealer
purchased, also just
dealer serviced, Levinson
33H amps, astonishing
sound quality, contact via
email: mrpauld@hotmail.

12. MISCELLANEOUS

corn [ MB17]
EGGLESTON Savoy
speakers, 6 months old
with crates, £ 9000, Tel:
07925 528 500 [WM14]

[MA14]

OPERA Callas SR
mahogany finish,
excellent condition,
original owner with

mint £ 50, Tel: 01474
326220 [ M8]

REVOX B77 stereo open
reel tape recorder, superb
condition throughout, has
just been fully serviced,
detailed photos available
or can demonstrate £495
ono, Tel: 07813 960156/
email: ob.mm@virgin.net
[KG34]

PAIR Audio Note
speakers, burr wood,
excellent condition with
stands £ 1500, Jamo
centre speaker 200, as
new £ 150, Mirage bass

boxes, packaging, lovely
sound and styling £ 1095,
Tel: 01625 502204
[MA14]

5. DACS

speaker, piano top finish,
good condition £ 800, Tel:

9. TURNTABLES

553091
[LW17]

LEXICON Processor,

01252 614055 [WM14]

REGA Planar 3 and Elys

NAKANIICHI Cassette

MARANTZ CD SA 1551
£750, Tel: 01474 326220
[M8]

TAPE deck ( reel-to-reel),
three motors, heads,
speeds £45, Tel: 07951

DECEMBER 2007
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deck 2, mint, original
box, £40, Tel: 020 7725
9521 [ M8]

11. COMPLETE
SYSTEMS
RETIREMENT Upgrade
completed system last
10yrs for sale, sensible
prices, excellent

good home wanted for
Audiolab 8000A Mk 1
£50, Tel: 01728 684003
[WM19]
QUAD 33 Control Unit

Jumble, November
4th, Therfield School,

condition, original
packaging, complete
£1100, will split, AVI

pre-amplifiers, two Quad
303 power amplifiers,
one Quad FM3 Stereo
Tuner, one Garrard 301

Leatherhead, Surrey,
10am/11am, M25,
Junction 9,

S2000M pre £ 250,
AVI S2000M power,
pair £ 350, ATC SCM20

turntable, one SME
9in Series Ills pick-up
arm, one SME 12in pick-

Tel: 07730 134473
[KM20]

speaker £ 450, Trichord
Genesis CD player £ 125,

up arm, Shure cartridge
and shell for SME arm.

GRAND M25 Audio

£1400 sold together, Tel:
020 7485 8862 [ M8]

TOP quality Hi Fi
separates and complete
systems, Nairn, Linn,
Cyrus, Meridian, etc, fast
friendly response and
willing to travel and pay
cash, Tel: 07815 892458
[LM]

HOW TO USE YOUR
CLASSIFIEDS FORM
From this month the new Hi Fi News
CLASSIFIEDS pages have a new,

Placing an advertisement in the CLASSIFIEDS section...

simple-to- use category system that

Fill in your advertisement copy here...

means you get multiple entries for

(please print your entries in BLOCK CAPITALS). For how to fill this form in properly see the example shown below, right.

selling your hi-fi equipment and

We will insert the telephone number you want to appear in your advertisement(s) as many times as is needed. You only

buyers can target exactly what they

need to fill it in once and it only counts as one word - even if you run multiple ads.

want. All you have to do is fill in
the form printed left but for each
product category ( eg. accessories,
amps, CD players etc) ensure
that you write the category code
number in the top left hand corner
of the box ( see our example below)
and when a component falls into a
new category fill in a new number in
the correct box.
The product categories are:
1 - Accessories; 2 - Amps;
3 - Cables; 4 - CD/DVD players;
5 - DACS; 6 - Software
(CDs, records, DVDs etc.);
7 - Speakers; 8 - Tuners;
9 - Turntables; 10 - Events;
11 - Complete Systems;

Tel (to appear In advert):

Cheque/postal order enclosed for

£

( pounds sterling) made payable to ' IPC Media'

or please charge my Access/Visa/Amex ( delete as appropriate)

12 - Miscellaneous
Number of issues

•NB: Classified rates are £ 8 ( inc.

Please print the above

VAT) per 30-word insertion for one

advertisement for

issue; £ 14 for two issues and £ 17 for
three issues. Additional words are

issues

Card number
3 digit card security code

(
the last three digits printed on your signature strip)

Expiry date

Signature

•No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions

For sale or wanted?

50p each
NB: Telephone or product reference

Please tick this box

numbers count as one word ( eg.

if you want your

Meridian 201 = two words).

advert to go into the
WANTED category

•We are not responsible for clerical errors
Name .
Start each new advert with a circled number indicating the

Address .

section/category the ad should go in. The below example
contains three separate ads totalling 32 words. If this ad was to
Postcode .

appear in two issues, this would cost £ 14 for the first 30 words
plus a single payment of El ( 50p for each extra word).

Daytime tel (so we can contact you)
E-mail address
Date of sending
HiFi News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry. Would you
like to receive e-mails from HiFi News and IPC containing news, special offers, and product service information
and take part in our magazine research via e-mail? If yes, please tick here D. HiFi News magazine and IPC
would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services.
Tick here if you prefer not to here from us D. IPC may occasionally pass your details to carefully selected
organisatons so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their
products and services. Tick here if you prefer not to be contacted D.
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www.choice-hifi.corn
Faster... Safer.... Cheaper...

Aeeekserlas
Jamo COO 1Pod Docking...Sets
Kimber 3501
LP Storage Boxes Record Storage
Ramer Nespa Pro
Nanotec Nespa Pro
Ongin Live Digital Stylus Force Gauge
Ringmat Full Version
Valves See List

Choice
hi-

fi

• Buy/ Sell/ Part Exchange
• No Sale No Fee
• No limit to numbers of items
• No Time Limit on adverts
• Credit Card Payments
• Tried and tested items Guaranteed
• Insured Delivery
• World wide Online Exposure
• Independent & Safe brokerage
• 15 Years Experience & Dedication to
Quality Used Audio Equipment
• New, Used and Dealer Demo Equipment
• Call or Register Online

AV Preemies
Arrarn AV8
Krell ASS
Krell HIS
Lexical DC2
Lexicon MC 12 HO
Lexicon MC12 v5
Lexicon MC12B
Lexicon MC8 v2
Lumagen Vision HOP
McIntosh C39
Meridian Audio 565
Parasound Halo Cr
Parasound Halo C2
Pioneer VSA 06
Prima. P30
Proceed PAWPDSD
AV Receivers
Poorer USX- 0201 1-S
Cables,
Argento Serenity Master Reference
Audio Note an so silver cable
Black Rhodium Requiem
Chord Chorus
Ecosse Reference MS 215
Ecos. Reference Quartet MS2
JPS Labs SC2
'Umber Orchid
Marcus Cables Krell CAST 3metre pair
Merlin Dragon
MI1 150 shotgun
Mil Maven, MI speaker cable
MIT M,rrl ,rrirri MI XLR Interconnects
MI rSpectral MA 770 ultrahnear Re12
I*11111 AWL(' Grey 5pin 180 Gram
NanoteL Golden Strada Nano3
Nordost blue heaven
Nordost Reference TAR Intercon
OED Silver anniversary biwire speaker cable
Siltech Cables balanced
Transparent Audio Audio Reference Spk
Transparent Audio Digilink
Transparent Audio Music Wave
Transparent Audio Music Wave 1011 Br Wire
Transparent Audio Musiclink Super
Transparent Audio Ref MM Speaker Cable
Transparent Audio Ultra Rewire
Transparent Audio Ultra interconnect
van den hul CS 122
Virtual Dynamics Master
Wireworld Starlight 5Mk 2EIV1-11DMI
Wireweild Illtraunlet 5Mk2 1101111-HDMI
CD Mayers and DACs
Aand RCambridge SCD-50T
Accuphase DP 75V
Accuphase DP85
Acoustic Arts SAC 1mklIl
kcustic Arts Player I
Arcarn 5
kid. Flight CD1
Audio Alchemy 200 transport NI 0DOE
Audio Research CD 2
Audio Research CD1
Audio Research CD3
Audio Research CD3 mkt'
Audolab 8000 Transport/Dac
Atichomeca/ Pierre Lune Mephisto transport
black edition alpha 3e
black edition alpha 3e
Burmester 001CDP
Cary cdp-1
CEC DX 51 BAC
Cyrus cd7g/psiir
Goldmund Meta Laser- II
Î( r
r
Y
erl ht
°
(1%Aeer
Krell KPS 25so
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96
Krell KPS 28c CAST II
Krell KPS200.
Krell KPS2011
Mark Levinson ML 390s
Meridian Audio 200/203 Tran/dao
Meridian Audio 508
MSB Link BAC 324/96
Muse Mod9 OVD/CD
Musical Fidelity a308cr cd player
Musical Fidelity KW DM 25 Dac and Transport
NAD C521 BEE
Onkyo MSB-1HDDLCD MSB-1 HOD recorder
Regs Planet
Shanling CDT 300 3D-Sonics
Tag CDT2OR-T2L
Theta Data Basic II . DAC DS Pro Prole II
Theta Data II Transpon
Theta Data 11 Transport
Theta DSPro Basic II
Theta Progeny
Trachord GENESIS
Trichord Genesis
Wadia 2000 Dmimaster
Wade X64 4Digimaster
Yamaha COX 1600
YBA 3Alpha
YRA Cli Delta ? Mt

Complete Sys ems

Tel: 020 8392 1959
Mobile: 07768 720456
email: info@choice-hifi.com
We accept all major credit cards.
Finance available subject to status

£2395
£3750
01800
£2000
£8750
£5500
f3995
03995
£750
£1595
£695
£4000
£2695
£350
£795
01995
0450
£3320
£400
£695
£200
0150
0160
£285
£325
£395
£750
£595
£1050
£600
£890
£30
025
0300
£549
£40
£200
£2250
£125
£150
0395
£395
£12990
£1950
0900
£25
0850
£150
£100
£1000
£4000
£5795
02795
£2295
£200
£2995
f420
£1695
0995
£2000
02950
0695
£995
El 500
El 500
£6500
£700
£1095
£750
£1650
£2600
£4250
09500
£8995
04995
£2999
£2995
03250
£350
£750
£450
£1450
£975
£2700
£140
£500
0299
£2495
£695
£750
£895
£295
£600
£295
£250
£250
£1785
£1295
£350
£995
f2495
£995
£150

1
40 Wakonda, 'ken
1,111
Nairn Vint,, LII il02;180/5BL
Regs Complete System
Yamaha

£2000
£4300
£995
£2350
£2000
£750

Custom Installation Products
Linn Intersekt ROSA
Linn Knekt Line Drive
Linn KNEKT RCU
Linn KNEKT Room Amp

£1400
£175
£300
£350

Maranta c094
Meridian Audio 598 CO/DOS/BODA
Pioneer DVD656A
Townshend Audio Pioneer DV 747A

0740
£3000
£300
£1650
£150
£995

Linn

www.choice-hifi.com

£0
£125
£75
£250
£250
£57
£140
£395

A
m
e es2V,27
Lexicon HT -

RI Fl Other
Aand RCambrdge T21 Tuner
£75
Bose Quiet Carillon II Noise Cancelling Headphones £ 125
Denon TU 260L
£45
Hitachi FT- 5500 TUNER
£ 100
Musical Fidelity T3 Tuner
£250
Ratel RT925 tuner
075
075

Aand RCambridge PMC
Arcam Alpha 6Flus
Audia Flight Flight One Integrated
Audio Valve Assistant 20s Integrated
Krell KAY 3001
Musical Fidelity a308 intergrated
Nam Audio Nuit 3
Roksan Kandy L3
Roksan rocksan kandy 601
Stemfoorl SF 100
=
elieni
Energy AEI Mk 3
Non Phalanx/Poseidon
Apogee Caliper
Apogee Stade
Arum One
Audio Acoustics Fundamental K2
Audi° Acoustics Sapphire Ti C
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti CMocha
Audio Note AN ESP SPEAKER
Audio PhysÉ Brikr
Audio Physi Medea II
Audio Physi Spark ( latest)
Audio pi,
FtlYsM Tempo ( latest)
Aujoiredfresign ature
ove
active
Aurousal Al
NSW 803s
88W HMT1
Beauhom 822 Revelation
BOse ACOUSTIMASS. 3
Castle Howard 52
Dah Euphoria MS4
Definitive Technology BP3000
Dynaudio SI 4
Eggleston Works Fontaine
Elac Jet CL310 Jet
Epos ES14
Gershman Avant Garde TV 2V
Goldmund EPILOGUE 1. 2
Hales concept 5
IMF MKIII Ref Pro Monitor
IMF TLS50 11
Infinity Kapaa 9
Jamo Concert 8
Jamo 0830
JAS Orna
JBLTLX103.121,111
JMLab Diva Utopia
JMLab Electra 1027 BE
JMLab Electra 1037 be
JMLab Electra 906
JMLab Micro Utopia BE yStands
JMLab Micro Utopia Be + Stands
JMLab Nova Utopia be
JR Jordan JR ISO « Stands
OAF 0362
KEF 050.1 90.300700
KEF 095c
berna Acoustics SPLX12 sub- woofer
Linn Kabers IPassive/
Linn Keilidh
Lumley tarrpross 200
Lumley larnpross 200
Lumley Loudspeakers reference signature
Magneplanar MG 20>
Magneplanar MG3.6/R
Magneplanar SMG
marun Logan Ascent
Martin Logan Prodigy
Meridian Audio m33 analogue speakers
Mirage FRX 9
Mission M331
Monitor Audio Geld Ref 20 (011201
Haim Audio SBL Walnut
Mega P4XL Mk2
PMC Loudspeakers 885
PMC Loudspeakers 181
Quad ELS 57
Quad es1 57
Quad ESL 988
Cluad ESL 988
Revel Altea StudM
Richard Adlan Dimension Five 3
Ruait Roark Talisman 52
Some Faber Extrema 8Stands
SoundLab AI
Spender She
System Audio SA2K
Talon Firebird Diamond
Tannoy Mercury MXC centre
TDL RTL 3
Velodme FSR 10
Vibe Alpha 2sub
Vienna Acoustics BERG
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Wilson Aucio MAXX 2
Wilson Audio System 5.1
Wilson Audio WatEPuppy Si
Wilson Audio Watt3/Puppy2
Wilson Audio Witt
Yamaha ns1000m
Multi Channel Amps
Lexicon C),5
McIntosh MC 7104
McIntosh MC7106
Parasound 051
Pioneer VSA-E07
Systrinlim MRA - 4
Multi Channel Speaker Systems
Definitive technology BP 3000 -i-LCR
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
JMLab Sib8Co
McIntosh HT1, HT2. HT3
Panasonic scht990
Vienna Acoustics 3Webern/2 Berg/ Subson
Power e
Accushceeer2
Acoustic A•ts Power 1
Adcom GFA555
Atom ST 13 01
Alma ST 15 01
Audo Flight Flight One100
Audio Analogue Maestro Monoblock
Audio Research Tel 600 Mkt
Audio Research V70
Audio Synthesis Desire Monos
Audio Valve Baldur 70
Audiolab 8000 PIC
Audiolab 90000 mk111
AVI Lab- Series Power Amp
BA.T VK 6005e
BAIT VK200
Beard M1000 monoblocks
Beard M70 Mmonoblocl.
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
Boulder 500 AE
CATJL2 Signature
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS
Chord Electronics spm600
Classe Audio CA 201
Classe Audio DR8 power Amp
Cyrus 1111
Dared - Vailiuurn Tube amp MP 60
Dual mono block 200w 235
Exposure 18 POWER
Exposure XV. Power Amp

£350
0100
£2995
0995
£895
£975
£500
£0
£450
0550
£930
010000
£800
£1200
£300
£0
£0
£0
£1700
£1495
013000
£1150
£1695
£795
£2100
£495
£3000
£1500
01800
£150
0750
£3495
£2500
£1095
£2850
£S50
£295
£2750
£26120
£2200
£795
£275
01995
0375
£650
£995
£180
£5900
£3400
£4600
£595
03600
£2750
010500
£450
£200
£600
£75
£650
£795
0325
£1650
£1650
£1300
£8500
03600
£300
02495
04850
£700
£600
0135
0850
0800
£1295
£6995
£2750
C995
£400
02295
02295
£5749
£300
£395
03995
£8990
0750
£1595
017500
£40
£300
£495
£250
£475
04500
028990
£5900
06495
03750
03295
£1400
£2590
£1495
£1590
£2895
0575
£350
03900
£150
£3250
£195
£600
02195
f225
£2650
£3495
£2150
0350
£995
fl 095
£4795
£5000
£12995
01295
£3450
£1795
£785
0300
0950
£5995
01395
01900
£1250
02300
01950
011500
£1200
£2000
£1800
£650
£275
£1250
02200
0790
£475

Exposure 018- 05111 SUPER
Goldmund 184
GRABE 55/50 Pwr
Halcro DM 38
Harmon Cardon AP2500/PA2200
Jeff Rowland Model 12 Monoblocks
Jeff Rowland model 8
Krell FPB 700cx
Krell FP8 750 mcx monoblocks
Krell FPB 750mcx Monoblocks
Krell FPB200
Krell NSA 80 Ballanced
Lumley Reference MI20
Mark Levinson ML433
Mark Levinson M1434 Monoblocks
Mark Levinson ML436
Mark Levinson ML9
McCormak DNA 125
McIntosh MC 252
McIntosh MC 300Ch
McIntosh MC352
Musical Fidelity KW550
Musical Fidelity NuVrsta 300 power
Naim Audio 180
Pa.labs 0600
Phone SA 100
Roksan Caspian M Series- 1Mono ( Pain
Rotel RB 1090 Power Amp
Rotel rb1090
Rotel 009131
Ruby Chameleon
Samuel Johnson Audio PPAI00
Tag Avantgarde 10(.4
Tom Evans Linear A
Tube Technology Genrsis Monobloc
VAC 30/70 Monoblocks
Vincent SP- 998
XTC power one
IBA Passion Monoblocks
Power Cables
Virtual Dynamics Master
Pre Amplifiers
Accusbc Arts Pre 1
Adcom GFP 555
Alma PST 11 011
Atom PST 11 011
Arcam Delta 110
ATC CA2
&Wm Flight Flight 1Pre
Audio Note M3 Ultimate
Audio Refinement P. 5
Audio Research LS2 mk11
Audio Research L025-MKII
Audio Research LS26
BAT VK30
B.A.T VK31
Boulder 1012
C.A.T SL1 Signature MK Ill
C.A.T Ultimate Reference
Cello Palette Pre
Chord Electronics cpa2200
Conrad Johnson Motif MCI 0
Conrad Johnson PV5 Pre Amp
DNM 3d twin
DNM series 2/3
GRANF15 Pre
Gmhon Linestage Preamp
Jeff Rowland Consonance
klarah P2000
McCormak RID 1
Melody Pure black 101
Meridian Audio 541 surround controller
Michell Argo HR xHera
Michell Argo HFVHera
Michell ISO HR/Hera
Musical Fidelity X-100
Nam Audio 102
•
Nairn Audio Nac 62
Nan Audio NBC 92 Preen.
Tact RCS 20
Tact RCS 2ODD
Tom Evans Argo Hr
Tom Evans The Vibe
Tube Technology Prophet Pre 8Power Supply
VAC Renaissance Signature MKII Pre
`IBA 2Alpha
OUA Passion Pre
Profect ors
Stands
.111M EQ1110011
•Diamond Racing Shelf 8Cones
Sub Woofers
:• • • L Minos Subwooler
IIID 260/
AIL Strata
Velodine ODIO
Velodine ULD 15

£995
£7365
f1
095
£9995
£395
£4995
04199
07750
0155(10
£11550
£2250
£1295
£1750
£4750
04995
£7975
£895
£1150
03000
02295
£3250
£3999
£2495
0595
£5995
£2200
£1500
£887
£1000
£600
£295
£695
£1295
£3750
£2500
07995
£1680
£1300
f6995
0850
£1495
0200
£1450
£995
£350
£500
£2995
£2795
£395
£1295
£2495
£4100
£1495
£1500
£6495
£2995
£5995
£3000
03000
£650
£595
£3750
£325
01095
£750
f898
£375
£1150
£2299
£280
£500
£550
£295
£100
f595
£250
0200
£850
£1995
£595
£2450
£1000
£6995
0795
03495
£19990
0175
£400
£220
£1995
£575
0295
£1900
£1200

Tape decks & Reel to Reel
Akai (IX 2100
£300
Nakamichi 1000ZXL
£ 1595
Nakamichi 68020
£400
Nakamichi 6821›
£ 390
Sony TC-W0475
£80
lunstablesiArnts/Cartridges & Phonestattes
Clear Audm Accurate
£ 2395
lynol 0X4
£ 150
EVA m
"r
c31ranslomer
0500
EAR The Head
£ 390
Fidelity Research FR64
0600
Garrard TPA 10 Pick Up Ann
£200
Graham Glee Era Gold V
£395
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE
£200
JVC 400-5 CD 4Disc demodulator £60
Koetsu Black
0750
Koetsu Rosewood Sm Plat
£ 3250
Linn LP I
2/ARO/Armegedon
02495
Michell Gyro SE
£850
Michell Orbe
01550
Nain Audio Phone boards
CO
Origin Live Encounter
£ 750
Orlofon 510 MM
035
Ortofon Jubilee
01000
Ortofon Kontrapunkt B
£650
°Colon MC25FL
£65
Oxford Crystal Reference . Graham 2
£2900
Pro Ject RPM 4
£90
Rena Planar 3
0300
I
l
trsar
pli
a
X
n
e
a
xe
r
r3slo/Bol£225
03500
SME IV
0650
SME Model 10A
03120
SME Model 2012A
£4995
SME Model 3012A
£ 10999
SME Series VAnn
£1450
Stanton 500 AL II
050
VPI TNT 4. Rokport Arm
£6500
111/Pleantai ECO
bang and olufsen Beovisron 732
£4500
Panasonic 42 PWD9
£995
Panasonm 42 PWD9HD
£0
Pioneer 502 rue Plasma
£ 800
Samsung PS42 P2ST
0495

you bring the
music,

WWW.AUDIOCLASSICS.COM
Buy - Sells - Trades - Repairs
McIntosh & other Hi-End & Vintage Gear
3501 Old Vestal Road, Vestal,
NY, USA
607-766-3501

Audio Analogue, AVI, Ayre Acoustics,
Chord Electronics, EAR, Esoteric,
lsotek, Nairn, NuForce, Pathos, Primare,
Roksan, Shanling, Sugden, TEAC, Unison

Bellari (USA) Valve Phono Pre-Amp
IT
'

Listen to perfect vinyl sounds (or record
on computer or CD) EXCLUSIVE

To

SMART SOUND
"Boy does that
Hi Fi News
single valve serve "Provided auniverse of almost
up slam"
perfect listening pleasure,

—

ekrà2f;
rferr.

OVERALL RATING

sweet detailed and above all,
supremely musical"

Hi-FiNews

Hi Fi+
"Near perfect blend of price
and performance"

19/20

•
•All valve circuitry
• RIM equitation
• Headphone/stereo line
output with volume control
• Rumble filter
Manned 24hr order line:

£159"

What Hi Fi
"Smooth, warm sound... Makes
vocal based music apleasure"
Call for full reviews

M ADISOUND

Logan, Monitor Audio, Neat, Opera,
Revolver, Triangle and Usher

Audio we'll supply
the smile
hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington,
County Durham, DL3 71E.
Tel: 01325 241888 Email:
news@hifisound.co.uk
nb: in case you hadn't realised, all hifi
dealers are NOT the same

Check out our massive range of products & great prices

0870 8500129

BUILDERS WITH

VP129

Research, and Wadia
and Acoustic Energy, Kudos, Martin

www.smartsounddirect.com

PROVIDES SPEAKER

THE

HIGHEST QUALITY

DRIVERS:

PARTS AND ADVICE.
Ou

C

rr71711
.1

Skaaning
Loudspeakers

> AUDAX
> ETON

So len Inductors

> FOSTEX

CSolen Fast Caps

> LPG

Fostex

ACOUSTIC PANELS

morel'

fitrks
virrà c:
:y22
leiRDOST

scan.speaK
I1ADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC.
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO.BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A
TEL 6084331-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
e- mall info@rnadrsound.com
Web Page 114 / www madlsound corn

vvvvvv.hifinews.co.uk

CHOKING
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> MAX FIDELITY

> MOREL

> PEERLESS

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

> SCAN- SPEAK

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can

> SILVER FLUTE
> VIFA

tell i
hest
you
nyour
what
system.
cables will work

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
T
U
B
E
S

HOW TO BOOKS

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 862-4870* fax (215) 862-4871
Visit our website at:
http://www.fotwyre.com

email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com

THE
CABLE

comPsinv

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

> VISATON

MOST DISCRIMINATING

•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

(

> SEAS

> VOLT

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.

LPG

FEIDN

130

> ATC

seas

L/T •/... Rma

feet
e
%4,.

e All

SOLEN

4470 Avenue Tmbault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax: 450.443.4949
Email: solen@solen.ca
Web: www.solen.ca

CLASSIFIEDS

MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO eIr HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes
• Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
• Atlas • Base • Bowers 8. Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
• Chapter Audio • Chord Company
• Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • Infocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
• Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
• Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

0121 429 2811
SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands 692 13JL
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 IAB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Midlands 673 5TD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON
17 Coniscliffe Road
County Durham 013 7EE

OPEN TUES - SAT 10.00 - 5.30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND
SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM

We offer custom installation of

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham 617 BOL

01325 481418

MUSIC
MATTERS

Interest free credit on selected iterls • 0% APR
Written details on request • Licensed credit broker

complete systems integrating hi-fi,
home cinema, multi- room and

j

lighting. Home trials are available

BADA

Ci DIA

for many products

THE AUDIO
SPECIALISTS

www.musicmatters.co.uk

O'Brien Hi-Fi

Martin Logan - Vantage

60 Durham Road, London. SW20 OTW
1' 020 8946 1528/0331 E shop@obrienhlfl.com

Free parking • Five minutes from A3 • Open Toe - Sat 9 - 5.30

Sonus Faber - Domus

Moon - Supernova

Audio Research • Avid • Copland • Chord Company
Creek • Dreatnvinion • Dynes-ere... • Epos • Guts« ire • Lyra
Krell • Martin Logan • Michell • Mom • Naim • Opera
Onkyo • Origin Live • Prima Luna • Reams • Somteteer
Sonun Faber • Stands Unique • Sugden • Theta • -"Mein
Transparent • Unison Reemarcis • Velodyne • Waterfall
Please contact on for a Iltel of en-dens & display reenduct

NI a, arc ...moody
dernonstra ung thole
.,tunntng neu,product.
Pka.e cent act un to
rrangt• dortbonntr

Sugden - A21SE Amp S. CD

TRANSMISSION LINE KITS FROM IPL ACOUSTICS
The ¡
PL range now includes six superb bi-wired 1Yansmission lines
using top quality drive units and components to achieve sound quality and bass extension equivalent to speakers costing in the range of
£800 to £4000. The Plus kits include all that is required apart from
the woodwork, but plain or veneered MEW cabinet kits are available.
Please see website or catalogue for full details.
KIT
M3tbn
5311
SNIm
S3t1mR8)
5411
550

SPEAKER UNITS
5'1PL Metal, 1"Seas treble
63" Kevlar, 1" Sot treble
651PL neat. 1' Sea( treble
6.5111 metal Ribbon treb
8"Kevlar,1"Seas teble
10IPL,3'Dorne mid,1"treb

CAB SIZE nun
810 x191x 26t
903 x2301350
t3x230n 350
903 x230 x350
930x276x4D0
1:1 x320 x

PLUS KIT
£21500
£ 20.00
£234A4
f33728
£-5800
f41900

P&P
£950
£1000
£ 1000
£ 1010
£ 1110
f1
2C0

Send cheque (or postal conte) rade payabk to Mr IPLae at IPL Acoustics, Chelsea
Villa, Tons Park, Ilfracombe, Devon, EX34 SAY, tel 01271 867439. Altemativly visit
our website at owssiplacousti:s.co.uk Cr send a50p S.A.E for catalogue detailing
%emission Lines, Iii-11 and AV kits. induding Active Subwoo(ers, drive units,
Silver PTFE cables, and QuAlity Accessories.

HORSHAM HI-FI 8( HOME CINEMA LTD
Ex-Dem and Used equipment for sale

Original Price

AlnerHarnblin 5P•00 Passive Preamplifier
ATC SCM•11 Loudspeakers
DenonTU-260L II FM Tuner
DVDO iSCAN VP50 Video Proceaor

£500
£850
L150
11,995
£4,500

£ 395
£ 695
£ 95
i1,495
£ 2,995

£6,000
£3,500
£2,000
£I,000

( 2,995
£ 2,500
£ 1,295
£ 695

Krell Showcase Preamp/Processor
Revel Voice Centre Speaker
Lexicon CX-7 7 Chstnnel Power Amp
Lexicon RT-10 DVD/CD/SACD Pleyer
ATC SCM- 12 Loudspeakers
Dynaudio Audience 8 Loudspeakers
Primare DVD26 DVD/CD Player
Projection Design Action Meniel 2 Projector ( New)
Revel B-13 1000w Subwoofe•
Revel F50 Loudspeakers
Revel COO Centre Speaker
Revel 530 Dipole Speakers
Revolver AudioVue OS 5.1 Speaker Package
S1M2 Domino 20 DLP Projector
S1M2 Domino 30 DLP Projector
S1M2 Domino 10H DLP Project°.
Sony 337 ESO CD Player
TEACVRDS-7 CO player

Price Now

L1,500
£
£ 595
1,000
( 695
£3,500
i2,495
£2,750
£ 1,995
£6,000
L2,995
£2,500
£1,800
£ 1,295
£1,995
£1,295
£4,000
£995
£6,000
! I295
£3,500
I995
£500
£ 250
£500
5250

Please Visit Our Website For More Quality Equipment
Tel: 01403 272931 or 07890 390310
email: projectorsareus@btinternet.com website: www.projectorsareus.com

Front End Problems

Can Hi Fi Sound Real ? ( Port 6)
Conventional stereo hos serious limitations A2speaker system cannot cape with the
complexity of reproducing live sound where 'he mix of drect and reuerb sound varies with the
listening distance, where surfaces'obsorption rates land hence arrival time at the listening point)
vary with the sound's frequency, and where the peals (or shadows) from amusic wove pocket are
heard shortly after the principal mind components. Hence Dynavector's S.iperStereo use of friaerie), dependent time delays for tse signal to the sub-speakers. To tronsform your system, simply
add on oDynovectar SuperStereo processor and 2small sub-speakers.
For further info Please see: http://web enetel.comi.dynavector
Dynovector SuperStereo Tel/fax: 44 + ( 0112021767873. E-mail: dynayector@onetel.com

don.

then contact

"The Cartridge Man,"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg to get the best - HIFI News awards 2005.
"BEST CARTRIDGE UNDER 1000!
Agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'
Plus cartridge re-tipping sers ice
-

11110.111Web Site: ussw.carian.com
"

ilum

Email: tlsecarlridgema n@lnl crnc'l.com

•

020 868,8 6565_
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IAN HARRISON HIFI

It is not necessary to have
great ki-fi equipment in
order to listen to musk...
...hut it helps.

Address: PO Box 30429, London, NW6 7GY
Tel / Fax: +44 (0)20 8459 8113
Email: Absolute_Analoguea emailmsn.com

Get it right! '

Website: www.absoluteanalogue.co.nk

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

SALE
CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES
DENON DL103R
DENON DL103
DENON DL160
DENON DL110
DENON DL304
GRADO GS1000
KOETSU RED T
MICHELL TECNOARM " A"
MICHELL TURNTABLES
TOM EVANS MICRO GROOVE
TOM EVANS GROOVE
TOM EVANS VIBE
TRANSFIGURATION ORPHEUS
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
TRICHORD DIABLO
TRICHORD DIABLO + PSU1
STAX HEADPHONES

£P0A
£P0A
£169
£85
£80
£69
£175
£845
£1300
£380
£P0A
£395
£1500
£2400
£2335
£800
£599
£850
EPOA

IALSO SUPPLY:
VAN DEN HUL, ZYX, SUMIKO, GRADO,
GOLDRING, ORTOFON. RESON, SHURE,
CARTRIDGE MAN, AUDIO TECHNICA, SME,
MOTH. HADCOCK, HEED, GRAHAM SLEE. WHEST
AUDIO, CREEK, E.A.R , OPERA, TRIANGLE,
FINAL, ELAC, HARBETH. EPOS, MISSION,
DIAPASON, BEYER, SENNHEISER, AKG, HALCRO.
GAMUT, ALOIA, AUDIO VALVE, GRAAF,
TANNOY, MONRIO, PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON
RESEARCH. BLACK RHODIUM, TRANSPARANT,
SUPRA, WIREWORLD, PURE DIGITAL, VIRTUAL
DYNAMICS, APOLLO, ALPHASON, OPTIMUM,
SOUND STYLE, SOUND ORGANISATION, CUSTOM
DESIGN, JUAL, ERGO, ACOUSTIC SOLID, USHER
AUDIO

PLEASE PHONETO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING.ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX-DEM OR EX-DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL SORRY NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES.
ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA. - Exchange price on application.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE56 6GC
TEL:01283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

LIVE MUSIC AT HOME

KW WIER 111-F1 -AQPIO - P.I.

amplifier sound is the key

TEAC HIFI WINTER 2007 VERY
SPECIAL OFFERS

DNM offers unique amplifiers
designed purely for ultimate
sound and long term reliability
for more
information
01480-457989

www.dnm.co.uk

*TUC CR11225. usb / cd / am / fm / rds
minisystem £ 159.00
MAC TH300mk11. am / fm / rds tuner £ 39.99
•TEAC TH300dabmk11. am / fm / rds / dab
tuner £129.00

Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSEN . EPOS • LINN • LOEWE
•MICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO . NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•ROY]) • SHAHINIAN • TEAC . YAMAHA & MORE

ntidelit Y
indecently good hi-fi

qlie itrees. Hampton Wick, Kingston upon Thames,
5iirrt5 KII .11)5 Tel: 0208943 3530
Open Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm

All new boxed unopened units, UK
postage £ 5.99 each.

THE

QUAD

FMB IN BLACKPOOL / 114 01932 664480

SPECIALIST

there

is only one
turni-cibleworIcl!
shes1i'c.

N,id.

Clecirouclio,

Decent Auclio, IDyriovector, Fi..i ra k,

Spares and Repairs

ESL S7 \ LE 1

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL63 and LE I
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner.
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers.
Contact us for our free catalogue.
QUAD Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Brunnenstrasse 57, 56751 Gering, Germany
tel. +49(0)2654 987977 fax. *49(0)2654 987976
email:QUAD-GmbH@t-online.de
www.QUAD-MUSIK.com
www.quadatelier.de

Golciring, Grocio, Grohorh,
Hcidccoc k, Koetsu, Lyra, Michell,
Ntflriçphcsm Ancilogue,
Origin Live, Orlolfon,
Project. Roksoh, Rothwell,
crcIcirraSlee, Shure, SME,
rhiko, TronsfigiJrcrricsh, Tric horci,
VVhest Auclic, , Wilson Benesch

Oranges & Lemons

Su

probably the largest cincilogue
clerri

selection in the

UK

30t, Lcirchtielel St, IDcarlirigtori,
Couulty
tiff-horn, 0L3 7TE.
Tel:

01325

241888

riews(..e•hifiscwricl...uk.

Does This Seem Familiar?

o
Loud

Too Loud
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www.oandlltfLeo.uk
61 Wehhs Road, Battersea, SW II 6RX
email: oiranges.lemons(a sirgin.nel

'news

*Save 30% today
Way too Loud

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk

See the excellent reviews in Hi Fi Choice, Hi Fi World,
1-5Fi Plus and on the web at www.tnt-audio.com

020 7924 2040

3issiiéS •

It's acommon problem The usable range on the volume control is al down at the bottom end and fine control at low listening
levels is either difficul: or impossible. The noise floor may be audible too. There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In-Line Attentators. They can be used with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the problems of excess gain and
bring sonic benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.
The cost is only £ 39 per pair delivered. To order, call

Rothwell: 01204 366133

Hi Fi,
Home Cinema
& Multi-room
Specialists

SUBSCRIBE to Hi Fi News and get the
latest news, analysis and opinions on
new technologies, products and formats
from hi-fi to home entertainment
delivered direct to your door.
CALL 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online

at www.hifinews.co.uklihfan

CLASSIFIEDS

Destination
Where Music Matters

Heatherdale
*audio limited

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
hi-fi by erthustasts
Below is just a small selection of

some of the

exciting

products we

offer:

The Denon DLitt) is a high
output moving coil cartridge.
It offers great perbrmance for
the very reasonable price of
£70 and can be plugged
directly into any MM phone
input.

o
hannel / home-cinema specialists
those who want the very best...
Stockists of: ALR Jordan, Audia, Audio Physic, Avid,
Ayre, Bel Canto, Clearaudio, Creek, Focal JMLab,
Grand Prix Audio, Heed, lsotek, Leema Acoustics,
McIntosh, MJAcoustics, Moni:o. Audio, Moon.
Nordost, Primare, Project, Stax, Tannoy Prestige, TEAC
Esoteric, Totem Acoustics, Unison Research, Van Den
Hul and many more.
>Free Advice in arelaxed and fnendly atmosphere
>0% Finance Available
>2 Demonstration Rooms
New online
shop ()Pen ,.
>Out of Hours Appointments
please
come In
>Home Demonstrations
and browse.
>Open Mon - Sat : 9am - 5pm

The Dimon DL- 103 Movin Coil
cadrectge is a true classic, not
tist kiecause its been in
production since 1963 bu:
because it still offers a
performance to rival de- signs
mstinit much more than is low
£10C price tag would suggest.
Also now in DL- 103R: £200.

FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the TAIWIDY Cones
Hotline at

www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk
+44(0) 20 8579 7755
mall: tales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

£495.

Mordaunt Short MS5-40 speakers

£99

B&W 801 Original speakers average condition for year . £695
Dynaudlo Audience 7 speakers with stands

£ 2895

Kef Concord Speakers

£ 150

Mordaunt Short 902 speakers with stands

£ 125

New Acoustic Zen Adano speakers

£ 3995

New Alamarro M3 speakers

Audionote M8 Hie pre- amp
Audio Note 103 This is Audio
Note's top MM cartridge and it
features Me same diamond and
titanium cantilever also used in
the 101 featured below.
It successfully captures the energy on an LP with an involving
dynamic and fast sound: £ 425
Ortolon Kontrapunkt BACH' range
of moving coil cartridges start with the
•
A' at £450, and evolve through the ' H'
at 6800 Sic ' Et at £ 750 and ultimately
tc the C' at £ 900.

£ 2695

£ 8000.

Audionote MB Pre- amp with phono (£ 19,500)

£ 9995

Mark Levinson ML 26S Reference balanced pre- amp £ 2495
Proceed PAV Pre Amp

£ 995

Wayne PRTl 3box pre-amp, boxed/as new (£23500)ody£10750
AIEFKIPIEIRS
ASR Emdter 1 Exclusive, as new/boxed

£ 5995

Audio Note Kegan mono Amps (£28,000)

£ 11.995

Audio Note Neiro Mono Amps (£ 10,000)

Lig

Classe CA201 power amp

. Music Maker 3 The Music Maker is a
mooing iron cartridge that rightly has
in its own lifetime. Its
effortlessly musical presentation makes
most other cartridges sound as if they're
trying much to hard: £ 625.

--e
- become a legend

The Lyra Argo is a hign
performance nude design that
.uses a Boron cantilever and line
contact diamond. We feel it offers
superb value for money at £ 795
with a refined yet weighty
performance.

£ 395

Hales Transcondance 5 speaker

Tannoy Mini Autographs (
ex demo full guarantee).. £ 695

£ 5.495
£ 1595

Kora Trio 100SB Mono Blocks

£ 3500

Lumley ST- 70 power amp with passive pre
Nakamichi Arrp cre

£ 1595

Cassette deck two and C13 player rite £795

Pathos "Twin Towers" int' amplifier ( superb)
, PLAYERS &

£ 1295

reAnspoRrs

Marantz CD873 CD player
onklet

The Audio Note lo range of
cartridges starts with the lo1
(pictured left), a beautifully
hand crafted cartridge that features Alnico maonets and coils
made ffom pure silver wire
p„arent ynt dynamic, with a mid band that has
tremendous subtlety and tonal neutrality: £ 1.650

Call For appointment to visit us at Hanwell on
or Fax + 44(0) 20 8579 7156

£895.

Rd lStadium 11 sub woofer

The Dynavector DV- 20 is available
in both high and low output versions.
the farmer for use into MM phono
inputn and the latter into MC inputs or
a step-up transformer: £ 295.

--

VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS

SPEAKERS

on

Mike & Cardine look forwa'd to seeing you soon!

Lockwood Audió

Main dealer for
Tannoy Prestige Speakers

Thiel 2.2 speakers

. Denon DL- 304 This is a wonderfully
transparent sounding MC cartridge that
is almost unmatched for rts midband
quality which is especially amazing
whet: its low £ 210 price it taken into
account.

Call 01884 243 584
Suite 7a Market Walk, Tiverton, Devon EX16 6BL
website: www.audiodestination.co.uk
email: info@audiodestination.co.uk

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 OEJ
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.hifi-stereo.com

The ton model of the range model. the Audio Note lo Ltd
dispenses with permanent magnets and uses silver wired
elearomagnetic coils instead, which are powered from an
external Dower supply its performance has to be heard to be
berieved and we believe it truly represents the state of the art
of cartidge design. This masterpiece costs £8.950 including
power supply.

£65

Sonic Fronteirs SFD1, Dac

£795

Sony CD pm41 CD player

£60

Wadla 850 CD player superb cond' boxed/book £ 2495
ISCELLANEOUS
5 tier equipment stand superb condition ... £ 275
Accuphase PS- 1200V mains regenerator .. £ 3495
Isotek substation (
mint/boxed)

£ 650

Nakamichl CR7. Possibly the finest example evadable £ 1195
Nakamichl 682 cassette deck

£ 395

Sony ST-SE570 Tuner

£60

Sony AM/FM ST-SE3i tuner

£75

Techniques St- 610L tuner fm/mwaw

£65

Transparent Music Link Plus 1rntr. Interconnect £ 125
Winds 01 stylist gauge

at.<

New 495

arcarn
castle
creek

Blue Pearl Turntable with Graham Phantom arm

epos

Dynavector 507 Mk2 arm

harbeth
lexicon

(
ta-P

m+k
michell
naim audio
neat acoustics

sme

signqls

spendor
ru rico

hi-fi for grown-ups

nottinghaM
pnmare

1pswic
fax ( 01 473)
W

W

W

(01473)
55172

elle

655171

ail eng@Signals.uk.com

igna

uk.co

We Irmly believe that the way to get the best performance
from any MC cartridge is to use a high quality step up
transformer.
rs fog -his reason that we stock a range of designs, from the
new Note Products StepNote at £200 ( pictured above left).
the. Audio Note range pnced between £ 399 tabove right) to
£4.95C and the Music First Audio Gopper or silver wired
des.gns which range from £ 1.500 ta £ 2,750 and offer a variety of i
anos and impedances via front mounted switches

N OTEWORTHY A UDIO
36 3i.c.ongham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH.
Dpen 9.30 to 5 30 Tuesday to Saturday

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

£ P0A

£ 1995

SME V gold printed tone- arm, mint/boxed 1E2045) only

£1195

Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years*
•
On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
FaX: 01903 872234VISA

Tel:

Evenings

Email:

heatherdaleq:!'hifi-stereo.com
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Specialist items at great prices with
Atacam
SPEAKER STAND

USB TURNTABLE

REFERENCE

Nexus 10

Debut Ill

300DABMK3 SYSTEM

D i
r

REF300DABMK3

INFOFf
Atacama he: always been known for off enng customers outstanding
value for money and the Nexus is no exception. The complete stand
is manufactured from heavy gauge steel and the assembly is made
using geeded high tensile fixings to maintain optimum rigidity.

T.

INFORMATION

This fantastic manual turntable is fitted with aOM 5E cartridge from
Ortofon and integrated MM phono pre-amplrfier with ND converter
and USB culpo', Ilominal speeds 33 / 45 / 78 rpm. (78 optional),
Equipped wiln luterral phono pre- amp (MM). Digitalisation of
analogue ewe. for recording direct to disk via USB with suitable
recording prowams.

This unque reference system combires the A-H300MK3 Remote
Amplifier, the T-H3OODAB MK3 300 [ AB Digital Tuner and the
PD- H300 MK3 32-Track Music Memory CD Player to create a
sensational arrangement.

Products, technology and
irresistable prices

FREE

CHECK ONLINE

DELIVERY

BUY
NOW-PAY

2008

PRE- AMPLIFIER WITH POWER
AMPLIFIER

7 CHANNEL AN RECEIVER

The PRE30 employs aClass A coupled discrete

7Channel AN Receiver with HDMI Switching. Auto

fully balanced circuit topology utilised for the best

MCAC,C, 1080p playback and USB Host provides a

possible signal- to- raise rata and audio fidelity.

quality AV system for your lime This system supports

This combined with the A30.2 Dual Mono Power

all the latest technology InCludingpu Ray and

Amplifier produces music and movie sound as

I
101V formats.

vibrantly as at the moment it was recorded.
PRE30/A30.2

VSX-917

Pioneer

Primare

5.1 HOME CINEMA SPEAKER PACKAGE

IKON AV SPEAKER PACKAGE

HOME CINEMA SPEAKER PACKAGE

5.1 SPEAKER SYSTEM

M- Cube 5.1

Ikon AV Speaker Package

ELS1 5.1

xr-r

£CALL FOR PRICE

£CALL FOR PRICE

£CALL FOR PRICE

QININI.4111
eMpOS3
INFORMATION

INFORMATION

Mission's Stunning M- Cube consists ot an active
250W subwoofer with 2x200mm el bass dnver,
magnetically smelded centre and satellite speakers
)mi 5Wall bree,ets.

This five star What Ha, ,,.
ng speaker
package comprises ot,
bfare :.tanclino
speakers, 1Ikon Vokal 2centre. 2on wall rear
speakers and the Dab Ikon subwooler. Al of which
are also available indmdually with free OE D
speaker cable

MJ Acoustics
INFORMATION

This speaker package integrates two pars of ELS3
speakers. we [ LS 3C centre channel and the powerful
new [ LS subwoofer e order to create this fantastic new
system. These lull range of high end, high quality Epos
speakers are avalable either edividualN or as part of this
5.1 package.

This amazing n?v.,XENO system feature' •
Grade crossover ability to be fed with a

elge

signal, Bass direr technology. Tweeter employing
soft dome technology and Boundary effect rear
ports to enhance the refraction effects from the
lower frequencies.

_

CHECK ONLJNE FOR MORE PRODUCTS & PRICES
Pioneer
Tetina and Condrtans
ftl-`1
t
This must be dore . 1the form of aletter fax ur
such goods to be b.-and new with al accessone‘

ree (11) MONITOR AUDIO

kaudio

lis spe.lge, spec..113 ,1

%audio pro

'ex, calm). NI goods reman the property or
Bita until paid in full. In line with the Distance sellirrig riegulatons 2000 you may cancel your order within se. ,
call does not constitute atixeillation Pi good[ accepted for return under this mailman must be in their cxxona box and lfrackaging and returned through your own co,'
rutter, Goods that are rat kept n this ria-ne wi be sutlect to aherding fee of 25% of öre purchase gene We deliver in the mankind UK arty.

,, phone

HiFiBitZ

free delivery

With over 130 brands offering awe-inspiring
products from hard-to-find to more popular
items, few can match our experience, range
and stockholding.
Free delivery, excellent after-sales support
and tempting finance options ensure you
will come back for more.

£ CALL FOR PRICE

CHECK ONLINE

£ CALL FOR PRICE

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER

The Destiny integrated amplifier produces world

The 8000P d aclassic two channel power amplifier.

Integrated Amplifier with 75 watts per channel into

beating audio performance with its use of discrete

delivering over 100W per channel and featunng a

8ohms. 200VA custom-made toroidal power

analogue MOS-FET. its new mains transformer which

frequency response of 0.1 Hz - 75 kHz.

transformer, power supply capacitors and separate
pre- amp output with class A buffer stage

produces up to 100 Watts into 8Ohm operation and its

CHECK ONLINE

CONDITIONING UNIT
The Gil Mini Sub & Vision was designed to be a
very rewarding single box • plug irplay * solution for
acomplete audio or home theatre system. It features
Polans-K technology

3Hz - 80KHz Frequency Response.

dedicated earth post and 6

high quality individually fitterecl sockets which utal ,
filter orcuits and cryogenic technology.

Gil MiniSub

Destiny Series

8000P

Creek

Audiolab

Exposure

' IsoTek

Sennheiser

INFORMATION
The PXC-450 is acircumaural high- end travel headpfere
set with NoiseC.ard." 2.0 technology, patented Duolol
diaphragms and TalkThrough function for the test
possible attenuate') of ambient nose (as featured
in the Bristd Show 20071

CHECK
ONIJNE
HIGH- END TRAVEL
HEADPHONE SET
PXC-450

Onkyo
The Onkyo FITS590 is afirst class recover speaker
package that is guaranteed to fulfil your home cinema
pleasure with acombined 660
watts {dower cutout the unit is HDTV compatible and
features arange of input and output devices including all
the latest sound specifications

FOR PRICE
AMAZING REDUCED
SPEAKER PACKAG
FOR MORE 5STAR
DEALS VISIT
WWW.HiFiBitZ.CO.UK

5.1- CHANNEL
RECEIVER
HT- S590
The L-ite system is conceived as acomplete
5.1 speaker system capable of clelivenng
outstanding performance from unbelievably
small qpnakers. Finished to the same high
standard as the rest of the L- series range
of speakers, the system sold complete
includes four satellite speakers, adedicated
centre channel and a303Wrms 10'

Yamaha

The DPX-830 builds on the impressive accomplishments
of Yamaha protectors and has the newest 0.65 WXGA
(1280 u768 pixels) DLP device and ineging drrver
fcw superb resolution. The DPX-830 delivers an incredible
r1000:1 contrast, while bnghtness 1st« ANSI
lumens ( maximuml

("mu%
ONLINE
DIGITAL PROJECTOR

DPX-830

AO.
(ourli(s
• lefinS

of sae do not affect your statutory rights. Finance cetions are available on an

Finance options available
*4114

through V12 Finance

items priced over £400 e.g. Bue Now Pay September 2007.

Vinyl
AUDIO RESEARCH PH3 Phono Stage

2199

1295

AUDIO RESEARCH PH5 Phonostage Ex Demo

1799

1496

NA

175

KOETSU Red Ksignature

2400

1298

LEVINSON 25 Phono stage

2950

1798

GOLDRING GL85 ( Very nice condition)

LINN LP12 Val/Ittock II Black Ash

2500

695

MICHELL Gyro SE/Techno Arm/BPS

1650

995

ROKSAN XERSES Ill , PS4 HCPS ( no arm)

2900

895

ROKSAN ARTA Phono Stage

300

125

SME10A/309 Tonearm Ex Demo

358

2955

6320

4296

THORENS TD 280 Mk II

500

145

THORENS TD 165 MK11

N/A

128

THORENS TD 318

400

105

UNISON RESEARCH Simply Phono

900

595

2000

1496

SME20/2A S/H

WILSON BENESCH Full Circle ( Ex Demo)

KRELL KPS 20i CD Player

10995

2995

CYRUS 5Integrated

600

29'

KRELL KPS 25 24 bit ( cast)

24995

8998

CYRUS DAC XP Silver Quartz ( Ex Demo)

2200

1701

LINN KARIK

1850

395

CYRUS PRE X Silver Quartz ( h Demo)

1000

79!

MERIDIAN 507 CD Player

1195

596

CYRUS Smart power plus Silver quartz ( Ex Demo)

700

52!

MERIDIAN 602 CD Transport

1800

798

DENSEN BEAT 100 Integrated Amplifier

695

441

MERIDIAN 606 Dto AConvertor

1800

798

ELECTOR MFL Pre

500

111

MERIDIAN G91DH DVD Pre/DSP Processor

3895

3196

ELECTROCOMPANIET EC1/3 Integrated Amplifier

1599

891

MERIDIAN GO7 CD Player ( Ex Demo — Blk)

1695

1395

EXPOSURE 17 ( prices)

1000

49/

MERIDIAN 598 DVD Player

2400

1398

KRELL KAV300i Integrated amplifier

2700

149!

PIONEER DVR7000 DVD Recorder

1299

496

KRELL KRC-HR/KPE Phono Stage

7940

379!

PIONEER CLD-D925 Laser Disc Player

1000

298

KRELL KR5 2.3 box Pre/Phono Stage

9000

219'

PRIMARE D30.2 CD Player ( Ex Demo)

1500

996

KRELL FPB 200 Power Amplifier

6995

2991

750

448

KRELL FPB 700CX Power

14998

8991

KRELL 400 xi Integrated Amp

2500

169!

KRELL KSA100 Power Amp

4000

1841

N/A

291

PRIMARE D20 CD Player
ROKSAN Attessa CD Player

1495

595

SHANLING CDT300 ( as new) CD Player

4000

2798

100

595

2800

1498

600

SONNETEER BRONTE CD Player
SONY SCD-1 sacd player
TEAC P500 Transport

LECSON AC! Pre Amplifier ( Classic)
LEVINSON PIS 226 HC Power Supply(for 25 Phono)

1395

791

195

LINN Classic Movie AV Receiver

2895

139!

LINN Nairn Pre

1750

74!

NA

291

THETA MILES ( Bal) CD Player

2895

998

THETA Carman CD/DVD Transport

3500

1296

THETA Pro Prime 11 Dto AConvertor

1800

996

LINN Majik Integrated

600

34!

THETA DS Pro Progen

1395

596

McINTOSH CR16 Multizone cortroller ( Ex Demo)

4467

349,

THETA David Transport
THOR AUDIO DC- I000

Reference Valve DAC

TRICHORD RESEARCH PULSAR IDAC
YAMAHA CDVI 700 CD/Laserdisc

LINN LK1OC Power

4650

1495

McINTOSH MC 58 8ch power ( La Demo)

2999

249

4300

2768

McINTOSH MHT200 AV System Controller ( New)

5500

399,

1900

495

McINTOSH MC202 Power Amp ( New)

2995

219,

600

75

895

39!

MERIDIAN 501 Pre Amplifier
MERIDIAN 562V Video switchieg unit

1295

39!

MERIDIAN 568 ver II AV Processor

3300

2291

NAIM NAC102 Pre

1000

59!

850

44!

1300

74!

NAPSC

NAIM NAPI40 Power Amplifier
NAIM NAP 180 Power ( olive)
NYTECH CA302 Int ( Classic)

Amplifiers solid

Digital Sources

Staie

A & RA60 ( classic) Integrated

395

115

ARCAM ALPHA 8CD Player

499

125

ARCAM ALPHA 9 ( incl rnmfmc Board lot)

670

395

ARCAM 092 CD Player

800

455

ARCAM Delta 110 Pre DAC ( Audioquest wired)

550

198

ARCAM Delta 190 CD Transport ( boxed)

500

228

ARCAM Delta 120 Power ( Audioquest wired)

800

298

ARISTON ACOUSTICS CDX 720

150

78

ARCAM Delta 290P

400

195

1650

1350

AUDIO ANALOGUE BELLINI Pre Amp

500

355

750

395

AUDIO ANALOGUE DONIZETTI Power

500

355

1200

498

AUDIOLAB 8000C preamplifier

£495

£245

AUDIO ANALOGUE Maestro CD Player 192/24
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD Player
AVI 52000 MC Reference CD Player
BOW WAZOO XL ( incl Wand Remote)

3950

2196

AUDIO RESEARCH 159 Pre Amp

1949

698

10000

3598

AUDIO RESEARCH 150.2 2ch Power ( New)

2300

1797

1999

1195

AUDIO RESEARCH 150m.5 5x150w Power ( New)

6495

4997

600

225

AVI S2000 MP Pre

999

398

CYRUS CD70 CD Player

1100

595

AVI S2000 MA

1000

395

DCS Elgar Plus

9500

4998

BRYSTON BP25 Pre Amp

1500

996

DCS Verdi Encore

9500

4998

BRYSTON 14B Power Amp

4995

3298

CELLO REFERENCE DAC

Dto AConvertor

COPLAND CDA288 CD Player
CYRUS DAD 30 CD Player

Stereo Power

KRELL KAV280 CD Player

3999

2296

CHORD SPM1203 3Channel Power

5500

2295

Krell 300 cd player

4298

1996

COPLAND CDA535 ( 5a125 watts) ex demo

2998

2348

NA

9!

PARASOUND HCA 1206 6CH Power Amplifier

1995

89!

PLINIUS M8 Pre — Bal — Remote ( Ex Demo)

2300

1891

QUAD 33 Pre Amp

375

71

QUAD 77 Pre ( Carbon,boxed)

699

37!

QUAD 77 lot ( Grey)

700

24!

QUAD 606 Power Amplifier

695

29!

1200

69!

RED ROSE SPIRIT Integrated Amplifier
REVOX B252 Preamplifier

995

29(

REVOX B141 Power Amplifier

1495

29(

ROKSAN Caspian M Integrated Amplifier ( ex demo)

1000

791

SONY TAE-1000ESD Pre

495

19f

SPHINX Project 12 Monos

3000

99(

SPHINX Project II Pre Amp

1600

49f

TALK ELECTRONICS Storm II lot
THETA CITADEL Mono Blocks Ex-Dem
YAMAHA DSPE390

650

28!

17000

999;

250

5(

The leading reseller of carefull

hi-fi components and systems. Buy, s
www.hifitrading
TRADING
STAT ION

The Trading Station I42 Cowgate Peterborough PE1 1NA
BUSINESS HOURS: Tues - Sat: 10am ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED*NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE

Amplifiers

SONUS FABER Gravis Sub ( New)

Loudspeakers

SOUNDLAB Al Electrostatics ( Cherry)
SPENDOR 59e ( ex demo)

ION Electra Integrated Amplifier

1500

595

ANTHONY GALLO Nucleus/sub/psu/stds Ex Demo

ION Talos Integrated Amplifier

1500

798

APOGEE Mini Grand GS ( Ex Demo)

925

795

7597

4997

SWALLOW ACOUSTICS ALS11 ( active)
TOWNSEND Ribbon Speakers

1290

946

16000

5498

2895

2296

N/A

298

1295

495

DIO INNOVATIONS S800 Power

1200

518

(Subs need paintwork)

1095

896

DIO RESEARCH Cl. 150 Monoblocks

9998

3998

ARISTON QNR Monitors

1200

275

TRIANGLE Magellan ( ex.demo)

10000

7496

VIENNA ACOUSTICS Beethoven

2500

1498

WEGG 3Stellar 1 ( gloss black) Ex Show

4990

3998

TRIANGLE Celius Speakers Black/Cherry ( new)

DIO RESEARCH SP9 PRE- AMPLIFIER

1900

896

B & W Nautilus 804's Cherry

2500

1498

DIO RESEARCH SP16 inc phonostage

2250

1598

CASTLE HARLECH ( dark oak)

950

498

10498

4995

DALI Grand Coupe

2595

1345

WHARFDALE SFB/2 ( Classics)

NA

398

DIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 120 Monos

7200

2898

DYNAUDIO 3.3 Rosewood

3950

1995

WILSON Sophia MkI ( gloss black) Ex Demo

11992

7496

DIO RESEARCH V70 Power Amplifier

WILSON AUDIO Max Iupgraded to II spec

DIO RESEARCH REF 2MK 2Pre

3795

1698

GRADIENT SW63 for ( Quad ESL63)

2000

995

40000

21996

DIO RESEARCH SPIO RARE

N/A

2497

HORNING AGATHON Loudspeakers

6800

3998

WILSON BENESCH Discovery ( ex demo)

6000

4496

DIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60

3000

1095

HYPERION 9381 Loudspeakers

4000

2995

WILSON BENESCH Centre inc stand Ex Demo

1775

1496

DIO RESEARCH VS110 ( EX DEMO)

3999

3198

IMPULSE H7 black ( horn loaded)

1200

295

770

428

DIO RESEARCH VSI 55 ( EX DEMO)

2895

2296

KEF HIS 2001 x3Egg Speakers

600

295

DIO RESEARCH LS15 PRE AMPLIFIER

2999

1995

KEF 055

500

246

DION SILVER KNIGHT ( 300B'S) INTEGRATED

1495

796

KEF 085 ( surrounds)

300

126

DION Sterling ETSE Monos

2000

1295

KLIPSCH SW15(15'') Subwoofer

1500

798

KRELL Resolution 2 ( as new)

16000

5998

7333

4996

NRAD JOHNSON PV11 Pre

1950

748

KRELL RESOLUTION 3 - 2way loudspeaker ( EX demo) 3845

2847

NRAD JOHNSON PV12L

2000

995

KRELL Resolution C ( centre — as new)

2980

1996

[PLAND CVA306 ( multi- channel) Pre — ex demo

1999

1598

LEAK Mini Sandwich

NA

78

AM GM100 OTL 100 WATT ( EX DEMO)

4995

4196

LEAK Original Sandwich 15 ohm/12''

NA

148

DIS DAS Power Ex Demo

2199

1797

LEGACY Focus 20/20

4700

3298

DIS DLP2 Pre Ex Demo

1799

1397

LINN Kabers ( passive)

2500

496

INLEY Reference VTL Monoblocks

6000

2798

LINN (abers ( active)

3000

895

THOS In Control Preamplifier Ex. Demo

3690

2956

LINN Walls ( white)

THOS Inpol II ( New)

6500

5496

LUMLEY REF II 6IG Loudspeakers

THOS Twin Towers Integrated

3700

1995

MAGNA PLANAR SMGA

IMA LUNA PROLOGUE 2 ( AS NEW)

1195

895

lAD FORTY SERIES PRE/MONO'S ( AS NEW)

4000

2996

MARTIN LOGAN PRODIGY

I, AV10 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER ( NEW)

4600

2496

MARTIN LOGAN AEON I ( New)

IISON RESEARCH 56 ( all tube int) ex demo

1995

1598

IISON S2K ( S/E) INTEGRATED

1695

1196

NRAD JOHNSON Premier 8Monos

300

148

4000

898

ZINGALI Colosseum sub/sats

995

395

4333

2496

11800

4998

2997

2397

MOREL Music First 704

1000

398

M & K590 Wall Speakers

1200

396

LUXMAN KX780 Cassette Deck

NA

298

McIntosh MC CS350 Centre channel ( Ex Demo)

2499

1997

NAGRA los QGB Large Spool Tape Machine

NA

3398

MARTIN LOGAN Ascent Electrostatics

Miscellaneous

McINTOSH L5320 ( Ex Demo)

1950

1697

NAKAMICHI ZXE Tri Tracer ( incl. NRS)

1750

598

McINTOSH L5340 ( Ex Demo)

4797

3297

NORDOST SPM 5m Pair

4500

2495

NA

595

1000

398

REVOX B77 high speed ( boxed)

1950

998

MERIDIAN DSP6000 ( 24/96) Blk

11000

4998

TEAC RI DAT Recorder

MERIDIAN DSW2500 ( 24/96) Blk

2950

1498

TEAC RH300 Mini Cassette Deck ( champagne)

200

65

16175

11996

QUAD 66 FM TUNER

800

298

600

395

NA

85

1600

445

MERIDIAN DSP5000C Mk1

MERIDIAN DSP7000 ( silver) ( New)
MONITOR AUDIO Silver 6 ( Cherry)
MORREL BASS MASTER 602 Oak

750

450

ProAC Response 2.5

3300

1496

ProAC Response 3

4000

1596

ProAC Super Towers (teak)

1000

445

ProAC RESPONSE 3's

4000

1596

QUAD ESL63 ( Brown Teak)

3500

795

QUAD E51.988 ELECTROSTATICS NOUVEAU

4500

2296

QUAD ESL989 ELECTROSTATICS BLACK ( AS NEW)

5500

3495

REFERENCE 3A Veena

3000

1596

ROGERS LS 3/5A ( 150 ohm) Rosewood

1995

795

SONUS FABER Guarneri

5300

2998

22000

POA

NAIM Intro

SONUS FABER Stradivari ( Ex Demo) Violin Red

sed and mint condition
,exchange. Commission Sales.
tion.com
I: 0870 608 8211 IEmail: info@hifitradingstation.com
Opm ICLOSED MONDAYS
PETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL CALLERS

QUAD ACOUSTICAL

FM2

BEST PART EXCHANGE PRICES
GUARANTEED ON ALL LEADING
BRANDS NEW OR SECONDHAND.

Afull 12 months warranty
service now available ASK FOR DETAILS

REGISTER ON OUR SITE &
RECEIVE £50 VOUCHER

"The best tonearm I've
heard"

HI FI WORLD

W inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component
of 2004, 2005 & 2007 awards

ccA

SOVEREIGN DECK

new benchmark for musical communication"

STEREO TIMES

" One of the truly special products I,ve reviewed in the past 18 year''
STEREOPHILE
111141k

*****

Ultimate performance
for your system
CC

T he best musical results of any turntable

(e(*(4(4(4 2005 World Awards

I've ever heard, regardless of price.

The new generation of toneams from Origin Live have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - these arms better
the best by a significant margin. Whatever your current arm, you
can at last treat yourself to aserious upgrade. Why not arrange for a
demonstration now.

Since I've been listening to turntables professionally for 32 years and
am aware of the pitfalls of ultimate proclamations, Ihesitate somewhat
to make this statement. Nevertheless, it is true. The level of musical
communication available from the Illustrious/Aurora Gold is in aclass by
itself. It sets anew reference."
STEREOTIMES

on the Aurora gold turntable & illustrious tonearm

Tonearm Models - from
I24 - £ 4,900
Enterprise, Conqueror, Illustrious
Encounter, Silver, OL1 + upgrades
Rewiring and upgrades for Rega arms

O
RIGIN
LIVE

Demonstrably better

R

I

ORIGIN LIVE LTD
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: originlive@originlive.com

Full information on web site

adlett Audio

www.originlive.com

sensible hi-fi since 1973

ATO
Audio Physics
Bryston
Chord Cable
Dynavector
EAR/Yoshino
Helius
lsotek
Koetsu
Kudos
Lyra
Michell
Nairn Audio
Neat
Npttingham Analogue
Rego Research
Spendor
Tannoy
Iron
TW Acustic
Unison
ZYX

Tel/fax:01799 599080

Near Saffron Walden, Essex. Please contact before visiting
Emai:radlettaudio@hotmail.co.uk www. radlettaudio.co.uk.

-

Great Entertainer
Just when you thought nothing could compare to the
"Reimyo" one box player (CDP-777) . . .
We introduce the next great performer in the Reimyo series
Our new CDT- 777 (Compact Disc Transport)
This transport (with DAP- 777) combo produces exquisite sound.

EaT-777
COMPACT DISC TRANSPORT

armony .
7...._‘.....f/G--

by Combak.Japan www.combak.net

No comparison
No compromise
Make no mistake!
Today we have access to music quite literally everywhere,
its influence seems to be all pervading. Music excites us,
it relaxes us, we can enjoy it live, we buy recording and
'downloads' by the million. Music underpins every conceivable aspect of our lives. Music is our second language
and ' without it life would be amistake' Yes, philosophical
we know - but true.
At Ki West One we are all exposed and privileged to indulge
our senses in the absolute finest audio equipment available
today. 2007 is proving to be atruly remarkable year, aclassic one in fact for witnessing the introduction of several
groundbreaking products. Certain of these are responsible
for providing significantly higher levels of faithfulness in
sound reproduction which clearly exceeded all of our expectations. More on these later.
Once again we invite you to share the experience with us, so
call in soon or better still make an appointment for apersonal demonstration at your convenience.

Make no mistake - Visit Ki West One

www.kjwestone.com

AUDITOR ELIPSA

PURITY COMPARE

EVOLUTION 302

e

Previ - take five
audio research

1. Audio Research Reference 7CD player...
"a record player for the digital age"

This press comment aptly sums up our thoughts on this wonderful CD player. For years now we
have witnessed steady progress being made in improving digital recording techniques, we have
also enjoyed the benefits achieved technologically inithe replay. Sadly, however, there has still existed asense that fundamentally the CD format would never be able to replace the analogue masters of old. Audio Research are rightly proud to award the CD 7their 9th official ' reference' product,
this being given for the very 1st time to asource component. The Ref. 7is without doubt an authority in reproducing ' High Definition' in aunique E
Ddistinctly analogue way.

2. Krell Evolution 505 :SACD/CD player....
"asynthesis of almost impossible contradictions..."

I-1—

This is an extract from aMessage written by Dan D'A.gostino, the founder of Krell. It refers to the
latest range of electronics called the Evolution Series. These represent the culmination of 26
years of dedication

are considered to be the best sounding products ever built.

The eagerly awaited 505 player claims to be the 1st player to preserve the ' perfect' analogue of
any original recording. This inspired achievement in design ensures that the finest musical subtleties and textural shading remain undisturbed. This player will astound us all ' that's for sure' and
there is no contridiction there!

Sonus

"
a ber

3. Sonus Faber Guarneri Memento...
"Magnifico"

1993 heralded the revolutionary debut of awhole generation of Sonus Faber loudspeakers. Tlhe
original Guarneri was defined by the audio critics as" amusical instrument". Subsequently the
very 1st hand-crafted pair were later chosen by the museum of Cremona to voice the famous
'Sala dei Violini'. After 13 extremely successful years of production came the ' transition'. The renewal matured with the rediscovering of the core values of the Sonus Faber sound,.. enter the
Guarneri Memento, the ultimate tribute to " del Gesul" - truly magnifico!

4. Martin Logan Summit
'In search of the holy grail'
For over 50 years now, manufacturers have been trying to exploit fully the virtues of the electrostatic
speaker principle. It started commercially with Quad, followed by many others, KLH. Dayton Wright,
Beveridge, Acoustat, Stax, just to name afew. Martin Logan are now unequivocally the leaders in the
field. The new technology applied to the Summit successfully overcomes and perfects the electrostatic virtues. With the breakthrough ' X-stat' electrostatic panel coupled to the 'powerforce' active
base chamber the Summit really is able to elevate you to anew and thoroughly convincing level of musical satisfaction, all with effortless ease. Search no more, the Summit has it all!

\AA, a8N

5. Wilson Audio Duette...
"when size really matters"

Pioneering to the extreme, has been the commitment David Wilson has dedicated himself to.
Building loudspeakers truly capable of transmitting the full force and intricate dynamics of live
performances. The engineering team at Wilson Audio have always claimed that the ' size' is irrelevant in their approach to design. However, when given the challenge to create aspeaker
able to ' work acceptably' in so called compromising environments, they were forced to brainstorm the best way to the characteristic ' big' sound from asmall enclosure. Ultimately the solution ' the Duette' stunned and shocked them all. When size really matters, this is the only one...
Awesome achievement!

Kf
I C.) N D C.) N

Leaders in the WO/'/(/. finest
26 New Cavendish Street London W1G 8TY
42 Cowgate

Peterborough PE1 INA

T: 020 7486 8262/3

T. 01733 341 755

www.kjwestone.com

F: 020 7487 3452

F: 01733 358 141 .

Essential Components for High End!
Audiophiles tend to associate audible improvements with upgrading
hardware, until they replace their ordinary cables with MIT
Interfaces. Hear for yourself sonic improvements that the MIT
Interfaces make in your system. You will find it hard to believe that
MIT cables are so important to the overall performance of your
system.
Once you have experienced the benefits of MIT network

T®

Music Interface Technologies

technologies, everything else is "just cable."

MIT Interconnects Give You:
•Better Bass
•Clearer Midrange
•Smoother Highs
•Presence, Detail EClarity

www.mitcables.com
Distributed by: Audiobility, PO Box 988, Cheltenham,
GL50 9FJ, Tel 0870 777 2991, enquirieseaudiobility.co.uk

e.One berms CD-2 CD player 24/96

Transport/DAC with Level Control

•

udiobiIirv

discover

The shortest path to sonic purity.
The CD-2provides uncompromising
playback of your treasured CD
collection. Using the CD-Pro2M
professional top loading CD
mechanism as the core of the design,
the CD-2provides the best access
to the source of digital music both in
audio data retrieval and mechanical
reliability.
With the latest generation of Sample
Rate Converters and the Bel Canto
Ultra_ClockTM circuit, the CD-2is
the perfect companion source for
supplying digital data to the Dac3.

IMO

High-performance RCA and XLR
audio outputs with selectable level
control enable you to directly drive any
amplifier for the ultimate in compact,
high performance CD playback.

Paul Benge
English Valve Amplifiers
67 Springfield Road
St Leonards-on-Sea
East Sussex, TN38 OTU

brands

include

-

Advanced Acoustics, Anatek Audio, Amphion Loudspeakers, Bel Canto, Custom Design, DH labs cables, English Valve
Company, Isophon Loudspeakers, LFD Audio, Spiralex, Stellavox, Stereovox, Weiss Digital Aucho and many more

T.01424 445107
M 07842 126218
E paul@valve-amps.co.uk
W .www.valve-amps.co.uk

Hfisound & turntableworld
jam jacked floor to ceiling with

he argest

choice of new and used hi-fi in the .nor-h
hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington,
County Durham, DL3 7TE.
Tel: 01325 241888 Email: news@hifisound.co.uk

HEATHCOTE AUDIO Teko786o

AGENTS/STOCKISTS OF: MUSIC FIRST, AURUM CANTUS, MARTEN, AMPHION,
EGGLESTON WORKS, PLINIUS, LAVARDIN, ROGUE AUDIO

WOK!! PERPETUAL TECH. P3A MODWRIGHT SIG- 2 24/96 UPSAMPLING DAC (£ 995)
PERPETUAL TECH P1- A (£ 995) P3-A MOD. SIG- 2 (£ 995) MODWRIGHT SIG PSU (£ 495) TOTAL £ 2485..
McKINTOSH MCD-201 SACD/CD/VOL.CON. £ 3.5K
DCS.P-8I SACD/CDR/OLCON. £ 7K
ORACLE DELPHI MKV/TURBO PSU £ 4K?
AURUM CANTUS SU?REME £ 10K
MUSIC FIRST. BEAT THE PRICE INCREASE PHONE NOW!!

LAST FEW £ 750!!
LAST SET BRAND NEW £1795.00!!
NEW £ 2995!!
DIS/NEW £ 3995!!
DIS/NEW £ 2850.00!!
BRAND NEW £ 6995.00!!

CDC PRE- 1POWER-1AMPS GLOSS BLACK

MINT/BOXED £ 1795

MONITOR AUDIO GOLD STANDARD 10 8STANDS

GRAHAM 2.2 TONEARM

BRAND NEW

£1495

ATC SCA-2 PRE AMP

MINT/BOXED
£ 1795

AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 3SE (£ 1250)

GRAHAM 2TONEARM

MINT/BOXED

£995

ATC CA- 2PRE AMP

MINT/BOXED
£495

NEW

£1595

MUSIC FIRST PASSIVE MAGNETIC (SILVER £ 3E)

NEWDISPLAY

RING

£595

MUSIC FIRST PASSIVE MAGNETIC (COPPER £ 1700)

NEWDISPLAY

RING

E)(CLT

£395

ADVANTAGE 1200 INTEGRATED AMP
£995
D(CL'/BOXED

MINT

£675

MARANTZ PM66 KI-SIG AMP MINT/BOXED
£275

EX. DEM

£299

ALCHEMIST FORSETTI PRE 8POWER AMPS
MINT/BOXED £ 1595

MINT/BOXED

£299

KRELL KMA-100 MONOBLOCS ( 3YEARS USE)
MINT/BOXED £2750

VINYL

ACCOUSTIC SIGNATURE SAMBA MK II 8ARM (£23007)

EXCT

HELIUS CYALINE TONEARM
NVA IWO BOX MC PHONO STAGE
GRAHAM GLEE ERA GOLD 8 ELEVATOR ( MM/MC)
ANT/DUE SOUNDLABS MINI PHONO STAGE 2- BOX
ME WING MING DA MC767 RD MM/MC PHONO STAGE

ACCUPHASE DP- 90 TRANSPORT

£695

AURUM CANTUS BLACK ORCHID ( £ 1200)

EX.DIS

£795

BES 128 RIBBON HYBRO (STAR GFIANITE)

MINT/BOXED

£1395

£495

JEFF RCWLAND MC- 61516000 7»

MINT/BOXED £895
MINT/BOXED £ 1295
MINT/BOXED £795

BRAND NEW

£6995

EXCLT

f2750

EGGLESTONWORKS ANDRA II

NEW

£9995

NEW

£4795

EX DEM

£2495

MINT/BOXED

£1250

EX DEM

£1195

MINT

f3995

EGGLESTONWORKS ROSA

EXDEM

£1475

EGGLESTONWORKS FONTAINE II

MAGNUM DYNALAB MD- 208 RECEIVER ( SUPERB)

MINT.130XED

£1795

PA:CORWL( F1D-1 FEMME FFE CNA-13 FOAERAWS (430

MINT/BOXED

f2250

MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 50 ( ROSEWOOD) £4400

LUXMAN M-105 DUAL MONO CLASS APOWER AMP

MINT/BOXED

£1795

PLINIUS GB- 300 (RETAIL £ 4650)

EXDEM/DIS

£2995

PLINIUS SA- 201 (RETAIL £3600)

DIMS

f2395

NORTH AMERICAN PRODUCTS H-CAT POU MI' (£2850,

THETA DATA II TRANSPORT ( SILVER)

CONRAD JOHNSON PF 1PRE 8PHONO STAGE

MARTEN MILES ICHERRY (8k. NEW)

BOXED

£1250

MIRAGE Ml,, BIPOLAR kOUDSPEAKERS
PUB AUDIO MODEL- ONE IRETAIL £ 7500)

NOS,

£ 395

ROGUE AUDIO METIS PRE AMP (REMOTE)

EU CIEM

f695

MINT/BOXED £375

UNISON RESEARCH FEATHER PRE/35 POWER

MINT/BOXED

£1495

ZSYSTEMS Z-3uc UPSAMPLER (£ 1450 NEW)

MINT/BOXED £45C

AUDIO RESEARCH SP- 9

MINT/BOXED

£995

AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE VIII HDCD DAC

NOS.

£350

TUBE TECHNOLOGY SYNERGY INT.AMP

AUDIO ALI:HEMY DDE V1.2 HDCD DAC

NOS

£275

GAMMA PEE 211 MONOBLOCS

AUDIO ALcHEMY DDE V1.1 HCCD DAC

NOS

£250

PRIM/ARE V-25 CD/DOD PLAYER (£ 1000 NEW

NEW/BOXED £475
MINT/BOXED £295

AMPLIFIERS

TANNOY GRF MEMORY TW.

£895
£2295

SONY TAi:9000-ES PRE 8TAN9-ES POWER AMPS

ARCM CD 82

AUDIO PHYSIC CALDERA II ( MK NEW?)

EXCLT

£495

f299

CURA CA- 30 FLOORSTANDERS (MAPLE)

BOXED

ROC

MINT/BOXED

A.LR JORDAN NOTE 5ILOORSTANDERS (£ 2930)

BEL CANTO PRE- 1PREAMP 8EVO 2002 POWER AMP

MSB LINK DAC 24/96khz MODULE

DENON 2800 MKII GOLD ( HOCD)

EX. DIS

NEW/BOXED

THETA CARMEN CD/DVO TRANSPORT

AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS III CD/TRANSPORT

£795

AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 2SE

AURUM CANTUS SUPREME (AWESOME! £ 10000)

EXCLT £2750

THETA DATA TRANSPORT

£795

EX.DIS,

AURUM CANTUS LEISURE SSE (£ 1250)

KRELL FPB-200 POWER AMP

EXCLT £ 1500

PROCEED ( LEVINSON) PDT- 1TRANSPORT 8 DAC

EX.DIS

AUDIO RESEARCH LS- 313 PRE AMPMINT/BOXED
£995

MINT/BOXED £ 1295

EINSTEIN THE CD PLAYER'

£695

AURUM CANTUS BLACK ORCHID ( £ 1200)

£349

NEW/BOXED £ 599

LECTOR 01010F.) VE TL TRANSPORTA PSU

EX.DIS

£375

TFtANSPORTS/DACS/CD
INEAR CD PLAYER

£795

NJRUM CANTUS LEISURE 2SE

EXCLT

McCORMACK MINI PHONO DRIVE ( MM/MC,

CONSONANCE

£595

EX DEM

BILL BEARD MM/MC PHONO STAGE
ASR MINI BASIS PHONO STAGE ( MM/MCI

MINT
EX.DIS.

MINT

f2999

EXCLT

£1295

AUDIO RESEARCH SP- 9PRE AMP/PHONO STAGE

MINT/BOXED

£995

ROGUE AUDIO 66 MAGNUM REMOTE PREAMP

MINT/BOXED

AUDIO RE;EARCH vr-200 POWER AMP

APOGEE CALIPERS

f2995

MINT

£3750
£3750

EXCELLENT

£2750

EX DEM

£4750

2500)

EX.DISPLAY

£395

EX .DISPLAY

£1750

MAINS CABLES/BLOCKS/CONDITIONERS ETC
TARA LAOS RSC A1R-2 OF/ POWER CORDS

BRAND NEW

Y199

£1195

BLACK RHODIUM SUPER MAINS POWER CORDS

BRAND NEW

£65

EXCLT

£4450

BLACK RHODIUM POWER CORO RHODIUM PLATED EASYGRIP PLUG

EXCLT

£1650

ISOM( POWER CORD

NICE

£850

LOUDSPEAKERS
APOGEE DUETTA SIGNATURES

£995

MINT/BOXED
EXCLT/BOXED

FAB AUDIO BRAT (£ 700)
AURUM CANTUS 'JOLLA ( RETAIL

MINT

BRAND NEW

ROTEL RB-1092 500 WATT X2

MINT/BOXED

£795

CONRAD JOHNSON PfR PRPMF-2500A POWER AMPS

MINT/BOXED

£3450

CELESTION A-3

MINT/BOXED

£1250

OREL LE EVO100 CD Ft/0134PRENIPPCMERN/F5:3 90

MINT/BOXED

£1795

CELESTION A-2 SANTOS R/WOOD

BRAND NEW

£995

QUALITY HI FI REQUIRED FOR
IMMEDIATE CASH PURCHASE

WEBSITE: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk UPDATED DAILY!
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR . MMEDIATE PURCHASE! CALL GEORGE 07860 511111

£95
£65

definitive audio

High End Cable
www.highendcable.co.uk
For the best prices telephone Dave Jackson on 01775 761880
Free P8,P worldwide on all interconnects
Analysis Plus
Audience
Chord Company
Ecosse
Furutech
Hovland
Nordost
MIT
Oehl bath
Purist Audio Design
Stereovox
Townshend
True Colour Industries
van den Hut
Wyrewizard
IsoTek
Bel Canto
Project Turntables
Audio Physic Speakers
STAX headphones
Tannoy
Echo Busters
Arye CD - IsoTek CD
Lyra Moving Coil
Ortofon Moving Coil
Sumiko Moving Coil
Cable Tower
Clearlight Audio Cones
Oehlbach Accessories
Sub woofer cables
Media cables
Chord iPod cables
Nordost iPod cables
XLR cables
Pulsar Points
Component cables
Digital cables
DIN cables
Firev•ire
HDMI 1080 cables
DVI cables
Jumpers
Optical cables
Mains & Power cables
SCART
Svideo

TM
t

CHORD

NOÉDOST

L411

analysis plu.

TowNSHILND AUDIO

°eta»

»le Hui
wYrewilud
PROOSER

RuT
O OEHLBACH.

IscoTek
FU RVTgqi
DeStat and DeMag
TRUE COLOURS
INDUSTRIES

bel canto

Definitive Audio offers you afresh aw focused way of choosing asophisticated
sound for your home. Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our
reputation peerless.The systrms we create are infused with an elusive quality
that will expand your musical horizons.

n

Sale of part exchanged and ex-dem items

Sale

Acuphase DD90 / DC9I

£4,000 £20.000

Schroeder Reference tone arm - One lady driver

£2,500
£

SME Model 10 turntable - boxed - nice
Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace with LV mat - IS months old - perfect

£3,300
1,800 £2,700
£1,400 £2,450

Teac P30 CD specific transport - scarce and very good

£1,500

VDH Various MC cartridges 0Frogs, Grasshoppers, Colibris. 10-150 hrs use

please call

Hovland HP100 pre-amplifier - factory updated - loved and spotless

£2,900

Kuzma Airline tonearm

£3,500 £7,500

Kondo silver internal and external lead

Rogue Audio Zeus stereo power amplifier - very big and very heavy
Border Patrol 300B SE - Western Electrics

£3,000 £6,500

Canary 303 monos - 22 watts 300B power with Living Voice upgrade

£1,900
£3.500 £7.500

Croft Epoc Pre-amplifier with built in phono

£I,000 £2,000

Lavardin PE Reference line pre-amplifier - 1lady driver - perfect
Lavardin AP power amplifier - spotless as above

£1.500 £2,400

Audionet ArtV2 CD player - perfectas new - 6months old

£1,500 £2,500

£2,100 £3.400

Audionet ArtV2 CD player - perfect, as new - 18 months old

£1,300 £2,500

Audionet SAM integrated amplifier - perfect, as new - 6months old

£I.500 £2,500

Art Audio Concerto integrated amplifier - black & chrome
Border Patrol MB PSU

£1,900 £4,000

Palcette passive line stage - 3inputs - 120v - remote control - 6months old

£700

£500
£ 1.600

Monarchy Audio SM70 Pro - solid state class A power amp - nice sound £ 300
Art Audio Argento 3008 PSE integrated 18w amplifier black & chrome £5,500
Sugden A2I amplifier - class A - solid state

£500

£8,000
£950

B&W Nautilus 804 loudspeakers- very good condition - cherry - boxed £ 1,700

£2,700

Canary 608 with Living Voice upgrades
£2,250
Vitavox S2 pressure drivers - various vintages
&OA

£4,000

EAR 534 50W EL34 / EAR 864 amplifiers

£4,800

ProAc Response 1loudspeakers - yew

[audio phoil

New

£2,750

£700

Revel M20 bookshelf loudspeakers - santos rosewood
Rega Jupiter CD player - professionally clockeerebuilt with Blackgate cap's

£800
£600

£I.400
£2,000

STAX
Up to 25% Trade in allowance on your old cables

Previously owned cables. Reference cables include free Burn In.

Tel: 0115 973 3222
Internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

www.manger-audio.co.uk
At last acure for Melophobia,
Manger full range bending
wave transducers.

precision
in sound
• Manger Speakers
• ASR amplifiers
• HMS cables

IAN EDWARDS

MAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

Tel:
.01423 500442 Fax.01423 705200
www.iansbespokefurniture.co.uk

jr

, Stereophile Recommended components
The Absolute Sound Golden Ear Award

World's
Best
Amplifier?
103 zerobox

ASR's Revolutionary
Emitter II Exclusive
This Amp is so far beyond the usual ti.dt Icall it " revolutionary: and
this in afield where design breakthroughs are, at best, evolutionary.
it's taken me six months to get its measure and in the process

ve

had to upgrade the reference system to meet the ASR's mettle.
WIrlf)

El

info@manger-audio.co.uk

caII:0161 304 0099
mobile: 07970 908619

e•:COOL GALES
It's abreeze to click and buy high-end gear at www.coolgales.com.

Check out the reviews and
brochure downloads on our
website product listings. Read how
the stunning Clearaudio Emotion,
now available in red, black, blue,
and white, " brings out the emotion
from your vinyl" (
HiFi Choice).

Give us a free call on 0800 043 6710 if you need
more info or prefer to order by phone. We'll tell you
the new, top- of- the- range Zyx 4D has prompted us
to have a radical rethink about what's possible in
vinyl playback.

Free delivery on all orders over £ 100, including the
astonishing NuForce Reference 9SE V2 monoblocs,
"with startling dynamics, a big and transparent
soundstage, and outstanding resolution... explosive
transient impact and center- of-the- earth bottom- end
solidity and power" (The Absolute Sound).

,1111111»

A 30- day money- back guarantee on
most products ( details on our website),
including the the essential Nordost Thor
mains conditioner. "Taking it out means no
music— it's as simple as that" (
HiFi-i-).

A huge selection of hi-fi components with style, like
the spectacular Eclipse TD712z, " whose clarity,
transparency, resolution, imaging, and timbrai accuracy
match or exceed those of just about every other speaker
I've had in my system or heard at shows" (
Stereophile).

Cool Gales, hi-fi made easy.
Give us a click. Give us a call.

Igales.com
0043 6710
The Victoria School House

He

Road

Bath BA2 6LL

AirTight
Emil16
Luxman
Melody
Reimyo
Acoustic Signature
Basis
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
King Sound
Basis PSTT Cables
Boston Audio
Harmonix

k Gershman Black Swan

AudioLincs

T. 01476 591090

Brighton Hifi Ex.

T. 01580 878101

Retro Reproduction

T. 0131 558 9989

H. Basis 2800 & Vector Arm

B. Reimyo CAT-777

I. Feastrex Coaxial Drive Unit

C. Reimyo PAT- 777

J. AirTight ATM300

C. Basis Vector Tonearm
E Acoustic Sig. Analogue One

K. Feastrex D6
L. Harmonix TU 220M1

F AirTight ATM- 3
G. Basis PSTT Cables

M. Harmonix HS- 101 SLC
N. Emillé 300BSE

LAT INTERNATIONAL
IC 300 Signature, IC 200 MKII, IC 100 MKII Analog, DI- 30 Signature & DI- 20 Digital and VI-6Video
Interconnects, AC- 2MKII Power cord, SS800 MKII and SS1000 MKII Loudspeaker cables, also available as aBiwire cables Tonearm interconnects TA300,TA200 and TA100. Solid Core Silverfused wire
technology with Teflon insulation and are fully shielded,

North Star

Bosendorfer Loudspeakers

Sapphire CD Player
(Philips VAM 1202 Mech, Upsampling 192/24, double DAC, balanced
anlogue stage with balanced and unbalanced output)

Best Loudspeaker - Wallpaper Magazine 2004.
Reviewed in
the UK by HiFi
News, Hifi
Plus and HifiChoice. Many
other great
overseas reviews. Ask
for brochure

AUDUSA EUPEN
The world's only true
Ferrite technology
cables - a high quality ferrite is extruded
over the conductor
strands. Power Cords
-GNLM 5/2.5 ( CSA
2.5) and GNLM 05/04.
From £ 48 for a 1m
cord terminated with
a standard IEC and
MK tough plug. Other
terminations include
Fig of 8, 16 amp IEC,
and mains plugs
Schuko, USA, Danish,
India, Swiss etc
Pictured are the SEB
versions of the cable
priced from £ 80 for a
1m cord

and price
list. VC1 from
£3450, VC2
from £4750
and VC7 from
£6400.

%.
e

t;
•"ii%

t

Ask for product brochures and price list and
visit our web site and check the list of ex-demo
bargains on offer

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020 8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

Central Audio

www.2ndhandhifi.co.uk ... what are you up for?.41,N

41-

»gab.

e'lk
,

tel: 0845 6019390
Analogue

_
Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website:

www.centralaudio.co.uk
a.prutton@sky.com

E-mail:
Tel:

0121 747 4246

CURRENT INVENTORY
RRP

AUDIO RESEARCH 300.2
AUDIO RESEARCH CD3 MK2
AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE 300 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH 0400 MK2
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH LS15
AUDIO RESEARCH REF 11
AUDIO RESEARCH LS9
AUDIO RESEARCH VS55
AUDIO RESEARCH SP16 WITH PHONO
AUDIO SILVER NIGHT MK2 INT 300B 4MTHS OLD
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE
ACCUPHASE PS1200
ACCUPHASE DP67
ACCUPHASE DP90
ARCAM FMJ AV9
ARCAM FMJ P7
ART AUDIO DIAVLO
BAT VICD5SE
BAT P5.6 PACK PHONO STAGE BRAND NEW IN BOX
B&VV 8020
B&VV SILVER SIGNATURE 30
BEL CANTO EVO4
BOULDER 810 PRE BRAND NEW
BOULDER 850 MONOS BRAND NEW
BURMESTER REFERENCE 969/970
BURMESTER 935MK11 WITH MC/MM PHONO
BURMESTER 956 MK2
DCS VERDI LASCALA
DYNAVECTOR KARAT 17D2 EX DEM 2 HOURS USE
EAR 864
EMM LABS DCC2/CDSD
FOCAL JMLABS DIVA UTOPIA IMONTH OLD
FOCAL JMLABS 1027 BE
FOCAL 1007 BE EX DEM INC STANDS
JADIS JA50 MONOBLOCKS
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 2+ BATTERY POWER SUPPLY
KRELL KPS 25SC
KRELL FPB 400CX
KRELL 2011
KRELL ¡(SA 80E1
KRELL KRC
KRELL KAV300 CD
LINN ARTIKULAT 320 + STANDS 2 WEEKS OLD
LINN C5100
LINN 2100 1VVEEK OLD
MARTIN LOGAN AEON I
MARTIN LOGAN FRESCO
MARTIN LOGAN MOSSAIC
MARTIN LOGAN CLARITY
MARK LEVINSON 336
MAGNUM DYNALAB FTIO1A ETUDE 4 MTHS OLD
MERIDIAN G91A 2 WEEKS OLD
MERIDIAN 068J 2 WEEKS OLD
MERIDIAN G55 2 WEEKS OLD
M J ACOUSTICS SIR BRAND NEW
MUSICAL FIDELITY KW CD/SACD
MUSICAL FIDELITY A5 PRE
MUSICAL FIDELITY A5 POWER
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2 CR PRE
NAGRA PLL
NORDOST OUATROFIL 0.5 MTR XLR
NORDOST VALHALLA 1MTR DIGITAL RCA
NORDOST SOLAR WIND 2X 5MTR
NORDOST RED DAWN 2X2 MTR SPADES SINGLE WIRE
ORACLE DELPHI V SME BOARD TURBO SUPPLY
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS rSTANDS
REL STADIUM 3
SONUS FABER CREMONA
SPECTRAL DMC 15
SPECTRAL DMA 100S
SPECTRAL MIT 350 IMTR RCA NEW IN BOX
SILTECH SCI28 IMM XLR NEW IN BOX
SILTECH LS88 2X3 MTR SPADES SINGLE WIRE
SILTECH $028 IMTR RCA NEW IN BOX
SILTECH SO 110 1MTR XLR NEW IN BOX
SILTECH SPX 30 2MTR NEW IN BOX SHUKO/IEC
SILTECH SPX 202 MTR SHUKO/IEC NEW IN BOX
SILTECH OCTOPUS SIGNATURE
TALK HURRICANE/TORNADO 3.16
VERITY AUDIO FIDELIO
WILSON SYSTEM 6
WILSON SYSTEM 5.1
WILSON BENESCH ACTOR

N •W

3250.
1995
5200.
2995
32000 . .. 12995
6500 .... 1495
5000.
1995
3000
995
10000 .
3995
2200
595
2500.
1295
2500.
1295
2680
395
3000
995
8000.
2995
4600 .... 2495
6500.... 1995
3750 .
2495
2900.
1895
4800 . 2495
4200. . 1495
3050 . . 1495
8000 .
5995
8000 .... 2495
3500 . . 1795
5500.
3495
7500 .
4995
45000.
16995
5000.... 1495
8000 .... 3495
9000 .... 2495
600
345
2100.... 1195
13000 .... 5995
8500 .
4995
.1000 . 2395
3100 . . 1995
6000 . ... 3495
7500 . . 2995
25000 .... 6995
12000 . .. 4500
13000 . . 2995
3500
895
6000.... 1495
3500 . . 1195
9000 . . 4995
2200 . . 1295
1400
895
3150.... 1695
1800
895
1500
895
2500 . . 1695
10000 . . 3495
1200
695
4300 .
3295
3700 . 2695
2700 . . 1995
2600 . ... 1295
4000 . ... 2195
1500
895
1500
895
1500
495
5500.2995
1400
395
1450
795
450
250
600
295
4300 . . 2595
5000 . ... 2795
1500
795
5000 . . 3495
4750 . . 2495
4750 . . 2495
1500
895
400
245
1700
995
400
295
1430
995
550
395
315
195
595
295
4000
1495
8000 . 2995
22000 . ... 6995
18000 . ... 4995
4000 . . . 1495

5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6.

Wanted quaility hifi

Ariston RD80, ex condiu,
119
Ariston RD90 Superior, Rega arm
399
Ariston RD11S, excellent order
199
Clearaudio Evolution with parallel tracking arm
999
Creek OBH15 mm/mc stage, as new
149
Creek OBH18 mm stage, as new ....... .
119
Cyrus AeQ7 phonostage, ex boxed .... .
299
EAR 834R mm/mc and gain
449
Graham Slee Era Gold V. excellent boxed ..............
349
Hadcock 228E. excellent boxed
199
Heybrook TT2 c/w Linn
229
Image/Dais. Dais deck. early Tom Fletcher design.
199
JBE SlateSeries 3/Mission774 rare as
299
Linn LP12. OL DC Kit
329
Linn Ittok LV11 vgc
299
Linn look LV11, vgc in rare black
399
Linn lOok 12, VERY VERY RARE ITEM,
799
Linn Unto Anniversary edition
799
Lin Lingo power supply and internal board
499
Linn LP12. Valhalla, Akito, in lovely Rosenut plinth,
599
Linn LP12, Lingo. look LVII, onice
1099
Michell OC Power supply for a/c powered decks
279
Michell Orbe SE. NC power, ex dem ............
1599
Michell Focus One, Focus arm, excellent .. 299
Michell Transcriptors Reference Hydraulic/Fluid arrn. NOW 579
Mission 774 original arm............ .......... ..........
139
MRM Source. c/w large pis. .... ........... .
399
Musical Fidelity XLP ex original...............
NAD ( Rega Planar 2). RB250 ...............
119
Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck, AceSpacearm. excellent 979
Orgn lie Ultra de nth off Cord pt. Mal NOW
Offers
119
Project Expression, c/w arm/cart good condition
Project Tubebox, excellent._
199
Rego Planar 2. R8250. vgc .
149
Rega Planar a R8300, vgc
.
169
SME 3. lovely .
249
SME 3009, excellent .
149
SME 3012. excellent
499
Systemdek 11X900, no arm, reasonable order
Systrnde10503. olboard
acric I:Mean:1 RB250
379
Systemdek II ( biscuit tin), ADC arm. vgc
.229
Technics SL1210 mk2, light domestic use
229
Technics SL10, good working order ..........
_179
Thorens TO124, motor unit only
.179
Thorens TO125/SME3009. ... ...
.299
Thorens TC1160b/Mayware vgc, .....
..199
Thorens TO125/SME3012/SME2000 plinth
749
Thorens 70150, matching arm, good order, no lid
.79
Trichord Dino, with Dino plus p/s. excellent boxed .............. .349
Zeta, famous heavyweight arm, excellent .
499

Digital
Arcam DV79, excellent, boxed bargain
499
Arcam DV89, bargain REDUCED
299
Arcam CD73, excellent in silver
229
Arcam CD72, vgc boxed
179
Audio Analogue Maestro 192/24 ex dem
999
Audiolab 8000DAX, vgc.
349
AVI Lab Series, mint boxed ex dem
929
Bow Technologies ZZ8. beautiful. vgc boxed
1899
Consonance Droplet, ex dem bargain - WOW!
1449
Cyrus Ouattra. ch,v tuner . UNDER HALF PRICE'
449
Cyrus CM, boxed, ex c/w remote
549
Cyrus CD8X, boxed ex ciw remote
699
DCS Elgar DAC/Pre a taste of the high life!
2499
DCS Purcell Upsampler, bargain upgrade
999
Esoteric SA60, ex demonstration. ex boxed etc. SAVE £1000 2499
Esoteric 0035E, excellent boxed .
3249
Esoteric UX1 - the ultimate player? Ex boxed .........
3999
Esoteric DV5OS Ex boxed
1749
Heart Audio CD6000, valve output. Trichord clock
Krell KAV300CD excellent boxed
899
Lector COPO 5T, ex valve output stage
499
Linn Numerik. olate version
379
Maranta C060000SE KI cine manual, certficate and remote 249
Maranta CD60000SE, tidy entry level CD player
79
Maranta CD10, ex, boxed, upgraded Clock 2and Ws
399
Meridian 200 Transport, excellent boxed
279
Mende 091048, D1.13/Processa/Tuner al in one box
Call
Micromega Stage 1. excellent
179
Nu Tjoeb CD4000 valve output with Upsampling board. boxed 499
NVA Transparent Statement, ex crated
Primare CD21, ago, with remote
399
Primare CD31, ex demo, boxed c/w remote . 1199
Primare CD30.2, ex boxed Uw remote
Quad 99CDP, as new boxed
749
Roksan Atessa. c/w Dac and power supply. ..... .................... 599
Sugden CD21SE, ex dem
999
Shanling, stunning valve output CD player, ex demo
Call
TEAC 0050. good condition, remote, boxed
1499
TEAC VRDS9, excellent. remote .... 479
Wadia 302, ex demo, as new boxed
. 2799

Radio and recorders

Arcam Alpha 7FM tuner, excellent .
99
Harman Kardon TU970 DAB/FM New . ... 149
Meridian 204, excellent ... 199
Ned 4020, unice original ... .... ..........
49
Pure 702ES, excellent multiband tuner
Quad FM3, excellent
TEAC Portable 63 DAB radio, brand new boxed

Amplifiers
Arcam AVR200, ex boxed, REDUCED
299
Arcam 965., excellent intro amp .
199
Audio Analogue Maestro Reference 150w monster Integrated..1179
Audio Innovations Series 700 integrated. excellent boxed 499
Audiolab 8000/8000X7, as new processor/7 channel amp .. 799
Audio Research 115 Preamp, ex boxed with remote
Audio Research 070 Power, ex
879
AVI S2000Pre, superb little preamp
249
Chord SPM12008, boxed as new in black ... 1449
Consonance Signature 10, vlovely 2A3 valve integrated
949
Conrad Johnson PV15, ex boxed
1499
Conrad Johnson MF2303A, monster power amp
1199
Conrad Johnson MV6OSE. excellent ... ............... .. 1749
Cyrus APA7 Monos
799
Cyrus Pre XVS, nr mint boxed
449
Cyrus Pre VS2, ex boxed
449
Cyrus 7, ex boxed .
299
Exposure 3010, as new boxed with £200 mm phono stage 599
ITL MA80/MA100/MA100 Pre/Power 02 lovely combo NOW199
Icon Audio 40i Classic with 01885. excellent
499
Krell KAV400xi, excellent boxed
1749
Linn ( lout power, ex from.... ..............................
Linn Wakonda, vgc
279
Maranta PM17/2, excellent. remote
279
Musical Fidelity 9200. vgc....
_ 119
NAIM NAC62/NAP140, excellent boxed pre/power
449
NAIM 32/110 pre/power, cute chrome bumper pair
229
NA1M NAIT 5. ex boxed............ .......... .. 399
NAIM NAC112, current style preamp
389
NA1M NAP180, Olive, boxed. excellent
499
NAIM NAP140 Olive. boxed,
299
NuForce Reference 9SE Monoblocks, ex dem in silver ...... 1999
Pathos Classic One Mk2, ex boxed
749
Prima Luna Prologue 2, excellent boxed
699
Quad 44 Preamp. 405 Power amps NOW from
99
Quad 33/303, vgc for year fully serviced..249
Quad 99 Poweramp. as new boxed.349
Radio«) STA25 Rennansance and SC25 Pre/Power, excellent..1199
Roksan Caspian Integrated, ex remote ............... ................ 329
Rotel RB991. ex boxed ........... .......... . ..... .......... ......499
Rotel 6501, excellent boxed
149
Sonic Freers Aeon', Pre IL & Pony 1, Reined to trig _779
TACT/Lyngdorl Audio SDA2175. great press, as new.
679
Unison Research 56. superb
899
Unison Research S8, 845 Mad, ' • '

159
99
99
49

Speakers
Audiovector M3 Sig, active crossovers, new £4k.. amazing .. 1699
AVI ADM9 in Walnut ... .. . 799
AVI Pro Nine Plus Actives, less than 6months old.
B&W 805S. nr mint boxed in cherry
1199
Dynaudio Focus 110 with matching stands
399
Dynaudio Audience 42, nr mint boxed
249
Dynaudio Audience 62, excellent floorstander
449
Dynaudio Contour 18mk2 ex boxed ..... .....
799
Epos ES14 c/w matching stands ..........
199
Jamo Concert 11, boxed
599
Linn Tukan, excellent boxed .
349
Linn Sara, excellent boxed with Sara stands.
279
Linn lsobarik DMS or PMS/Xoverbox/Dirak.......
599/899
Living Voice Auditorium 2, ex boxed.
1199
Mission 752. nice efficient floorstander ..... ...... 199
fecrix Palo St. er dens ni mil bee S
I
Natural ....... 279
Monitor Audio, mint boxed RSW12 Subwoofer ..... . A29
Monitor Audio, R720 Subwoofer, excellent booed ........ 299
Monitor Audio. mint boxed RSW12 Subwoofer ..... ...... , 429
Monitor Audio Silver 8i ..................................
..
. 299
NAIM Credo in cherry. vgc boxed
499
Neat Acoustics Petite 3SE Ow Ultimatum bass drivers NOW 449
NHT 02, fantastic large floorstander
349
Opera Duetto, superb little standmount
349
Quad ESL989. excellent boxed BARGAIN 1
1999
PMC TB2 in cherry, reduced again
349
RO 050. vgc
99
JM Reynaud Offrande, boxed superb c/w Matching stands1199
Revolver R33 ex dem, well revrewed bargain ....
229
Revolver RW16, well reviewed bargain ......
199
Roark Talisman 2, vgc in walnut
299
Ruark Crusader 2, excellent in black
599
Ruark Sabre, vgc, nice mid sized standmount
179
Sonus Faber Cremona Auditor. amazing mini monitor ...... 1199
Spendor 55e, excellent boxed ............... ............... .......
749
Spendor S8e. vgc in cherry.............. ............... ............. .. 1199
Spendor BC1, excellent
249
Triangle 1/tus 202, CAV Tnstands..299
Usher Audio S525 and SW103 Sub - 51system ............. Call

Accessorles/Systems

Chord Chorus 1m interconnect
119
Chord Signature 1m interconnect
279
HKardon AVR635 - was £999
399
Linn Classik Kwith onboard tuner, as new boxed
579
Linn Isobank Active Xover box
299
Marantz Layta CD/Rezeker and cassette nChelsea bkor
199
NAD 3020 amp and 4020 tuner, excellent
99
Tara Labs Ref 8Spkr Cable
Call
TEAC 500 series 5.1 system ,
WO, Tuner, Solos al for ontr 499

tel 0845 6019390 Tues to Sat 10 til 5, or
email news@2ndhandhifi.co.uk
Quality hifi equipment always required for cash
Commission sales too

CHECK WEBSITE FOR CHANGING STOCK

NOWff0111 I• e_cm 4:Audio,stei-ec) 60 MK II

It's Back. It's Even Better!
Looking for -high end" performance from avalve amplifier that
will drive modern speakers well? Our new Stereo 60 MKII is ideal
for you. An extremely capable amplifier, it has warmth, power and
an incredibly detailed 3D sound stage that only pure valve
amplifiers can give. Absolutely no listening fatigue! Our solid
build quality, reliability and excellent UK back up service all make
an obvious choice. Designed, finished and tested in Leicester.

Just compare these features:
•

Now with our " Retro" style val,/e cover

•
•

Switchable " Integrated" or " Power Amplifier" modes
Improved " Leak" inspired front end with 6SN7/6SL7 valves

•

Complete with "warm-up" circuit at no extra charge

•
•

Polished Stainless Steel chassis
Now with 4and 8ohm output taps

•
•

Huge 65 ,65 watts for dynamics, headroom and low distortion
Switchable to " Pure Triode" mode with 30+30 watts

•

Complete with remote control

•
•

Fabulous KT88 valves by Russian Electro Harmonix
Choke regulated power suppiy for driver and output stages

•
•

Hand wired " point to point" without using " printed circuit boards"
Custom Hand wound" transformers

• Silver Teflon auto cable
• Jensen Capacity upgrade available
is asmooth souieng, well Balanced ell rimed pertormer119 out 01201
Tony 801Ion fi News

£1,499 Inc Russian valves (Various upgrades available
Gen/le «sloe: wefts& al wwwiconautlio.coni
From

Or ask for an illustrated leaflet Auditions by appointment
Phone 0116 2440593 Email sales@iconaudio.com
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Winning North of England Retailers...

Castle
Chord
Cyrus
KEF
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
MJ Aco
Monitor

All Chord Electronics available

with up to 3yrs 0% finan
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es<
NAD
Nordost
et
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos
Pickering
Prirnare
ProAc
Project
Quad
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Sugden
Tannoy
TEAC
Van den Hul
Wharfedale
Yamaha
& lots more...

24 Gillygate, York
Jr,*
01904-629659
www Vickers-HiF . co.uk

Specialists in

'Fklélit); S„o..eino' Réproductiar - Since 1967

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

www.mantra-audio.co.uk
ORDER SECURELY @ https://shop.montra-aucho.co.uk
SEE WEBSITE FOR MONTHLY OFFERS d FULL PRODUCT RANGE
ITEMS EX STOCK DELI VERY BY RETURN OTHERWISE 3 - 10 DAYS
CARTRIDGE SECTION

STYLUS

Goldring

The unique

HEADPHONE SELECTION
GRADO Award winning Headphones

Elektra £ 33 £28

GEX £24

1006

£88

GEX £65

SR 80 £90

1012 GX

£ 116 £93

GEX

£ 77

SR 125 £ 140

1022 GX

£ 153

£ 122

GEX

£97

SR 225

1042

£ 171

£ 137

GEX £ 120

Eroica WH

£ 153 £ 122

GEX

N/A

Elite

£ 273 £ 217

GEX

N/A

£70

2000 Series (new) full range in stock

Prestige Series

Reference Series

£30

RS- 2

£450

£ 105 £95
£ 190

DR100

£ 18
EX

that gives

EX

N/A

£ 170

EX

N/A

DL 110

£ 79

£69

EX

N/A

DL 160

£95

£83

EX

N/A

DL 304

£210

£ 190

EX

N/A

Grado

£40

08150 £70
Active Noise Reduction

Denon
DL 103R

£635

New Goldring Headphones

£ 16

AT 0C9 MLII £330 £295
DL 103

RS 1

DR50 £30

£25

AT 110E

web site

£ 175

SR- 325i £260

Audio Technica
AT 95 E

dedicated

SR 60 £ 75

you the

NS 1000 £ 140

Sennheiser Headphones
HD415

£29

latest hi-fi

HD435 £38
HD465 £45
HD485

£ 54

news daily.

HIFI ACCESSORIES

Prestige Black

£40

Prestige Gold

£ 110

£29
£77

Lyra
Dorian

£495

Argo

£795

ARTcessones USB Plions Plus Pre-Amp £85
Goldring Super Exstatic Brush

£395

EX

N/A

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge

£695

EX

N/A

Milty Pixall II Roller plus Refill
Milty Zerostat Neutralising Gun

Shure
M 97 XE

£98

£58

Sumiko

£ 13

£24
£ 16
£38

Bib Universal Standard Headshell £ 15

Blue Point Special £ 195 £ 165

EX

Ounex J2P 3.5mm mini- jack to two Phono
plug 3m connectors £27

Blackbird

EX

Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

£ 585 £ 500

wwweregblo9me+

GEX - Goldring new for old exchange price for any make/type of cartridge
EX - Exchange price some make moving coil cartridge

-ar

Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

CD

MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN), TOWN END HOUSE, SKIPWITH, SELBY, NORTH YORKSHIRE YO8 5SQ
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following areas:

Manchester -

Cleveland -

Cumbria - Linconshire -

Humberside -

Yorkshire - Lancashire -

Nottingham -

Durham - Leeds -

Birmingham -

Sheffield

A small selection below of our current line up
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Analogue Seduction are dedicated towards

SudicliAblE LoadiNg

channel Hi -Fi, specialising

SUpER RECIUIA1ORS
DiSCRE1E

Ourpur STAGE

As

UpqRAdEAblu Pouca Supply

REAd rhE REviEws

can offer our customers home demonstrations.

ON OUR WEbSiTE:

Nc

-' Never Connected' - unique noise
reduction technology available
for this product further enhances
sound quality.

TrzichoRd REsEARch

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1684 311600

well as our on-line shop we have dedicated demonstration

retail facilities based in Peterborough, Cambridgshire and we

WWW.TRiCI-10RdRESEARCh.COM

e

two

in vinyl replay.

Fax: + 44,( 0)1684 3119,8

We stock the finest in amplification, ana'ogue, digital replay and speakers.
We

also specialise in a cable termination and

Please visit our
or purchase

website

cable

burn

in service.

www.analogueseduction.net to browse

products that are not easily available elsewhere.

New vinyl records now stocked

kfinew
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Great offers

Item

Price

Quad: The Closest Approach/Soundbites combination

£50.00

Tube Amplifier

£20.00

Williamson Amplifier ( 1953)

£16.00

Mullard Valve Service Reference Manual ( 1951)

£22.00

Radio Valve and Transistor Data 9th Edition ( 1954)

£22.00

Master Handbook of Acoustics

£40.00

Mastering Audio

£30.00

High Performance Loudspeakers 6th ed: Martin Colloms

£55.00

Loudspeaker Design Cookbook 7th ed: Vance Dickason

£35.00

Loudspeakers: Newell/Holland

£38.00

Tube Amplifiers: Kaysek (German edition)

£20.00

An Introduction to Digital Audio: John Watkinson

£26.00

Handbook of Acoustics: Everest

£40.00

Quad: The Closest Approach is an

Building Valve Amplifiers: Jones

£20.00

excellent Xmas present, to give or o

Radiotron Designer's Handbook: FLangford Smith (CD only)

£30.00

receive. To add to the ' industry insider'

Loudspeaker Recipes: Dickason

£18.00

angle, we will include acopy of the Hi -Fi

Quad: The Closest Approach: Kessler

£45.00

News Sound Bites with the Quad book at

Ribbon Loudspeakers: Verhagen

£17.00

no extra charge. Another great stocking

Paul Klipsch: The Life

£25.00

filler is the excellent Tube Amplifiers.

Acoustical Engineering: Olsen

£55.00

We only have German editions available,

High Performance Audio Amplifiers: Duncan

£40.00

but the oustanding pics and specs are

GEC Amplifier Design: GEC UK

£20.00

the same in any language and at £ 25.00

Electrostatic 1../S Design & Construction: Wagner

£18.00

(originally £ 75.001 they are abargain!

Loudspeaker Design Cookbook: Dickason

£35.00

Complete Guide To High End Audio: Harley, 3rd Edn

£35.00

As the long dark nights of winter approach
it's traditional that we remind our dear
readers of our extensive list of books
relating to our common interest. One or
two special price offers, some new titles
and many old favourites. Good reading,
and don't forget that Xmas List!

Meanwhile, Ben Duncan has the first
of a reprint edition of early audio books

t "

The Saga of the Marconi Valve

£25.00

with three titles to date. The Williamson

tI

Home Theater for Everyone: Harley

£18.00

Audio Anthology Vols 1-6 ( each)

£12.00

1953. The Mullard Valve Service Reference

Audio Glossary: Holt

£10.00

Manual 119511 and Radio Valve and

Valve Amplifiers: Jones

£28.00

Power Amplifier Projects: Audio Amateur

£20.00

Beginners Guide Tube Audio Design: Rosenblit

£20.00

Audio Power Amp Design Handbook: Self

£26.00

Amplifier is aclassic, first published in

f

Transistor Data 9th edition (
1954) are
must- haves for those interested in early

i
t

r
.

f,

O.

QUAD

equipment and valve/transistor history.

ACCESSORIES CLUB

ORDER FORM

Name

Ad dress

Post Code
Telephone
Cheque/postal order enclosed for

£

( pounds sterling) made payable to: ' HFN

Accessories Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex (delete)

Principles of Electronic Tubes: Reich

£35.00

Mullard Tube Circuits: Mullard UK

£17.00

Electrostatic LIS Design Cookbook: Saunders

£28.00

Loudspeaker Projects: Audio Amateur

£18.00

Audio & Hi-fi Handbook: Sinclair

£30.00

Electronic Classics, Collecting & Repair: Emmerson

£21.00

Modern Recording Techniques: Huber & Runstein

£25.00

Studio Monitoring Design: Newell

£55.00

The Williamson Amplifier: Williamson (CD only)

£18.00

The LP is Backl Audio Amateur

£26.00

Life & Works of A D Blumlein: Alexander

£12.00

Horn Loudspeaker Design: Dinsdale

£28.00

Firsts in Hi-fidelity: The Leak Story

£20.00

Glass Audio Projects: Audio Amateur
Card Number

nri

FlOCILD

£8.00

Audio Electronics: Hood

£8.00

The Microphone Cookbook: Tasella

£10.00

5.1 Sound: Up 8. Running: Holman

£20.00

Self on Audio: Self

£25.00

Back to Basics Audio: Nathan

£32.00

Loudspeaker & Headphone Handbook: Borwick

£85.00

Valve & Transistor Audio Amplifiers: Hood

£21.00

Art of Digital Audio: Watkinson

£55.00

Acoustics & Psychoacoustics: Howard

£30.00

The Microphone Book: Eargle

£30.00

OR e-mail: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com
OR Visit the secure order facility at
www.hiliaccessoriesclub.com

Newnes Guide to Audio & Hi Fi: Beer

£15.00

Build Your Own Home Theatre: Wolenik

£20.00

UK SALIS All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include postage and packing for all items, whatever their
size, anywhere in the UK.
ExPortr suis Export sales are always very welcome. Where applicable they will be free of VAT
(Sales Tax), but will be subject to additional shipping at cost. Please contact us for quotation.
Delivery subject to availability. EWE.

Practical Acoustics: Kamichik

£15.00

Public Address Systems: Capel

£12.00

Audio Audio: Hill

£12.50

Expires (date)
Signature
To ORDER Please send completed order form (or aphotocopy of the form) to:
HEN Accessories Club 8CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1TH, UK
OR Fax your completed order form to: 01234 742028
OR Telephone: 01234 741152
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UK DISTRIBUTOR FOR ALL RAYSONIC & ORACLE PRODUCTS. DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME.
ARCAM, ATACAMA, AUDIOPHILE BASE, AVI, CHORD COMPANY, CHORD ELECTRONICS, CLEARAUDIO, CREEK, DALI,
EPOS, EUPEN, EXPOSURE, FOCAL 1MLAB, GAMUT, GRAHAM SLEE, LAT, METRONOME, NORTHSTAR, NOTTINGHAM,
ANALOGUE, NU FORCE, OPTIMUM, ORIGIN LIVE, ORACLE, PARTINGTON, PROJECT, QUAD, QUADRASPIRE, RAYSONIC,
RESOLUTION AUDIO, RENAISSANCE, TANNOY PRESTIGE, USHER.

www.rochesterhi-fi.co.uk
HOW TO CONTACT U

news
Editorial Team

We Live At...

Editor • Paul Miller
Deputy Editor • Andrew Harrison

Our edkorial, advertisement and
publish:ng offices are at:
Hi Fi News, IPC Inspire, Leon House,
233 High Street, Croydon, Surrey,

Art Editor • Sheradon Dublin
Production Editor • Patrick Fraser
Editorial Assistant • Liz Spence
Consultant Editor • Steve Harris
Consultant Technical Editor •
Keith Howard
Group Art Editor • Patrick Morrissey

CR9 1HZ, England.
Tel • 020 8726 8311
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CLASSIC KIT

RETRO

ROUNDUP
As well as boasting a
number of techological
firsts, Decca made some
fine hi-fi, says John Howes

D

ecca made many important
contributions to the evolution
of hi-fi reproduction. During

the Second World War,

Decca's chief engineer Arthur Haddy was

Decca introduced arange of high-fidelity

ABOVE LEFT: Promotional ad for Decola
ABOVE RIGHT: Decca used 'ffss' from 1944
for its new 25Hz-12kHz reproduction

products in 1950 which included two
pickup arms, two amplifiers, two speaker
cabinets and several motor units. One of

approached by the British Navy to work

the speakers was the Decca Corner Speaker,
designed by Ralph West in 1949.

arranged to give wide dispersion. Between
1962 and 1966 arange of stereo Decola

on recording submarine propeller noise.
This involved frequencies up to 12kHz,

Inspiration for this design came from
Pau' Voigt, being based on his patented

separates were manufactured for custombuilding systems. The stereo amplifier

well outside the bandwidth of cutter

quarter-wave loading. It had afootprint of

sold for £ 45, matching control unit £ 26,

heads at that time. By the end of the war

just 18 x6in and was designed so that the

mono FM tuner £ 25 and aGarrard 301

the range of Haddy's cutting heads had

'The sound reflected from the walls back
into the room to give aspacious presentation'

been greatly extended and this led to the
introduction of ' ffrr' recordings — anew
benchmark for high- quality sound.

LUXURY MODELS
In 1946 Decca introduced its flagship
Decola. It used six L63 triodes driving
apair of PX25 triodes in push-pull. This
fed three 12in units, positioned to give

sound from the Wharfedale ' Super 8' drive
unit reflected from the walls to give avery

turntable with ' ffss' pickup arm and head
fitted in aplinth at £ 55. And then there
were the Decola loudspeaker cabinets,

spacious presentation.
With permission from Decca, HiFi News
magazine printed an article by Ralph West

SPECIAL PRODUCTS

wide dispersion. The Decola retailed for

in 1960 entitled ' How to build the Decca

£259.17s.6d inc tax and was aimed at
the luxury market. A smaller

corner speaker'. Fitted with Lowther PM6
drivers, these loudspeakers can

model introduced in 1948
was called the Beau Decca,
for £ 119.5s. The amplifier

which cost £ 53 each.

In 1965 the Decca special products
division was set up to distribute the range
of amplifiers, speakers, pickups, cartridges

sound excellent.
That year also saw the
introduction of the company's

featured push-pull PX4

most ambitious model so far, the

and accessories. Also that year the Kelly
drive unit and atransistorised stereo amp
made their debut.

triodes driving three 8in
speakers. Both Decola

Regency- styled stereo Decola
radiogram. The amplifiers use

By 1968 Decca had ceased production
of this amplifier and all the Decola

and Beau Decca could be

triode-connected EL34 output

separates. However, the range of Kelly

fitted with an AM tuner.

valves in push-pull, giving
15W/ch. An ingenious speaker

RIGHT: A Decca Decola,
standing 36 1
2 in tall
/

system used two ' floating' bass
enclosures, with 12 tweeters

loudspeakers — including the Kelly Ribbon,
arms and cartridges carried on under the
Decca special products banner for many

January

issue goes on sale

14th

DECEMBER
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ON TEST:
—› Sub- £ 500 Speaker Group Test
Krell AV processor/power amp
Ortofon MC Windfeld cartridge
—> Flying Mole Class Damp
—) Super Systems: Linn Majik

DECEMBER 2007
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High- End CD Special: Five innovative
digital brands on test
PLUS:
On Location: We visit SME, still the
home of Great British engineering

Ayre vinyl revival...
-;

Enjoy your vinyl
collection as never
before. The Ayre P-5xe
phono preamplifier
uncovers the astounding
musicality in your favourite
records. Music flows from
a pure black background,
thanks to ultra-low noise circuitry in
azero-feedback configuration. Fully
adjustable gain and loading options
provide complete compatibility with the
widest possible range of cartridges.
Our proprietary two-stage passive RIAA
equalization ensures unparalleled tonal realism.
Bring you records to life with the Ayre P-5xe.
HiFi News, July 2006 — David Allcock
"... this phono stage delivered one of the finest

analogue sounds I've ever heard
"The bass is sublime ... vocals are so rich as to be luxurious
... reminiscent of classic valve phono stages ...
but with massively improved definition and speed."
"Dynamic range was stunning, having the ability to switch
from the most subtle expression to full power in aheartbeat."
The Critical Ear, February 2006 — Shane Buettner
"... as much openness and inner detail as I've heard from vinyl playback

And yet it reveals all its transparency in away that's non- mechanical,
very natural and very relaxed."
"The bass of the P-5xe is remarkable not only for its weight and authority,
but for its extraordinary articulation and resolution of low level details."
"The P-5xe is ahighly recommended, reference quality component in every way ..."

symmetry

t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

Sonus faber.
CREMONA SERIES. LOOK TO THE PAST TO HEAR THE FUTURE.

"FAST, TRANSPARENT, DYNAMIC,
OPEN, CLEAR, VIVID."
HI Fl CLUBE / JOSÉ VICTOR HENRIQUES / CREMONA ELIPSA
Sonus Faber's introductions in the early " Noughties• of the floor- standing Cremona and the
smaller Cremona Auditor were hailed as milestones in the Industry's tong standing quest to
achieve the highly- desired marriage of both aesthetics and sound quality. Such amarriage
would please both ends of the consumer spectrum, the audiophile as well as the cineaste.
Indeed, it seemed incredible that the legendary, exquisite craftsmanship of the original Cremona
and the Cremona Auditor could have been surpassed.
However, the recent launch of two new models with ' M'
designations, along with aflagship speaker, the Cremona
Elipsa, were inspired by that most astounding of
transducers, the Stradivari. Thus, they are testaments to the
fact that Sonus Faber's designers are in aconstant process
of perfecting the art of music reproduction, and of pushing
the boundaries in the creation and engineering of aweinspiring handcrafted works of art. These speakers are all
the more precious because of their rarity, in aworld
characterised by so much automation and mechanisation.
The Auditor M, the smallest of the new Cremonas and the
successor of the original Auditor, is aversatile two-way
system ideally suited for smaller environments craving a
large-scale musical picture. Its natural maple enclosure
follows the Sonus Faber signature form of alute in crosssection, while its components and final sound have been
ear- tuned by the legendary Franco Serblin.
For larger rooms, the original floor- standing Cremona
has evolved into the new superior Cremona M, which
displays amore elegant, stylish finish and benefits from
the introduction of new components.
Like their Homage siblings, both the Auditor M and
Cremona M reflect the findings of Serblin's
longstanding research, with attention paid to every
detail, from small components, to wiring, to the drive
units themselves. Equally, the aesthetics and
external details have been refined to indicate anew
stage in the speakers' evolution.
At the top of the new Cremona range lies the
brand-new Cremona Elipsa, designed for the
connoisseur with both the means and the
environment to exploit alarger system. The
Cremona Elipsa provides near- Stradivari
performance in amore compact, economical
package. Its sound is room- filling, open and
natural, while its form is as beautiful as the
speaker that inspired it. The Elipsa is,
without question, another Sonus Faber
masterpiece.

Sinus Feb« CREMONA M

$01111.

Fstmr CREMONA EL1PSA

For your nearest dealer contact'

absolute sounds ltd
58 Durham Road. London SW20 OTW
T: + 44 (0)20 89 71 39 09 F: + 44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com intoCabsolutesounds.corn

Sonus faber.

